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Abstract	
The	Experience	of	Gay	Men	Being	Socialized	Into	Gay	Communities	

Erik	Green,	PhD	Candidate	
UC	Santa	Cruz,	Department	of	Education	

	
This	research	uses	a	phenomenological	methodology	to	ask:	how	do	gay	

men	in	the	United	States	experience	becoming	socialized	into	gay	communities,	

and	what	is	the	role	of	language	in	that	experience?		Rooted	in	educational,	

language	socialization,	and	linguistic	theory,	I	ultimately	center	my	work	around	

educational	researchers	Jean	Lave	and	Etienne	Wenger	(1991),	who	have	

constructed	a	theory	around	situated	learning	and	legitimate	peripheral	

participation.		Conceptualizing	a	“gay	community”	as	a	site	for	informal	

education	and	situated	learning,	I	position	socialization	into	the	community	as	

the	development	of	identity;	and	as	Lave	and	Wenger	(1991)	assert,	“learning	

involves	the	construction	of	identities”	(p.	53).		For	my	research,	I	therefore	

examine	the	role	language	plays	in	the	experience	of	socialization.		In	employing	

a	phenomenological	perspective,	I	drew	on	the	concept	of	Heuristic	Inquiry	

(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	1985;	Moustakas,	1990;	Patton,	2002),	where	the	

researcher	asks	“what	is	my	experience	of	this	phenomenon	and	the	essential	

experience	of	others	who	also	experience	this	phenomenon	intensely?”	(Patton,	

2002,	p.	107).		Participants	were	solicited	from	three	local	gay	sports	groups	on	

a	self-selecting,	voluntary	basis,	using	nonproportional	quota	sampling	to	get	17	

participants,	representing	a	variety	of	ages,	race/ethnicities,	education	levels,	

and	childhood	social-economic	statuses.		Within	a	phenomenological	
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methodology,	qualitative	methods	were	used	for	data	collection,	specifically	

semi-structured	in-depth	interviews,	supplemented	by	participatory	and	non-

participatory	observations.		Open	coding	was	then	utilized	to	analyze	the	data.		

Results	showed	that	participants	did	engage	in	legitimate	peripheral	

participation	practices	in	their	community	socialization	processes,	and	

highlighted	shared	experiences,	humor,	and	what	I	describe	as	“gender	play”	as	

their	primary	language	practices	within	those	communities.		There	also	

appeared	to	be	a	connection	to	the	acceptance	(if	not	the	personal	practice)	of	

these	linguistic	practices,	the	person’s	perceived	“outness”,	and	their	own	self-

reported	connection	(or	lack	thereof)	to	the	“gay	community”.	
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Chapter	1:	Introduction	

Introduction	

How	do	gay	men	in	the	United	States	experience	becoming	socialized	into	

gay	communities,	and	what	is	the	role	of	language	in	that	experience?		In	order	

to	explore	this	question,	I	root	my	research	in	both	language	and	educational	

theory.		Making	connections	between	a	variety	of	disciplines,	I	ultimately	center	

my	work	around	educational	researchers	Jean	Lave	and	Etienne	Wenger	(1991),	

who	have	constructed	a	theory	around	situated	learning	and	legitimate	

peripheral	participation.		Exploring	how	“human	minds	develop	in	social	

situations”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	11),	they	speak	about	the	role	of	identity	

and	situated	learning	in	both	informal	and	formal	educational	processes,	where	

a	participant	“acquires	the	skills	to	perform	by	actually	engaging	in	the	process,	

under	the	attenuated	conditions	of	legitimate	peripheral	participation”	(Lave	and	

Wenger,	1991,	p.	14).		This	idea,	however,	must	be	linked	to	theories	of	language	

and	linguistics,	since	“language	is	a	crucial	component	of	identity	and	self-

formations”	(Manalansan,	2003,	p.	48).	

Many	disciplines,	including	work	on	socialization,	either	explicitly	or	

implicitly	operate	from	a	heteronormative	basis,	or	at	the	very	least	ignore	a	

queer	perspective.		Those	disciplines	which	do	not	already	integrate	a	queer	

positionality	become	particularly	interesting	when	explored	from	a	queer	

perspective	and	integrated	to	ideas	of	Queer	Discourses	and	gay	languages.		The	

concept	of	gay	languages	has	been	established	in	the	field	of	Linguistics	through	
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a	number	of	research	projects	and	publications	(for	example:	Barrett,	1997;	

Barrett,	2002;	Leap,	1996;	Liang,	1997;	Livia,	2002;	Lucas,	1997;	McElhinny,	

2002;	Moonwomon-Baird,	1997;	Motshcenbacher,	2010;	Plummer,	1995;	

Podseva,	et	al,	2002;	Rodrigeuz,	2003;	Watney,	1995;	Wong,	et	all,	2002).		

However,	how	can	we	re-conceptualize	ideas	of	gay	language	into	a	theory	of	

Discourse	that	can	be	integrated	into	a	model	of	legitimate	peripheral	

participation?	

Conceptualizing	a	“gay	community”	as	a	site	for	informal	education	and	

situated	learning,	I	position	socialization	into	the	community	as	the	development	

of	identity;	and	as	Lave	and	Wenger	(1991)	assert,	“learning	involves	the	

construction	of	identities”	(p.	53).		For	my	research,	I	therefore	examine	what	

the	role	of	language	is	with	the	experience	of	socialization	–	specifically	whether	

learning	Gay	Discourses	was	an	aspect	of	inclusion	into	the	participants’	current	

communities,	and	how	that	aspect	operated	within	their	socialization	process.	

My	focus	on	gay	men	is	not	to	be	interpreted	as	lessening	the	need	for	

research	on	other	identities,	such	as	lesbians,	transgender	communities,	

bisexuals,	or	international	queer	communities.		However,	as	a	nascent	

researcher	and	graduate	student,	it	is	important	to	focus	and	limit	the	breadth	of	

my	study;	while	the	research	on	queer	topics	aren’t	extensive	for	any	subjects,	

more	focus	has	been	given	to	gay	men	than	other	identities.		It	is	important	to	

acknowledge	that	research	on	the	queer	community	often	“whitewashes”	

everyone	where	either	whiteness	is	the	unspoken	norm,	or	the	identities	and	
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experiences	of	non-white	queer	people	are	silenced	or	ignored.		While	many	

studies	“unwittingly	posit	a	white	gay	male	gaze,”	I	attempt	to	align	myself	with	

what	Manalansan	(2003)	calls	the	“new	queer	studies,”	scholars	who	“critically	

locate	themselves	and	their	works	in	local	and	global	processes”	(p.	6).		In	so	

doing,	my	goal	is	to	acknowledge	the	diversity	inherent	in	gay	communities,	

while	also	acknowledging	that	much	of	the	research	already	published	may	be	

operating	from	this	white-normative,	or	hegemonic,	viewpoint.	

Vocabulary	

	 Like	many	parts	of	language,	specific	terms	can	be	utilized	and	

interpreted	in	different	ways;	language	pertaining	to	sexual	identity	can	be	

especially	complicated.		To	create	a	shared	understanding	of	how	I’m	using	

language,	here	are	the	particular	ways	I’m	conceptualizing	some	of	the	

vocabulary	within	my	paper	(with	no	claim	that	what	I’m	doing	is	the	“right”	

way).	

	

Communities	of	Practice	–	Following	the	model	of	Lave	and	Wenger	(1991),	

these	are	“social	groupings	that	come	together	for	certain	activities,	thereby	

producing	shared	repertoires	including	linguistic	behavior”	(Motschenbacker,	

2010,	p.	27).	

	

Discourse	–	Separate	from	the	Foucauldian	sense	of	“practices	that	

systematically	form	the	objects	of	which	they	speak”	(Foucault,	1969,	p.	49),	I	am	
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utilizing	this	term	in	a	similar	fashion	as	James	Gee’s	(1996)’s	model	of	“big	D	

Discourse”	which	integrates	ways	“of	behaving,	interacting,	valuing,	thinking,	

believing,	speaking,	and	often	reading	and	writing”	(Gee,	1996,	p.	viii)	into	a	

single	idea	of	performative	identity.		In	this	way	Discourse	is	an	expanded	idea	of	

text	or	speech	production	utilizing	many	mediums	such	as	speaking,	gesturing,	

dressing,	etc.	

	

gay	community	–	A	social	grouping	of	people	(primarily	men)	who	identify	as	

gay	and	interact	together	around	shared	experiences	(see	“gay	culture”).	

	

gay	culture	–	Shared	experience	which	included	aspects	of	art	(especially	via	

media	like	television	and	film)	and	socialization	(such	as	venues	like	bars	or	

musical	organizations).	

	

gay	languages	–	Leap	(1996)	describes	Gay	English	as	“a	distinctive,	gendered	

[aggregate	of	approaches]	to	oral,	written,	and	signed	text	making”	(p.	xii)	

utilized	primarily,	but	not	exclusively,	by	gay	men.		I	expand	on	his	concept	to	

consider	that	there	may	be	multiple	languages	within	LGBT	communities	which	

could	be	categorized	within	this	concept.	

	

newcomers	and	old-timers	–	As	utilized	by	Lave	and	Wenger	(1991),	these	

connected	terms	refer	to	participants	within	a	Community	of	Practice	who	have	
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varying	degrees	of	experience	and	mastery	of	community	concepts.		Newcomers	

may	literally	or	metaphorically	fulfill	an	apprenticeship	role,	and	gradually	turn	

into	old-timers,	who	likewise	may	fill	a	mentorship	or	master	role	within	the	

community.	

	

queer	–	Following	queer	theorists	like	Rodriquez	(2003),	“‘queer’	is	not	simply	

an	umbrella	term	that	encompasses	lesbians,	bisexuals,	gay	men,	two-spirited	

people,	and	transsexuals;	it	is	a	challenge	to	constructions	of	heteronormativity”	

(p.	24).	

Research	Question	

My	research	question	is:	how	do	gay	men	in	the	United	States	experience	

becoming	socialized	into	gay	communities,	and	what	is	the	role	of	language	in	

that	experience?		Exploratory	research	(Green,	2013)	indicates	that	gay	men	

enter	into	a	socialization	process	after	their	initial	coming	out	process.		While	

there	has	been	ample	research	regarding	the	process	of	coming	out	(for	

example:	Weeks,	1977;	Coleman,	1982;	Plummer,	1995;	McKenna	&	Bargh,	

1998;	Harris	&	Bliss,	1998;	Harbeck,	2014),	research	on	the	process	of	gay	

community	socialization	–	separate	from	coming	out	–	has	been	limited.			

In	order	to	really	break	down	my	research	question,	there	are	a	few	

embedded	questions	that	needed	to	be	explored:	

• how	gay	men	in	the	United	States	describe	the	“gay	community”	and	
their	experiences	within	that	community	

• how	these	men	experienced	becoming	a	part	of	the	community	
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• how	these	men	reflect	on	their	language	use	within	their	community	
interactions	(that	is,	their	use	of	Gay	Discourses)	

• what	role	learning	or	mastering	these	language	practices	played	into	
their	experience	of	becoming	a	part	of	the	community	
		

Research	Significance	

This	research	has	some	important	implications	regarding	supporting	

LGBT	youth	(and	others	who	have	recently	come	out),	creating	spaces	of	

community	development,	and	ultimately	the	long-range	future	of	gay	

communities	to	continue	existing.	

For	schools,	those	engaging	with	LGBT	youth,	and/or	LGBT	community	

centers,	this	research	would	help	support	the	creation	of	informal	spaces	where	

“newcomers”	and	“old-timers”	can	interact,	share	experiences	(“gay	culture”),	

and	develop	a	shared	language	(“Queer	Discourses”).		Organizations	would	have	

data-driven	research	to	support	supplementing	the	Coming	Out	Group	with	

other	opportunities	for	legitimate	peripheral	participation	to	occur.		This	could	

involve	things	like	social	activities	(game	or	movie	nights,	for	example),	cultural	

activities	(discussion	groups	or	queer	art	organizations,	for	example),	or	

intellectual	pursuits	(like	visits	to	LGBT	historical	museums	or	sponsored	

speakers).	

In	general,	this	research	also	addresses	questions	like	“why	do	we	need	

the	gay	[insert	institution	here]	any	more?”		As	more	and	more	gay	bars	are	

shutting	down,	as	gay	people	are	questioning	the	existence	of	gay	pride	parades,	

and	as	the	legality	of	gay	marriage	opens	a	whole	new	slew	of	questions	
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regarding	the	creation	of	community,	this	research	will	hopefully	provide	a	basis	

for	tackling	questions	regarding	the	future	of	gay	communities.	

Theoretical	Orientation	

	 The	primary	theoretical	orientation	for	my	research	draws	on	the	

concept	of	legitimate	peripheral	participation,	from	Lave	and	Wenger’s	(1991)	

concept	of	Communities	of	Practice.		For	Lave	and	Wenger	(1991),	situated	

learning	indicated	that	learning	was	not	located	“in	the	acquisition	of	structure,	

but	in	the	increased	access	of	learners	to	participating	roles	in	expert	

performances”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	17)	–	that	is,	with	specific	contexts	

and	in	particular	locations	where	performance	could	occur.		The	process,	then,	of	

legitimate	peripheral	participation	“denotes	the	particular	mode	of	engagement	

of	a	learner	who	participates	in	the	actual	practice	of	an	expert,	but	only	to	a	

limited	degree	and	with	limited	responsibility	for	the	ultimate	product	as	a	

whole”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	14).		This	process	can	occur	in	a	number	of	

situations,	“from	institutionally	circumscribed	training	all	the	way	to	the	

learning	immanent	in	everyday	activities”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	18).	

	 Developing	Queer	Discourses,	then,	would	constitute	an	“everyday	

activity”	under	this	model.		Utilizing	the	terminology	of	Lave	and	Wegner,	my	

own	exploratory	research	(Green,	2013)	suggests	that	gay	men,	after	already	

engaging	in	the	“coming	out	process”,	seek	out	community	and	become	

newcomers	in	interaction	with	old-timers	–	who	represent	not	necessarily	an	

advantage	in	physical	age,	but	rather	in	experience	within	the	community.		Lave	
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and	Wenger	(1991),	with	legitimate	peripheral	participation,	provide	“a	way	to	

speak	about	the	relations	between	newcomers	and	old-timers”	(p.	29).	

Newcomers,	entering	the	community	from	the	periphery,	are	given	

legitimacy	to	participate	with	old-timers	through	a	variety	of	means,	and	

specifically	in	their	own	individual	development	and	use	of	Gay	Discourses.		

While	rarely	a	case	of	formal	teaching	–	although	in	some	cases	the	intentionality	

of	instruction	could	very	well	lead	towards	a	more	formal	structure	–	more	

importantly,	“what	the	effective	learner	learns	is	how	to	actually	do	practices”	

(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	20).		By	engaging	with	old-timers	and	therefore	

being	drawn	further	into	the	community	from	the	periphery,	this	process	is	

highly	interactive	“in	which	the	apprentice	engages	by	simultaneously	

performing	in	several	roles	–	status	subordinate,	learning	practitioner,	sole	

responsible	agent	in	minor	parts	of	the	performance,	aspiring	expert,	and	so	

forth”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	23).		In	this	way,	the	process	of	legitimate	

peripheral	participation	“is	not	a	structure,	no	matter	how	subtly	defined,	but	

rather	a	way	of	acting	in	the	world	which	takes	place	under	widely	varying	

conditions”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	24).			

This	apprenticeship	model	creates	a	clear	framework	for	theorizing	the	

socialization	of	gay	men	into	gay	communities.		First	of	all,	the	actual	terms	of	

the	process	should	be	investigated	and	defined.		Lave	and	Wenger	(1991)	

caution	that	“it	seems	all	too	natural	to	decompose	[legitimate	peripheral	

participation]	into	a	set	of	three	contrasting	pairs:	legitimate	versus	illegitimate,	
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peripheral	versus	central,	participation	versus	nonparticipation”	(p.	35).		They,	

instead,	ask	for	the	concept	to	be	concerned	as	a	whole,	with	each	aspect	being	

“indispensable	in	defining	the	others	and	[not]	considered	in	isolation.		Its	

constituents	contribute	inseparable	aspects	whose	combinations	create	a	

landscape	–	shapes,	degrees,	textures	–	of	community	membership”	(Lave	and	

Wenger,	1991,	p.	35).	

	 Peripherality	and	centrality	in	particular	are	denoted	as	linguistic	

placeholders,	metaphoric	language	rather	than	an	intended	physically	

description.		“There	is	no	place	in	a	community	of	practice	designated	‘the	

periphery,’	and,	most	emphatically,	it	has	no	single	core	or	center”	(Lave	and	

Wenger,	1991,	p.	36).		The	center	that	is	contrasted	by	the	periphery	is	flexible	

and	moving,	not	static	and	stationary;	“it	seems	important	not	to	reduce	the	end	

point	of	centripetal	participation	in	a	community	of	practice	to	a	uniform	or	

univocal	‘center’”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	36).		Likewise,	the	periphery	is	not	

defined	by	a	physical	location,	but	rather	a	relationship	–	that	between	the	

newcomer	participant	and	the	old-timers	within	the	community.		Therefore,	

under	this	model,	it’s	stressed	that	“peripherality	is	also	a	positive	term,	whose	

most	salient	conceptual	antonyms	are	unrelatedness	or	irrelevance	to	ongoing	

activity”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	37).		Being	on	the	periphery	is	not	the	same	

as	being	shunned,	unnoticed,	or	unimportant.		Rather	it	is	seen	as	a	dynamic	

concept	where	a	point	of	entry	into	a	community	has	been	created,	and	a	place	

where	learning	can	be	situated	and	participants	can	be	drawn	into	the	Discourse	
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and	the	community.		“In	this	sense,	peripherality,	when	it	is	enabled,	suggests	an	

opening,	a	way	of	gaining	access	to	sources	for	understanding	through	growing	

involvement”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	37).			

	 Given	this	conceptualization	of	the	metaphorical	space	and	positionality	

of	a	gay	community,	a	newcomer	must	be	acknowledged	and	given	legitimacy	to	

participate	within	the	community.		“The	issue	of	conferring	legitimacy	is	more	

important	than	the	issue	of	providing	teaching”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	92).		

Like	the	participants	in	Blackburn’s	(2005)	research,	a	lack	of	invitation	–	

explicit	or	implicit	–	to	engage	with	the	Discourse,	and	therefore	with	the	

participants	in	the	community,	quickly	led	to	the	departure	of	that	newcomer.		

“Acceptance	by	and	interaction	with	acknowledged	adept	practitioners	make	

learning	legitimate	and	of	value	for	the	point	of	view	of	the	apprentice”	(Lave	

and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	110).		Especially	for	members	of	a	gay	community,	where	

fears	of	homophobia	and	violence	are	heightened,	this	acceptance	and	

interaction	is	key	to	engaging	the	newcomer	and	maintaining	a	community.	

Given	legitimacy,	the	newcomer	must	then	also	be	given	opportunities	to	

participate.		“The	key	to	legitimate	peripherality	is	access	by	newcomers	to	the	

community	of	practice	and	all	that	membership	entails”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	

p.	100).		When	newcomers	connect	and	identify	with	an	old-timer	–	described	

perhaps	as	a	sponsor,	or	mentor,	or	simply	a	friend	–	the	process	of	legitimate	

peripheral	participation	may	take	place,	regardless	of	“which	educational	form	

provides	a	context	for	learning,	or	whether	there	is	any	intentional	educational	
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form	at	all”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	40).		Through	activities	like	overt	

teaching,	observation,	mimicking,	engaging	together	in	social	experiences,	or	

sharing	cultural	experiences,	a	Gay	Discourse	can	be	developed,	since	“language	

is	part	of	practice,	and	it	is	in	practice	that	people	learn”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	

p.	85).		By	engaging	in	activities	that	are	given	legitimacy	–	that	is,	by	being	

treated	as	a	member	of	the	community	–	participation	is	increased	and	begins	a	

reciprocal	loop	of	increased	activity,	increased	participation,	and	increased	

movement	away	from	the	periphery	and	towards	the	“center”	–	or	what	may	be	

described	as	the	experience	of	creating	and	engaging	community.			

This	legitimacy	is,	again,	a	very	reciprocal	relationship,	necessary	for	

learning	and	also	necessary	for	engagement	with	opportunities	that	will	create	

learning.		“To	become	a	full	member	of	a	community	of	practice	requires	access	

to	a	wide	range	of	ongoing	activity,	old-timers,	and	other	members	of	the	

community;	and	to	information,	resources,	and	opportunities	for	participation”	

(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	101).		By	initially	gaining	some	legitimate	

participation,	the	newcomer	will	meet	more	people	in	the	community,	gain	more	

access	to	activities,	old-timers,	and	other	members,	and	will	also	be	brought	into	

contact	with	cultural	experiences,	the	sharing	of	which	becomes	another	aspect	

of	shared	Gay	Discourses.			

Lave	and	Wegner	(1991)	state	how	the	social	reproduction	cycles	of	

communities	of	practice	“are	productive	as	well.		They	leave	a	historical	trace	of	

artifacts	–	physical,	linguistic,	and	symbolic	–	and	of	social	structures,	which	
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constitute	and	reconstitute	the	practice	over	time”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	

58).		For	a	gay	community,	this	can	be	represented	by	objects	like	literature,	

movies,	songs,	television	shows	–	monikers	of	so-called	“gay	culture”.		By	

engagement	with	these	artifacts	–	especially	shared	engagement	while	in	the	

presence	of	other	members	of	the	community	–	participation	and	legitimacy	

within	the	community	are	increased.	

	 The	cyclical	nature	of	this	process	is	increasingly	evident.		By	increased	

involvement	with	the	community,	“an	extended	period	of	legitimate	

peripherality	provides	learners	with	opportunities	to	make	the	culture	of	

practice	theirs”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	95).		Especially	given	on	the	

opportunity	to	“try	on”	the	Discourse	–	to	experiment	with	what	it	means	to	“be	

gay”	or	“be	in	a	gay	community”,	“apprentices	gradually	assemble	a	general	idea	

of	what	constitutes	the	practice	of	the	community	…	how	masters	talk,	walk,	

work,	and	generally	conduct	their	lives”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	95).		The	

process	of	sharing	historical	artifacts	–	that	is,	“gay	culture”	–	is	particularly	

useful	in	creating	an	identity	with	the	community,	as	“it	includes	an	increasing	

understanding	of	how,	when,	and	about	what	old-timers	collaborate,	collude,	

and	collide,	and	what	they	enjoy,	dislike,	respect,	and	admire”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	

1991,	p.	95).		For	gay	people	in	particular,	this	sharing	process	can	not	only	

unlock	a	new	language	or	Discourse,	but	what	some	may	describe	as	a	whole	

new	world.		By	learning	the	“code”	and	finding	new,	previously	hidden	

experiences,	gay	people	discover	new	ways	to	describe	and	talk	about	their	lives.		
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As	this	process	continues	to	cyclically	play	out,	the	role	of	the	newcomer	morphs	

and	adapts.		Lave	and	Wegner	(1991)	traced	“the	changing	forms	of	participation	

and	identity	of	persons	who	engage	in	sustained	participation	in	a	community	of	

practice:	from	entrance	as	a	newcomer,	through	becoming	an	old-timer	with	

respect	to	new	newcomers,	to	a	point	when	those	newcomers	themselves	

become	old-timers”	(p.	56).	

	 Circling	back	to	the	idea	of	peripherality	–	and	therefore	also	of	centrality	

–	it’s	important	to	again	remember	that	this	dynamic,	cyclical	process	is	not	

being	conducted	in	a	static	environment.		During	this	process	it’s	certainly	true	

that		“the	social	relations	of	apprentices	within	a	community	change	through	

their	direct	involvement	in	activities”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	94);	

newcomers	will	move	in	varying	degrees,	and	in	engagement	with	various	other	

members	of	the	community,	to	different	positions	on	a	continuum	of	newcomer	

to	old-timer,	of	apprentice	to	master,	and	with	varying	positionality	to	the	

centrality	of	the	community.		However,	without	a	static	center,	the	community	

itself	may	also	change	in	relation	to	the	entrance	of	the	newcomer.		It	is	

important	to	keep	in	mind	the	full	context	of	the	community	that	is	being	created,	

reproduced,	and	maintained	through	this	process;	“while	the	apprentice	may	be	

the	one	transformed	most	dramatically	by	increased	participation	in	a	

productive	process,	it	is	the	wider	process	that	is	the	crucial	locus	and	

precondition	for	this	transformation”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	15).		When	

many	people	are	engaged	in	the	process	simultaneously,	it	is	possible	for	there	
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to	be	a	shifting	–	and	perhaps	even	a	splitting	–	of	“centers”,	as	evidenced	by	the	

creation	of	multiple	gay	communities.		And	of	course,	people	may	have	multiple	

“centers”	depending	on	which	community	they	are	currently	interacting	and	

identifying	with.		The	activities	and	details	of	getting	involved	with	the	bear	

community1,	for	example,	may	differ	widely	from	that	of	the	drag	queen	

community	(or	the	gay	sports	community,	or	the	twink2	community…)	

Lave	and	Wenger’s	(1991)	research	tends	to	focus	more	on	locations	of	

job	training	–	be	that	formal	or	informal.		Midwives,	tailors,	naval	

quartermasters,	and	meat	cutters	are	all	explored.		Studying	a	movement	or	

cultural	organization	like	the	“gay	community”,	however,	is	a	little	different	–	but	

Lave	and	Wenger	do	provide	a	model	for	this	in	their	work	with	nondrinking	

alcoholics.		While	there	are	still	fairly	formal	organizational	aspects	to	the	group	

Alcoholics	Anonymous,	there	are	also	some	formal	aspects	to	how	gay	men	

organize	into	gay	communities.		My	research,	therefore,	is	building	on	some	of	

this	final	work	from	Lave	and	Wenger	to	take	the	concept	of	legitimate	

peripheral	participation	into	a	different	sphere	–	one	that	is	more	social,	

involves	more	informal	structures,	and	centers	around	this	amorphous	concept	

of	“gay	community”.		 	

																																																								
1	While	definitions	may	vary,	bears	are	generally	defined	as	“a	subculture	of	gay	
men	who	valorize	the	larger,	hirsute	body”	(Hennen,	2005,	p.	25)	
2	Like	other	terms,	this	could	also	be	contested	but	general	describes	someone	
with	an	“effeminate	affect	and	skinny	body”	(Green,	2009,	p.	239)	
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Chapter	2:	Review	of	Literature	

Introduction	

	 In	order	to	situate	my	research	properly	within	the	larger	academic	

community,	a	review	of	the	relevant	conceptual	and	empirical	literature	is	

important.		My	research	sits	on	the	intersection	of	a	number	of	disciplines,	

including	linguistics	and	sociolingusitics	(especially	the	field	known	as	

“Lavender	Languages”),	queer	studies,	and	educational	theory.		To	help	navigate	

between	these	connected	but	disparate	topics,	my	review	of	the	literature	is	

grouped	among	three	main	topics	–	Language	and	Power,	Legitimate	Queer	

Participation,	and	Phenomenology	(which	I	explain	in	greater	depth	in	Chapter	

3:	Methodology	and	Methods).	

	 Within	the	Language	and	Power	section,	as	the	name	would	suggest	I	

focus	on	the	connection	between	language	and	power,	drawing	heavily	from	

social	theorists,	linguists,	and	philosophers	who	have	shaped	the	field,	including	

Saussure,	Pierce,	Barthes,	Bourdieu,	Bakhtin,	and	Foucault.		I	trace	part	of	the	

history	of	the	development	of	structural	linguistics,	especially	concepts	of	the	

sign	and	signifier.		I	consider	ways	that	the	queer	community	has	“queered”	

signifiers	in	ways	that	create	a	framework	for	developing	coded	gay	languages,	

and	how	this	idea	of	queering	signifiers	might	overlay	on	top	of	the	frameworks	

developed	by	these	theorists.		From	there,	I	consider	the	ways	that	people	–	

through	language	–	construct	identity	and	community,	contemplating	the	ability	

for	the	subject	to	author	themselves,	especially	through	dialogue	and	
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relationships	with	others.		Next,	I	draw	on	some	queer	theorists	like	

Motschenbacker,	Manalansan,	and	Ahearn	to	look	at	how	they	have	“queered”	

the	field	of	linguistics,	while	also	considering	a	poststructural	framework.		

Drawing	extensively	on	the	theories	of	Derrida,	I	examine	how	these	theorists	

deconstruct	concepts	of	identity	by	deconstructing	the	binary	linguistical	

relationships	of	structural	linguistics.		This	leads	to	some	final	thoughts	on	how	

language	(and	“Gay	Discourse”	in	particular,	a	term	developed	by	queer	

linguists)	can	serve	as	a	source	of	resistance	and	agency	for	individual	speakers.	

	 Next,	I	examine	in	much	greater	depth	this	concept	of	Gay	Discourse,	

combining	it	with	an	educational	theory	from	Lave	and	Wenger	(1991)	called	

“Legitimate	Peripheral	Participation”,	to	come	up	with	my	own	theory	of	

Legitimate	Queer	Participation.		Drawing	from	theories	of	literacy	and	language	

acquisition,	I	combine	that	with	the	previous	section’s	review	of	linguistic	

theories,	adding	in	additional	work	from	queer	linguistics	and	Lavender	

Language	studies.		There	has	been	extensive	work	within	queer	linguistics	on	the	

topic	of	Gay	Discourse(s),	which	I	review	as	it	applies	to	linguistics,	culture,	

language,	identity,	and	social	relationships.		I	conclude	the	section	by	showing	

how	the	work	in	queer	linguistics	can	be	combined	with	the	theory	of	Legitimate	

Peripheral	Participation	to	create	a	situation	where	the	“gay	community”	can	be	

seen	as	a	site	of	situated	learning,	generating	the	conditions	needed	to	

understand	the	socialization	process	of	gay	men	into	community.	
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	 Finally,	in	Chapter	3,	I	examine	the	many	varieties	and	offshoots	of	the	

field	of	phenomenology.		At	its	core,	phenomenology	asks,	in	general,	“what	is	

the	meaning,	structure,	and	essence	of	the	lived	experience	of	this	phenomenon	

for	this	person	or	group	of	people”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	104)?		However,	the	field	of	

phenomenology	has	grown	and	developed	in	a	variety	of	ways	so	that	there	is	

not	a	singular	definition	of	the	term,	and	it	has	been	used	and	applied	in	a	

variety	of	ways	by	a	number	of	theorists	and	researchers.		Starting	with	Husserl,	

considered	by	most	to	be	their	father	of	phenomenology,	I	trace	his	development	

of	Descriptive	Phenomenology	and	the	evolution	of	that	into	a	theory	of	

Transcendental	Phenomenology.		I	then	explore	the	theories	of	Heidegger,	who	

was	a	friend	and	personal	assistant	of	Husserl,	who	differed	from	his	mentor	in	

his	approach	to	phenomenology	and	moved	towards	a	concept	of	

“hermeneutics”.		I	then	review	Levinas,	another	student	of	Husserl,	who	

expanded	upon	Husserl’s	ideas.		Merleau-Ponty	is	then	introduced	as	the	bridge	

between	phenomenology	and	modern	scientific	research,	focusing	on	concepts	

of	perception	and	forging	his	own	philosophical	path	in	the	evolution	of	

phenomenology.		All	of	this	groundwork	is	necessary	to	understand	Douglass	

and	Moustakas	and	their	expansion	of	phenomenology	into	a	methodology	and	

research	method,	which	they	call	Heuristic	Inquiry	and	which	I	use	as	the	lens	

for	my	research.		Finally,	I	look	at	the	ways	that	phenomenology	has	been	

applied	to	educational	research,	re-grounding	myself	and	my	research	within	my	
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Department	of	study	and	showing	the	ways	that	my	work	can	reside	within	the	

intersection	of	a	number	of	cross-disciplinary	fields.	

Part	1:	Language	and	Power	

Language	and	Power:	An	Introduction	

	 To	understand	the	linguistic	arguments	made	regarding	Queer	

Discourses,	the	foundations	–	and	then	critics	–	of	structural	linguistics	is	

necessary.		Ferdinand	de	Saussure	is	credited	as	the	deviser	of	structuralism,	

primarily	through	his	concept	of	the	linguistic	sign.			Saussure	asserted	that	

“language,	and	by	extension	any	other	object	of	semiotic	inquiry,	is	a	‘system	of	

signs	that	express	ideas,’	a	network	of	elements	that	signify	only	in	relation	to	

each	other”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	6).		For	Saussure,	“different	languages	engage	in	

an	arbitrary	division	of	reality”	(Singh,	2003,	p.	19)	through	a	“sound	and	

meaning	correspondence”	(Singh,	2003,	p.	20)	between	what	he	labeled	as	the	

signifier	and	the	signified.		Saussure	theorized	that	“the	signified	is	the	concept,	

the	signifier	is	the	acoustic	image	(which	is	mental)	and	the	relation	between	

concept	and	image	is	the	sign	(the	word,	for	instance),	which	is	a	concrete	entity”	

(Barthes,	1972,	p.	113).		This	relationship	is	important,	because	“the	sign	itself	is	

a	relational	entity,	a	composite	of	two	parts	that	signify	not	only	through	those	

features	that	make	each	of	them	slightly	different	from	any	other	two	parts,	but	

through	their	association	with	each	other”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	6).		Furthermore,	

those	two	components	must	be	working	together	to	create	the	sign;	“The	actual	

sign	is	not	one	or	the	other	of	its	component	parts	but	instead	the	association	
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that	binds	them	together”	(Singh,	2003,	p.	21)		However	it’s	important	to	

remember	that	while	linguistic	signs	“may	be	motivated,	that	is	to	say,	made	less	

arbitrary”	(Cullar,	1980,	p.	29),	ultimately	“the	link	between	the	signifier	and	the	

signified	is	arbitrary”	(Singh,	2003,	p.	21)	and	“no	natural	bond	links	a	given	

signifier	to	its	signified;	their	relationship	is	entirely	conventional,	and	will	only	

obtain	within	a	certain	linguistic	system”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	6).	

Saussure	privileged	langue,	or	the	language	systems,	over	parole,	or	

speech,	where	“only	language	constitutes	a	proper	object	of	study	for	the	simple	

reason	that	it	alone	facilitates	investigation	along	‘synchronic’	rather	than	

‘diachronic’	lines”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	11).		His	theory,	while	groundbreaking	

and	enlightening	for	its	time,	was	not	without	its	problems,	including	questions	

of	variation.		“No	two	English	speakers	will	pronounce	the	same	word	identically	

on	all	occasions,	and	there	is	likely	to	be	even	more	variety	at	the	conceptual	

level”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	7).		Although	Saussure	identifies	linguistic	signs	as	

arbitrary,	he	fails	to	explain	how	individual	variation	can	work	within	this	

theory	of	systems,	especially	as	valued	over	practice.		“Saussure’s	model	does	

not	take	into	account	anything	beyond	the	domain	of	significations”	(Silverman,	

1983,	p.	10).	

Charles	Peirce	took	Saussures	model	and	created	a	system	of	“the	‘sign,’	

the	‘interpretant,’	and	the	‘object.’		Signification	is	understood	as	involving	all	

three	in	a	complex	interactions”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	14).		Unlike	Saussure,	

Peirce	created	a	complex	system	where	his	sign	(analogous	to	Saussure’s	
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signifier)	was	intrinsically	connected	to	the	object.		“The	sign	or	signifier	

represents	in	some	capacity	or	other	the	object	or	referent,	which	is	itself	

available	only	as	an	interpretant	or	signified,	and	in	so	doing	elicits	within	the	

mind	of	an	individual	another	interpretant	or	signified”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	17).		

This	sort	of	cyclical	construction	of	language	creates	an	interpretant	that	is	

“virtually	synonymous	with	the	signified”	but	has	“the	quality	of	endless	

commutability[,	where]	the	interpretant	can	become	a	sign	which	produces	a	

new	interpretant”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	15).		Peirce	also	manages	“to	counter	

pragmatism	with	idealism;	to	acknowledge	materiality	while	at	the	same	time	

rigidly	divorcing	it	from	idea”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	16).		He	asserts	that	“we	have	

direct	experience,	but	indirect	knowledge	of	reality.		The	former	teaches	us	that	

there	is	a	world	of	things,	but	gives	us	no	intellectual	access	to	them,	while	the	

latter	supplies	the	only	means	of	knowing	those	things,	but	no	way	of	verifying	

our	knowledge”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	16).	

For	either	system,	language	is	“a	system	of	signs.		Noises	count	as	

language	only	when	they	serve	to	express	or	communicate	ideas;	otherwise	they	

are	just	noise”	(Cullar,	1980,	p.	28).		Language,	however,	“is	not	a	nomenclature	

and	therefore	its	signifieds	are	not	pre-existing	concepts	but	changeable	and	

contingent	concepts	which	vary	from	one	state	of	a	language	to	another”	(Cullar,	

1980,	p.	22).		In	other	words,	in	contrast	to	the	idea	that	“in	the	historical	

evolution	of	a	language	the	concepts	should	remain	stable”	(Cullar,	1980,	p.	31),	

instead	“the	history	of	languages	is	full	of	examples	of	concepts	shifting,	
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changing	their	boundaries”	(Cullar,	1980,	p.	22).		Roland	Barthes	expands	upon	

this	idea	to	talk	about	the	concept	of	the	“empty	signifier”,	which	is	part	of	his	

theory	of	myth.		The	system	of	myths,	itself	an	expansion	of	Saussure’s	system	of	

linguistic	signs,	“is	constructed	from	a	semiological	chain	which	existed	before	it:	

it	is	a	second-order	semiological	system”	(Barthes,	1972,	p.	114,	emphasis	in	

original).		“Barthes	demonstrates	that	signification	cannot	be	divorced	from	the	

operations	of	myth	or	ideology,	and	that	it	thus	always	implies	the	larger	

cultural	field”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	4).	

For	Barthes,	“that	which	is	a	sign	(namely	the	associative	total	of	a	

concept	and	an	image)	in	the	first	system,	becomes	a	mere	signifier	in	the	second”	

(Barthes,	1972,	p.	114).		The	new	signifier	–	what	we	used	to	call	a	word	–	is	

matched	with	a	new	signified	concept,	and	the	“associative	total”	between	the	

two	creates	a	new	sign.		The	system	of	these	second-order	signs	is	what	Barthes	

describes	as	“myth”.		Barthes	describes	myth	as	a	double	system,	where	“the	

signification	of	the	myth	is	constituted	by	a	sort	of	constantly	moving	turnstile	

which	presents	alternately	the	meaning	of	the	signifier	and	its	form,	a	language-

object	and	a	metalanguage,	a	purely	signifying	and	a	purely	imagining	

consciousness”	(Barthes,	1972,	p.	123).		However,	“myth	is	speech	stolen	and	

restored”	(Barthes,	1972,	p.	125,	emphasis	in	original)	and	“is	made	of	a	material	

which	has	already	been	worked	on	so	as	to	make	it	suitable	for	communication”	

(Barthes,	1972,	p.	110,	emphasis	in	original).		So	mythical	significance	builds	

upon	signs	that	already	exist	within	a	language,	and	operates	on	the	level	of	
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connotation	and	metaphor.		“Barthe’s	scheme	represents	an	improvement	over	

Saussure’s	not	only	in	that	it	accommodates	connotation	as	well	as	denotation,	

but	in	that	it	accounts	for	motivated	as	well	as	unmotivated	signifying	

relationships”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	28).		However,	in	the	course	of	becoming	

restored,	speech	“is	no	longer	quite	that	which	was	stolen:	when	it	was	brought	

back,	it	was	not	put	exactly	in	its	place”	(Barthes,	1972,	p.	125).		This	creates	the	

opportunity	for	mythological	signification	to	differ	from	Saussure’s	system	of	

signs.		Whereas	the	system	of	Saussure	emphasizes	the	arbitrariness	of	the	signs,	

“the	mythical	signification,	on	the	other	hand,	is	never	arbitrary;	it	is	always	in	

part	motivated”	(Barthes,	1972,	p.	126).		“Motivation	is	unavoidable.		It	is	none	

the	less	very	fragmentary”	(Barthes,	1972,	p.	126),	creating	opportunities	for	the	

signification	of	myths	to	shift	and	change,	much	in	the	same	way	Saussure	

thought	historically	about	the	shifting	of	concepts.	

Language	and	Power:	Queering	Signifiers	

	 Within	my	research	of	the	gay	community,	words	take	on	a	different	

meaning	–	a	different	significance.		While	on	a	Saussurian	level	little	seems	to	

have	changed	–the	words	are	still	identifiable	as	the	original	sign	–	on	the	

Barthian	level	a	new	mythological	signification	occurs.		For	example,	the	word	

“family”	and	the	derivatives	therein	–	specifically	the	word	“sister”	–	take	on	new	

mythological	significance	within	the	gay	speech	community.		Whereas	the	

concept	of	family	traditionally	applies	to	your	blood	relatives,	there	has	always	

been	a	connotation	of	“extended	family”	also	including	close	family	friends.		For	
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gay	men,	who	were	often	shunned	or	disowned	by	their	blood	relatives,	the	

signification	of	“family”	was	stripped	of	its	biological	component	and	instead	

restored	with	a	community	aspect,	where	other	members	of	the	gay	community	

act	as	surrogates	for	the	myth	of	the	familiar	relationship.		In	some	circles,	the	

word	can	even	be	used	as	a	synonym	for	gay	or	lesbian,	regardless	of	your	actual	

relationship	(familiar	or	otherwise)	to	that	person.		To	give	two	examples	from	

my	participants,	Chris	talked	about	how	his	teammates	“took	me	into	their	

softball	family”	and	became	good	friends,	“almost	like	brothers	or	sisters.”		

Regina	talked	about	two	close	friends	he	had	at	work	in	the	military,	a	“younger	

gay	guy	and	a	lesbian,”	describing	them	as	the	“little	brother	and	sister	I	never	

had.”	

So	how	do	these	new	meanings	become	accepted	and	shared?		Some	

language	theorists	present	frames	for	approaching	the	question.		Saussure	

describes	a	chess	game,	with	the	basic	units	of	chess	and	where	“the	actual	

physical	shape	of	the	pieces	and	the	material	from	which	they	are	made	is	of	no	

importance”	(Cullar,	1980,	p.	38).		To	play	the	game,	“there	are	no	physical	

properties	necessary	to	a	king	or	pawn.		Identity	is	wholly	a	function	of	

differences	within	a	system”	(Cullar,	1980,	p.	38)	–	that	is	that	the	pawn	is	not	a	

king,	and	a	queen	is	not	a	rook.		However	the	arbitrary	nature	of	the	signs	do	

have	to	be	mutually	agreed	upon	–	although	Saussure	doesn’t	seem	to	elaborate	

on	how	that	occurs.		Barthes,	however,	describes	the	producer	of	myths	as	one	

who	focuses	on	an	empty	signifier	and	allows	a	concept	to	fill	the	form	of	the	
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myth	(Barthes,	1972,	p.	128).		These	myths	are	then	normalized	(perhaps	in	our	

example,	specifically	and	exclusively	within	a	particular	community)	so	that	this	

particular	context	within	a	moment	in	history	is	preserved	–	it	“transforms	

history	into	nature”	(Barthes,	1972,	p.	129).		We	then	train	people	to	become	

consumers	and	readers	of	the	myth,	to	“focus	on	the	mythical	signifier	as	on	an	

inextricable	whole	made	of	meaning	and	form”	(Barthes,	1972,	p.	128).	

Bourdieu	(1991)	contemplates	the	question	in	terms	of	political	

domination,	and	would	argue	that	“integration	into	a	single	‘linguistic	

community’	…	is	the	condition	for	the	establishment	of	relations	of	linguistic	

domination”	(p.	46).		This	perspective,	however,	has	more	to	do	with	the	ways	

that	“one	mode	of	expression	among	others	…	impose[s]	itself	as	the	only	

legitimate	one”	(Bourdieu,	1991,	p.	45),	which	isn’t	exactly	the	same	frame	as	

wondering	how	a	non-Dominant	discourse	community	unifies	and	shares	its	

mythological	significations.		For	consideration	of	language	variation	rather	than	

language	unification,	Fairclough	(1989)	believes	that	“language	varies	according	

to	the	social	identities	of	people	in	interactions,	their	socially	defined	purposes,	

social	setting,	and	so	on"	(p.	17).			

So	while	Singh	(2003)	states	that	“socially	powerful	groups	can	use	

language	to	perpetuate	their	ideologies”	(p.	33),	I	would	propose	that	even	

socially	non-powerful	groups,	as	one	could	argue	the	LGBT	community	is,	can	

use	language	to	perpetuate	their	ideologies	as	well	through	myths	–	at	least	

within	the	spheres	that	they	have	influence	in,	i.e.,	within	their	own	community.	
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Constructing	Self,	Constructing	Community	

In	what	ways	can	we	take	various	theories	as	a	lens	of	how	people	–	

through	language	–	construct	themselves	and	construct	communities?		Mikhail	

Bakhtin	conceived	of	existence	as	a	dialogue,	and	the	role	that	plays	with	the	self,	

the	other,	and	the	relationship	between	them.		For	Bakhtin,	“the	very	capacity	to	

have	consciousness	is	based	on	otherness”	and	“the	differential	relation	between	

a	center	and	all	that	is	not	that	center”	(Holquist,	1990,	p.	18,	emphasis	in	

original).		The	concept	of	the	“self”	is	“dialogic,	a	relation”	and	the	“self/other	is	a	

relation	of	simultaneity”	(Holquist,	1990,	p.	19,	emphasis	in	original);	that	is,	“all	

meaning	is	relative	in	the	sense	that	it	comes	about	only	as	a	result	of	the	

relation	between	two	bodies	occupying	simultaneous	but	different	space,	where	

bodies	may	be	thought	of	as	ranging	from	the	immediacy	of	our	physical	bodies,	

to	political	bodies	and	to	bodies	of	ideas	in	general	(ideologies)”	(Holquist,	1990,	

p.	21).		Each	person	approaches	reality	from	their	own	different	center,	and	fills	

the	word	“I”	“with	meaning	by	providing	the	central	point	needed	to	calibrate	all	

further	time	and	space	discriminations”	(Holquist,	1990,	p.	23).		Much	like	

Saussure’s	system	of	signs,	“a	dialogue	is	composed	of	an	utterance,	a	reply,	and	

a	relation	between	the	two.		It	is	the	relation	that	is	most	important	of	the	three,	

for	without	it	the	other	two	would	have	no	meaning”	(Holquist,	1990,	p.	38).	

Continuing	to	draw	on	themes	from	Saussure	and	Barthes,	“in	order	for	

[a]	specific	subjectivity	to	fill	the	general	slot	of	the	first	person	pronoun,	that	

word	must	be	empty:	‘I’	is	a	word	that	can	mean	nothing	in	general,	for	the	
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reference	it	names	can	never	be	visualized	in	its	consummated	wholeness”	but	

rather	“is	the	needle	that	stitches	the	abstraction	of	language	to	the	particularity	

of	lived	experience”	(Holquist,	1990,	p.	28).		Is	this	way	people	author	

themselves,	utilizing	their	relationships	and	dialogues	with	outside	entities.		

“Since	Bakhtin	places	so	much	emphasis	on	otherness,	and	on	otherness	defined	

precisely	as	other	values,	community	plays	an	enormous	role	in	his	thought.		

Dialogism	is,	among	other	things,	an	exercise	in	social	theory”	(Holquist,	1990,	p.	

37).		When	giving	an	example	of	how	intonation	plays	a	role	in	speech,	Holquist	

(1990)	states	that	“the	community	of	shared	values	gives	different	semantic	

weight	to	the	physically	articulated	acoustical	shifts	in	pitch	of	volume”	(p.	61).		

Elaborating,	he	explains	that	“each	time	we	talk,	we	literally	enact	values	in	our	

speech	through	the	process	of	scripting	our	place	and	that	of	our	listener	in	a	

culturally	specific	social	scenario”	(Holquist,	1990,	p.	63).		Connecting	with	

concepts	from	the	previous	section	of	how	words	gain	specific	mythological	

significance	within	a	community,	Holquist	(1990)	states	that	there	is	“a	set	of	

powerful	but	highly	unstable	conditions	at	work	that	will	give	a	word	uttered	

then	and	there	a	meaning	that	is	different	from	what	it	would	be	at	other	times	

and	in	other	places”	(p.	70).		It	is	possible	that	through	this	collective,	historically	

situated	experience	of	word	utterances,	communities	are	self-authored.	

Foucault,	however,	takes	a	slightly	different	approach	as	he	focuses	on	

the	ways	that	individuals	interact	with	institutions	and	how	power	is	diffused.		

Foucault	connects	with	this	idea	of	self-authorship	from	Bakhtin,	or	as	he	
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explains	it,	“how	the	subject	constitutes	itself	in	an	active	fashion	through	

practices	of	the	self”	(Foucault,	1994,	p.	291).		Much	like	how	Bakhtin	would	

situate	self-authorship	as	a	form	of	dialogue,	Foucault	emphasizes	that	“these	

practices	are	nevertheless	not	something	invented	by	the	individual	himself.		

They	are	models	that	he	finds	in	his	culture	and	are	proposed,	suggested,	

imposed	upon	him	by	his	culture,	his	society,	and	his	social	group”	(Foucault,	

1994,	p.	291).		This	last	sentence,	however,	ties	in	to	the	ideas	that	Foucault	adds	

to	the	conversation,	and	that	is	the	role	of	power	and	institutions	on	the	

construction	of	the	individual.		Architectures	are	created	“to	permit	an	internal,	

articulated	and	detailed	control	–	to	render	visible	those	who	are	inside	it;	in	

more	general	terms,	an	architecture	that	would	operate	to	transform	individuals”	

(Foucault,	1977,	p.	172).		Institutions,	through	a	variety	of	surveillance,	

punishment,	and	rewarding	methods,	diffuse	power	throughout	a	system	so	that	

individuals	regulate	themselves.		“Power	is	a	general	matrix	of	force	relations	at	

a	given	time,	in	a	given	society[,	where]	both	the	guardians	and	the	prisoners	are	

located	within	the	same	specific	operations	of	discipline	and	surveillance”	

(Dreyfus,	1982,	p.	186).		The	diffusion	of	power	“enables	the	disciplinary	power	

to	be	both	absolutely	indiscreet,	since	it	is	everywhere	and	always	alert	…	and	

absolutely	‘discreet’,	for	it	functions	permanently	and	largely	in	silence”	

(Foucault,	1977,	p.	177).		These	systems	are	then	normalized,	further	hiding	the	

motivation	behind	them,	and	“unless	these	unequal	relations	of	power	are	traced	

down	to	their	actual	material	functioning,	they	escaped	our	analysis	and	
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continue	to	operate	with	unquestioned	autonomy,	maintaining	the	illusion	that	

power	is	only	applied	by	those	at	the	top	to	those	at	the	bottom”	(Dreyfus,	1982,	

p.	186).	

Poststructural	Queer	Linguistics	

Growing	out	of	the	work	of	theorists	like	Foucault	and	Bakhtin,	queer	

linguists	continued	to	question	and	complicate	conceptualizations	of	a	gay	

identity	or	community.		“Language	represents	a	poststructuralist	problem	

because	it	can	only	construct	the	world	in	an	incomplete	fashion	that	ignores	

certain	aspects	about	referential	objects”	(Motschenbacker,	2010,	p.	14).		

Concepts	of	identities	and	communities	are	complicated	by	poststructural		queer	

theorists,	who	question	the	stable,	essential	structure	of	terms	such	as	“gay”	or	

“lesbian”.		While	Saussure	theorized	“the	linguistic	sign	as	a	stable	connection	

between	signifier	and	signified”,	other	theorists	(such	as	Derrida)	believe	that	

“the	signified,	on	the	other	hand,	is	not	stable	in	its	relation	to	the	signifier	and	

depends	on	context	as	well	as	its	earlier	uses”	(Motschenbacker,	2010,	p.	15).		

Derrida	“questions	that	linguistic	forms	have	stable	literal	meanings,	which	

ultimately	leads	to	the	claim	that	communication	between	two	parties	is	more	a	

matter	of	pragmatic	approximation	than	of	clear-cut	understanding”	

(Motschenbacker,	2010,	p.	15).		Linguistically	speaking,	Derrida	believed	that	all	

language	was	situated	and	“privileged	signifieds	derives	[their]	value	and	

meaning	from	[their]	place	within	a	larger	structure,	a	structure	which	moreover	

antedates	it”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	33).		Sassure’s	distinction	between	signifier	
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and	signified	“can	only	be	rigorously	maintained	if	one	term	within	the	realm	of	

signification	is	believed	to	be	final,	incapable	of	referring	beyond	itself	to	any	

other	term”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	33-34).		Derrida	argues	that	no	such	term	exists,	

therefore	“every	signified	functions	in	turn	as	a	signifier	in	an	endless	play	of	

signification”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	34).		This	concepts	of	linguistic	systems	

breaks	from	the	structuralism	of	Saussure,	and	“for	Peirce,	Barthes,	and	Derrida,	

the	signified	is	endlessly	commutable;	through	the	intervention	of	what	Peirce	

calls	the	‘interpretant,’	what	Barthes	describes	as	‘connotation,’	or	what	Derrida	

refers	to	as	‘free	play,’	one	signified	always	gives	way	to	another,	functions	in	its	

turn	as	a	signifier”	(Silverman,	1983,	p.	38).	

A	perspective	on	Queer	Linguistics	and	Discourses	“can	be	termed	

poststructrualist	in	that	it	does	no	longer	practice	an	unquestioned	use	of	female	

and	male	as	two	self-explanatory,	biologically	based	macro-categories”	

(Motschenbacker,	2010,	p.	2).		Rejecting	the	structuralism	of	theorists	like	

Saussure,	Queer	Theorists	sought	“the	deconstruction	or	blurring	of	two	

powerful	binarisms	stabilising	each	other:	female	vs.	male	and	heterosexual	vs.	

homosexual”	(Motschenbacker,	2010,	p.	6).		Rodriguez	(2003)	asserts	that	

“Identity	is	slippery	stuff.		The	practice	through	which	subjects	construct	identity	

are	never	singular.		We	move	and	speak	in	ever	shifting	contexts	of	meaning”	(p.	

8).		In	American	during	the	1970s	and	1980s,	“many	activists	started	to	question	

that	there	is	a	coherent	lesbian,	gay	male	or	even	gay-and-lesbian	subject	to	base	

political	agency,	let	alone	research,	on.		Moreover,	the	notion	that	sexuality	may	
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serve	as	the	exclusive	basis	for	an	essentialist	identity	category,	which	at	the	

surface	ignores	the	intersectionality	of	sexual	identity	with	other	identity	facets	

such	as	social	class,	age,	ethnicity	or	even	gender,	was	increasingly	met	with	

reservations”	(Motschenbacker,	2010,	p.	6).		That	does	not	exclude	the	

possibility	of	doing	research	on	gay	and	lesbian	communities,	however,	as	those	

engaged	in	“new	queer	studies”	are	“questioning	the	universal	gay/lesbian	

subject	but	at	the	same	time	recognizing	the	ways	in	which	gay	and	lesbian	

cultures	in	specific	localities	inflect	and	influence	the	growth	of	alternative	sex	

and	gender	identities	and	practices”	(Manalansan,	2003,	p.	8).		Rather	than	

simply	rejecting	ideas	of	a	gay	identity	or	community,	“the	useful	step	that	these	

new	queer	scholars	are	making	is	not	in	denigrating	gay	and	lesbian	identity	

categories	and	cultures	but	rather	expanding	and	troubling	their	seemingly	

stable	borders”	(Manalansan,	2003,	p.	8).	

	 Identity	“is	not	merely	a	response	to	culturally	defined	differences,	but	is	

continually	engaged	in	unpacking	the	stream	of	‘paradoxes	and	contradictions’	

that	inform	the	subject’s	relationship	to	other	subjects	and	the	discourses	that	

surround	them.		Subjects	mobilize	identities	and	are	in	turn	mobilized	by	those	

identity	constructions”	(Rodriguez,	2003,	p.	6).		This	idea	of	mobilization	can	

extend	more	literally	to	ideas	of	space	and	motion:		“Identity	is	about	

situatedness	in	motion:	embodiment	and	spatiality”	(Rodriguez,	2003,	p.	5).		Gay	

identity	“is	negotiated,	translated,	reproduced,	and	performed”	(Manalansan,	

2003,	p.	x)	and	“has	become	more	than	just	homosexuality,	same-sex	desire,	and	
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sexual	acts”	(Manalansan,	2003,	p.	23).		Identity	is	also	multi-faceted	and	

intersectional.		Manalansan	(2003),	for	example,	studies	how	“Filipino	gay	men’s	

experiences	and	discourses	do	not	construct	a	consistent	monolithic	self	…	[and]	

these	men’s	sense	of	selves	are	inflected	and	reconfigured	by	race,	class,	gender,	

sexual	orientation,	and	immigration	status”	(p.	x).	

So	perhaps	this	construction	of	a	gay	identity	is	both	individual	and	

collective,	as	well	as	situated	within	contexts.		Fairclough	speaks	about	the	idea	

of	subject	positions,	which	could	connect	with	the	idea	of	“being	gay”	and	“being	

a	part	of	the	gay	community”,	and	how	those	discourses	are	constructed.		

“Occupying	a	subject	position	is	essentially	an	act	of	doing,	or	not	doing,	certain	

things	in	line	with	discoursal	rights	and	obligations	of	[those	positions]”	

(Fairclough,	1989,	p.	31).		Rodriguez	(2003)	utilizes	the	term	“subject-in-

progress”,	which	does	not	insinuate	a	progressional,	unidirectional	

development;	instead	the	process	is	often	spastic	and	unpredictable,	continually	

unfolding	without	origin	or	end,	an	act	of	becoming	that	never	ceases”	(p.	7).		

Whether	you	are	or	are	not	gay	is	complicated	because	it	becomes	dependent	on	

fulfilling	a	position	within	a	particular	discourse	or	element.		Much	like	the	

variety	of	contexts	brought	to	interpreting	a	single	sign,	“the	subject	brings	to	

the	encounter	her	own	set	of	decoding	practices	that	are	mediated	by	the	

regulatory	power	of	a	particular	discursive	space,	but	not	wholly	determined	by	

them.		The	discursive	space	does	not	establish	which	identity	practices	are	
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available,	but	it	does	provide	a	frame	through	which	these	practices	are	received	

in	that	context”	(Rodriguez,	2003,	p.	5).	

As	part	of	this	process,	participants	draw	upon	their	individual	linguistic	

resources	(what	Fairclough	calls	Member	Resources,	or	MR)	in	ways	that	can	

either	sustain	or	challenge	the	discourse.	

Whenever	people	produce	or	interpret	discourse	they	necessarily	draw	
upon	orders	of	discourse	and	other	aspects	of	social	structure,	
internalized	in	their	MR	in	order	to	do	so.		Through	being	drawn	upon	
these	structures	are	constantly	being	created	anew	...	Reproduction	may	
be	basically	conservative,	sustaining	continuity,	or	basically	
transformative,	affecting	changes.	(Fairclough,	1989,	p.	32)	
	

While	“identities	can	be	seen	as	the	dominant	discourses	through	which	people	

are	conceptualised	and	understood	as	people”	(Motschenbacker,	2010,	p.	8),	

“linguistic	signs	have	the	power	to	construct	identities	because	they	have	gone	

through	a	process	of	repeated	performance	in	which	they	have	obtained	this	

performative	potential.		For	example,	certain	linguistic	features	have	the	

potential	to	index	the	meaning	‘female’	and	‘male’’	(Motschenbacker,	2010,	p.	

24).		For	the	gay	community,	where	the	concept	of	gender	is	sometimes	reified	

and	sometimes	deconstructed,	this	poststructural	lens	is	all	the	more	important.		

Especially	for	gay	men	developing	community,	it	is	interesting	to	consider	how	

they	construct	their	identity	and	community	built	around	a	very	gendered	

subject	–	men	being	attracted	to	and	having	sex	with	other	men	–	while	still	

complicating	and	problematizing	ideas	of	gender,	especially	within	their	

language	use.	
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Resistance	Within	Language	

It	is	this	transformative	possibility	of	the	gay	subject	position	and	the	

construction	of	the	gay	individual	and	the	gay	community	that	lends	a	particular	

resonance	of	resistance	to	conversations	about	Gay	Discourse.		Concepts	of	

resistance	and	agency	are	sometimes	difficult	to	uncover	within	the	theories	of	

language	and	power,	but	there	are	acute	moments	where	it	appears.		For	

example,	Foucault	stated	that	“if	there	are	relations	of	power	in	every	social	field,	

this	is	because	there	is	freedom	everywhere”	(Foucault,	1994,	p.	292).		In	fact,	

his	theory	of	power	relations	depends	on	freedom	–	“power	relations	are	

possible	only	insofar	as	the	subjects	are	free.		If	one	of	them	were	completely	at	

the	other’s	disposal	and	became	his	thing,	an	object	on	which	he	could	wreak	

boundless	and	limitless	violence,	there	wouldn’t	be	any	relations	of	power”	

(Foucault,	1994,	p.	292).		While	Foucault	acknowledges	that	“states	of	

domination	do	indeed	exist”	and	often	“power	relations	are	fixed	in	such	a	way	

that	they	are	perpetually	asymmetrical	and	allow	an	extremely	limited	margin	of	

freedom,”	“these	power	relations	are	mobile,	they	can	be	modified,	they	are	not	

fixed	once	and	for	all”	and	are	“mobile,	reversible,	and	unstable”	(Foucault,	1994,	

p.	292).		Likewise,	Fairclough	(1989)	believes	that	“resistance	and	change	are	

not	only	possible	but	continuously	happening”	(p.	3).		However,	Fairclough	

(1989)	believes	that	a	key	element	for	resistance	is	education,	where	“the	

effectiveness	of	resistance	and	the	realization	of	change	depend	on	people	

developing	a	critical	consciousness	of	domination	and	its	modalities,	rather	than	
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just	experiencing	them”	(p.	3).		This	is	similar	to	Barthes’	idea	of	the	mythologist,	

where	a	“focus	on	a	full	signifier,	in	which	I	clearly	distinguish	the	meaning	and	

the	form,	and	consequently	the	distortion	which	the	one	imposed	on	the	other,	

[undoes]	the	signification	of	the	myth”	(Barthes,	1972,	p.	178).	

	 Ahearn	(2001)	shares	an	idea	of	agency	as	“a	person	engaged	in	the	

exercise	of	power	in	the	sense	of	the	ability	to	bring	about	effects	and	to	

(re)constitute	the	world”	(p.	113).		For	Ahearn	(2001),	“agency	should	not	be	

reduced	to	[resistance]”	(p.	115),	implying	that	resistance	can	be	a	part	of	agency,	

if	not	the	whole.		“Oppositional	agency	is	only	one	of	many	forms	of	agency”	

(Ahearn,	2001,	p.	115)	which	can	also	include	“complicit	agency,	agency	of	

power,	agency	of	intentions,	etc.”	(Ahearn,	2001,	p.	130).		Citing	William	Leap,	

Ahearn	(2001)	states	that	agency	can	be	seen	in	“how	gay	men	produce	coming-

out	narratives	full	of	references	to	personal	agency	regarding	the	learning	of	

distinctively	gay	ways	of	talking”	(p.	125).	

Part	2:	Legitimate	Queer	Participation	

Conceptualizing	Gay	Discourse	

Given	the	grounding	in	the	previous	section	of	historical	and	

contemporary	linguistic	perspectives,	how	do	we	combine	these	ideas	of	queer	

signifiers	and	unstable	identity	construction?		I	will	now	draw	from	other	

theories	regarding	literacy,	language,	and	acquisition	which	I	will	be	utilizing	

and	complicating.		Gee	(1989)	proposed	the	idea	of	Discourses	which	

encompasses	an	idea	of	language	well	beyond	mere	reading	and	writing.		
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Complementary	with	ideas	of	performative	identity,	Gee’s	idea	of	Discourse	

encompasses	what	I	would	describe	as	an	expanded	idea	of	text	production,	

where	texts	are	not	only	written	or	spoken	documents,	but	ways	of	behaving	and	

interacting.		Gee	differentiates	between	primary	Discourses,	that	is	one’s	

“original	and	home-based	sense	of	identity”	(Gee,	1989,	p.	527),	and	secondary	

Discourses,	or	“other	Discourses	which	crucially	involve	social	institutions	

beyond	the	family”	(Gee,	1996,	p.	142).		Gee	also	differentiates	between	

dominant	Discourses,	or	those	where	“the	mastery	of	which	...	brings	with	it	the	

(potential)	acquisition	of	social	‘goods’	(money,	prestige,	status,	etc.)”	(Gee,	1989,	

p.	528),	and	nondominant	Discourses,	which	he	says	“brings	solidarity	with	a	

particular	network,	but	not	wider	status	and	social	goods	in	the	society	at	large”	

(Gee,	1989,	p.	528).	

Gee’s	dichotomies	are	problematic	in	the	fact	that	Discourses	probably	

reflect	a	much	more	complicated	and	complex	negotiation	of	power,	but	for	the	

purposes	of	this	project	I	am	considering	Gay	Discourses	as	secondary,	

nondominant	Discourses.		Although	in	a	few	generations	there	will	probably	be	

exceptions	as	queer	families	increase	in	popularity	and	practice,	currently	few	

people	learn	Gay	Discourse	as	their	primary	Discourse.	

Gay	and	lesbian	language,	or	at	least	those	things	that	make	gay	and	
lesbian	language	distinctive,	do	not	originate	in	traditional	(heterosexual-
dominated)	communities.		Generally,	people	do	not	raise	their	children	to	
talk	like	homosexuals.		Quite	to	the	contrary,	language	associated	with	
gayness	is	probably	discouraged	by	parents.	(Barrett,	1997,	p.	191)	
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This	leads	to	the	question:	“how	do	gay	teenagers	[or	anybody	recently	

out	of	the	closet]	go	about	acquiring	the	language	of	gay	culture?”	(Leap,	2007,	p.	

95).		Within	today’s	culture	there	is	an	endemic	wish	that	“gay	people	not	exist”	

and	“the	scope	of	institutions	whose	programmatic	undertaking	is	to	prevent	the	

development	of	gay	people	is	unimaginably	large”	(Sedgwick,	1991,	p.	23).		

Around	the	world,	but	especially	in	the	United	States,	“most	sites	of	the	state,	the	

military,	education,	law,	penal	institutions,	the	church,	medicine,	and	mass	

culture	enforce	[the	prevention	of	gay	development]	all	but	unquestioningly”	

(Sedgwick,	1991,	p.	23-24).		Gay	Discourses	also	represents	a	nondominant	

Discourse	in	today’s	(homophobic)	society,	although	it	is	certainly	one	of	the	

Discourses	which	helps	blur	the	line	between	Gee’s	dichotomies.	

	 Deborah	Brandt	(1998)	represents	a	theory	of	literacy	acquisition,	

although	she	takes	a	more	economic	approach	to	Discourses	and	expands	on	

Gee’s	ideas	of	secondary	Discourses	and	how	they’re	acquired.		Gee	states	that	

“we	acquire	[secondary	Discourses]	fluently	to	the	extent	that	we	are	given	

access	to	[non-home-based	social]	institutions	and	are	allowed	apprenticeships	

within	them”	(Gee,	1989,	p.	527).		Brandt	expands	this	theory	while	specifically	

looking	at	ideas	of	“literacy”	by	creating	a	theory	of	sponsorship.		Brandt	defines	

sponsors	as	“any	agents,	local	or	distant,	concrete	or	abstract,	who	enable,	

support,	teach,	model,	as	well	as	recruit,	regulate,	suppress,	or	withhold	literacy	

–	and	gain	advantage	by	it	in	some	way”	(1998,	p.	556).		Many	of	the	examples	

Brandt	provides	are	economically	based	and	usually	involve	abstract	
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corporations	or	institutions,	like	schools	and	media.		However,	it’s	important	to	

note	that	her	theory	also	begins	with	an	acknowledgment	of	the	human	element	

to	sponsorship	–	those	“older	relatives,	teachers,	priests,	supervisors,	military	

officers,	editors,	[and]	influential	authors”	(Brandt,	1998,	p.	557)	who	serve	as	

literacy	sponsors.		The	idea	of	reciprocity	is	central	to	Brandt’s	theory,	and	

although	sponsors	“lend	their	resources	or	credibility	to	the	sponsored	[they]	

also	stand	to	gain	benefits	from	their	success”	(Brandt,	1998,	p.		557).		Brandt	

proposes	that	“the	concept	of	sponsors	helps	to	explain	…	a	range	of	human	

relationships	and	ideological	pressures	that	turn	up	at	the	scenes	of	literacy	

learning”	(1998,	p.	558).	

Concepts	of	sponsorship	may	help	to	explain	ideas	of	identity	and	

community	construction,	but	are	ultimately	insufficient	to	consider	the	full	

picture	of	what	happens	for	men	who	become	integrated	within	a	gay	

community.		A	wider	interpretation	of	these	two	theories	can	be	beneficial	to	

consider	ideas	of	Gay	Discourses.		Elements	of	Gay	Discourses	could	constitute	

the	more	concrete	ideas	of	literacy	Brandt	explores,	such	as	the	textual,	verbal,	

and	rhetorical	productions	of	Gay	Discourses,	but	other	elements	–	such	as	the	

behavioral	and	performative	productions	–	are	important	to	consider	as	well.	

Legitimate	Peripheral	Participation	

	 Assumptions	about	Gay	Discourses	include	that	“something	called	‘gay	

culture’	(as	distinct	from	gay	‘lifestyle’	or	erotic	interests)	really	exists,”	that	

“‘gay	culture’	includes	distinctive	‘ways	of	talking’	within	its	inventory	of	
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symbolics	and	semiotics,”	and	that	“these	‘ways	of	talking’	are	sufficiently	rich	

and	complex	to	justify	being	termed	gay	language,	rather	than	an	argot,	‘secret	

code,’	or	rhetorical	style”	(Leap,	2007,	p.	95).		Using	this	definition	and	

expanding	beyond	Brandt’s	(1998)	model	of	sponsorship,	Gay	Discourses	could	

therefore	represent	an	element	of	legitimate	peripheral	participation,	where	a	

gay	community	serves	as	a	situated	location	for	learning.		Lave	and	Wenger	

(1991),	like	Gee,	also	utilize	the	concept	of	an	apprentice,	but	make	clear	that	

“the	uses	of	‘apprenticeship’	in	cognitive	and	educational	research	were	larger	

metaphorical”	(p.	31).	

	 For	Lave	and	Wenger	(1991),	situated	learning	indicated	that	learning	

was	not	located	“in	the	acquisition	of	structure,	but	in	the	increased	access	of	

learners	to	participating	roles	in	expert	performances”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	

p.	17)	–	that	is,	with	specific	contexts	and	in	particular	locations	where	

performance	could	occur.		The	process,	then,	of	legitimate	peripheral	

participation	“denotes	the	particular	mode	of	engagement	of	a	learner	who	

participates	in	the	actual	practice	of	an	expert,	but	only	to	a	limited	degree	and	

with	limited	responsibility	for	the	ultimate	product	as	a	whole”	(Lave	and	

Wenger,	1991,	p.	14).		This	process	can	occur	in	a	number	of	situations,	“from	

institutionally	circumscribed	training	all	the	way	to	the	learning	immanent	in	

everyday	activities”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	18).	

	 Developing	Queer	Discourses,	then,	would	constitute	an	“everyday	

activity”	that	still	falls	under	this	model.		Utilizing	the	terminology	of	Lave	and	
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Wegner,	my	own	exploratory	research	(Green,	2013)	suggests	that	gay	men,	

after	already	engaging	in	the	“coming	out	process”,	seek	out	community	and	

become	newcomers	in	interaction	with	old-timers	–	who	represent	not	

necessarily	an	advantage	in	physical	age,	but	rather	in	experience	within	the	

community.		Lave	and	Wenger	(1991),	with	legitimate	peripheral	participation,	

provide	“a	way	to	speak	about	the	relations	between	newcomers	and	old-timers”	

(p.	29).	

Newcomers,	entering	the	community	from	the	periphery,	are	given	

legitimacy	to	participate	with	old-timers	through	a	variety	of	means,	and	

specifically	in	their	own	individual	development	and	use	of	Gay	Discourses.		

While	rarely	a	case	of	formal	teaching	–	although	in	some	cases	the	intentionality	

of	instruction	could	very	well	lead	towards	a	more	formal	structure	–	more	

importantly,	“what	the	effective	learner	learns	is	how	to	actually	do	practices”	

(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	20).		By	engaging	with	old-timers	and	therefore	

being	drawn	further	into	the	community	from	the	periphery,	this	process	is	

highly	interactive	“in	which	the	apprentice	engages	by	simultaneously	

performing	in	several	roles	–	status	subordinate,	learning	practitioner,	sole	

responsible	agent	in	minor	parts	of	the	performance,	aspiring	expert,	and	so	

forth”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	23).		In	this	way,	the	process	of	legitimate	

peripheral	participation	“is	not	a	structure,	no	matter	how	subtly	defined,	but	

rather	a	way	of	acting	in	the	world	which	takes	place	under	widely	varying	

conditions”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	24).		I	will	return	throughout	the	
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dissertation	to	this	concept,	trying	to	shape	and	define	the	role	of	legitimate	

peripheral	participation	in	the	socialization	of	gay	men	and	their	development	of	

Gay	Discourses,	but	first	it’s	important	to	give	a	more	linguistic	basis	for	the	very	

concept	of	Gay	Discourse	and	Gay	Language.	

Gay	Discourses	and	Linguistics	

Given	these	theoretical	models	to	work	within,	and	the	basic	idea	of	how	

a	queering	of	language	can	be	incorporated	into	all	of	them,	existing	research	can	

help	conclusively	prove	the	existence	of	Gay	Discourses.		On	a	purely	linguistic	

level,	some	“scholars	have	argued	that	the	speech	of	gay	men,	or	alternatively	

gay-sounding	speech,	differentiates	itself	from	other	speaking	styles	on	the	

lexical,	phonetic,	and	discourse	levels”	(Podesva,	2002,	p.	176-7).		Research	has	

also	examined	other	queer	identities,	such	as	lesbians	or	transgender	people,	but	

it	is	unsurprising	that	the	bulk	of	the	research	has	been	done	on	men,	primarily	

white	men.		Although	researchers	have	assumed	“that	lesbian,	bisexual,	and	

transgender	issues	of	language	use	may	be	quite	different	from	the	issues	

relevant	to	gay	men”	(Barrett,	1997,	p.	182),	for	my	purpose	of	establishing	ideas	

of	Gay	Discourses,	even	a	focus	on	white	men	helps	to	illuminate	the	existence	of	

these	Discourses.		For	example,	some	research	shows	that	“high	pitch,	wide	pitch	

styles,	and	prolonged	/l/s	index	a	gay	style”	(Podesva,	2002,	p.	187),	although	

many	researchers	caution	that	this	indexes	“only	one	of	many	gay	styles”	

(Podesva,	2002,	p.	187).	
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Other	identifiers	of	gay	speech	can	include	“the	use	of	lexical	items	[such	

as]	specific	color	terms	and	the	so-called	empty	adjectives	(e.g.,	‘marvelous,’	

‘adorable’),	as	well	as	hedges	and	boosters	(such	as	‘like’),”	“the	use	of	a	wider	

pitch	range	for	intonational	contours,”	“hypercorrect	pronunciation,”	“the	use	of	

lexical	items	specific	to	gay	language,”	and	“the	use	of	a	H*L	intonational	contour	

(often	co-occurring	with	extended	vowels)”	(Barrett,	1997,	p.	192-3).	

However,	some	authors	have	cautioned	that	“researchers	cannot	limit	

themselves	to	describing	the	speech	of	self-identified	gay	or	lesbian	people	and	

naming	all	the	features	found	there	as	gay”	(Wong,	2002,	p.	2).		Although	

“looking	for	the	linguistic	correlates	of	‘gay	speech’	is	important”	and	helps	

establish	the	idea	of	queer	languages	(and	therefore	Gay	Discourses),	“it	is	not	

enough”	(Wong,	2002,	p.	5).		Some	researchers	believe	that	“to	truly	understand	

how	language	is	used	to	construct	different	gay	identities,	it	is	important	to	

examine	the	ways	in	which	gay	men	belonging	to	different	social	groups	draw	on	

‘gay	speech’	as	a	linguistic	resource	to	construct	personal	and	group	styles”	

(Wong,	2002,	p.	5),	heavily	coinciding	with	ideas	by	Gee	of	Gay	Discourse.		

Furthermore,	“while	‘gay	speech’	corresponds	to	the	imagined	‘gay	community,’	

different	gay	ways	of	speaking	(i.e.,	different	gay	styles)	correspond	to	different	

communities	of	practice	organized	around	same-sex	desire	(e.g.,	gay	activist	

groups,	gay	men’s	choir)”	(Wong,	2002,	p.	4)	–	with	the	implication,	of	course,	

that	many	of	these	communities	may	not	be	situated	or	organized	around	

concepts	of	desire	at	all.		This	complicates	the	idea	of	a	homogenous	“Gay	
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Language”	and	provides	support	for	the	idea	of	multiple	Gay	(and	Queer)	

Discourses.	

William	Leap	is	a	researcher	who	helps	to	expand	ideas	of	queer	

languages	beyond	basic	linguistic	terms.		He	does	establish	a	basic	starting	point	

of	queer	language,	however,	declaring	that	“lesbian	and	gay	linguistic	practices	

are	best	described	as	a	language,	and	not	as	‘dialect’,	argot,	or	some	other	subset	

of	a	more	inclusive,	normatively	sexualized	code”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	47).		

Regardless	of	the	nomenclature,	recognizing	the	variation	in	language	specific	

and	unique	to	queer	communities	makes	it	natural	to	extrapolate	and	conclude	

that	there	are	specific	and	unique	Discourses	as	well	for	these	communities.		

Leap	has	done	some	extensive	research	specifically	into	what	he	calls	“Gay	Men’s	

English.”		Leap	defines	Gay	English	as	“a	distinctive,	gendered	[aggregate	of	

approaches]	to	oral,	written,	and	signed	text	making”	(1996,	p.	xii),	clearly	

aligning	with	the	expanded	ideas	Gee	proposes	within	a	Discourse.		Leap	further	

coincides	with	this	theory	by	stating	that	“Gay	English	texts	may	include	a	

specialized	vocabulary	or	may	be	rich	in	male	homoerotic	content,	but	fluency	in	

Gay	English	involves	more	than	a	personal	familiarity	with	those	words	and	

phrases”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	xii).		Leap	identifies	specific	rhetorical	and	behavioral	

practices	in	interactions	where	speakers	utilize	Gay	English,	and	states	that	“it	is	

helpful	to	study	Gay	English	conversations	and	narratives	as	instances	of	

cooperative	discourse.”		He	outlines	components	of	this	discourse,	which	include	

ideas	of	“intentionality	and	coherence,	properties	of	text	design	,	...	carefully	
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negotiated	styles	of	turn	taking,	the	use	of	descriptive	imagery	and	metaphor,	

inference	strategies,	and	a	range	of	additional	techniques	ensuring	listener-	as	

well	as	speaker-involvement	in	each	exchange”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	16).		Other	

components	reflecting	the	rhetorical	strategies	of	Gay	English	include	“the	

creative	metaphor,	the	clever	turn	taking,	the	strategics	[sic]	of	pausing	and	

silence,	[and]	the	exaggeration”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	162).		Leap	proposes	that	“the	

distinctiveness	of	this	code	and	the	authenticity	of	Gay	English	text	as	a	whole	

derives	from	the	performative	effects	that	Gay	English	discourse	has	on	context,	

topic,	and	participants	relevant	to	these	moments	of	text	making”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	

159-60).		Clearly	this	connects	with	ideas	of	performativity	that	Gee	proposes	in	

the	ways	a	Discourse	includes	ways	of	behaving,	interacting,	and	speaking.	

Gay	Discourses	and	Culture	

Establishing	ideas	of	a	Gay	Discourse	can	also	draw	on	traditional,	

concrete	productions	of	text.		For	example,	“Polari”	represents	a	particular	

lexicon	developed	specifically	for	use	by	queer	people	–	a	“gay	dictionary”	of	

sorts,	or	perhaps	a	complicated	system	of	coded	language.		Described	as	“the	

most	comprehensive	extant	form	of	British	gay	slang”,	it	was	“derived	from	a	

variety	of	sources,	including	rhyming	slang,	circus	backslang,	Romany,	Latin,	and	

criminal	cant”	(Lucas,	1997,	p.	85).			Polari,	perhaps	comparable	to	British	

Cockney,	was	a	code,	generally	utilized	by	gay	men,	to	be	able	to	speak	to	each	

other	in	public	places	without	fear	of	discovery	or	violence.		Another	example	of	

specific	text	productions	would	be	the	“Hanky	Codes,”	“originally	developed	by	
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gay	men	as	a	method	of	communicating	with	potential	partners	in	noisy	bars”	

(Cuffs,	2006).		Specific	colored	handkerchiefs	are	used	to	designate	different	

kink	and	fetish	interests,	and	are	then	neatly	folded	and	tucked	into	“one	of	the	

rear	pockets	of	your	pants,	leaving	between	half	an	inch	and	a	full	inch	showing”	

(Cuffs,	2006).	

Another	example	that	combines	ideas	of	writing,	narration,	and	identity	

creation	is	the	coming-out	story.		“The	coming-out	story	constitutes	one	

discourse	genre	in	...	an	American	gay	community”	(Liang,	1997,	p.	307).		

Kenneth	Plummer	has	identified	the	ways	that	the	coming-out	story	has	become	

an	archetype	in	today’s	society	and	one	of	the	defining	features	for	the	queer-

identified	person.		Coming-out	narratives	have	moved	from	an	idea	where	

“coming	out	often	led	to	misery”	to	today’s	modern	concept	where	“‘coming	out’	

now	becomes	the	central	narrative	of	positive	gay	experience”	(Plummer,	1995,	

p.	84).		Plummer	outlines	the	narrative	of	coming	out	in	five	main	steps,	with	a	

story	that	starts	in	childhood	and	follows	a	linear	progression,	views	childhood	

as	an	unhappy	time,	introduces	a	crucial	moment	of	tension	or	problems	which	

is	resolved	in	some	fashion,	generally	through	interaction	with	other	queer	

people,	and	ends	with	a	sense	of	self	identity	(Plummer,	1995,	p.	83).	

The	coming-out	story,	as	a	narrative,	is	highly	focused	on	ideas	of	text	

production.		Leap	noticed	how	life	stories	he’s	analyzed	“traced	the	sources	of	

gender-related	dissonance	to	some	form	of	oral	or	written	text	making,”	

including	“comments	from	classmates,	teachers,	librarians,	and	other	authority	
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figures,”	the	“comments	that	respondents	feared	those	parties	might	convey,”	

“endorsements	of	heterosexual	living	contained	in	television	programs,	motion	

pictures,	and	music,”	and	“the	negative	depictions	of	gay	society,	culture,	and	

behavior	that	those	sources	also	convey”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	136).		These	categories	

not	only	reflect	the	ideas	of	Gee,	but	also	begin	to	delve	into	the	ideas	of	

sponsorship	that	Brandt	outlines	–	as	things	like	authority	figures	and	the	media	

begin	to	play	a	role	in	discourse	development.		However,	the	coming-out	story	

(as	an	example	of	Queer	Discourse)	also	utilizes	text	production	as	

the	means	through	which	respondents	constructed	gay-positive	
alternatives	to	these	negative	messages:	acquiring	words	and	phrases	to	
identify	new	interests	and	activities,	asking	questions	about	sexuality	
during	conversations	with	older	authority	figures,	finding	sympathetic	
age	mates	with	whom	they	could	talk	about	gay	ideas,	locating	materials	
relevant	to	life	experience	within	print	media	resources,	[and]	identifying	
gay	messages	within	visual	media.	(Leap,	1996,	p.	136)	
	
The	coming-out	story	in	particular	is	highly	compatible	with	the	theory	of	

legitimate	peripheral	participation.		Using	the	organization	and	meetings	of	

Alcoholics	Anonymous	as	a	location	to	examine	the	situated	learning	which	

occurs,	Lave	and	Wenger	(1991)	assert	that	“the	main	business	of	A.	A.	is	the	

reconstruction	of	identity,	through	the	process	of	constructing	personal	life	

stories,	and	with	them,	the	meaning	of	the	teller’s	past	and	future	action	in	the	

world”	(p.	80).		Within	this	context,	the	interaction	between	newcomers	and	old-

timers	is	mediated	by	an	informal	education	into	this	particular	discourse.		A	

new	participant	in	A.	A.	meetings	must	first	“be	exposed	to	A.	A.	models	…	the	

newcomer	to	A.	A.	hears	and	reads	personal	stories	from	the	time	of	early	
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contact	with	the	program	–	through	meetings,	literature,	and	talk	with	individual	

old-timers”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	82-83).		In	a	similar	fashion,	it	can	be	

argued	that	the	development	of	the	coming-out	narrative	as	a	trope	doesn’t	

happen	intuitively	but	is	instead	cultivated	by	the	sharing	of	these	stories	within	

gay	communities	in	a	similar	setting,	where	newcomers	hear	and	read	personal	

stories	of	coming-out	from	old-timers.	

As	indicated	previously,	however,	this	process	follows	a	very	informal	

structure.		Within	A.	A.,	“telling	an	A.	A.	story	is	not	something	one	learns	

through	explicit	teaching.		Newcomers	are	not	told	how	to	tell	their	stories,	yet	

most	people	who	remain	in	A.	A.	learn	to	do	this”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	82).		

As	I	will	examine	in	greater	detail	later,	this	process	seems	very	similar	to	the	

way	gay	men	–	especially	gay	youth	–	are	socialized	into	Gay	Discourses,	and	

therefore	develop	a	language	to	participate	in	and	navigate	gay	communities.	

Gay	Discourses,	Language,	and	Identity	

Given	all	these	examples	of	research	establishing	the	components	of	Gay	

Languages,	it	seems	applicable	to	move	to	Gee’s	ideas	of	big	D	Discourse	in	

constructing	a	theory	of	Gay	Discourses	and	identity.		Leap	states	how	“some	gay	

men	know	nothing	about	Gay	English	and	deny	the	existence	of	this	code,	and	

some	persons	who	are	in	no	sense	gay	(and	may	not	even	be	queer,	for	that	

matter)	are	proficient	Gay	English	users”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	159).		Motschenbacker	

(2010)	agrees,	stating	that	“it	can	be	said	that	there	indeed	are	certain	phonetic	

features	that	are	stereotypically	associated	with	gay	men	(for	example,	a	lisping	
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pronunciation).		However,	these	are	not	used	by	all	gay	men	(and	if	so,	not	

throughout	all	contexts),	and	some	heterosexual	men	use	them,	too”	(p.	26).		

This	is	easily	explained	if	Gay	English	were	a	Discourse	rather	than	something	

innate	about	gay	men.		This	idea	is	further	supported	when	Leap	explains	that	

“while	the	speaker	(or	writers	or	signers)	of	Gay	English	are,	in	the	main,	gay	or	

gay-identified	men,	other	people	also	talk	(or	write	or	sign)	Gay	English	–	or	

claim	the	ability	to	recognize	Gay	English	whenever	they	encounter	it”	(Leap,	

1996,	p.	xii).	

Research	also	supports	the	theory	of	Gay	Discourse	in	the	ways	that	

Discourses	may	overlap	or	combine.		“Language	within	a	queer	community	is	

often	simultaneously	language	across	communities	defined	in	terms	of	ethnicity,	

class,	age,	or	regional	background”	(Barrett,	1997,	p.	191).		For	example,	Rusty	

Barrett	specifically	showed	how	within	the	speech	of	the	bar-frequenting	

patrons	he	studied,	“the	indexical	power	of	...	structural	elements	often	overlaps	

between	gay	male	speech	and	the	speech	of	some	other	social	group”	(Barrett,	

1997,	p.	193).		A.C.	Liang	studied	the	text	production	of	the	coming-out	narrative	

among	both	European	and	Asian	Americans,	and	found	that	Asian	American	

“stories	assume	a	distinct	form,	different	from	those	of	European	Americans,”	

and	indeed	reflect	“their	tie	to	Asian	culture	and	thus	indexes	their	identity	as	

Asian.		In	telling	their	coming-out	stories,	they	reaffirm	not	only	their	own	

existence	as	gay	Asian	Americans	but	also	that	of	the	gay	Asian	Americans	in	the	

audience”	(Liang,	1997,	p.	307).		All	of	this	information	are	components	of	a	
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theory	of	Gay	Discourse,	where	Gee	states	that	“two	Discourses	can	interfere	

with	one	another,	like	two	languages,”	and	“aspects	of	one	Discourse	can	be	

transferred	to	another	Discourse”	(Gee,	1989,	p.	528)	or	combined	together	to	

create	a	multi-layered	identity.	

	 Given	that	there	is	ample	evidence	that	Gay	Discourses	exist,	an	

examination	of	what	they	provide	to	queer	communities	(that	other	Discourses	

don’t)	helps	to	connect	them	with	theories	of	sponsored	literacy	and	legitimate	

peripheral	participation.		One	major	use	of	Gay	Discourse,	like	any	language	or	

Discourse,	is	for	an	identification	process	–	and	for	LGBT	people,	this	often	is	

specifically	outlined	in	the	“Coming-Out”	discourse.		“Acquiring	Gay	English	is	

central	to	gay	socialization	and	to	the	‘coming	out’	process.		Gay	English	fluency	

provides	a	range	of	formats	for	cooperative	conversation	between	gay	friends,	

and	it	lessens	the	risks	inherent	in	self-disclosure	during	conversations	with	

strangers”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	xi).		However,	this	process	doesn’t	necessarily	have	to	

be	conscious	or	intentional.		Within	legitimate	peripheral	participation,	“certain	

participation	frameworks	may	be	‘dispositionally	adapted’	to	producing	learning,	

even	if	the	coparticipants	are	not	attempting	to	acquire	or	inculcate	identifiable	

skills”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	19),	with	the	specific	example	given	of	

“language	acquisition,	where	the	learner	is	a	legitimate	peripheral	participant	

interacting	with	masterful	speakers…		A	child	interacting	with	adults	and	an	

outsider	habituating	himself	to	local	ways	of	speaking	may	be	submitting	to	and	
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ultimately	reproducing	community	standards	of	which	they	never	become	aware”	

(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	19).	

Sometimes	the	development	of	this	language,	as	a	part	of	the	

development	of	an	identity	and	a	Discourse,	may	take	on	the	form	of	a	

stereotype,	as	Barrett	shows	how	“for	speakers	who	wish	to	use	language	in	a	

way	that	will	index	a	gay	identity,	the	form	of	language	often	reflects	a	

stereotype	of	gay	men’s	speech”	(Barrett,	1997,	p.	192).		Identity	serves	a	central	

motivation	for	acquiring	and	using	Gay	Discourses,	since	“through	language	use,	

and	specifically	through	Gay	English	text-making,	we	[gay	men]	are	able	to	

define	ourselves	and	establish	the	conditions	of	our	existence	on	our	own	terms”	

(Leap,	1996,	p.	163).		Lave	and	Wenger	(1991)	supplement	this	idea,	stating	that	

within	communities	of	practice	“there	are	strong	goals	for	learning	because	

learners,	as	peripheral	participants,	can	develop	a	view	of	what	the	whole	

enterprise	is	about,	and	what	there	is	to	be	learned”	(p.	93).		Legitimate	

peripheral	participation	is	seen	as	“the	production,	transformation,	and	change	

in	the	identities	of	persons,	knowledgeable	skill	in	practice,	and	communities	of	

practice	are	realized	in	the	lived-in	world	of	engagement	in	everyday	activity”	

(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	47).	

In	this	way,	the	combination	of	culture	and	language	eventually	(and	

concurrently)	leads	to	a	construction	of	identity.		Utilizing	again	the	example	of	

the	A.	A.	meeting,	“telling	the	personal	story	is	a	tool	of	diagnosis	and	

reinterpretation.		Its	communal	use	is	essential	to	the	fashioning	of	an	identity	as	
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a	recovered	alcoholic,	and	thus	to	remaining	sober.		It	becomes	a	display	of	

membership	by	virtue	of	fulfilling	a	crucial	function	in	the	shared	practice”	(Lave	

and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	109).		Gay	Discourses	are	uniquely	suited	for	this	purpose	

due	to	the	uniqueness	of	the	gay	identity.		For	example,	“the	study	of	the	actual	

use	of	gay	male	speech	provides	a	means	of	examining	the	fluidity	of	gay	identity	

–	how	it	is	constructed	and	used	in	a	variety	of	settings	for	a	variety	of	purposes”	

(Barrett,	1997,	p.	198).		Identity	formation	also	involves	all	aspects	of	Gay	

Discourses,	including	the	performative	and	interactive	ones,	and	“a	speaker	may	

use	the	performative	indexicality	of	linguistic	variation	to	convey	her	or	his	

desire	to	be	seen	as	a	particular	type	of	person	in	a	particular	situation.		It	is	only	

by	associations	made	by	the	listener	(or	researcher)	that	this	type	of	person	is	

tied	to	a	particular	social	category”	(Barrett,	2002,	p.	34).	

For	issues	of	the	coming-out	story	and	emergence	into	Gay	Discourses,	

Leap’s	(1996)	research	showed	that	“language	was	an	important	resource	in	the	

formation	of	...	respondents’	gay	identities	during	adolescence”	(p.	139).		Liang	

(1997)	also	demonstrated	how	“the	presentation	and	construction	of	the	self	is	a	

social	process	conducted	through	the	telling	of	a	personal	narrative”	(p.	288)	in	

his	research	of	coming-out	narratives.	

Gay	Discourses	and	Social	Relationships	

	 However,	personal	identity	isn’t	the	only	use	of	Gay	Discourses.		“As	well	

as	being	a	nexus	of	social	identity,	...	language	is	also	a	site	of	struggle	and	a	

producer	of	social	relations”	(Livia,	2002,	p.	201);	Gay	Discourse	is	likewise	a	
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site	of	struggle	and	an	inherently	social	interaction.		Lave	and	Wenger	(1991)	

strongly	support	this	idea,	stating	that	“as	an	aspect	of	social	practice,	learning	

involves	the	whole	person;	it	implies	not	only	a	relation	to	specific	activities,	but	

a	relation	to	social	communities	–	it	implies	becoming	a	full	participant,	a	

member,	a	kind	of	person”	(p.	53).		Social	interaction	is	a	necessary	step	to	

becoming	socialized	into	the	Discourse	and	the	community,	since	“an	

apprentice’s	contributions	to	ongoing	activity	gain	value	in	practice	–	a	value	

which	increases	as	the	apprentice	becomes	more	adept”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	

1991,	p.	111).	

Gay	Discourses	are	often	used	to	relate	to	a	specific	queer	community,	as	

evidenced	by	Mollie	Blackburn’s	research.		Blackburn	investigated	“the	ways	in	

which	a	small	group	consisting	mostly	of	Black	queer	youth”	(2005,	p.	89)	

utilized	language,	which	they	called	“Gaybonics.”		Blackburn	facilitated	a	

collaboration	by	the	youth	to	create	“a	dictionary	of	the	gay	vocabulary”	

(Blackburn,	2005,	p.	92)	that	they	utilized	in	Gaybonics.		(For	example,	the	word	

“gilda”	to	mean	a	wig,	or	how	“fierce”	can	have	both	positive	and	negative	

connotations).		Blackburn	also	identified	the	ways	this	Discourse	was	used,	both	

“to	recognize	and	be	recognized	by	those	within	their	predominately	Black,	

queer	youth	community”	as	well	as	“to	avoid	being	understood	by	those	outside	

the	community”	(Blackburn	91).		Their	language	use	“served	to	create	a	sense	of	

intimacy	among	those	who	engaged	in	the	discourse”	(Blackburn,	2005,	p.	97)	

and	there	were	a	variety	of	ways	the	discourse	was	acquired.		Some	of	the	youth	
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said	they	learned	through	observation,	others	from	more	overt	teaching.	Again,	

this	connects	nicely	with	the	model	of	legitimate	peripheral	participation,	where	

“apprenticeship	happens	as	a	way	of,	and	in	the	course	of,	daily	life.		It	may	not	

be	recognized	as	a	teaching	effort	at	all”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	68).		Not	to	

say	that	explicit	instruction	–	even	formalized	instruction	–	is	not	occurring;	

Blackburn	(2012)	writes	about	the	use	of	language	and	literacy	in	school	settings	

to	negate	homophobia	and	develop	queer	youth	as	agents	and	activists	(and	

straight	youth	and	teachers	as	allies).		But	the	focus	of	this	research	is	on	those	

out-of-school,	informal	instruction	of	discourse	as	a	way	of	forming	communities.	

Sometimes	“being	taught	Gaybonics	[made	the	youth]	feel	more	a	part	of	

the	community”	(Blackburn,	2005,	p.	98).		At	the	same	time,	“those	who	do	not	

know	the	discourse	[were]	excluded	from	the	community”	(Blackburn,	2005,	p.	

98).		Lave	and	Wenger	(1991)	support	this	observation,	stating	that	within	

legitimate	peripheral	participation,	“issues	about	language	…	may	well	have	

more	to	do	with	legitimacy	of	participation	and	with	access	to	peripherality	than	

they	do	with	knowledge	transmission.		Indeed,	as	Jordan	(1989)	argues,	learning	

to	become	a	legitimate	participant	in	a	community	involves	learning	how	to	talk	

(and	be	silent)	in	the	manner	of	full	participants”	(p.	105).		Plummer	also	draws	

a	connection	between	the	construction	of	language	and	queer	narratives	and	the	

inclusion	within	queer	community	by	proposing	a	reciprocal	theory	where	“for	

narrative	to	flourish	there	must	be	a	community	to	hear	[and]	that	for	
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communities	to	hear,	there	must	be	stories	which	weave	together	their	history,	

their	identity,	their	politics”	(Plummer,	1995,	p.	87).	

Gay	Discourses	can	also	be	used	as	an	identification	method	to	see	

whether	someone	is	in	the	gay	community	or	not.		“Language	skills	figure	

prominently	in	those	efforts	to	elicit	or	confirm	a	suspect	gay’s	gay	identity.		

Often,	confirmation	unfolds	in	discreet,	subtle,	and	almost	unnoticed	ways,	with	

the	suspect	gay	as	well	as	the	speaker	contributing	actively	to	the	verbal	

negotiation”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	50).		A	speaker	of	a	Gay	Discourse	may	use	a	

signifier	as	an	indexicality	of	identity	–	“pointing”	towards	something	else.		For	

example,	asking	someone	if	they’ve	ever	been	to	“440”	in	San	Francisco	seems	a	

relatively	innocuous	question.		But	those	who	are	part	of	the	community	know	

that	440	is	a	gay	bar	known	for	catering	to	“daddies”	and	“bears”,	so	the	question	

actually	has	a	number	of	layers	–	not	only	about	the	respondents	sexuality	but	

also	possibly	about	their	proclivities	and	desires.		A	check	to	see	if	a	user	is	

proficient	in	a	Gay	Discourse	is	utilized	in	lieu	of	other,	perhaps	more	risky	or	

dangerous	methods	of	ascertaining	someone	else’s	identity.		(In	the	previous	

example,	a	response	in	the	negative	can	be	brushed	away	by	explaining	that’s	

just	the	address	of	a	bar).		Gay	Discourses	can	also	be	a	language	of	desire,	in	not	

only	identifying	members	of	your	community	but	also	potential	romantic	or	

sexual	partners.		Leap	provides	examples	in	his	book	of	places	where	Gay	

English	is	utilized	“as	a	language	of	desire,	as	a	format	for	performative	display,	

and	as	a	release	from	shame”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	xii).		Leap	qualifies	his	statement,	
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though,	by	explaining	that	“it	is	much	more	appropriate	...	to	recognize	that	Gay	

English	can	be	a	language	of	male	desire,	but	that	the	significance	of	such	usage	

derives	from	site-specific	communicative	practices	and	not	from	more	generic	

claims	about	male	cosexual	attraction”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	124).	

Moonwomon-Baird	examines	another	component	of	Gay	Discourses,	and	

that	is	its	use	for	safety	reasons.		“Gay	English	grammar	has	to	provide	speakers	

with	the	language	skills	that	will	enable	the	maintenance	of	self,	and	assurances	

of	safety,	in	nongay	as	well	as	gay	environments”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	10).		Likewise,	a	

lesbian	(or	other	queer	identity)	“may	use	language	in	a	particular	way	to	index	

her	identity	as	a	lesbian.		The	language	chosen	in	such	cases	usually	has	a	fairly	

narrow	range	of	citation	so	that	it	is	recognized	as	having	performative	

indexicality	primarily	by	other	lesbians	and	tends	not	to	be	recognized	by	

heterosexuals.		This	reduces	the	threat	of	violence	associated	with	direct	

questions,	such	as	‘Are	you	a	lesbian?’	and	saves	face	for	both	speaker	and	

listener”	(Barrett,	2002,	p.	34).		In	this	way	Gay	Discourses	can	be	utilized	in	a	

variety	of	ways	and	in	a	variety	of	settings	with	people	who	understand	the	

Discourse,	people	who	don’t	understand	the	Discourse,	or	people	who	the	

speaker	is	unsure	of	their	identity	or	Discourse	fluency.	

	 There	are	also	a	variety	of	other	reasons	that	gay	communities	acquire	

and	use	Gay	Discourses.		It	may	be	used	to	create	“themes	of	genuineness	and	

value”	to	replace	“the	themes	of	oppression,	alienation,	and	same-sex	desire	that	

are	more	commonly	associated	with	gay	men’s	lives”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	5-6).		In	
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situations	“when	conversations	occur	outside	of	gay-centered	environments,	

when	coparticipants	are	strangers,	or	when	the	topics	under	discussion	deal	

almost	entirely	with	heterosexual	themes,”	Leap	states	that	“establishing	a	

common	ground	becomes	a	primary	concern	for	text	construction,	and	Gay	

English	grammar	and	discourse	skills	give	speakers	several	ways	to	address	that	

concern”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	49).		They	may	be	utilized	“for	pleasure,	subversion,	and	

retaliation”	(Blackburn,	2005,	p.	108),	as	Blackburn	exemplified	ways	Gaybonics	

was	used	“to	elicit	pleasure	and	subvert	oppression”	(Blackburn,	2005,	p.	89).		

Leap	also	address	the	idea	of	personal	pleasure	by	declaring	that	“the	creative	

metaphor,	the	clever	turn	taking,	the	strategics	[sic]	of	pausing	and	silence,	the	

exaggeration	–	all	of	these	characteristics	make	speaking	and	listening	to	Gay	

English	enjoyable	activities,	even	for	persons	who	are	not	familiar	with	this	

language	or	as	fluent	in	its	grammar	and	rules	of	discourse	as	they	might	prefer”	

(Leap,	1996,	p.	162).	

Legitimate	Queer	Participation	

My	research	builds	on	the	back	of	all	these	theories	and	research,	

combining	what	may	initially	seem	as	disparate	bodies	of	knowledge	together.		

Combining	the	theories	of	language	and	power	with	the	concepts	of	community	

socialization,	language	sponsorship,	and	the	work	already	being	done	in	queer	

Linguistics,	I	create	a	lens	to	study	gay	sports	teams	as	a	site	for	situated	

learning.		This	lens,	which	I	glibly	call	Legitimate	Queer	Participation,	gives	me	a	

framework	to	approach	my	research.		Given	the	poststructuralist	concern	
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against	the	concept	of	some	essential	gay	language	or	languages,	we	can	still	

extrapolate	this	idea	through	the	lens	of	identity	creation	and	speech	

communities	to	think	about	Gay	Discourses.		From	there,	we	can	see	where	a	

literary	Sponsorship	can	be	initiated	according	to	the	theoretical	framework	of	

Brandt	(1998).		Let	me	now	deal	more	deeply	with	this	concept	of	legitimate	

peripheral	participation,	and	how	this	apprenticeship	model	from	Lave	and	

Wenger	(1991)	also	creates	a	clear	framework	for	theorizing	the	socialization	of	

gay	men	into	gay	communities.	

	 First	of	all,	the	actual	terms	of	the	process	should	be	investigated	and	

defined.		Lave	and	Wenger	(1991)	caution	that	“it	seems	all	too	natural	to	

decompose	[legitimate	peripheral	participation”	into	a	set	of	three	contrasting	

pairs:	legitimate	versus	illegitimate,	peripheral	versus	central,	participation	

versus	nonparticipation”	(p.	35).		They,	instead,	ask	for	the	concept	to	be	

concerned	as	a	whole,	with	each	aspect	being	“indispensable	in	defining	the	

others	and	[not]	considered	in	isolation.		Its	constituents	contribute	inseparable	

aspects	whose	combinations	create	a	landscape	–	shapes,	degrees,	textures	–	of	

community	membership”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	35).	

	 Peripherality	and	centrality	in	particular	are	denoted	as	linguistic	

placeholders,	metaphoric	language	rather	than	an	intended	physically	

description.		“There	is	no	place	in	a	community	of	practice	designated	‘the	

periphery,’	and,	most	emphatically,	it	has	no	single	core	or	center”	(Lave	and	

Wenger,	1991,	p.	36).		The	center	that	is	contrasted	by	the	periphery	is	flexible	
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and	moving,	not	static	and	stationary;	“it	seems	important	not	to	reduce	the	end	

point	of	centripetal	participation	in	a	community	of	practice	to	a	uniform	or	

univocal	‘center’”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	36).		Likewise,	the	periphery	is	not	

defined	by	a	physical	location,	but	rather	a	relationship	–	that	between	the	

newcomer	participant	and	the	old-timers	within	the	community.		Therefore,	

under	this	model,	it’s	stressed	that	“peripherality	is	also	a	positive	term,	whose	

most	salient	conceptual	antonyms	are	unrelatedness	or	irrelevance	to	ongoing	

activity”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	37).		Being	on	the	periphery	is	not	the	same	

as	being	shunned,	unnoticed,	or	unimportant.		Rather	it	is	seen	as	a	dynamic	

concept	where	a	point	of	entry	into	a	community	has	been	created,	and	a	place	

where	learning	can	be	situated	and	participants	can	be	drawn	into	the	Discourse	

and	the	community.		“In	this	sense,	peripherality,	when	it	is	enabled,	suggests	an	

opening,	a	way	of	gaining	access	to	sources	for	understanding	through	growing	

involvement”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	37).			

	 Given	this	conceptualization	of	the	metaphorical	space	and	positionality	

of	a	gay	community,	a	newcomer	must	be	acknowledged	and	given	legitimacy	to	

participate	within	the	community.		“The	issue	of	conferring	legitimacy	is	more	

important	than	the	issue	of	providing	teaching”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	92).		

Like	the	participants	in	Blackburn’s	(1998)	research,	a	lack	of	invitation	–	

explicit	or	implicit	–	to	engage	with	the	Discourse,	and	therefore	with	the	

participants	in	the	community,	quickly	led	to	the	departure	of	that	newcomer.		

“Acceptance	by	and	interaction	with	acknowledged	adept	practitioners	make	
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learning	legitimate	and	of	value	for	the	point	of	view	of	the	apprentice”	(Lave	

and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	110).		Especially	for	members	of	a	gay	community,	where	

fears	of	homophobia	and	violence	are	heightened,	this	acceptance	and	

interaction	is	key	to	engaging	the	newcomer	and	maintaining	a	community.	

Given	legitimacy,	the	newcomer	must	then	also	be	given	opportunities	to	

participate.		“The	key	to	legitimate	peripherality	is	access	by	newcomers	to	the	

community	of	practice	and	all	that	membership	entails”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	

p.	100).		When	newcomers	connect	and	identify	with	an	old-timer	–	described	

perhaps	as	a	sponsor,	or	mentor,	or	simply	a	friend	–	the	process	of	legitimate	

peripheral	participation	may	take	place,	regardless	of	“which	educational	form	

provides	a	context	for	learning,	or	whether	there	is	any	intentional	educational	

form	at	all”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	40).		Through	activities	like	overt	

teaching,	observation,	mimicking,	socializing,	or	sharing	cultural	experiences,	a	

Gay	Discourse	can	be	developed,	since	“language	is	part	of	practice,	and	it	is	in	

practice	that	people	learn”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	85).		By	engaging	in	

activities	that	are	given	legitimacy	–	that	is,	by	being	treated	as	a	member	of	the	

community	–	participation	is	increased	and	begins	a	reciprocal	loop	of	increased	

activity,	increased	participation,	and	increased	movement	away	from	the	

periphery	and	towards	the	“center”	–	or	what	may	be	described	as	the	

experience	of	creating	and	engaging	community.			

This	legitimacy	is,	again,	a	very	reciprocal	relationship,	necessary	for	

learning	and	also	necessary	for	engagement	with	opportunities	that	will	create	
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learning.		“To	become	a	full	member	of	a	community	of	practice	requires	access	

to	a	wide	range	of	ongoing	activity,	old-timers,	and	other	members	of	the	

community;	and	to	information,	resources,	and	opportunities	for	participation”	

(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	101).		By	initially	gaining	some	legitimate	

participation,	the	newcomer	will	meet	more	people	in	the	community,	gain	more	

access	to	activities,	old-timers,	and	other	members,	and	will	also	be	brought	into	

contact	with	cultural	experiences,	the	sharing	of	which	becomes	another	aspect	

of	shared	Gay	Discourses.	

Lave	and	Wegner	(1991)	state	how	the	social	reproduction	cycles	of	

communities	of	practice	“are	productive	as	well.		They	leave	a	historical	trace	of	

artifacts	–	physical,	linguistic,	and	symbolic	–	and	of	social	structures,	which	

constitute	and	reconstitute	the	practice	over	time”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	

58).		For	a	gay	community,	this	can	be	represented	by	objects	like	literature,	

movies,	songs,	television	shows	–	monikers	of	so-called	“gay	culture”.		By	

exposure	to	these	artifacts	–	especially	shared	exposure	while	in	the	presence	of	

other	members	of	the	community	–	participation	and	legitimacy	within	the	

community	are	increased.	

	 The	cyclical	nature	of	this	process	is	increasingly	evident.		By	increased	

exposure	to	the	community,	“an	extended	period	of	legitimate	peripherality	

provides	learners	with	opportunities	to	make	the	culture	of	practice	theirs”	

(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	95).		Especially	given	on	the	opportunity	to	“try	on”	

the	Discourse	–	to	experiment	with	what	it	means	to	“be	gay”	or	“be	in	a	gay	
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community”,	“apprentices	gradually	assemble	a	general	idea	of	what	constitutes	

the	practice	of	the	community	…	how	masters	talk,	walk,	work,	and	generally	

conduct	their	lives”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	95).		The	process	of	sharing	

historical	artifacts	–	that	is,	“gay	culture”	–	is	particularly	useful	in	creating	an	

identity	with	the	community,	as	“it	includes	an	increasing	understanding	of	how,	

when,	and	about	what	old-tiers	collaborate,	collude,	and	collide,	and	what	they	

enjoy,	dislike,	respect,	and	admire”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	95).		As	this	

process	continues	to	cyclically	play	out,	the	role	of	the	newcomer	morphs	and	

adapts.		Lave	and	Wegner	(1991)	traced	“the	changing	forms	of	participation	and	

identity	of	persons	who	engage	in	sustained	participation	in	a	community	of	

practice:	from	entrance	as	a	newcomer,	through	becoming	an	old-timer	with	

respect	to	new	newcomers,	to	a	point	when	those	newcomers	themselves	

become	old-timers”	(p.	56).	

	 Circling	back	to	the	idea	of	peripherality	–	and	therefore	also	of	centrality	

–	it’s	important	to	again	remember	that	this	dynamic,	cyclical	process	is	not	

being	conducted	in	a	static	environment.		During	this	process	it’s	certainly	true	

that		“the	social	relations	of	apprentices	within	a	community	change	through	

their	direct	involvement	in	activities”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	94);	

newcomers	will	move	in	varying	degrees,	and	in	engagement	with	various	other	

members	of	the	community,	to	different	positions	on	a	continuum	of	newcomer	

to	old-timer,	of	apprentice	to	master,	and	with	varying	positionality	to	the	

centrality	of	the	community.		However,	without	a	static	center,	the	community	
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itself	may	also	change	in	relation	to	the	entrance	of	the	newcomer.		It	is	

important	to	keep	in	mind	the	full	context	of	the	community	that	is	being	created,	

reproduced,	and	maintained	through	this	process;	“while	the	apprentice	may	be	

the	one	transformed	most	dramatically	by	increased	participation	in	a	

productive	process,	it	is	the	wider	process	that	is	the	crucial	locus	and	

precondition	for	this	transformation”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	15).		When	

many	people	are	engaged	in	the	process	simultaneously,	it	is	possible	for	there	

to	be	a	shifting	–	and	perhaps	even	a	splitting	–	of	“centers”,	as	evidenced	by	the	

creation	of	multiple	gay	communities.		The	activities	and	details	of	getting	

involved	with	the	bear	community3,	for	example,	may	differ	widely	from	that	of	

the	drag	queen	community	(or	the	gay	sports	community,	or	the	twink4	

community…)	

	 	

																																																								
3	While	definitions	may	vary,	bears	are	generally	defined	as	“a	subculture	of	gay	
men	who	valorize	the	larger,	hirsute	body”	(Hennen,	2005,	p.	25)	
4	Like	other	terms,	this	could	also	be	contested	but	general	describes	someone	
with	an	“effeminate	affect	and	skinny	body”	(Green,	2009,	p.	239)	
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Chapter	3:	Methodology	and	Methods	

Introduction	

This	Chapter	will	explore	the	methodological	framework	I	positioned	my	

research	within,	as	well	as	the	specific	methods	used	for	data	gathering	and	

analysis.		Furthermore,	in	order	to	better	understand	my	choice	and	rational	of	

my	methodology	and	methods	for	this	project,	I	also	included	a	review	of	the	

field	of	phenomenology.		I	start	with	a	reminder	of	my	research	problem	and	a	

general	overview	of	the	rational	for	my	methodology	and	methods	(including	a	

reflection	on	some	of	the	limitations	of	those	methods).		Next,	I	step	backwards	

and	give	a	thorough	description	of	phenomenology	and	a	phenomenological	

methodology.		From	there	I	explain	the	specific	methods	used	and	give	an	

extended	rationale	for	their	use	within	my	research,	including	a	discussion	on	

qualitative	methods,	the	role	of	the	researcher,	the	use	of	interviews	and	

observations,	and	a	final	justification	for	Heuristic	Inquiry	as	the	

phenomenological	methods	utilized	in	my	research.		I	conclude	with	an	

explanation	of	the	research	sites	selected	for	my	study,	the	process	for	recruiting	

participants,	and	my	data	analysis	methods.	

Research	Question	

To	consider	the	methodology	and	methods	utilized,	it	is	important	to	stay	

grounded	within	the	research	problem(s)	being	explored.		My	research	question	

is:	how	do	gay	men	in	the	United	States	experience	becoming	socialized	into	gay	

communities,	and	what	is	the	role	of	language	in	that	experience?		In	order	to	
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really	break	down	my	research	question,	there	are	a	few	embedded	questions	

that	needed	to	be	explored:	

• how	gay	men	in	the	United	States	describe	the	“gay	community”	and	
their	experiences	within	that	community	

• how	these	men	experienced	becoming	a	part	of	the	community	
• how	these	men	reflect	on	their	language	use	within	their	community	

interactions	(that	is,	their	use	of	Gay	Discourses)	
• what	role	learning	or	mastering	these	language	practices	played	into	

their	experience	of	becoming	a	part	of	the	community	
	

Research	Rationale	

	 In	the	pages	that	follow,	I	will	explore	the	framework	of	phenomenology	

and	explore	why	that,	as	well	as	the	specific	method	of	Heuristic	Inquiry,	was	the	

most	useful	framework	and	data	collection	tools	for	my	project.		However,	I	will	

first	give	a	brief	overview	of	my	rational	for	this	approach	to	my	research	–	

which	was	to	solicit	participants	from	three	local	gay	sports	groups	on	a	self-

selecting,	voluntary	basis,	ultimately	getting	17	participants	who	represented	a	

variety	of	ages,	race/ethnicities,	education	levels,	and	childhood	social-economic	

statuses.		Qualitative	methods	were	then	used	for	data	collection,	specifically	

semi-structured	in-depth	interviews,	supplemented	by	participatory	and	non-

participatory	observations.		Open	coding	was	then	utilized	to	analyze	the	data.	

First	of	all,	the	overarching	methodology	of	phenomenology	seemed	best	

suited	for	my	research	questions	because	they	were	all	based	on	experiences	

and	reflection	–	the	very	bread	and	butter	of	a	phenomenological	study,	which	

“seeks	to	describe	the	objects	of	experience	and	the	acts	of	consciousness	(for	

example,	thinking,	perceiving,	imagining,	doubting,	questioning,	loving,	hating,	
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etc.)	by	and	through	which	these	objects	are	disclosed”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	1).		

Rather	than	trying	to	uncover	some	sort	of	universal	“truth”,	my	research	is	

looking	for	connections	and	themes	amongst	the	experiences	of	my	participants	

and	the	way	they	position	themselves	within	their	worlds.	

The	selection	of	my	research	sites	was	somewhat	arbitrary	and	

somewhat	deliberate.		There	was	a	desire,	as	a	researcher,	to	solicit	participants	

who	already	had	some	experience	of	“gay	community”.		Especially	as	a	nascent	

researcher,	I	felt	confident	in	being	able	to	recruit	participants	like	that,	as	

opposed	to	other	populations	such	as	gay	people	who	had	not	yet	come	out	

(closeted),	or	who	had	come	out	but	were	still	in	the	process	of	finding	

community.		Those	parameters,	however,	still	leave	a	fairly	wide	field	of	choices	

for	research	sites.		However,	for	my	exploratory	research,	I	solicited	participants	

from	a	local	gay	cultural	organization	(a	gay	chorus).		When	presenting	my	

findings	at	an	international	conference	(the	Lavender	Languages	and	Linguistics	

conference),	an	audience	member	said	something	along	the	lines	of	“well,	this	

data	is	fascinating,	but	it	would	never	play	out	with	my	gay	rugby	team.		We	

don’t	communicate	that	way!”		Taking	that	as	a	challenge,	and	to	prove	him	

wrong	(see	Chapter	4	and	5	to	discover	if	I	did),	I	decided	to	focus	my	

dissertation	research	on	gay	sports	teams.		I	particularly	targeted	sports	with	a	

strong	team	emphasis:	rugby,	softball,	and	volleyball	(as	opposed	to,	say,	gay	

tennis	leagues	or	gay	competitive	diving	and	swimming).	
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As	a	researcher,	I	was	interested	in	this	research	topic	and	came	to	my	

research	questions	through	my	own	experience	of	community	and	language;	as	

such,	I	very	much	wanted	a	methodology	and	methods	which	acknowledge	the	

role	of	the	researcher.		Heuristic	Inquiry,	as	explained	below,	is	“a	form	of	

phenomenology	inquiry	that	brings	to	the	fore	the	personal	experience	and	

insights	of	the	researcher”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	107).		Douglass	and	Moustakas	

(1985)	explain	their	method	as	“a	passionate	and	discerning	personal	

involvement	in	problem	solving,	an	effort	to	know	the	essence	of	some	aspect	of	

life	through	the	internal	pathways	of	the	self”	(p.	39).		Heuristic	Inquiry	allowed	

me	to	situate	my	role	as	the	researcher	within	the	data	collection	and	analysis,	

and	as	a	form	of	phenomenological	inquiry,	provided	space	for	my	identity	as	a	

researcher	to	be	a	part	of	the	research	while	working	within	a	framework	which,	

as	I	already	described,	was	best	suited	for	my	research	questions.	

Heuristic	Inquiry	does	not,	however,	proscribe	particular	methods;	“each	

heuristic	study	is	a	unique,	creative	challenge	aimed	at	revealing	the	intimate	

nature	of	reality	and	thus	requiring	methods	that	fit	the	particular	investigation”	

(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	1985,	p.	42).		Given	that	my	research	questions	are	

searching	for	stories	of	community	and	socialization,	I	selected	qualitative	

methods	because,	as	methods	which	can	help	elicit	narratives,	I	felt	they	were	

best	suited	for	this	study.		Furthermore,	based	on	a	meta-analysis	I	conducted	of	

the	various	research	methodologies	utilized	when	studying	gay	communities,	I	

discovered	that	those	which	yielded	themes	of	community	construction	were	
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primarily	conducted	utilizing	interviews	which	were	supported	by	direct	

observation	(Blackburn,	2005;	Buckland,	2002;	Gray,	2007	&	2009;	MacRae,	

2004;	Northcote,	2006).		If	“the	only	way	for	us	to	really	know	what	another	

person	experiences	is	to	experience	the	phenomenon	as	directly	as	possible	for	

ourselves[,	then	t]his	leads	to	the	importance	of	participant	observation	and	in-

depth	interviewing”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	106).		Interviews	are	“a	typical	way	of	

gathering	material	…	that	often	take	the	form	of	dialogues	with	oneself	and	one’s	

research	participants”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	39)	and	can	be	seen	as	a	storytelling	

process.		Observations	then	supplemented	the	interviews,	in	order	to	yield	

“detailed	descriptions	of	people’s	activities,	behaviors,	actions,	and	the	full	range	

of	interpersonal	interactions	and	organizational	process	that	are	part	of	

observable	human	experience”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	4).	

By	combining	observations	with	interviews,	I	attempt	to	dig	into	a	topic	

that	may	not	be	easily	observed	or	describe	–	language	use.		In	observations	I	

hoped	to	see	in	what	ways	gay	languages	may	be	at	play	within	the	specific	

context	of	the	research	sites	(sports	games	and	practices,	as	well	as	social	

activities	afterwards).		However,	more	importantly,	these	observations	would	

also	give	me	reference	material	to	use	to	relate	to	my	participants	and	to	

question	them	about	their	own	use	of	“Gay	Language”	–	working	from	the	

presumption,	as	built	up	through	the	literature	in	Chapter	2,	that	such	a	concept	

exists.	
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Limitations	

There	are	certainly	limitations	to	this	method.		As	a	qualitative	study	with	

a	relatively	small	set	of	participants,	it	will	be	difficult	to	generalize	these	results	

beyond	their	limited,	specific	scope	–	the	experiences	of	some	gay	men	in	the	

Bay	Area	who	are	on	gay	sports	teams.		However,	I	do	believe	that	their	stories	

and	interesting	and	worth	sharing,	and	by	analyzing	their	themes	and	

similarities	we	can	perhaps	begin	to	develop	a	theory	(or	theories?)	around	gay	

communities	and	socialization,	and	a	praxis	for	how	to	support	and	continue	this	

development	(see	Chapter	5).		These	experiences	and	reflections	were	also	often	

retrospective,	dealing	with	issues	of	memory	rather	than	solely	current	lived	

experiences.		But	what	is	memory	other	than	a	current	truth	for	a	past	

experience?		Ontologically,	I	am	much	less	interested	in	“what	really	happened”	

and	much	more	interested	in	“how	did	my	participants	experience	what	

happened”,	and	in	that	framework	memory	is	exactly	the	phenomenological	

subject	to	study.		Authors	like	Felman	and	Laub	(1992)	support	the	value	of	

memory	and	“the	relation	between	narrative	and	history,	between	art	and	

memory,	between	speech	and	survival”	(p.	xiii).		They	quote	Dostoevsky	as	

saying:	“We	have	all	the	answers,	…	it	is	the	questions	we	do	not	know”	(p.	xiii).		

In	much	the	same	way,	my	participants	had	all	the	answers	via	their	experiences	

and	memories,	but	it	was	me	asking	the	questions	they	hadn’t	considered	that	

allowed	them	to	open	up	and	share	stories	about	their	socializations	process(es)	

and	their	experience	of	community.		This	is	particularly	applicable	when	it	
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comes	to	the	role	of	language	practices	in	those	socialization	processes.		It’s	

difficult,	as	a	research,	to	catch	the	process	of	socialization	“in	the	moment”,	

especially	for	sexuality	where	it	can	be	a	private,	inter-community	experience.		

By	instead	placing	value	on	the	recollection	–	the	memory	–	of	experiences	by	

participants,	I	am	able	to	see	how	they	constructed	that	experience,	the	language	

they	use	to	describe	that	process,	as	well	as	the	language	practices	that	they	

identify	as	significant	(rather	than	the	ones	that,	as	a	researcher,	I	impose	upon	

their	dialogues	after	observation).	

Phenomenology	

Phenomenology	is	a	philosophical	discipline	that	asks,	in	general,	“what	is	

the	meaning,	structure,	and	essence	of	the	lived	experience	of	this	phenomenon	

for	this	person	or	group	of	people”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	104)?		“Phenomenology	is	

best	understood	as	a	radical,	anti-traditional	style	of	philosophizing,	which	

emphasizes	the	attempt	to	get	to	the	truth	of	matters,	to	describe	phenomena,	in	

the	broadest	sense	as	whatever	appears	in	the	manner	in	which	it	appears,	that	

is	as	it	manifests	itself	to	consciousness,	to	the	experiencer”	(Moran,	2000,	p.	4).		

As	researchers,	“phenomenologists	focus	on	how	we	put	together	the	

phenomena	we	experience	in	such	a	way	as	to	make	sense	of	the	world	and,	in	so	

doing,	develop	a	worldview.”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	106).	

However,	“the	term	phenomenology	has	become	so	popular	and	has	been	

so	widely	embraced	that	its	meaning	has	become	confused	and	diluted”	(Patton,	

2002,	p.	104).		Phenomenology	“is	not	a	rigid	school	or	uniform	philosophic	
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discipline”	and	may	be	better	described	as	a	“movement”	(Stewart	and	Mickunas,	

1974,	p.	4).		The	use	of	the	term	ranges	across	the	fields	of	philosophy	and	social	

science	and	can	be	utilized	a	variety	of	ways,	including	an	epistemology,	an	

interpretive	theory,	a	research	methods	framework,	or	a	type	of	analysis.		Many	

modifiers	can	precede	it,	including	transcendental,	existential,	hermeneutic,	

empirical,	social,	or	eidetic	(Patton,	2002,	p.	104	&	482;	Stewart	and	Mickunas,	

1974,	p.	12).	

While	it	would	be	impossible	in	a	single	paper	to	trace	every	single	use	

and	interpretation	of	the	term	and	concepts	wrapped	up	in	the	single	word	

“phenomenology”,	I	will	do	my	best	to	outline	some	of	the	main	historical	

developments	of	the	discipline,	look	at	the	ways	phenomenology	is	utilized	

within	the	field	of	education,	and	ultimately	consider	the	specifics	of	what	

utilizing	empirical	phenomenology	and	a	phenomenological	perspective	as	a	

research	methods	framework	would	entail	–	a	process	which	will	have	great	

implications	for	my	own	research.	

Husserl	–	the	Development	of	Descriptive	Phenomenology	

	 Edmund	Husserl	is	considered	“the	motive	force	in	the	development	of	

phenomenology”	(Stewart	and	Mickunas,	1974,	p.	15).		Initially	trained	as	a	

mathematician	and	logician,	Husserl	turned	to	philosophy	in	his	20s.		Tracing	his	

philosophical	roots	back	to	Descartes,	Husserl	and	his	successors	were	

questioning	the	philosophical	assumptions	of	the	“real”	(Stewart	and	Mickunas,	
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1974)	and	instead	believed	“what	is	important	to	know	is	what	people	

experience	and	how	they	interpret	the	world”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	106).	

	 Husserl	drew	on	concepts	by	nineteenth-century	philosopher	Franz	

Brentano	to	consider	the	“intentionality	of	consciousness”	–	that	“consciousness	

is	always	consciousness	of	something	…	consciousness	is	always	directed	toward	

an	object”	(Stewart	and	Mickunas,	1974,	p.	9).		This	object,	however,	doesn’t	

necessarily	have	to	be	material	or	tangible.		“Phenomenology	investigates	all	

objects	of	experience,	and	not	merely	those	that	are	accessed	by	the	senses”	

(Detmer,	2013,	p.	6-7).		In	this	way,	phenomenology	sought	to	be	a	process	that	

could	study	and	describe	“every	conceivable	kind	of	object:	natural	(rocks,	trees,	

animals),	cultural	(tools,	books,	works	of	art),	ideal	(mathematical	and	logical	

entities),	historical,	social,	political,	economic,	legal,	and	so	forth”	(Detmer,	2013,	

p.	22).			

	 While	Husserl	drew	heavily	on	philosophers	that	had	come	before	him,	he	

ultimately	rejected	the	Descartesian	separation	between	mind	and	body	(CITE),	

as	well	as	the	logic	of	behaviorism	and	the	hard	sciences	(Stewart	and	Mickunas,	

1974,	p.	18).		Husserl	felt	that	“the	quantitative	methods	of	science	are	not	

adequate	to	treat	the	nature	of	consciousness”	(Stewart	and	Mickunas,	1974,	p.	

4).		However,	this	does	not	mean	that	he	did	not	believe	philosophy	–	and	

phenomenology	specifically	–	should	be	without	methods.		Instead,	Husserl’s	

desired	for	“philosophy	to	become	a	‘rigorous	science’”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	10;	

Gallagher,	2012,	p.	24-25)	and	for	a	phenomenologist	to	“use	rigorously	the	
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method	of	bracketing	to	search	for	those	commonalities”	within	human	

experiences	(Eichelberger,	1989,	p.	6).		Phenomenology	aims	“to	focus	on	the	

world	as	given	in	experience,	and	to	describe	it	with	unprecedented	care,	rigor,	

subtlety,	and	completeness”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	1).	

Husserl	–	Transcendental	Phenomenology	

	 Around	1913,	Husserl’s	work	on	phenomenology	took	what	could	be	

considered	a	“transcendental	turn”	(Moran,	2000).		Husserl	believed	that	

“phenomenology	must	now	become	…	the	‘science	of	origins’,	an	investigation	

into	how	meanings	are	constituted	in	and	for	consciousness”	(Moran,	2000,	p.	

137).		Husserl	critiqued	the	philosophy	of	naturalism	(Gallagher,	2012),	instead	

investigating	objects	“as	we	are	conscious	of	them,	that	is,	as	experienced,	as	

phenomena”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	6-7).		While	naturalism	focuses	on	empirical	

methods	and	purely	sensory	input,	phenomenology	makes	the	nuanced	

argument	that	“while	we	have	to	take	in	information	through	the	senses	in	order	

to	access	these	meanings,	the	meanings	themselves	are	not	in	any	direct	or	

straightforward	way	given	through	the	senses,	and	are	not	to	be	understood	as	

objects	of	sense	experience”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	7).	

As	a	discipline,	Husserl	was	focusing	phenomenology	as	a	“reasoned	

inquiry	which	discovers	the	inherent	essences	of	appearances”	(Stewart	and	

Mickunas,	p.	3),	or	“the	study	of	how	people	describe	things	and	experience	them	

through	their	senses”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	105).		The	first	statement	has	some	

intense	philosophical	implications	–	what	is	an	“essence”	or	an	“appearance”?		
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The	appearance	of	a	phenomenon	is	something	which	can	be	experienced,	

something	which	a	human	can	be	conscious	about	–	“things”	(Sachen)	according	

to	Husserl	(Stewart	and	Mickunas,	1974).		“There	are	many	different	things	of	

which	one	can	be	aware:	natural	objects,	mathematical	entities,	values,	affective	

states,	volitions,	melodies,	moods,	desires,	feelings”	(Stewart	and	Mickunas,	

1974,	p.	23).		Husserl’s	procedure	was	to	base	philosophical	and	research	

conclusions	“on	careful	inspection	of	the	‘things,’	whatever	they	might	be,	about	

which	we	inquire,	rather	than	on	debates	about	the	often	elaborate	and	artificial	

conceptual	and	theoretical	constructions	that	have	been	built	up	around	them”	

(Detmer,	2013,	p.	4).	

The	essence	of	an	experience	is	“that	which	in	the	intimate	self-being	of	

an	individual	discloses	to	us	‘what’	it	is”	(Husserl,	1931,	p.	54).		Husserl	was,	first	

of	all,	making	the	assumption	that	there	is	“an	essence	or	essences	to	shared	

experience”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	106),	and	that	phenomenology	exists	as	“the	project	

of	gaining	essential	eidetic	insights	in	the	realm	of	the	a	priori”	(Moran,	2000,	p.	

132).		Careful	inspection	of	an	experience,	a	“phenomenological	object”,	can	

determine	what	essential	features	it	contains,	“in	the	sense	that	certain	features	

cannot	be	removed	from	[an	object]	without	their	losing	the	character	of	being	

that	kind	of	thing”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	1).	

Husserl	presents	the	concept	of	intuition	as	the	way	for	humans	to	delve	

into	the	essence	of	an	experience.		Intuitive	seeing	(utilized	here	differently	than	

as	a	synonym	for	a	“hunch”)	means	that	a	person	can	“actually	‘see’	the	
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transcendental	structure	of	consciousness,”	can	perceive	“that	something	is	the	

case	in	a	self-evident	way”	(Gallagher,	2012,	p.	24).		“To	intuit	something	is	to	

inspect	it	directly,	as	opposed	to	learning	about	it	on	the	basis	of	indirect	

evidence	or	argument”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	68).		For	those	items	which	are	non-

physical	–	numbers,	logical	entities,	“essences”,	etc.	–	humans	can	grasp	its	

essence	directly	–	that	is,	intuitively	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	69).		Husserl	proposed	

that	“all	genuine	knowledge	is	founded	on	immediate	evidence	and	intuition”	

(Detmer,	2013,	p.	69).	

	 So	in	order	to	research	these	phenomenon,	in	order	to	use	intuition	to	

discover	an	objects	essence,	Husserl	advocated	for	the	notion	of	“reduction”.		He	

proposed	that	as	philosophers	and	researchers,	people	“must	put	aside	our	

beliefs	about	our	beliefs”	(Moran,	2000,	p.	146).		Phenomenological	knowledge	

aimed	to	be	“presuppositionless”	(Moran,	2000,	p.	127)	and	Husserl	“constantly	

sought	to	explain	how	to	overcome	prejudices	which	stood	in	the	way	of	the	

recognition	of	the	domain	of	pure	consciousness”	(Moran,	2000,	p.	61-62).		This	

isn’t	to	say	that	Husserl	embraced	the	concept	of	pure	objectivity,	which	often	

comes	with	epistemological	believes	about	the	concept	of	universal	“truths”	

which	can	be	discovered.		Instead,	phenomenology	is	an	attempt	to	create	an	

approach	which	“would	combine	the	subject	matter	and	first-person	standpoint	

of	the	artists	with	the	evidence-based	truth-orientation	of	the	scientists”	

(Detmer,	2013,	p.	11).		Phenomenology	is	just	as	critical	of	uncritical	objectivism	

as	it	is	of	naïve	subjectivism	(Detmer,	2013).		The	concepts	of	essence	and	
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reduction	are	combine	when	phenomenologists	ask	“What	is	the	nature	of	the	

phenomenon	in	question”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	20)?		In	dealing	with	this	subject	

matter,	a	goal	of	phenomenology	is	“to	reveal	the	essential	structures	of	each	

phenomenon,	as	opposed	to	detailing	contingent	particulars	pertaining	to	it”	

(Detmer,	2013,	p.	19-20).		“Phenomenological	reduction	(analysis)	is	complete	

when	themes	or	patterns	have	been	distilled	from	the	data	and	when	the	essence	

of	a	phenomenon	is	fully	disclosed	through	textual	and	structural	descriptions”	

(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	1985,	p.	43).			

	 While	Husserl	was	“spectacularly	successful	in	attracting	converts	to	

phenomenology,	…	very	few	of	them	worked	as	faithful	disciples	of	his”	(Detmer,	

2013,	p.	187).		What	follows	are	some	examples	of	researchers	and	philosophers	

who	built	upon	the	foundation	Husserl	had	established	to	create	their	own	

independent	take	on	phenomenology.	

Heidegger	

	 Heidegger	was	a	friend	and	personal	assistant	of	Husserl,	but	differed	

from	him	in	his	approach	to	phenomenology.		Heidegger	parsed	apart	the	word	

“phenomenology”	to	its	etymology	–	phenomenon:	something	which	appears,	or	

“that	which	shows	itself”;	and	logos:	“allowing	something	to	be	exhibited”	

(Gallagher,	2012,	p.	10).		As	an	ontology	–	a	question	of	the	meaning	of	“Being”	–	

Heidegger	explores	what	“individual	beings	can	meaningfully	and	truthfully	be	

said	to	be”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	191).		Due	to	the	focus	on	the	fundamental	issues	of	
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human	existence,	his	work	has	been	categorized	as	“existential	phenomenology”,	

although	that	is	a	designation	Heidegger	consistently	rejected.	

Heidegger	criticized	Husserl’s	apparent	assumption	that	“our	primary	or	

original	attitude	in	our	encounters	with	whatever	is	real	is	that	of	a	scientist”	

(Detmer,	2013,	p.	190).		Heidegger	drew	a	distinction	between	those	entities	that	

are	“present-at-hand”	and	those	that	are	“ready-to-hand”.		The	former	are	items	

that	are	“present	to	consciousness,	in	such	a	way	as	to	be	readily	available	for	

being	thought	about,	scrutinized,	theorized	about,	conceptualized”	(Detmer,	

2013,	p.	190).		The	latter,	however,	are	the	tools	or	instruments	we	utilize	

unselfconsciously.		“We	typically	drink,	write,	and	go	through	doors	without	so	

much	as	noticing,	let	alone	theorizing	about,	the	cup,	pen,	and	doorknob	that	we	

use	in	accomplishing	these	everyday	tasks”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	190).	

	 Heidegger	also	advanced	phenomenology	towards	“hermeneutics”,	that	is,	

“the	principles	of	textual	interpretation”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	191).		Much	like	a	

difficult	text,	Heidegger	felt	that	phenomena	“are	not	typically	simply	there	to	be	

seen,	fully	accessible	to	a	purely	descriptive	phenomenology”	but	that	instead	

“what	is	needed	is	a	method	for	uncovering	what	had	hitherto	been	covered	up	

and	hidden”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	191).		He	emphasized	the	problem	of	the	

“absence”,	the	“hiddenness”	of	things	,	which	is	then	covered	up	by	“our	passive,	

uncritical	acceptance	of	theories	that	render	them	invisible,”	leading	to	his	

ultimate	rejections	of	Husserl’s	call	for	presuppositionlessness,	since	“we	cannot	
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help	but	begin	where	we	are,	as	historically	conditioned	beings”	(Detmer,	2013,	

p.	191).	

Levinas	

	 Levinas	was	a	Lithuanian	who	studied	under	Husserl	and	came	to	know	

Heidegger,	and	became	one	of	the	first	philosophers	to	bring	their	work	to	

France,	where	he	studied	and	eventually	settled.		Seeking	not	to	necessarily	

critique	their	work,	Levinas	instead	wanted	“to	study	and	present	Husserl’s	

philosophy	as	one	studies	and	presents	a	living	philosophy”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.		

xxxiii),	to	take	into	account	“the	inspiration	of	Husserl’s	system	rather	than	its	

history”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.		xxxiv).			Expanding	on	Husserl’s	work,	one	of	Levinas’	

major	theses	“is	that	phenomenology	transcends	its	apparently	epistemological	

starting	point	to	develop	into	a	full-fledged	ontology”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	xiii).	

	 Starting	with	an	exploration	of	naturalism,	Husserl	ultimately	rejects	and	

critiques	this,	instead	believing	that	“the	study	of	being	is	not	exhausted	by	the	

natural	sciences	and	the	regional	ontologies,”	and	that	“to	exist	does	not	mean	

the	same	thing	in	every	region”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	4).		Levinas	therefore	explores	

how	“existence	may	become	the	object	of	phenomenological	investigation”	

(Levinas,	1973,	p.	5).		Naturalism	depends	on	“the	construction	of	a	supremely	

real	world	on	the	basis	of	the	concrete	world	in	which	we	live”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	

15-16)	and	rejects	direct	perception	and	intuition,	because	“what	is	immediate	is	

only	apparent”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	16).		If	“the	world	of	perception	is	given	as	

relative,	…	this	perception	has	no	scientific	value	and	serves	only	as	a	point	of	
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departure	for	a	process	of	reasoning	which	would	have	to	construct	the	real	

world	while	accounting	for	appearances”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	16).	

	 Levinas,	like	Husserl,	rejects	this	idea	and	places	value	in	perception	and	

intuition.		While	they	recognize	that	“the	independence	from	instantaneous	

perception	exhibited	by	material	things	is	not	merely	an	illusion”	(Levinas,	1973,	

p.	19)	–	that	is,	that	material	objects	have	an	existence	beyond	our	present	

perception	of	them	–	there	is	still	a	relation	to	consciousness	for	this	objects	

which	is	contained	within	Husserl’s	framework.		“The	object	which	we	do	not	

have	actually	in	sight	does	not	disappear	from	consciousness.		It	is	given	

potentially	as	the	object	of	a	possible	actual	consciousness”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	

20).		Husserl	describes	this	idea	by	the	term	“horizons”	–	that	“we	may	let	our	

sight	wander	around	these	horizons,	illuminating	certain	aspects	of	them	and	

letting	others	fall	into	darkness”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	20)	but	that	“the	existence	of	

an	unperceived	material	thing	can	only	be	its	capability	of	being	perceived”	

(Levinas,	1973,	p.	21).		However,	Levinas	emphasizes	that	“things	are	never	

known	in	their	totality;	an	essential	character	of	our	perception	of	them	is	that	of	

being	inadequate”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	22).	

	 Levinas	also	expanded	on	Husserl’s	concept	of	the	intentionality	of	

consciousness.		The	term	is	utilized	to	indicate	that	“each	act	of	consciousness	is	

conscious	of	something:	each	perception	is	the	perception	of	a	perceived	object,	

each	desire	the	desire	of	a	desired	object,	each	judgment	the	judgment	of	a	‘state	

of	affairs’”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	40).		Seeking	to	break	from	the	Descartian	dualities,	
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“the	idea	of	intentionality	permits	us	to	go	beyond	the	problem	of	the	relation	

between	subjects	and	objects”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	42).		Straddling	this	divide	

requires	phenomenologists	“to	understand	how	consciousness	can	at	the	same	

time	be	absolute	and	intentional,	that	is,	open	(or	relative)	to	anything	genuinely	

other	than	itself”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	xiv).		The	experience	of	the	relationship	

between	a	subject	and	an	object	is	not	purely	an	absolute	relationship,	which	

naturalists	would	argue	one	could	observe,	measure,	catalogue,	and	analyze	to	

discover	the	truths	about	the	material	world.		However,	the	experience	is	also	

not	purely	intentional,	existing	only	at	the	very	moment	of	present	perception.		

Instead,	phenomenology	works	to	combine	these	two	viewpoints	into	a	

philosophical	balance.	

	 This	concept	of	intentionality	is	that	paired	with	the	idea	of	intuition,	

which	also	helps	to	explore	the	relationship	between	consciousness	and	non-

material	objects.		Intuition	is	more	than	just	the	signification	of	an	object,	where	

a	word	or	name	has	a	meaning,	“which	is	not	a	mere	representation	associated	

to	the	word	but	something	to	which	the	word	or	the	name	refers	by	means	of	a	

special	intention”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.		65).		However,	Levinas	characterizes	these	

acts	as	empty,	unrealized,	or	lacking	fullness	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	66-7).		Intuition	

realizes	an	object	as	an	image	or	a	perception,	it	“confirms	and	illustrates	more	

or	less	adequately	the	act	of	aiming,	and	therefore	actualizes	its	relation	to	its	

object”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	66).		While	“a	signifying	intention	only	thinks	about	an	

object,	…	intuition	gives	us	something	of	the	object	itself”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	67).		
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The	intuition	of	an	object	may	be	confirmed;	“an	object	which	was	meant	only	in	

an	empty	meaning	may	become	seen	in	intuition;	a	signifying	and	empty	

intention	may	become	in	some	way	fulfilled	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	73-4).		“However,	

instead	of	being	confirmed,	the	original	intention	could	also	be	invalidated.		

Perception	may	‘disappoint’	a	signifying	intention,”	creating	dissonance	

“between	the	object	of	meaning	and	that	of	intuition”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	74).		

Even	dissonance,	however,	requires	partial	agreement	“based	on	a	common	

element,”	so	that	“dissonance	may	be	understood	as	a	type	of	realization”	

(Levinas,	1973,	p.	74).	

	 It	is	important	to	note	that	“for	Husserl,	intuition	is	a	theoretical	act”	

(Levinas,	1973,	p.	94)	meant	to	provide	a	philosophy	to	“go	back	to	the	original	

phenomenon	of	truth	in	order	to	understand	its	very	essence”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	

84).		Husserl	“wants	only	to	shed	light	on	the	aspect	by	which	these	activities	of	

the	mind	are	susceptible	of	truth.		This	aspect	is	intuition,	understood	as	an	

intentionality	whose	intrinsic	meaning	consists	in	reaching	its	object	and	facing	

it	as	existing”	(Levinas,	1973,	p.	84).		There	is	some	critique	that	“the	Husserlian	

concept	of	intuition	is	tainted	with	intellectualism	and	is	possibly	too	narrow”	

(Levinas,	1973,	p.	94),	and	yet	it	is	the	part	of	his	philosophy	which	Levinas	

believes	“is	universally	known	and	almost	popular	(at	least	by	name)”	(Levinas,	

1973,	p.	95).	
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Merleau-Ponty	

	 Merleau-Ponty	is	often	used	as	a	bridge	between	phenomenology	and	

current	scientific	research	due	to	the	scientific	orientation	of	his	work	(Detmer,	

2013).		A	French	philosopher,	he	was	drawn	to	the	works	of	Husserl	and	

Heidegger,	and	developed	a	strong	friendship	with	fellow	philosopher	Jean-Paul	

Sartre	–	including	their	time	together	in	a	German	prisoner	of	war	camp	

(Marshall,	2008).		Merleau-Ponty	focused	on	the	concept	of	perception,	asking	

metaphysical	questions	like	“what	is	the	nature	of	‘reality’	or	‘being’	as	found	in	

perception?		What	is	the	fundamental	nature	of	human	reality	that	enables	

perception	to	occur”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.	54)?	

Merleau-Ponty	argued	for	the	primacy	of	perception	as	the	foundation	for	

all	knowledge,	building	upon	Husserl’s	concept	of	the	“lifeworld”.		Husserl	

believed	that	“the	world	in	which	we	act	is	something	more	than	the	physical	

environment	in	which	we	move	around”	but	is	also	“a	set	of	experienced	

meaningful	contexts	that	are	irreducible	to	the	purely	physical	objects	that	

surround	us”	(Gallagher,	2012,	p.	159).		Merleau-Ponty	(1964)	explains	that	“the	

experience	of	perception	is	our	presence	at	the	moment	when	things,	truths,	

values	are	constituted	for	us”	(p.	25).		This	creates	a	“lived	perception”,	and	“it	is	

from	‘lived	perception’	that	we	have	access	to	reality,	and	indeed,	to	ourselves”	

(Marshall,	2008,	p.	55).		This	experience	goes	beyond	mere	sensory	perception	

of	the	material	world,	but	is	also	the	basis	upon	which	“we	abstract,	

conceptualize,	theorize,	and	develop	our	sciences	and	philosophies”	(Marshall,	
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2008,	p.	55).		This	process	can	be	overwhelming,	however,	and	“we	overlook	the	

limitations	of	each	of	these	ways	of	grasping	the	reality”	and	“there	is	a	tendency	

to	assume	that	reality	is	nothing	but	what	[is]	given	through	our	conception	of	it	

–	in	our	theories,	sciences,	and	philosophies”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.	55).	

There	is	also	“a	tendency	to	think	that	‘lived	perception’	is	the	same	as	

‘conceived	perception’”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.	55).		Merleau-Ponty	argues	that	we	

should	“take	our	conception	of	being,	human	reality,	truth,	time,	and	freedom	

back	to	the	‘lived	perceptions’	from	which	they	arose	to	make	us	aware	of	the	

limitations	of	these	conceptions	and	thus	grasp	the	real	truth	value	of	these	

concepts”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.	55-6).		This	seems	to	match	well	with	Husserl’s	

concept	of	reduction.		However,	Merleau-Ponty	also	argued	of	the	centrality	of	

ambiguity	in	philosophy.		He	believed	that	humans	are	characterized	by	dualities	

–	for	example,	between	freedom	and	contingency,	or	embodiment	and	spirit	–	

and	that	“such	ambiguities	preclude	the	achievement	of	the	sort	of	clarity	that	

Husserl	tirelessly	sought”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	198).		Indeed,	Merleau-Ponty	went	

so	far	as	to	claim	that	what	Husserl’s	“phenomenological	reduction	reveals	is	the	

impossibility	of	a	complete	reduction.		It	shows	that	we	are	inextricably	engaged	

with	the	world,	and	cannot	tear	ourselves	apart	from	it”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	199).		

Rather	than	attempting	to	put	aside	our	beliefs	and	research	or	philosophize	

outside	of	culture,	Merleau-Ponty	accepts	that	“the	world	is	inalienably	present,	

given	in	perception,	and	manifested	as	neither	meaningless	nor	clearly	and	

precisely	meaningful,	but	rather	ambiguous”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	199).	
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In	this	way,	Merleau-Ponty	acknowledges	the	positions	of	both	

Empiricism	and	Intellectualism	as	arising	from	“lived	perception”	and	“both	

grasp	reality	through	that	experience,”	but	that	“each	grasps	reality	in	a	certain	

limited	way”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.	56).		While	material	philosophies,	“the	only	

thing	that	can	be	real	is	the	material,	and	further	material	things	either	are	or	

they	are	not”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.	57).		For	intellectual	philosophies,	“a	thing	is	

either	known	or	it	is	not	know,	and	the	real	is	what	is	known”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.		

57).		Rather	than	try	to	refute	or	abandon	these	positions,	Merleau-Ponty’s	goal	

is	“to	awaken	within	each	perspective	an	awareness	of	the	limitations	of	each”	

(Marshall,	2008,	p.	56),	to	embrace	the	ambiguity,	or	indeterminate	being	and	

meaning,	that	exists	between	them.		As	readers	of	Merleau-Ponty,	his	goal	is	to	

make	us	aware	that	“our	perspective	is	limited,	and	that	while	we	experience	

reality	in	‘lived	perception,’	it	is	only	in	this	limited	way”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.	56).		

“Whether	we	are	talking	about	ambiguity,	indeterminate	being,	or	indeterminate	

meanings,	Merleau-Ponty	is	out	to	show	that	being	is	a	lot	more	complex	than	

traditional	philosophy	has	conceived	of	it”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.	58).	

	 While	Merleau-Ponty,	as	many	other	philosophers	have	also	done,	rejects	

the	Desartesian	distinction	between	body	and	soul,	he	does	argue	that	“the	body	

is	a	locus	of	subjectivity.		It	is	the	site	of	our	knowledge	of	the	world”	(Detmer,	

2013,	p.	198).		He	believes	human	reality	“human	reality	is	not	‘body’	or	‘soul’	

but	rather	that	which	can	give	rise	to	either	of	these	concepts:	‘incarnate	

consciousness’”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.	60).		He	presents	the	concept	that	
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consciousness	is	“something	that	is	bodily,”	while	at	the	same	time	the	body	is	

“something	that	is	conscious	and	thinks”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.	60).		Due	to	the	way	

that	humans	inhabit	our	bodies,	it	affects	our	perspective	when	we	are	focusing	

on	other	objects.		“The	body	itself	is	conscious,	intelligent,	and	free.		We	do	not	so	

much	take	up	space	as	inhabit	it”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	198).		These	perspectives,	

which	may	appear	as	clashing	with	each	other	as	well	as	our	preconceptions,	to	

meant	“to	take	us	aback	and	make	us	begin	the	process	of	reflecting	on	our	own	

way	of	looing	at	things”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.	60).	

While	Merleau-Ponty	clearly	grounds	himself	in	the	theories	of	Husserl,	

he	ultimately	forges	his	own	philosophical	path	–	like	many	of	Husserl’s	

intellectual	descendants.		“The	problem	with	Husserl’s	writing,	especially	in	his	

Ideas,	is	that	they	make	the	whole	process	of	transcending	one’s	perspective	and	

achieving	truth	too	simple	an	exercise,”	(Marshall,	2008,	p.	51)	especially	when	

dealing	with	concepts	like	the	“final	reduction”	and	“essences”.		Merleau-Ponty	

ultimately	rejected	Husserl’s	claim	that	“everything	experienced	can	be	analyzed	

either	as	an	act	of	consciousness	or	as	the	object	of	a	conscious	act”	(Detmer,	

2013,	p.	197-198).		For	example,	“we	seem	to	experience	time,	to	be	aware	of	it,	

without	its	being	analyzable	as	either	act	or	object”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	198).	

Douglass	and	Moustakas	–	Heuristic	Inquiry	

	 Phenomenology	has	been	theorized	as	an	epistemology	and	an	ontology,	

but	has	also	been	expanded	into	a	research	method.		Differentiated	by	the	term	

“heuristic	inquiry”,	this	focus	of	phenomenology	asks	“what	is	my	experience	of	
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this	phenomenon	and	the	essential	experience	of	others	who	also	experience	

this	phenomenon	intensely?”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	107).		“Heuristics	is	a	form	of	

phenomenology	inquiry	that	brings	to	the	fore	the	personal	experience	and	

insights	of	the	researcher”	(p.	107).		Douglass	and	Moustakas	(1985)	explain	

their	method	as	“a	passionate	and	discerning	personal	involvement	in	problem	

solving,	an	effort	to	know	the	essence	of	some	aspect	of	life	through	the	internal	

pathways	of	the	self”	(p.	39);	the	rhetoric	is	clearly	reminiscent	of	the	

foundational	qualities	of	phenomenology	as	laid	out	by	Husserl.			In	heuristics,	

“the	self	of	the	researcher	is	present	throughout	the	process	and,	while	

understanding	the	phenomenon	with	increasing	depth,	the	researcher	also	

experiences	growing	self-awareness	and	self-knowledge”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	

9).	

	 Drawing	on	the	term	heuristic,	generally	used	to	describe	any	practical	

method	of	problem	solving	that	doesn’t	necessarily	need	to	be	optimal	or	

perfected,	Douglass	and	Moustakas	(1985)	describe	how	“heuristic	inquiry”	can	

be	“utilized	as	a	framework	for	research	[and]	offers	a	disciplined	pursuit	of	

essential	meanings	connected	with	everyday	human	experiences”	(p.	39).		This	

process	advocates	for	embracing	the	passion	and	energy	of	research,	and	to	not	

have	projects	pared	down	for	the	sake	of	approval.		“The	researcher	must	have	

personal	experience	with	and	intense	interest	in	the	phenomenon	under	study	

[and]	others	(coresearchers)	who	are	part	of	the	study	must	share	an	intensity	

of	experience	with	the	phenomenon”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	107).		Heuristics	does	not,	
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however,	proscribe	particular	methodologies;	“each	heuristic	study	is	a	unique,	

creative	challenge	aimed	at	revealing	the	intimate	nature	of	reality	and	thus	

requiring	methods	that	fit	the	particular	investigation”	(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	

1985,	p.	42).		The	goal	is	to	“discover	the	nature	of	the	problem	or	phenomenon	

itself	and	to	explicate	it	as	it	exists	in	human	experience”	(Douglass	and	

Moustakas,	1985,	p.	42).	

While	“heuristic	inquiry	is	not	guided	by	rules	or	mechanics,	yet	it	is	not	a	

casual	process.		It	is	a	dedicated	pursuit,	inspired	by	a	hunger	for	new	insight	

and	revelation”	(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	1985,	p.	41).		Just	as	Husserl	would	

desire,	there	is	an	emphasis	on	the	“rigor”	of	the	process;	“the	rigor	of	heuristic	

inquiry	comes	from	systemic	observation	of	and	dialogues	with	self	and	others,	

as	well	as	depth	interviewing	of	coresearchers”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	108).		Douglass	

and	Moustakas	(1985)	emphasize	using	“rigor	and	disciplined	commitment”	in	

order	to	follow	the	subjective	perspective	beyond	“ordinary	levels	of	awareness,	

living	the	question	internally	in	sources	of	being	and	nonbeing,	recording	

hunches,	ideas,	and	essences	as	they	emerge,	and,	ultimately,	consulting	with	

others	regarding	the	phenomenon	or	experience”	(p.	40).	

Much	like	grounded	theory,	“the	heuristic	researcher	returns	again	and	

again	to	the	data	to	check	the	depictions	of	the	experience,”	checking	and	

appraising	the	significance	of	the	data	to	“facilitate	the	process	of	achieving	a	

valid	depiction	of	the	experience	being	investigated”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	33).		

“Formal	hypotheses	play	no	part,	though	the	research	may	have	initial	beliefs	or	
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convictions	regarding	the	theme	or	question,	based	on	intuition	and	on	prior	

knowledge	and	experience”	(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	1985,	p.	42).		Verification	

is	enhanced	“by	returning	to	the	research	participants,	sharing	with	them	the	

meanings	and	essences	of	the	phenomenon	as	derived	from	reflection	on	and	

analysis	of	the	[data],	and	seeking	their	assessment	for	comprehensiveness	and	

accuracy”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	33-4).		“A	sense	of	connectedness	develops	

between	researcher	and	research	participants	in	their	mutual	efforts	to	elucidate	

the	nature,	meaning,	and	essence	of	a	significant	human	experience”	(Patton,	

2002,	p.	108).		Setting	itself	apart	from	methods	like	grounded	theory	or	

transcendental	phenomenology,	“the	uniqueness	of	heuristic	inquiry	is	the	

extent	to	which	it	legitimizes	and	places	at	the	fore	these	personal	experiences,	

reflections,	and	insights	of	the	researcher”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	108).	

	 Despite	the	obvious	similarities	to	traditional,	transcendental	

phenomenology,	Douglass	and	Moustakas	make	a	point	to	differentiate	the	two.		

In	particular,	they	reject	the	concept	of	reduction	and	detachment	inherent	in	

phenomenology;	instead	they	emphasize	“connectedness	and	relationship”	

where	“the	research	participants	remain	visible	in	the	examination	of	the	data	

and	continue	to	be	portrayed	as	whole	persons”	(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	1985,	

p.	43).		While	“phenomenology	ends	with	the	essence	of	experience;	heuristics	

retains	the	essence	of	the	person	in	experience”	(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	1985,	

p.	43).		The	process	is	personal,	a	question	“that	has	been	a	personal	challenge	

and	puzzlement	in	the	search	to	understand	one’s	self	and	the	world	in	which	
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one	lives,”	but		“with	virtually	every	question	that	matters	there	is	also	a	social	–	

and	perhaps	universal	–	significance”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	15).		Pursuing	

research	discovery	via	heuristic	inquiry	ultimately	“leads	investigators	to	new	

images	and	meanings	regarding	human	phenomena,	but	also	to	realizations	

relevant	to	their	own	experiences	and	lives”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	9).	

	 I	will	outline	in	greater	detail	some	of	the	specific	stages	and	steps	in	

heuristic	research.		But	first,	given	this	annotated	explanation	of	some	historical	

roots	of	phenomenology	(and	the	many	ways	the	theory	and	term	is	applied),	I	

would	like	to	explore	ways	that	the	process	has	been	utilized	already	in	

educational	research.	

Phenomenology	in	Educational	Research	

	 While	phenomenology	grew	primarily	out	of	a	philosophy	background,	it	

has	been	“a	neglected	figure	in	the	field	of	philosophy	of	education	in	the	

English-speaking	world”	(Peters,	2009,	p.	ix).		However,	the	impacts	of	

phenomenology	have	been	spreading	to	other	fields,	including	education,	and	“it	

has	challenged	taken-for-granted	assumptions	and	prompted	new	insights	into	

what	it	means	to	live,	work,	play	and	learn	in	our	world”	(Dall’Alba,	2009,	p.	1).		

Phenomenology	has	contributed	to	educational	practice	and	research,	

“demonstrating	phenomenology	is	a	contemporary	movement	that	is	both	

dynamic	and	varied”	(Dall’Alba,	2009,	p.	1)	and	that	“insights	into	key	

educational	questions	can	be	achieved	through	exploring	and	interrogating	ideas	

and	concepts	from	phenomenology,	as	well	as	through	inquiring	
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phenomenologically”	(Dall’Alba,	2009,	p.	3).		Researchers	like	Chamberlin	

(1969)	believe	that	“a	new	look	at	education,	employing	some	of	the	tools	of	

phenomenological	analysis,	will	contribute	to	a	deeper	understanding	of	the	

essential	nature	of	the	vast	field”	(p.	18-19).		Especially	within	education,	

phenomenology	has	been	connected	with	other	research	approaches,	such	as	

feminist	scholarship,	reflecting	“the	development	of	thought	and	scholarship	in	

contemporary	phenomenology,	whereby	phenomenology	is	enriched	by	other	

research	approaches	while	also	making	a	substantial	contribution	to	them”	

(Dall’Alba,	2009,	p.	1).	

Educational	philosophy	which	focused	on	phenomenology	“were	

avowedly	existentialist”	(Vandenburg,	1997,	p.	13),	and	therefore	expanded	on	

the	ideas	of	phenomenology	as	an	ontology.		Vandenburg	(1971)	believed	that	

“in	order	to	ground	education,	the	being	of	children	and	youth	has	to	be	taken	

into	account	in	the	practical	situation	of	the	classroom”	and	that	“asking	the	

question	concerning	the	being	of	children,	youth,	education,	and	the	world	

plunges	one	directly	into	ontology”	(p.	28).		Although	in	the	1950s	

“existentialism	was	first	related	to	education	without	using	phenomenological	

methods,”	by	the	1960s	“the	need	to	employ	phenomenological	methods	in	the	

study	of	education	became	more	apparent	in	the	United	States”	(Vandenburg,	

1997,	p.	15).		Heidegger	and	his	concepts	are	often	specifically	drawn	upon,	

since	he	wrote	directly	about	the	field	of	education.		For	example,	Heidegger	

stated	that	learning	“is	central	to	understanding	thinking”	and	construed	the	
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learner	around	the	apprentice	model,	“emphasizing	the	notion	of	‘relatedness’	–	

of	the	cabinetmaker’s	apprentice	to	the	different	kinds	of	wood	that	sustain	the	

craft”	(Peters,	2009,	p.	x-xi).	

A	phenomenological	interpretation	of	education	is	“founded	on	the	

presupposition	that	teaching/learning	is	an	expression	of	the	being	of	humans	

which	shows	itself	through	our	everyday	experience”	(Brooks,	2009,	p.	54).		A	

good	education	“is	one	that	emphasizes	individuality.		It	attempts	to	assist	each	

of	us	in	seeing	ourselves	with	our	fears,	frustrations,	and	hopes	…	the	first	step	

in	any	education,	then,	is	to	understand	ourselves”	(Ozmon,	1976,	p.	207).		

Education	is	“a	formation	of	the	human	character	that	is	guided	by	a	

principle/ground	…	leading	the	whole	human	back	to	who	we	are”	(Brooks,	

2009,	p.	57),	constituting	“a	passage	into	thought	that	involves	our	entire	being”	

(Peters,	2009,	p.	xi).		The	teacher	is	a	valuable	player	in	this,	with	Heidegger	

(1968)	believing	that	“teaching	is	more	difficult	than	learning	because	what	

teaching	call	for	is	this:	to	let	learn.		The	real	teacher,	in	fact,	lets	nothing	else	be	

learned	than	–	learning”	(p.	15).		If	existential	phenomenology	is	about	being,	

then	education	is	the	verb	of	that,	becoming,	with	the	teacher	playing	an	

important	role	in	that	process.	

If	learning	is	an	essential	characteristic	of	a	human’s	“being”,	then	the	act	

of	teaching,	the	idea	of	teaching,	should	be	deconstructed.		After	clearing	away	

any	preconceptions	one	holds	about	teaching,	the	educational	philosopher	must	

ask:	“what	characteristics	show	themselves	as	central,	or	remain	‘fundamental’	
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and	‘primordial’”	(Brooks,	2009,	p.	55)	and	rebuild	our	concept	of	teaching	from	

there.		Education	has	often	been	used	to	“cover	up”	the	uglier	aspects	of	life	and	

history,	but	“existentialists	feel	that	a	vital	part	of	one’s	education	is	to	examine	

the	perverted	and	ugly	side	of	life,	the	irrational	as	well	as	the	good	side”	

(Ozmon,	1976,	p.	207).		Much	like	Freire’s	liberating	education,	a	

phenomenological	approach	to	educational	methods	would	stop	“seeing	it	as	

something	a	student	is	filled	with,	measured	against,	or	fitted	into”	and	instead	

look	at	students	as	individuals	who	are	allowed	“to	take	a	positive	role	in	the	

shaping	of	their	own	education	and	life”	(Ozmon,	1976,	p.	209-210).	

Whether	drawing	from	specific	phenomenological	theorists	or	the	

concept	in	general,	educational	researchers	have	been	successfully	using	

phenomenology	within	their	work.		Van	Manen	and	Adams	(2009)	studied	the	

phenomenon	of	online	writing,	in	order	“to	contribute	to	a	more	pedagogically	

sensitive	understanding	of	teaching	and	learning	online”	(p.	5).		Attempting	to	

“explore	the	assumption	that	education	can	be	viewed	as	a	whole”	(p.	10),	

Chamberlin	(1969)	aimed	to	“consider	the	total	phenomenon	[of	‘education’]	in	

order	to	discover	its	necessary	elements	and	suggest	an	order	of	their	

relationships”	(p.	19).		Focusing	on	viewing	eight	educational	concepts	from	new	

perspectives	(learning,	setting,	culture,	institutions,	processes,	prescripts,	

understanding,	and	philosophy),	Chamberlin	(1969)	ultimately	suggested	“a	

possible	definition	of	‘education’	in	the	light	of	the	analysis”	(p.	20).		By	using	a	

phenomenological	approach	to	analysis,	Chamberlin	(1969)	proposed	a	
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definition	where	education	is	a	“consciously	selected	set	of	activities	in	which	an	

individual	or	a	group	intentionally	presents	selected	ideas	of	actions	to	

particular	individuals	in	a	particular	setting	by	a	controlled	process	that	seeks	

the	student’s	understanding	and	his	conscious	choice	of	response”	(p.	159-160).	

	 As	another	example,	Kazanjian	(1998)	“develops	a	vision	for	education	in	

which	subject	and	object	are	considered	to	be	in	a	continuum”	and	shows	“that	

the	subject-object	continuum	applies	as	the	socio-technological	continuum	

comprising	and	linking	society’s	institutions”	(p.	1).		Placing	education	squarely	

within	the	modern	sphere	of	politics,	government,	and	technology,	Kazanjian	

argues	for	“a	core	curriculum	revealing	our	common	humanity”	and	“introduces	

a	phenomenological	sense	of	wholeness	into	philosophy	of	education”	(p.	ix).		

Focusing	on	“the	socio-technological	nature	of	eight	institutions	or	themes	that	

[Kazanjian]	believe[s]	are	basic	to	society	and	work”	(p.	5),	he	attempts	to	show	

that	each	of	these	areas	demonstrates	how	philosophy	–	and	specifically	

phenomenology	–	is	being	used;	“it	is	basic	to	knowledge	and	life.		It	is	

fundamental	to	the	arts	and	sciences.		Phenomenology	is	fundamental	to	work”	

(Kazanjian,	1998,	p.	7).	

Heidegger’s	ideas	about	education	are	expanded	by	Dall’Alba	(2009)	to	

also	include	“Merleau-Ponty’s	notion	of	ambiguity	in	our	relation	to	the	world	…	

as	a	way	of	elaborating	what	ontological	education	means	for	learning	

professional	ways	of	being”	(p.	41).		Heidegger	has	an	ontological	concept	of	

“being-in-the-world”	which	emphasizes	how	“we	are	usually	absorbed	in,	and	
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take	for	granted,	the	routine	and	everyday,	so	we	generally	do	not	place	them	

under	scrutiny”	(Dall’Alba,	2009,	p.	42).		Dall’Alba	(2009)	asserts	that	“education	

can	have	a	key	part	to	play	in	who	we	are	becoming:	in	what	we	come	to	know,	

how	we	act,	and	who	we	are”	and	that	“a	central	purpose	of	education,	according	

to	Heidegger,	is	transformation	of	the	self”	(p.	43).		Much	like	Husserl’s	process	

of	reduction,	this	transformation	occurs	by	“interrogating	what	we	take	for	

granted	about	our	world	and	ourselves;	by	challenging	assumptions	we	make	

about	them	and	have	historically	made”	(Dall’Alba,	2009,	p.	43).		Combined	with	

Merleau-Ponty’s,	“ambiguity	opens	up	possible	ways	to	know,	to	act	and	to	be	

that	interrelate	with	the	stands	we	take	on	our	being”	and	“provides	openings	

for	re-thinking	our	taken-for-granted	assumptions,	for	example,	about	what	it	

means	to	teach	and	to	be	a	committed	teacher”	(Dall’Alba,	2009,	p.		44).		With	

this	disruption,	“when	the	familiar	or	everyday	appears	in	a	new	light,	the	way	is	

open	for	other	possibilities,	other	ways	of	being”	(Dall’Alba,	2009,	p.	43).	

Barnacle	(2009)	draws	on	concepts	from	Merleau-Ponty	regarding	the	

body,	“and	in	particular	his	claim	that	‘I	am	my	body’,	or	in	other	words,	that	we	

are	body-subjects,	unable	to	detach	mind	from	body,	subjet	from	object,	etc.”	(p.	

23)	to	promote	educational	contexts	which	value	“the	gut”	and	sense	making	–	

what	Husserl	might	call	intuition.		“Hunches	and	instincts	are	widely	recognised	

in	the	conduct	of	research	suggesting	that	sense	making	is	an	integral	aspect	of	

knowledge	generation	at	the	highest	level”	(Barnacle,	2009,	p.	24).		Bonnett	

(2009)	also	uses	Merleau-Ponty’s	concepts	of	the	body	“as	a	site	of	perception,	
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learning	and	knowledge”	and	how	the	“change	of	place	upon	this	aspect	of	

selfhood	might	be	worth	exploring	in	the	context	of	education”	(p.	31).		He	

develops	a	concept	of	schools	as	places	of	“unselving”	–	where	the	transition	

from	home	to	school	environment	is	tied	to	“conscious	being	place-making”	(p.	

31)	and	can	be	used	in	both	liberating	and	oppressive	ways.	

A	Phenomenological	Methodology	

	 A	phenomenological	methodology	focuses	on	“how	humans	make	sense	

of	experience	and	transform	experience	into	consciousness,	both	individually	

and	as	shared	meaning”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	104).		There	is	a	focus	on	connecting	

“with	people	who	have	directly	experienced	the	phenomenon	of	interest;	that	is,	

they	have	‘lived	experience’	as	opposed	to	secondhand	experience	”	(Patton,	

2002,	p.	104).		While	gathering	data	on	these	experiences,	“phenomenological	

reflection	is	not	introspective	but	retrospective.		Reflection	on	lived	experience	is	

always	recollective;	it	is	reflection	on	experience	that	is	already	passed	or	lived	

through”	(Van	Manen,	1990,	p.	9-10).	

	 Ontologically,	“all	questions	about	the	reality	of	the	world	are	suspended,	

put	out	of	question	for	the	moment”	(Stewart	and	Mickunas,	1974,	p.	9).		The	

researcher	is		“less	interested	in	the	factual	status	of	particular	instances”	(Van	

Manen,	1990,	p.	10)	and	instead	in	the	retrospective	reflection	of	that	experience	

by	the	direct	participant.		“Phenomenologists	make	no	assumptions	about	what	

is	or	is	not	real;	they	rather	begin	with	the	content	of	consciousness	–	whatever	

that	content	may	be	–	as	valid	data	for	investigation”	(Stewart	and	Mickunas,	
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1974,	p.	4).		Rather	than	trying	to	make	an	argument	about	reality,	“one	of	the	

principal	goals	of	phenomenology,	then,	is	simple	descriptive	fidelity.		The	aim	is	

to	describe	accurately	what	is	given	in	experience	precisely	as	it	is	given,	and	

within	the	limits	of	how	it	is	given”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	18).			

	 Phenomenology,	therefore,	“offers	unique	resources	for	dealing	with	

issues	of	objectivity	and	subjectivity”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	12).		Phenomenology	

critiques	the	uncritical	objectivist	stance,	which	would	state	that	there	is	some	

universal	truth	existing	outside	of	human	perception	that	researchers	are	trying	

to	ascertain.		Within	phenomenological	research,	“there	is	no	separate	(or	

objective)	reality	for	people.		There	is	only	what	they	know	their	experience	is	

and	means”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	106).		On	the	other	hand,	phenomenology	also	

avoids	a	naïve	subjectivism,	which	could	diminish	or	erase	the	innate	essences	of	

an	object	which	evokes	particular	subjective	experiences.		Detmer	(2013)	

believes	it	is	helpful	to	consider	the	issue	“in	terms	of	a	natural	progression”	(p.	

12),	for	uncritical	objectivism	to	naïve	subjectivism,	and	the	ways	that	

“phenomenology	helps	to	counter	these	tendencies	towards	one-sided	

objectivism	or	subjectivism”	(p.	14).	

	 First	of	all,	“phenomenological	investigations	are	in	principle	balanced	

with	regard	to	subjectivity/objectivity	issues,	both	methodologically	and	in	

terms	of	subject	matter”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	14).		By	inquiring	into	the	objects	of	

experience,	the	directed	consciousness	that	presents	or	reveals	those	objects,	

and	the	reciprocal	relations	between	the	two,	a	researcher	can	draw	both	
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“subjectivist	or	objectivist	conclusions	that	are	based	on	a	careful	investigation	

of	both	the	subjective	and	objective	poles	(and	the	correlativity	of	the	two)	of	the	

relevant	experiences”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	15).		Authors	such	as	Felman	and	Laub	

(1992)	have	integrated	this	sort	of	witnessing	into	their	theory	of	testimony,	

especially	when	it	comes	to	trauma	and	memory	work.		Researching	lived	

experiences,	sharing	someone’s	testimony,	means	learning	“how	to	bond	with	

the	narrator	in	a	common	struggle	to	release	the	testimony	which,	in	spite	of	

inhibitions	on	both	sides,	will	allow	the	telling	of	the	trauma	to	proceed	and	to	

reach	its	testimonial	resolution”	(Felman	&	Laub,	1992,	p.	xvii).		For	example,	

when	dealing	with	the	historical	experiences	of	the	Holocaust,	Felman	&	Laub	

(1992)	have	conceived	of	“the	process	of	the	testimony	as,	essentially,	a	

ceaseless	struggle”	consisting	of	“three	separate,	distinct	levels	of	witnessing	…	

the	level	of	being	a	witness	to	oneself	within	the	experience;	the	level	of	being	a	

witness	to	the	testimonies	of	others;	and	the	level	of	being	a	witness	to	the	

process	of	witnessing	itself”	(p.	75).	

A	phenomenological	methodology,	however,	does	“stand	as	an	obstacle	to	

the	kind	of	facile,	sweeping	objectivism	or	subjectivism	(both	disturbingly	

common)	that	simply	ignores	one	or	the	other	of	these	poles	of	experience	

entirely”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	15).		For	example,	one	might	be	hard	pressed	to	make	

any	objective	conclusions	about	the	preference	or	value	of	strawberries	over	

grapes,	seeing	the	experience	as	entirely	subjective.		However,	one	could	make	

an	argument	that	“there	is	something	in	the	nature	of	the	objects	‘happiness’	and	
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‘misery’	…	that	renders	the	judgment	that	happiness	is	intrinsically	better	than	

misery	obvious	and	undeniable,	necessarily	true,	true	for	all	subjects,	and	the	

contrary	judgment,	that	misery	is	better	than	happiness,	wrongheaded,	perverse,	

clearly	mistaken”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	14).		Phenomenology	gives	the	research	(and	

the	researcher)	the	freedom	to	balance	subjective	and	objective	stances,	and	

“rather	than	assuming	what	exists	outside	the	realm	of	experience,	and	trying	to	

determine	what	causal	relations	pertain	to	these	extra-experiential	entities,	we	

can	study	objects	strictly	as	they	are	given,	that	is,	as	they	appear	to	us	in	

experience”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	1).	

	 Phenomenology	also	counters	this	tendency	toward	un-nuanced	versions	

of	objectivity	and	subjectivity	through	“its	method	of	bracketing	questions	about	

the	nonexperiential	existence	of	experienced	objects”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	15).		As	

advocated	by	Husserl,	researchers	should	study	phenomena	on	their	own	terms,	

where	“their	meanings,	and	truths	concerning	them,	are	fully	accessible	to	us	

quite	apart	from	any	worries	about	their	ontological	status”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	

63).		However,	the	“results	obtained	from	a	phenomenological	study	can	then	be	

related	to	and	integrated	with	those	of	other	phenomenologists	studying	the	

same	experience,	or	phenomenon”	so	that	“basic	elements	of	the	experience	that	

are	common	to	members	of	a	specific	society,	or	all	human	beings,	can	be	

identified”	(Eichelberger,	1989,	p.	6).	

	 Douglass	and	Moustakas	describe	the	specific	process	and	design	for	

doing	phenomenology	as	a	method,	which	they	label	“heuristic	inquiry”.		
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Originally	conceptualizing	this	as	three	stages,	and	later	expanding	that	to	six,	

heuristic	inquiry	“offers	an	attitude	with	which	to	approach	research”	(Douglass	

and	Moustakas,	1985,	p.	42).		It	does	not	necessarily	“prescribe	a	methodology”	

since	“each	heuristic	study	is	a	unique,	creative	challenge	aimed	at	revealing	the	

intimate	nature	of	reality	and	thus	requiring	methods	that	fit	the	particular	

investigation”	(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	1985,	p.	42).	

The	questions	or	problems	that	researchers	are	investigating	with	

heuristic	inquiry	need	to	be	intrinsically	autobiographic,	“a	personal	challenge	

and	puzzlement	in	the	search	to	understand	one’s	self	and	the	world	in	which	

one	lives”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	15).		However,	as	“with	virtually	every	question	

that	matters	personally	there	is	also	a	social	–	and	perhaps	universal	–	

significance”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	15).		An	identification	with	the	focus	of	

inquiry	is	encouraged,	and	the	researcher	is	advised	to	engage	in	self-dialogue	

(sounding	very	similar	to	the	journaling	and	reflection	intrinsic	to	grounded	

theory).		A	researcher	“may	enter	into	dialogue	with	the	phenomenon,	allowing	

the	phenomenon	to	speak	directly	to	one’s	own	experience,	to	be	questioned	by	

it”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	16).		This	process	ultimately	serves	the	needs	of	data	

collection,	since	“at	the	heart	of	heuristics	lies	an	emphasis	on	disclosing	the	self	

as	a	way	of	facilitating	disclosure	from	others	–	a	response	to	the	tacit	dimension	

within	oneself	sparks	a	similar	call	from	others”	(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	1985,	

p.	50).	
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	 Heuristic	research	begins	with	the	initial	engagement	of	the	topic,	where	

the	researcher	works	“to	discover	an	intense	interest,	a	passionate	concern	that	

calls	out	to	the	researcher,	one	that	holds	important	social	meanings	and	

personal,	compelling	implications”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	27).		Through	

encounters	with	“the	self,	one’s	autobiography,	and	significant	relationships	

within	a	social	context,”	the	research	question	forms	and	“lingers	within	the	

researcher	and	awaits	the	disciplined	commitment	that	will	reveal	its	underlying	

meanings”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	27).		The	researcher	then	enters	immersion,	

where	“the	researcher	lives	the	question	in	waking,	sleeping,	and	even	dream	

states”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	28).		“Virtually	anything	connected	with	the	

question	becomes	raw	material	for	immersion,	for	staying	with,	and	for	

maintaining	a	sustained	focus	and	concentration”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	28).		

Intuition	and	tacit	knowledge	are	valued	here	as	the	researcher	attempts	to	

understand	the	phenomenon.	

	 This	leads	to	the	incubation	phase,	where	“the	researcher	retreats	from	

the	intense,	concentrated	focus	on	the	question”	and	is	“no	longer	absorbed	in	

the	topic	in	any	direct	way”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	28).		However,	growth	is	still	

taking	place,	but	this	phase	“allows	the	inner	workings	of	the	tacit	dimension	

and	intuition	to	continue	to	clarify	and	extend	understanding	on	levels	outside	

the	immediate	awareness”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	29).		Illumination	then	“occurs	

naturally	when	the	researcher	is	open	and	receptive	to	tacit	knowledge	and	

intuition”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	29).		This	phase	“may	be	an	awakening	to	new	
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constituents	of	the	experience”	or	“may	involve	corrections	of	distorted	

understandings	or	disclosure	of	hidden	meanings”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	29).		“A	

degree	of	reflectiveness	is	essential,	but	the	mystery	of	situations	requires	tacit	

workings	to	uncover	meanings	and	essences”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	29).	

	 The	research	may	then	move	to	the	explication	phase,	where	they	try	“to	

fully	examine	what	has	awakened	in	consciousness,	in	order	to	understand	its	

various	lawyers	of	meaning”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	31).		Through	a	variety	of	

approaches,	the	researcher	must	“attend	to	their	own	awareness,	feelings,	

thoughts,	beliefs,	and	judgments	as	a	prelude	to	the	understanding	that	is	

derived	from	conversations	and	dialogues	with	others”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	31).		

Attention	and	focus	are	directed	inwards,	utilizing	“focusing,	indwelling,	self-

searching,	and	self-disclosure”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	31).		This	finally	leads	to	

creative	synthesis.		“Once	the	researcher	has	mastered	knowledge	of	the	

material	that	illuminates	and	explicates	the	question”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	31),	

they	express	the	components	and	core	theses,	usually	in	“the	form	of	a	narrative	

depiction	utilizing	verbatim	material	and	examples,”	but	not	necessarily	–	“it	

may	be	express	as	a	poem,	story,	drawing,	painting,	or	by	some	other	creative	

form”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	32).		“The	researcher	must	move	beyond	any	

confined	or	constricted	attention	to	the	data	itself	and	permit	an	inward	life	on	

the	question	to	grow,	in	such	a	way	that		comprehensive	expression	of	the	

essences	of	the	phenomenon	investigated	is	realized”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	32).	
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	 While	Moustakas	avoids	advocating	for	any	particular	methods,	

practically	speaking,	phenomenology	and	heuristic	inquiry	do	lend	themselves	

towards	particular	data	acquisition	techniques.		“As	in	traditional	research	

models,	acquiring	data	involves	a	disciplined	and	systematic	series	of	methods	

and	procedures	designed	to	yield	information”	(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	1985,	

p.	49).		“Heuristic	inquiry	utilizes	qualitative	methodology	in	arriving	at	themes	

and	essences	of	experience”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	32),	but	unlike	traditional	

models,	“heuristics	permits	and	even	encourages	spontaneous	creation	of	

methods	that	will	evoke	or	disclose	experiential	meanings”	(Douglass	and	

Moustakas,	1985,	p.	49).		“A	typical	way	of	gathering	material	is	through	

interviews	that	often	take	the	form	of	dialogues	with	oneself	and	one’s	research	

participants”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	39).		If	“the	only	way	for	us	to	really	know	

what	another	person	experiences	is	to	experience	the	phenomenon	as	directly	as	

possible	for	ourselves[,	then	t]his	leads	to	the	importance	of	participant	

observation	and	in-depth	interviewing”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	106).		Value	is	placed	

on	“experience	from	a	‘first-person’	standpoint,	that	of	the	experiencer,	rather	

than	from	a	third-person	standpoint,	such	as	that	of	an	observer	of	the	behavior	

of	others”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	7).		Some	researchers,	like	Moran	(2000),	even	

argue	that	observation	may	actually	work	antithetically	to	a	phenomenological	

methodology:	“one	can	gain	essential	insight	into	the	nature	of	sensuous	

experience	as	much	through	entertaining	these	supposed	experiences	in	fantasy	

as	through	observing	them	in	reality.		In	fact,	the	observation	of	experiences	in	
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their	worldly	setting	often	leads	to	difficulties	in	grasping	their	essences”	

(Moran,	2000,	p.	132).	

	 The	validation	of	qualitative	methods	can	not	“be	determined	by	

correlations	or	statistics,”	as	in	quantitative	studies,	but	instead	“the	question	of	

validity	is	one	of	meaning:	Does	the	ultimate	depiction	of	the	experience	derived	

from	one’s	own	rigorous,	exhaustive	self-searching	and	from	the	explications	of	

others	present	comprehensively,	vividly,	and	accurately	the	meanings	and	

essences	of	the	experience”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	32)?		A	strong	

phenomenological	study	“requires	methodologically,	carefully,	and	thoroughly	

capturing	and	describing	how	people	experience	some	phenomenon	–	how	they	

perceive	it,	describe	it,	feel	about	it,	judge	it,	remember	it,	make	sense	of	it,	and	

talk	about	it	with	others”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	104).		“The	heuristic	researcher’s	

‘constant	appraisal	of	significance’	and	‘checking	and	judging’	facilitate	the	

process	of	achieving	a	valid	depiction	of	the	experience	being	investigated”	

(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	33).	

Methods	

General	Rationale:	Qualitative	Methods	

	 Within	my	phenomenological	methodology,	I	used	qualitative	methods.		

Specifically,	I	focused	on	conducting	semi-structured	in-depth	interviews,	

supplemented	by	participatory	and	non-participatory	observations.	

	 I	selected	qualitative	methods	because,	as	methods	which	can	help	elicit	

narratives,	I	felt	they	were	best	suited	for	this	phenomenological	study.		
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Qualitative	researchers	tend	to	collect	data	in	a	“natural	setting	…	where	

participants	experience	the	issue	or	problem	under	study”	(Creswell,	2009,	p.	

175).		Emphasis	is	placed	on	“learning	the	meaning	that	the	participants	hold	

about	the	problem	or	issue”	so	therefore	the	decision	is	often	emergent,	where	

“the	initial	plan	for	research	cannot	be	tightly	prescribed”	(Creswell,	2009,	p.	

175-6).		Approaching	research	qualitatively,	“without	being	constrained	by	

predetermined	categories	of	analysis	contributes	to	the	depth,	openness,	and	

detail	of	qualitative	inquiry,”	produces	“a	wealth	of	detailed	information	about	a	

…	smaller	number	of	people	and	cases”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	14).	

	 Given	my	previous	research	on	the	topic,	it	was	especially	important	that	

I	approached	my	data	gathering	without	an	agenda	for	what	I	would	find.		While	

legitimate	peripheral	participation	made	sense	as	a	theoretical	framework,	my	

methods	aimed	solely	to	discover	how	my	participants	were	socialized	into	their	

communities	–	not	to	discover	whether	what	I	had	observed	before	turned	up	

again.		In	fact,	discovering	new	themes	or	scenarios	that	hadn’t	shown	up	before	

–	such	as	a	participant	who	didn’t	feel	a	part	of	the	community,	or	someone	who	

didn’t	feel	their	language	practices	are	unique	–	had	the	potential	to	be	

extremely	interesting	and	informative	for	my	research.		To	mitigate	this	

possibility,	I	attempted	to	design	my	interview	questions	to,	as	much	as	possible,	

avoid	being	leading	and	focusing	less	on	thematic	questions	and	more	on	

soliciting	stories	from	my	participants	regarding	their	lived	experiences.	
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Adopting	a	Heuristic	approach	was	therefore	very	useful,	since	unlike	

traditional	models,	“heuristics	permits	and	even	encourages	spontaneous	

creation	of	methods	that	will	evoke	or	disclose	experiential	meanings”	(Douglass	

and	Moustakas,	1985,	p.	49).		As	new	themes	or	scenarios	developed,	I	was	able	

to	modify	my	methods	and	interview	protocols	to	better	collect	the	kind	of	data	I	

wanted.	

Role	of	the	Researcher	

Heuristic	Inquiry	allowed	me	to	situate	my	role	as	the	researcher	within	

the	data	collection	and	analysis,	and	qualitative	methods	provided	space	for	my	

identity	as	a	researcher	to	be	a	part	of	the	research.		In	Heuristic	Inquiry,	the	

researcher	is	seen	as	a	key	instrument	to	the	study,	and	they	often	engage	in	

inductive	data	analysis	which	builds	“their	patterns,	categories,	and	themes	from	

the	bottom	up,	by	organizing	the	data	into	increasingly	more	abstract	units	of	

information”	(Creswell,	2009,	p.	175).		Qualitative	methods	also	helped	my	

analysis	to	be	more	holistic	and	interpretive.	Utilizing	the	different	data	

collection	techniques	helped	add	triangulation	“to	build	a	coherent	justification	

for	themes”	(Creswell,	2009,	p.	191).	

I	also	integrated	concepts	of	queer	methodologies	into	my	work	–	

research	which	seeks	“to	understand	how	subjectivity	is	formed	and	unfurled,	

and	does	not	presume	to	know	what	a	‘homosexual’	is	from	the	outset”	(Warner,	

2004,	p.	334).		While	“many	of	the	methodological	assumptions	and	tools	utilized	

in	mainstream	sexuality	research	construct	a	constrained	version	of	what	a	
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homosexual	and	heterosexual	is”	(Warner,	2004,	p.	321),	“queer	researchers	

seek	to	speak	about	gender,	sexuality,	and	desire	(amongst	other	topics)	in	ways	

that	problematize	the	referent”	(Warner,	2004,	p.	324).		Queer	methodologies,	

much	like	Heuristic	Inquiry,	encourages	researchers	to	“be	reflexively	aware	of	

the	way	[methodology]	constitutes	the	object	it	investigates”	and	to	

“qualitatively	account	for	its	object	of	inquiry”	–	that	is,	to	position	the	

researcher	amid	the	research	and	to	“acknowledge	their	role	in	knowledge	

production”	(Warner,	2004,	p.	334),	and	to	value	qualitative	approaches	to	

account	for	queer	experiences.		Queer	methodologies	also	respect	the	good	faith	

trust	of	participants	by	allowing	research	to	expose	something	new	and	radical,	

rather	than	just	reifying	concepts	of	normality,	and	to	“to	abandon	the	Quixotic	

search	for	an	aetiology	of	homosexuality”	–	to	stop	seeing	queerness	as	a	

condition	to	be	explained	but	as	an	experience	to	be	explored	(Warner,	2004,	p.	

334-5).	

	From	this	framework,	I	was	able	to	disrupt	the	definition	and	

positionality	of	the	research	subjects	from	outside	discourses	and	reconstruct	

them	from	“a	dynamic	discursive	position	from	which	subjects	of	

homosexualities	can	both	name	themselves	and	impact	the	conditions	under	

which	queer	identities	are	constituted”	(Honeychurch,	1996,	p.	342-343).		By	

being	dutiful	in	sharing	the	experiences	of	my	participants,	they	moved	beyond	

mere	subjects	to	people	that	were	constructing	their	own	stories	and	identities.		

This	process	provided	an	opportunity	for	my	research	“to	contribute	to	the	
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constitution	of	inclusionary	knowledges	and	emancipatory	projects	rather	than	

remaining	removed	from	them”	and	to	“contribute	not	only	to	the	affirmation	of	

diverse	identities	and	the	relevant	generation	of	knowledges,	but	also	to	the	

social	empowerment	of,	and	transformation	for,	all	of	its	subject(s)”	

(Honeychurch,	1996,	p.	354).		I	hope	that	through	this	process	my	participants	

were	able	to	voice	and	uncover	a	phenomenon	–	that	of	a	“gay	community”	and	

community	socialization	–	in	a	way	that	was	meaningful	and	transformative	for	

them.	

Rationale:	Interviews	

I	began	my	research	with	focusing	on	data	collection	through	interviews,	

since	“a	typical	way	of	gathering	material	is	through	interviews	that	often	take	

the	form	of	dialogues	with	oneself	and	one’s	research	participants”	(Moustakas,	

1990,	p.	39).		This	dialogue	can	be	seen	as	a	storytelling	process;	“telling	stories	

is	essentially	a	meaning-making	process”	where	participants	“select	details	of	

their	experience	from	their	stream	of	consciousness”	to	reflect	on	their	

experience	and	construct	a	beginning,	middle,	and	end,	giving	the	experience	

order	(Seidman,	2006,	p.	7).	

If	“the	only	way	for	us	to	really	know	what	another	person	experiences	is	

to	experience	the	phenomenon	as	directly	as	possible	for	ourselves[,	then	t]his	

leads	to	the	importance	of	participant	observation	and	in-depth	interviewing”	

(Patton,	2002,	p.	106).		Value	is	placed	on	“experience	from	a	‘first-person’	

standpoint,	that	of	the	experiencer,	rather	than	from	a	third-person	standpoint,	
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such	as	that	of	an	observer	of	the	behavior	of	others”	(Detmer,	2013,	p.	7).		Some	

researchers,	like	Moran	(2000),	even	argue	that	observation	may	actually	work	

antithetically	to	a	phenomenological	methodology:	“the	observation	of	

experiences	in	their	worldly	setting	often	leads	to	difficulties	in	grasping	their	

essences”	(p.	132).		To	illustrate	this	idea,	in	her	own	data	collection	Blackburn	

(2005)	explains	a	scenario	where	her	participant,	Thunder,	describes	an	

encounter	he	had	on	the	bus,	and	the	language	practices	he	engaged	with	in	

navigating	that	situation	and	protecting	himself	from	homophobia	(a	language	

that	her	participants	label	“Gaybonics”).		Blackburn	muses	that	“whether	or	not	

Thunder	actually	used	Gaybonics	on	the	bus	I	cannot	know	…	[and]	my	presence	

on	the	bus	would	have	probably	changed	the	dynamics	among	the	men”	(p.	104).		

That	is,	Blackburn	acknowledges	that	much	like	with	other	experiments	and	

research,	there	could	have	been	an	Observer	Effect	from	her	very	presence	on	

that	bus,	recording	what	was	happening	in	real	time.		Instead,	while	Blackburn	

never	explicitly	states	her	data	collection	methodology,	she	demonstrates	a	clear	

phenomenological	framework	when	she	writes	that	“it	is	not	what	happened	on	

the	bus	as	much	as	Thunder’s	interpretation	of	what	happened	on	the	bus	that	

matters	here”	(p.	104).		The	point	here,	like	a	point	I	make	myself	earlier,	is	that	

Blackburn	wasn’t	as	interested	in	what	“actually	happened”	as	she	was	in	how	

Thunder	experienced	this	event	–	and	how	he	later	reflected	on	it	with	her	and	

the	group	she	was	facilitating.		This	phenomenon	–	his	language	use	on	the	bus	–	

was	not	about	recording	the	specific	words	he	used	or	behaviors	he	exhibited,	
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but	was	about	how	he	experienced	that	event,	how	he	recounted	that	testimony	

for	his	peer	group,	and	how	Blackburn	was	therefore	able	to	analyze	the	purpose	

and	use	of	language	for	Thunder	and	his	peers.	

The	interviews	were	semi-structured	depth	interviews,	as	defined	by	

Wengraff	(2001),	Patton	(1987),	and	Seidman	(2006).		Wengraff	describes	depth	

interviewing	as	being	“designed	for	the	purpose	of	improving	knowledge”	that	

has	to	be	planned	and	prepared	for	like	other	forms	of	research	activity	
but	what	is	planned	is	a	deliberate	half-scripted	or	quarter-scripted	
interview:	its	questions	are	only	partially	prepared	in	advance	(semi-
structured)	and	will	therefore	be	largely	improvised.	(Wengraff,	2001,	p.	
3)	
	

Patton	(1987)	describes	depth	interviewing	as	“asking	open-ended	questions,	

listening	to	and	recording	the	answers,	and	then	following	up	with	additional	

relevant	questions”	(p.	108)	where	the	interviewer	“probes	beneath	the	surface,	

soliciting	detail	and	providing	a	holistic	understanding	of	the	interviewee’s	point	

of	view”	(p.	108).		The	interviews	followed	Patton’s	Interview	Guide	approach	

(see	Appendix	A),	where	there	was	“a	list	of	questions	or	issues	that	are	to	be	

explored	in	the	course	of	an	interview,”	ensuring	that	“essentially	the	same	

information	is	obtained	from	a	number	of	people	by	covering	the	same	material”	

(1987,	p.	111).		The	order	or	working	of	the	question	is	unimportant,	with	the	

guide	serving	as	a	“basic	checklist	...	to	make	sure	that	all	relevant	topics	are	

covered,”	leaving	the	interviewer	“free	to	build	a	conversation	within	a	

particular	subject	area,	to	word	questions	spontaneously,	and	to	establish	a	
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conversational	style	–	but	with	the	focus	on	a	particular	predetermined	subject”	

(Patton,	1987,	p.	111).	

Siedman	(2006)	suggests	a	structure	for	“in-depth,	phenomenological	

interviewing”	which	holds	at	its	root	“an	interest	in	understanding	the	lived	

experience	of	other	people	and	the	meaning	they	make	of	that	experience”	(p.	9).		

Using	primarily	open-ended	questions,	the	interviewer	builds	upon	and	explores	

their	participants’	responses	to	help	them	reconstruct	their	experience	within	

the	topic	–	to	help	them	tell	their	story	(Seidman,	2006,	p.	15).		Siedman	(2006)	

suggests	conducting	three	separate	interview	with	each	participant.		The	first	is	

focused	on	the	life	history	of	the	participant,	placing	their	experience	within	a	

historical	context.		The	second	explores	the	details	of	the	lived	experience	within	

the	topic	of	the	research.		The	third	interview	encourages	the	participants	to	

reflect	on	the	meaning	of	their	experience	(p.	16-19).	

Logistically	speaking,	I	was	unable	to	do	three	interviews	with	every	

research	participant,	but	I	did	structure	the	interview	into	parts	which	followed	

this	progression.		The	Interview	Guide	is	outlined	in	Appendix	A,	and	encouraged	

the	participants	to	reflect	first	on	their	own	life	history.		This	then	led	into	their	

lived	experience	in	connecting	with	and	joining	a	“gay	community”	–	including	

their	description	of	what	that	meant	to	them,	and	the	language	practices	they	

engaged	in	within	the	community.		Finally,	they	were	asked	to	reflect	on	the	

meaning	of	that	experience,	including	interrogation	of	their	language	use	within	

the	community.	
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Rationale:	Observations	

During	the	process	of	interviewing	the	participants,	I	also	engaged	in	

observations,	in	order	to	yield	“detailed	descriptions	of	people’s	activities,	

behaviors,	actions,	and	the	full	range	of	interpersonal	interactions	and	

organizational	process	that	are	part	of	observable	human	experience”	(Patton,	

2002,	p.	4).		Field	notes	were	taken,	and	combined	with	personal	reflections	

about	the	experience	of	being	at	least	tangentially	involved	with	the	activities.	

These	observations	were	primarily	non-participatory,	especially	for	two	

of	my	research	sites.		However,	I	did	become	an	active	participant	in	all	social	

activities	–	such	as	going	to	the	bar	after	a	game	–where	I	was	able	to	get	to	

know	the	team	members	and	interact	with	them	in	a	setting	where	I	can	fully	

participate	with	them.		I	also	ended	up	joining	one	of	the	teams	and	becoming	a	

full	participatory	member	at	that	research	site.		

Observations	helped	me	collect	data	directly	about	the	way	participants	

interacted	within	a	gay	environment,	including	their	actions	and	speech.		The	

interactions	helped	provide	context	and	a	shared	understanding	when	I	then	

interviewed	participants	describes	in	an	interview.		For	example,	while	not	all	of	

my	participants	talked	much	about	their	involvement	in	the	gay	sports	

communities,	for	those	who	did	mention	them	–	such	as	the	role	of	humor	

during	practice	–	I	was	able	to	then	look	for	specific	examples	of	that	occurring	

during	my	observations.		I	was	also	able	to	do	the	reverse,	referencing	

interactions	I	had	observed	to	provide	context	and	serve	as	a	gestalt	for	
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participant	self-reflections	within	the	interviews.		For	example,	when	I	saw	a	

particular	interaction	play	out	during	a	practice	or	at	the	bar,	I	was	then	able	to	

bring	that	up	during	a	subsequent	interview	with	the	participant,	asking	them	

how	they	interpreted	that	interaction,	why	they	said	the	things	they	did,	whether	

that	sort	of	interaction	seemed	typical	or	atypical,	etc.		In	this	way	my	

observations	directly	complemented	and	supplemented	my	interviews	by	

providing	grounded,	specific	interactions	to	help	spur	discussion	on	more	

intangible	and	generalized	ideas	such	as	“language	use”,	“socialization”,	or	

“community”.	

Rationale:	Phenomenological	Methods	

	 Based	on	a	meta-analysis	I	conducted	of	the	various	research	

methodologies	utilized	when	studying	gay	communities,	I	discovered	that	those	

which	yielded	themes	of	community	construction	were	primarily	conducted	

utilizing	interviews	which	were	supported	by	direct	observation	(Blackburn,	

2005;	Buckland,	2002;	Gray,	2007	&	2009;	MacRae,	2004;	Northcote,	2006).		

These	researchers	all	utilized	a	mixture	of	methods,	but	their	use	of	interview	

techniques	seemed	central	to	gathering	the	data	needed	to	make	claims	about	

the	construction	of	community.		However,	engaging	in	some	sort	of	purposefully	

observation	was	also	important	–	but	specifically	of	spaces	where	community	

was	being	formed	and	practiced.		This	deliberate	selection	of	research	sites	

helped	to	lend	a	robustness	to	their	interview	methodologies.		Be	it	a	bar,	a	

youth	center,	or	the	closest	Wal-Mart,	these	locations	were	where	LGBT	people	
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were	performing	their	identity	with	a	community	for	specific	intimate	or	

personal	reasons.	

Given	all	the	reasons	elaborated	above,	that	my	research	is	most	

specifically	interested	in	the	socialization	of	gay	men	into	communities,	and	that	

those	who	have	engaged	in	phenomenological	methodologies,	I	am	confident	

that	my	approach	to	my	methods	was	the	best	choice	for	my	research	question	

and	methodological	framework	–	with	the	caveat	that,	like	all	phenomenological	

research	(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	1985),	I	was	open	to	shifting	my	data	

collection	methods	if	my	actual	experience	doing	so	reveals	there	are	other	ones	

better	suited	to	my	research.		(Luckily	for	me,	this	did	not	prove	the	case,	and	my	

methods	were	successful	in	gathering	the	sort	of	data	I	was	hoping	for).	

Research	Sites	

The	process	of	community	socialization	within	gay	communities	could	be	

studied	at	a	large	number	and	variety	of	research	sites.		However,	for	logistical	

and	validation	purposes,	I	limited	my	research	to	just	a	few	locations.		My	

exploratory	research	focused	on	the	gay	arts	scene	(and	specifically	participants	

were	solicited	from	a	gay	men’s	chorus).		However,	feedback	from	that	research	

often	implied	that	my	findings	would	not	be	applicable	to	other	“masculine”	gay	

communities,	such	as	the	gay	sports	community.	

I	therefore	decided	to	solicit	participants	from	local	gay	sports	groups	on	

a	self-selecting,	voluntary	basis,	with	their	names	changed	to	self-selected	

pseudonyms.		I	targeted	three	teams	in	the	San	Francisco	Bay	area,	recruiting	
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individuals	using	nonproportional	quota	sampling	–	where	“you	specify	the	

minimum	number	of	sampled	units	you	want	in	each	category”	and	“you	specify	

the	minimum	number	of	sampled	units	you	want	in	each	category”	(Trochim,	

2006)	–	to	get	approximately	5	participants	from	each	site.		Despite	being	self-

selected,	I	aimed	to	get	men	who	represent	a	variety	of	ages,	race/ethnicities,	

education	levels,	and	social-economic	statuses,	and	was	moderately	successful	

with	that	goal.	

Interviews	were	conducted	one-on-one	in	a	variety	of	public	and	private	

spaces,	depending	on	the	comfort	level	and	logistical	needs	of	the	participant.		I	

took	notes	during	the	interview	and	also	recorded	the	exchange,	with	three	

exceptions.		One	participant	who	asked	not	to	be	recorded	so	there	are	only	my	

notes,	and	in	two	cases	there	were	hardware	malfunctions	where	the	recorder	

thought	its	hard	drive	was	full,	causing	one	recording	to	be	cut	short	and	another	

where	it	didn’t	start	at	all,	so	notes	were	substituted	in	those	situations.		Consent	

was	explicitly	given	for	all	interviews	and	(where	appropriate)	recordings,	and	

participants	were	allowed	to	choose	their	own	pseudonyms	for	the	research.		

For	my	observations,	I	contacted	the	individual	teams	and	obtained	consent	

from	the	leaders	of	the	organization	for	my	research,	with	implied	consent	from	

the	full	team.		My	observations	were	of	public	or	semi-public	spaces,	and	

therefore	followed	the	same	ethical	standards	as	ethnographic	research	(Cohen,	

et	al,	2007;	LeCompte	&	Schensul,	2010;	etc.).		Field	notes	were	usually	written	
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after	the	observation,	then	expanded	as	appropriate	when	transcribed	to	a	typed	

format.	

Data	Analysis	

	 As	a	methodology,	Heuristic	Inquiry	gives	very	few	specific,	structured	

details	on	the	way	a	research	should	approach	data	analysis.		As	explained	in	

Chapter	2	and	the	start	of	this	chapter,	“Heuristics	is	a	form	of	phenomenology	

inquiry	that	brings	to	the	fore	the	personal	experience	and	insights	of	the	

researcher”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	107).		In	heuristics,	“the	self	of	the	researcher	is	

present	throughout	the	process	and,	while	understanding	the	phenomenon	with	

increasing	depth,	the	researcher	also	experiences	growing	self-awareness	and	

self-knowledge”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	9).			“Heuristic	inquiry	is	not	guided	by	

rules	or	mechanics,	yet	it	is	not	a	casual	process.		It	is	a	dedicated	pursuit,	

inspired	by	a	hunger	for	new	insight	and	revelation”	(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	

1985,	p.	41).		The	subconscious	and	intuition	of	the	researcher	are	given	primacy	

in	the	process	(Moustakas,	1990),	making	any	conscious,	prescribed,	proscribed	

methods	difficult	to	propose.		However,	for	this	project	I	followed	a	data	analysis	

method	which	drew	heavily	on	Grounded	Theory	concepts	in	order	to	obtain	a	

phenomenological	analysis.		Grounded	Theory	“focuses	on	the	process	of	

generating	theory	rather	than	a	particular	theoretical	content”	and	emphasizes	

“inductive	strategies	of	theory	development	in	contrast	to	theory	generated	by	

logical	deduction	from	a	priori	assumptions”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	125).		In	

Grounded	Theory,	the	data	analysis	arises	out	of	the	data,	so	I	engaged	in	open	
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coding	(Patton,	2002)	along	with	methods	like	reflection	and	journaling	to	help	

me	focus	attention	inwards,	searching	within	myself	to	make	sense	of	the	data	

and	meanings	I	had	collected.		Giorgi	(1997)	describes	this	process	as	reading	

the	data	completely	and	holistically,	and	then	breaking	it	down	based	on	

meanings	to	create	“meaning	units”	(p.	244).	

In	Heuristic	Inquiry,	“discovery	comes	from	being	wide	open	to	the	thing	

itself,	a	recognition	that	one	must	relinquish	control	and	be	tumbled	about	with	

the	newness	and	drama	of	a	searching	focus”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	107).		Moustakas,	

in	his	works,	talks	very	seriously	about	“living	with	the	data”	as	part	of	the	

process.		Therefore,	to	some	degree	data	analysis	began	as	soon	as	started	

collecting	my	data,	as	I	entered	the	immersion	process,	where	“the	researcher	

lives	the	question	in	waking,	sleeping,	and	even	dream	states”	(Moustakas,	1990,	

p.	28).		

	 Following	that	I	entered	my	incubation	phase,	where	“the	researcher	

retreats	from	the	intense,	concentrated	focus	on	the	question”	and	is	“no	longer	

absorbed	in	the	topic	in	any	direct	way”	(Moustakas,	1990,	p.	28),	taking	a	few	

months	to	refocus	on	my	personal	life	and	new	teaching	assignments.		However,	

growth	was	still	taking	place,	so	that	when	I	returned	to	data	analysis	I	was	

prepared	to	begin	open	coding	and	open	to	discovery	of	the	“meaning	units”	

emerging	from	the	data.	

Following	the	discovery	phase,	“Heuristics	concludes	with	a	‘creative	

synthesis’	that	includes	the	researcher’s	intuition	and	tacit	understandings”	
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(Patton,	p.	108).		This	is	where	the	researcher	has	reflected	on	the	gathered	

knowledge	and	reflected	on	how	the	question	has	been	illuminated.		Engaging	in	

a	similar	process	to	convergence	(Guba,	1978),	I	worked	on	a	“bringing	together	

of	the	pieces	that	have	emerged	into	a	total	experience,	showing	patterns	and	

relationships”	(Patton,	2002,	p.	487).		Giorgi	(1997)	describes	this	step	as	

organizing	and	expressing	the	ideas	from	a	disciplinary	perspective,	and	a	final	

synthesis	or	summary	for	the	purposes	of	communication	to	the	scholarly	

community	(p.	243).		In	organizing	the	meaning	units	from	a	disciplinary	

perspective,	the	everyday	perspective	–	and	language	–	of	the	researcher	needed	

to	be	transformed	into	terms	relevant	for	the	scientific	discipline	being	utilized,	

in	accordance	to	the	researcher’s	disciplinary	intuition	(p.	245).		Finally,	the	

research	was	structured	to	determine	which	meaning	units	were	essential	for	

the	phenomenon	under	study	and	which	were	not	and	expressed	in	that	manner	

(p.	246).	
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Chapter	4:	Findings	

Introduction	

A	variety	of	observations	and	17	interviews	produced	a	wealth	of	data	

regarding	how	my	participants	described	the	“gay	community”	and	their	

experiences	with	that	concept.		Analyzing	“community”	as	a	place	for	situated	

learning	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991)	was	complicated,	since	my	participants	

described	what	I	conceptualize	as	plural	communities,	despite	them	often	

linguistically	indexing	a	singular	gay	community.		However,	the	theoretical	

framework	of	Legitimate	Queer	Participation	still	provided	an	adequate	lens	to	

explore	this	phenomenon	of	“community”	and	the	process	of	(language	and	

identity)	socialization.	

As	a	reminder,	my	research	question,	“how	do	gay	men	in	the	United	

States	experience	becoming	socialized	into	gay	communities,	and	what	is	the	

role	of	language	in	that	experience,”	contained	a	number	of	embedded	questions	

that	I	tried	to	explore	in	my	research:	

• how	gay	men	in	the	United	States	describe	the	“gay	community”	and	
their	experiences	within	that	community	

• how	these	men	experienced	becoming	a	part	of	the	community	
• how	these	men	reflect	on	their	language	use	within	their	community	

interactions	(that	is,	their	use	of	Gay	Discourses)	
• what	role	learning	or	mastering	these	language	practices	played	into	

their	experience	of	becoming	a	part	of	the	community	
	

For	this	Chapter,	I	attempt	to	present	my	findings	with	as	little	

commentary	as	possible.		Instead,	as	a	phenomenological	study,	I	want	the	

experiences	of	my	participants	to	(initially)	speak	for	themselves.		In	Chapter	5,	I	
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will	discuss	these	findings	and	further	analyze	them,	especially	as	it	connects	

back	to	the	literature	presented	in	Chapter	2.		There	is,	of	course,	some	

editorializing	that	has	already	been	done	in	this	Chapter	–	as	the	writer	and	

researcher	I	have	decided	which	themes	are	worth	sharing	(and	therefore	

exploring),	and	I	have	arranged	these	themes	into	a	specific	order	and	narrative	

flow.	

The	overarching	concept	of	community	is	an	important	one	to	

conceptualize.		Therefore,	after	giving	some	analysis	of	my	participants	and	their	

demographics,	this	chapter	then	begins	by	outlining	the	various	ways	my	

participants	described	the	“gay	community”	and	their	experiences	with	that	

concept.		Despite	the	varied	responses,	one	theme	that	emerged	was	that	the	

experience	of	community	was	something	that	all	my	participants	developed	after	

–	and	separate	–	from	their	coming	out	process.		My	findings	will	show	the	

moments	of	inclusion	and	connectivity	as	inherent	aspects	of	community,	

especially	through	a	sense	of	physical	location,	political	connection,	and	

participation	in	sports.		I	will	also	focus	on	the	concept	of	“family”	in	community	

building,	as	well	as	the	experiences	of	shared	joy	and	shared	sorrow.	

The	chapter	will	then	look	at	the	other	side	of	the	experience	of	

community	–	themes	of	exclusion	and	discrimination.		While	touching	on	a	

variety	of	experiences,	I	will	specifically	highlight	issues	of	racism,	ageism,	

classism,	and	sizism.	
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Having	established	the	concept	of	a	“gay	community”,	I	want	to	explore	

how	my	participants	described	their	communication	methods	or	practices	

within	that	community	(and	specifically,	how	they	differed	from	their	

communication	outside	the	community).		This	section	of	the	chapter	will	begin	

with	the	theme	of	shared	experiences	(an	integral	and	necessary	aspect	for	

Legitimate	Queer	Participation).		Specifically	I	will	focus	on	the	shared	

experience	of	playing	sports,	developing	friendships	and	networks,	and	the	role	

of	media	references	in	shared	communication.	

I	will	then	look	at	two	particular,	inter-related	aspects	of	“gay	language”	

many	participants	identified,	humor	and	gender	play,	and	in	Chapter	5	examine	

how	this	relates	to	Blackburn’s	(2005)	own	research	into	Gay	Discourse.		Within	

the	section	on	gender	play,	I	also	organize	my	findings	into	ideas	of	what	it	

means	to	“sound	gay”,	and	the	role	of	drag,	effeminate,	and	acting	feminine.		This	

leads	directly	into	the	specific	linguistic	practice	of	flipping	pronouns	and	using	

female-identified	words	(like	“girl”)	for	male	subjects.		Finally,	I	will	consider	the	

experiences	of	those	who	resisted	this	type	of	language	use.		This	dovetails	into	a	

wider	exploration	of	the	connection	between	language	use	and	“outness”	–	that	

is,	my	participants	who	both	connected	their	language	use	(or	that	of	others)	to	

their	own	comfort	level	with	their	identity	and	their	community;	as	well	as	their	

reflections	on	those	who	reject	gay	language	practices	as	exhibit	internalized	

homophobia	or	aspects	of	being	closeted.	
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This	leads	to	the	final	question	of	socialization	–	and	the	role	that	learning	

or	mastering	those	language	practices	played	into	their	experience	of	becoming	

a	part	of	the	community.		From	the	association	between	language	use	and	

“outness”,	I	present	a	consideration	of	how	my	participants	learned	to	

communicate	within	community	–	and	therefore,	how	they	experienced	actually	

becoming	a	part	of	their	communities.		I	also	look	at	the	theme	of	mentorship	–	

both	explicitly	and	directly,	and	also	indirectly,	with	participants	“picking	up”	

language	cues	from	observation,	exploration,	and	experimentation	with	others	

(with	more	explicit	connections	to	the	theory	of	Legitimate	Queer	Participation	

in	Chapter	5).	

Participants	

Name	 Age	 Race/Ethnicity	 Hometown	 SES	Growing	Up	 SES	Now	
Aaron	 29	 Latino/Hispanic	 Little	Rock,	CA	 “Very	poor”	 “Very	wealthy”	
Alexander	 32	 White	Mexican	 Oxnard,	CA	 Lower	middle	class	 Lower	middle	class	
Chris	 39	 White	 NJ	 Lower	middle	class	 “Fairly	well”	
Dirk	 31	 Caucasian	 Monroe,	MI	 Middle	class	 Middle	class	
Ed	 39	 Middle	Eastern	 Baghdad,	Iraq	 Middle	class	 Middle	class	
Gabriel	 30s	 Caucasian	 CT	 Middle	class	 Middle	class	
Gambit	 35	 Black	 Fairfield,	CA	 Middle	class	 Middle	class	
Grumpy	 48	 Hispanic	 Corona,	CA	 Middle/lower	class	 Middle	class	
Hunter	 51	 Mixed	 Stockton,	CA	 Middle	class	 Middle	class	
Jonathan	 30	 Mixed	 CO	 Low-income	 Low-income	
Keith	 33	 Caucasian	 MA/MO/PA	 Middle/upper	class	 Middle/upper	class	
Loki	 ~50	 Caucasian	 Military	bases	 Middle/upper	class	 Middle	class	
Mike	 32	 White	 TN	 Middle/upper	class	 “Struggling”	
Regina	 30	 White	 CO	 Very	poor	 Struggling	
Thom	 45	 White	 Syracuse,	NY	 Poor	 Not	Poor	
Thor	 62	 Black	 Boston,	MA	 Middle/lower	class	 Middle	class	
Wes	 32	 Latin	 Bay	Area,	CA	 Poor	 Middle/lower	class	

Table	1.		Participants.	
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I	interviewed	17	participants	over	the	course	of	14	months	from	three	

different	gay	sports	teams.		Table	1,	above,	provides	a	snapshot	of	each	

participant	(in	alphabetical	order	by	chosen	pseudonym),	and	a	full	description	

is	included	in	Appendix	B.		Four	participants	were	on	a	gay	rugby	team,	six	were	

in	a	gay	volleyball	league,	six	were	in	a	gay	softball	league,	and	one	participant	

played	in	both	the	volleyball	and	softball	leagues.	

Given	that	the	participants	for	this	study	were	self-selecting	based	on	

personal	solicitation	to	be	voluntarily	involved,	there	was	a	surprisingly	high	

amount	of	diversity.		One	area	where	there	was	a	little	lack	of	diversity	was	in	

age	(at	the	time	of	the	interview)	–	which,	given	that	the	research	sites	were	

sports	groups,	is	not	all	that	unsurprising.		Perhaps	indicative	of	those	interested	

and	able	to	play	in	sports	team,	the	average	age	seemed	to	skew	a	little	bit	

towards	folks	in	their	30s	(approximately	38	and	a	half),	but	there	still	was	a	

range	in	terms	of	age	diversity;	one	participant	was	in	his	20s,	seven	were	in	

their	early	30s,	four	were	mid	to	late	30s,	three	were	in	their	40s,	one	who	was	

51,	and	one	participant	who	was	62.			
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Figure	1.	Participant	Age.	

	 Out	of	17	participants	only	eight	identified	as	white	or	Caucasian	(47%),	

very	close	to	the	Bay	Area	2010	Census	data	of	42.4%	(Bay	Area	Census,	2010).		

Of	the	remaining	men,	four	identified	as	Hispanic	or	Latino	(including	one	

“White	Mexican”),	two	as	black,	two	as	mixed	race	(one	unspecified,	the	other	as	

Mexican,	Italian,	and	Filipino),	and	one	was	Middle	Eastern.		Perhaps	the	big	

glaring	lack	of	representation	was	from	someone	identifying	as	Asian	–	

especially	given	that	the	Bay	Area	2010	Census	data	lists	that	population	as	23%	

(Bay	Area	Census,	2010).	

	Figure	2.	Participant	Ethnicity.	
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Where	the	participants	came	from	also	varied	a	bit.		While	six	came	from	

California,	only	one	was	originally	from	the	Bay	Area.		Others	migrated	to	the	

Bay	Area	through	a	variety	of	routes	and	paths	but	started	their	lives	in	Colorado,	

Connecticut,	Massachusetts,	Michigan,	New	Jersey,	New	York,	Tennessee,	and	

Iraq.		There	was	also	a	variety	of	the	type	of	town	they	were	raised	in,	ranging	

the	gamut	from	urban	to	rural.		A	surprising	number	of	participants	were	also	

involved	with	the	military	in	some	way,	with	two	growing	up	in	military	families	

and	two	serving	in	the	military	at	some	point	in	their	lives.		While	growing	up,	

there	was	a	variety	of	(self	reported)	socio-economic	statuses	as	well;	the	

question	was	left	open-ended	for	the	participants	to	interpret	as	they	saw	fit,	

and	my	groupings	are	based	on	my	own	aggregation	of	their	labels	or	

descriptions	to	fit	within	the	scale	of	lower/middle/upper.		There	were	five	

lower	class	(“poor”,	“very	poor”,	and	“low	income”),	four	on	the	edge	between	

lower	and	middle	class,	five	middle	class,	and	three	identifying	as	being	from	the	

edge	between	middle	and	upper	class.	

Figure	3.	Participant	SES	Status	Growing	Up.	
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Once	established	in	the	Bay	Area,	the	economic	identity	of	the	

participants	seemed	to	converge	a	bit,	with	eight	reporting	some	sort	of	solid	

middle	class	standing	and	one	as	between	middle	and	upper	class.		However,	the	

details	about	this	were	a	little	more	fuzzy,	since	the	cost	of	living	is	so	high	in	the	

Bay	Area.		Many	reported	that	in	any	other	location	their	status	would	be	higher.		

There	was	also	one	participant	who	identified	as	“very	wealthy”,	but	six	

participants	gave	some	response	stating	they	were	lower	income	–	two	were	

“struggling”	one	was	low	income	(for	the	Bay	Area),	and	three	were	between	

lower	and	middle	class.	

Figure	4.	Participant	Current	SES	Status.	

The	“Gay	Community”	

	 For	each	interview,	after	some	demographic	questions,	I	began	by	asking	

them	about	their	life	history,	including	their	coming	out	process	(see	Appendix	A	

-	Interview	Guide).		This	is	an	important	aspect	for	in-depth,	phenomenological	

interviewing,	where	the	researcher	needs	to	focus	on	the	life	history	of	the	

participant,	placing	their	experience	within	a	historical	context	(Seidman,	2006,	
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p.	16).		This	did	indeed	give	me	a	lot	of	interesting	insight	about	the	upbringing	

and	early	experiences	of	my	participants	–	including	how	diverse	their	

experiences	had	been.		However,	what	was	much	more	pertinent	to	my	research	

questions	was	when	I	followed	that	up	by	asking	them	about	their	lived	

experiences	–	specifically	with	the	concept	of	the	“gay	community”.		As	part	of	

this	I	asked	each	of	them	to	tell	me	a	story	about	a	time	when	they	felt	a	part	of	

the	“gay	community”,	and	the	tales	they	shared	were	rich	and	interesting.		(For	

example,	Thom	talked	about	having	a	moment	of	epiphany	while	being	teased	

from	the	stage	at	a	banquet	during	a	gay	tennis	tournament;	Hunter	talked	about	

the	parties	he	produced	in	the	90s;	Regina	talked	about	walking	by	a	gay	club	

three	times	before	finally	being	brave	enough	to	enter).		However,	what	was	

clear	from	starting	with	asking	about	their	life	history	and	their	coming	out	

experiences,	and	then	asking	about	community,	is	that	none	of	my	participants	

connected	coming	out	to	their	sense	of	community.		For	some,	it	took	years	and	

years	of	being	out	before	they	had	any	sense	of	community.	

	 Since	there	isn’t	a	single	monolithic	“gay	community”,	I	asked	each	

participant	to	describe	what	that	term	meant	to	them.		Aaron	reflected	on	how	

there	are	so	many	different	permutations	of	the	idea	of	gay	community.		Dirk	

said	that	“gay	to	me	is	just	I	have	a	preference	towards	someone	of	the	same	sex.		

When	you	talk	about	gay	community	it	can	kind	of	be	a	variety	of	notions	[…]	

and	the	word	community	by	itself	can	mean	a	lot	of	things,”	but	he	described	the	

idea	of	being	“active”	in	the	gay	community	by	taking	part	in	social	activities	
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(like	gay	sports	teams).		Loki,	when	talking	about	his	rugby	team	as	a	specific	gay	

community,	described	it	as	“a	node	within	the	larger	gay	community”	where	“we	

get	a	cross-section	of	people	across	all	those	communities.		We	get	the	bears,	we	

get	the	otters,	we	get	some	twinks	who	run	fast	because	they	don’t	want	to	get	

tackled	by	the	bears.		We	have	daddies.		You	get	a	microcosm	of	who’s	in	the	

community.”	

When	asked	about	his	definition	of	the	gay	community,	Gabriel	said:	“It’s	

a	pretty	broad	term	to	me.		I	mean,	there’s	so	many	subgroups	within	the	gay	

community.		I	think,	in	thinking	back	in	my	coming	out	process	and	coming	out,	I	

never	realized	how	diverse	within	the	gay	community	was,	or	is.		To	me	it	was	a	

generic	term	that,	alright	you	identified	as	gay.		I	never	really	got	the	sense	of	a	

community	until	I	was	in	it,	until	I	officially	came	out	and	inserted	myself	within	

it,	or	met	other	people	who	were	gay.”		Gabriel	continued	later	to	say	that	the	

gay	community	was	an	interesting	place,	which	was	diverse	with	many	

subgroups	of	a	minority,	but	sometimes	segregated,	so	it	took	him	time	to	find	

his	niche.		Jonathan	had	similar	sentiments	when	he	said	that	“the	gay	

community	in	general	is	divided	but	yet	that	big	umbrella.		I	see	it	kind	of	like	a	

pie	(because,	you	know,	I’m	a	bear)	–	all	the	different	pieces.		I	don’t	think	

they’re	all	necessarily	connected	but	we’re	all	still	the	community.”	

	 Some	were	more	articulate	than	others	in	being	able	to	describe	what	

specifically	came	to	mind	when	thinking	of	the	concept	of	the	gay	community,	

whereas	others	struggled	to	really	describe	their	definitions	and	experiences	–	
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such	as	Wes,	who	shared	that	he	thought	he	had	a	simple	definition	but	now	he	

wasn’t	so	sure.		Many	participants	described	the	gay	community	in	terms	of	size	

–	something	“larger”	or	“bigger”	than	themselves,	or	a	larger	concept	that	just	

identifying	as	gay.		Regina	said	that	while	“hard	to	describe”,	the	concept	of	the	

gay	community	seemed	huge	to	him	–	more	than	just	coming	out.	

Despite	a	number	of	overlapping	aspects	to	their	answers,	each	response	

was	unique	to	that	individual	and	their	lived	experiences.		Some	people	really	

connected	the	concept	of	the	gay	community	to	specific	places,	like	the	Castro5.		

For	Jonathan,	four	years	after	moving	to	San	Francisco	he	moved	to	the	Castro,	

and	identified	that	just	being	in	that	neighborhood	made	him	feel	a	little	bit	

more	a	part	of	the	community.		Dirk	agreed,	saying	that	when	he	moved	to	San	

Francisco	it	was	the	first	time	that	he	felt	being	gay	was	“such	a	huge	part	of	a	

town”	–	gay	bars,	gay	activities	like	the	Pride	parade,	a	gay	community	center,	

being	gay	at	work,	and	having	a	gay	LinkedIn	group.		He	described	how	in	

general	gay	communities	could	be	regionally	based,	and	that	there	was	“a	

definite	San	Francisco	gay	community”,	where	“part	of	it’s	kind	of	defined	by	the	

Castro	neighborhood	and	the	businesses	and	bars	and/or	community	centers	

that	are	within	that	district.		It’s	a	large	area	in	a	larger	city	where	people	who	

subscribe	to	that	belief	or	identify	that	way	kind	of	congregate,	so	I	consider	a	lot	

																																																								
5	There	are	growing	concerns	that	the	Castro	is	becoming	gentrified	and	losing	
its	status	as	a	“gay	neighborhood”	(Brass,	2016;	Levi,	2017).		However,	for	the	
purposes	of	my	phenomenological	study,	I’m	focusing	on	the	experiences	of	my	
participants	–	who	still	relate	to	the	Castro	as	a	gay	neighborhood,	as	a	nexus	of	
gay	community.	
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of	the	things	or	activities	I’ve	done	there	as	part	of	the	community.”	Mike,	

despite	coming	out	at	age	13,	when	asked	when	he	felt	a	part	of	the	gay	

community,	was	“definitely	when	I	moved	[to	San	Francisco]”.		Loki	shared	a	

similar	experience:	“it	really	wasn’t	until	I	actually	moved	[to	San	Francisco]	and	

got	older	that	I	started	realizing,	‘okay	I’m	actually	part	of	this	community’.”	

Others	connected	it	to	political	concepts	and	movements.		Wes	described	

the	community	as	being	a	project	and	activist	based	community,	and	Dirk	

agreed:	“part	of	the	community	to	me	is	activism	and	I	would	say	just	attending	

rallies	or	even	just	holding	social	functions	that	have	had	people	come	talk,”	

something	that	went	beyond	“just	the	confines	of	San	Francisco”	but	that	was	

more	motivational,	a	call	to	arms	of	sorts.	

Community:	Sports	

Unsurprisingly,	given	my	research	sites,	a	number	of	people	identified	

sports	and	their	sports	teams	as	a	locus	of	their	gay	community.		Hunter	talked	

about	various	political	aspects	of	the	community	that	he	had	been	through	–	

fighting	against	the	AIDS	epidemic,	the	gay	rights	movement,	the	call	to	vote	“no”	

on	California	Proposition	8.		But	he	added:	“What	has	been	underlying	[the	gay	

political	movement]	for	so	many	years	are	sports	and	the	sports	community	

growing	and	bringing	a	lot	of	different	people	together.		And	competing	with	

each	other.		[…]		You	can	look	at	the	Gay	Games,	and	that	would	kind	of	tell	you	

how	proud	people	are	about	their	own	abilities	and	team	building.		Then	put	the	

layer	of	being	gay	on	that,	on	that	community,	it’s	a	good	double	whammy.”		
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Mike	also	shared	his	experience	of	being	a	part	of	the	Gay	Games,	saying	he	went	

to	the	one	in	Cologne	“and	we	got	to	march	first	in	the	parade	–	San	Francisco	

always	does.		That	was	really	cool	to	be	a	part	of	something	like	that.”		For	Thom,	

when	asked	to	describe	what	comes	to	mind	when	he	thinks	of	the	gay	

community,	said:	“that’s	such	a	loaded	question.		If	someone	says	gay	community,	

to	me	there’s	two	things	that	come	to	mind	for	me	–	especially	here	in	San	

Francisco.		Happy	hour,	and	going	out	to	the	bar.		And	then,	honestly,	volleyball.		

I’ve	picked	up	and	moved	without	friends	and	social	connections	twice	now	in	

my	life,	and	both	times	I’ve	used	sports	as	my	entry	[into	community].”	

Mike	shared	that	most	of	his	friends	are	gay	and	he	plays	in	a	gay	softball	

league,	a	comment	repeated	by	a	number	of	participants.		Chris	had	friends	

playing	gay	softball	in	Guerneville,	and	after	going	to	the	games	everyone	would	

invite	him	to	hang	out	together	afterwards,	which	got	him	involved	with	the	

sport	and	the	gay	league.		Gabriel	said	there	were	many	parts	and	levels	of	the	

gay	community,	listing	tennis	and	volleyball	as	two	groups	he	identified	with,	

and	Ed	came	into	the	gay	community	via	a	wrestling	group,	where	he	met	his	

friend	who	later	introduced	him	to	San	Francisco	and	other	friends.		Dirk	

mentioned	that	“gay	sports	has	been	a	large	part	of	my	community	within	San	

Francisco	because	I	played	on	the	softball	teams	for	three	years	and	then	moved	

over	to	volleyball	and	have	been	doing	that	for	the	past	almost	three	years	now”	

and	that	“the	whole	volleyball	league	is	feeling	part	of	the	community	because	

they’ll	do	fundraisers	and	they’re	active	and	loud	and	proud	at	the	bar	they’re	
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representing	or	about	the	organization	itself.		And	then	they’ll	do	an	end-of-

season	barbeque	or	some	sort	of	get-together	to	celebrate	what	they’re	

accomplished	and	recognizing	individuals	who	have	done	things.”	

For	Keith,	rugby	“was	something	that	I	always	wanted	to	do	in	terms	of	a	

sport,	and	I	just	love	that	there	was	a	gay	team.		It	just	seemed	too	perfect.	[…]	I	

think	because	[rugby]	is	a	sport	it	also	lends	itself	to	a	level	of	intimacy,	for	lack	

of	a	better	description	or	word.		That	there’s	just	a	great	combination	of	

closeness	that	you	can	get	for	people	who	aren’t…	that	the	gayness	doesn’t	

matter,	but	then	it	makes	it	even	easier.”		Not	sure	if	he	was	describing	it	

correctly,	he	later	added,	“there’s	something	special	about	being	on	a	team,	and	

so	I	think	that	there’s	something	very	unique	about	a	gay	team	in	terms	of	the	

socialization.		I	think	it’s	just	very	different	than	any	other	gay	social	group	that	

I’ve	ever	seen.”		Loki	had	similar	sentiments,	saying	that	“it	was	actually	joining	

the	rugby	club	that	finally	gave	me	a	sense	of	a	gay	community	that	was	not	

colored	by	my	younger	self,	where	it’s	like	‘oh	I	don’t	like	those	people	and	I	

don’t	like	those	people’,	because	it’s	like,	‘okay,	I	don’t	want	to	be	the	chicken	

hawk,	I	don’t	want	to	be	the	show	tune	queen,	and	I	don’t	want	to	be	any	of	those	

aspects,	and	this	is	me.		I	can	be	me	here	and	still	be	gay	and	fine’.”		Thor	talked	

about	the	two	teams	he	had	been	a	part	of	in	San	Francisco,	the	softball	team	and	

the	wrestling	team,	and	how	“the	most	included	I’ve	felt	in	the	gay	community	is	

in	the	softball	league.		I’ve	been	playing	softball	for	35	years,	or	something	like	
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that”	and	that	“I	think	it	would	be	really	hard	[to	find	community]	if	I	didn’t	join	

a	team.”	

Involvement	in	sports	communities	was	sometimes	contrasted	as	an	

alternative	to	the	bar	scene	–	a	locale	whose	portrayal	as	the	locus	of	gay	

community	has	almost	become	a	clichéd	trope.		Aaron	describes	how	“my	first	

semblances	of	what	the	gay	community	was	was	a	gay	club,	or	a	gay	bar.		I	think	

that’s	a	lot	of	people’s	first	experience	of	‘what	is	this	community?’”	but	that	now	

his	concept	of	community	has	evolved	and	changed.		Regina	reflected	that	an	

issue	that	he	saw	with	the	gay	community	was	the	preoccupation	with	drinking,	

and	he	liked	that	sports	were	not	focused	on	just	drinking.		Thom	felt	he	was	a	

part	of	the	“bar	community”	in	New	York,	but	in	retrospect	doesn’t	feel	like	he	

actually	connected	with	people	and	formed	a	community	outside	of	the	bars	

until	he	played	sports	in	Charlotte:	“I	realized,	in	retrospect,	that	–	yeah,	I	had	a	

great	time	going	out	[to	the	bars],	but	I	don’t	know	that	I	had	a	lot	of	friends	

friends.		You	know,	people	that	I	saw	or	did	anything	with	outside	of	the	bar.”		

Alexander	reflected	that	“it	gets	hard	for	men	to	socialize	outside	of	those	

spheres,	because	those	are	easy	go-to	place.		You	can	just	go	to,	walk	into	a	bar	

and	try	to	meet	someone,”	and	that	while	that’s	an	option	for	many	and	some	

people	do	find	good	friends	at	the	bar,	“trying	to	find	friends	outside	of	that	

space,	that	was	really	hard	for	me,	I	think,	the	first	couple	of	years,	and	that’s	

why	I	think	I	joined	the	gay	volleyball	league	here.		And	kind	of	tapping	in	to	

volunteering	or	people	at	my	work,	and	I	did,	I	ended	up	finding	my	friends	
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outside	of	the	party	scene,	which	I	was	trying	to	find	them	there	at	first	and	it’s	

very	easy	to,	but	those	are	not	the	friends	that	I	want	every	day.		Those	aren’t	the	

people	that	I’m	going	to	call	–	not	that	you	can’t	find	them,	but	I	think	I	wanted	to	

experience	a	friendship	and	have	those	evolve	outside	of	a	bar	or	a	party.”	

Community:	Family	

	 One	theme	that	was	repeated	over	and	over	again	throughout	my	

interviews	was	the	concept	of	“family”	–	especially	of	gay	friends	and	the	gay	

community	feeling	like	a	kind	of	family.		While	Hunter	saw	no	difference	on	the	

softball	field	between	the	(straight)	city	leagues	he	played	with	and	the	gay	

softball	league,	socially	the	difference	was	apparent:		“as	far	as	in	the	gay	

community,	or	on	the	gay	leagues,	it	felt	like	family.”		He	told	stories	about	his	

first	few	years	in	the	league,	when	it	was	just	starting:	“So	I	would	go	and	help	

[the	new	gay	softball	league]	practice	because	some	of	the	players	never	even	

picked	up	a	ball	before.		These	people	just	wanted	to	be	part	of	something	–	this	

is	what	I’m	getting	at	as	far	as	family	and	community.		They	didn’t	care	that	they	

couldn’t	play	or	that	we	would	win,	they	just	cared	that	they	were	part	of	

something.	[…]		And	in	coaching	them	it	really	developed	our	own	–	what	do	you	

call	it…	gelling.		When	a	team	really	can	play	well	together,	they	gel.		[…]		And	

with	that,	over	and	over,	with	a	lot	of	practice	and	playing	games,	it	becomes	a	

family.”	

Chris	talked	about	how	his	teammates	“took	me	into	their	softball	family”	

and	became	good	friends,	“almost	like	brothers	or	sisters.”		He	said	that	for	Pride	
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weekend,	“every	year	we	go	out	to	the	festivities.		You	have	a	million	people	and	

everyone	feels	like	family.”		He	conjectured	that	this	feeling	of	“second	family”	

may	come	from	having	similar	experiences	growing	up,	with	issues	of	hiding	

your	sexuality	or	your	family	not	accepting	you.		Gambit	used	the	same	language	

to	describe	his	rugby	team:	“we’re	like	one	big	family.		There’s	cousins	you	like	

and	cousins	you	don’t	like,	but	you	still	love	them.		That’s	kind	of	how	the	rugby	

team	is.”		Hunter	agreed	that,	like	any	family,	you	have	a	variety	of	dynamics:	

“you	get	a	bunch	of	people	together,	especially	some…	I’ll	just	say	negative	

people	–	you’re	going	to	have	conflict.		That	just	happens,	that	happens	in	any	

family,	so	any	team.”		Regina	talked	in	general	about	the	gay	community	being	a	

feeling	of	inclusion,	of	family.		He	also	talked	specifically	about	two	close	friends	

he	had	at	work	in	the	military,	a	“younger	gay	guy	and	a	lesbian,”	describing	

them	as	the	“little	brother	and	sister	I	never	had.”	

Ed	described	the	importance	of	being	close	and	connected	to	his	

biological	family,	but	that	the	gay	community	as	like	an	“extended	family”	where	

he	got	“the	best	of	both	worlds.”		Likewise,	Alexander,	when	asked	what	comes	

to	mind	when	he	heard	the	phrase	the	“gay	community”,	said:	“I	think	it’s	chosen	

family.		I	think	that’s	what	gay	community	means	to	me	because	I	did	not	have	

the	choice	to	choose	my	family,	obviously,	and	I	love	my	family,	obviously,	but	I	

think	it’s	a	good	chosen	family	for	me.”		He	later	expanded:	“I	met	my	best	friend	

[at	work],	at	the	LGBT	Caucus,	the	person	that	I’m	like	a	sister	with	here,	and	I	

love	him	to	pieces.		And	then	I	also	met	another	great	friend	[…]	them	two	are	
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kind	of	like	more	core	two	go-to	people	here	in	San	Francisco.		[…]	just	a	family,	

kind	of	a	network	that	I	didn’t	have	here.		That’s	kind	of	what	I	was	looking	for,	

my	gay	family	here,	and	I	found	it	after	two	to	three	years.”		Grumpy	also	

described	the	softball	team	as	a	family	that	he	became	a	part	of	after	coming	out,	

but	while	he	was	still	trying	to	figure	out	his	whole	identity:	“Having	that	sense	

of	camaraderie	and	everybody	just	playing	ball	and	having	fun	and	not	being	

what	you	thought	gays	was	suppose	to	be,	and	still	find	myself.		I	was	still	

starting	to	understand	who	I	was,	even	though	I	had	at	least	said	I’m	gay.		I	found	

a	sense	of	brotherhood	there.”		Aaron	talked	about	originally	having	a	lot	of	

straight	friends	and	deliberately	avoiding	the	“gay	community”,	but	that	as	time	

went	on	“my	experiences	as	a	gay	person	were	splintering	so	deeply	from	my	

straight	friends.		They	were	coupling	up	together,	they	were	getting	engaged,	

they	were	beginning	to	have	children.		Once	that	happened	I	became	kind	of	a	

secondary	aspect	of	their	lives	so	now	in	my	late	twenties,	I	think	into	my	

thirties,	I	lean	on	a	family	of	gay	people.		It’s	just	my	support	network	because	I	

don’t	think	that	a	lot	of	my	actual	family	or	my	straight	friends	really	understand	

what	I’m	going	through,	on	a	cyclical	basis	sometimes.		Community,	or	the	gay	

community	has	transformed	and	evolved	and	I	think	I’m	a	lot	more	dependent	

on	it	now	later	in	life.”	

Community:	Shared	Joy,	Shared	Sorrow	

With	few	exceptions	(see	“Exclusion	and	Discrimination”	and	“Outness	

and	Language”,	below),	people	described	the	gay	community	as	something	
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positive,	something	separate	from	their	other	daily	interactions,	something	they	

enjoyed.		For	a	few,	this	became	particularly	stark	when	it	came	to	community	

events	–	both	celebrations	and	tragedies.		Loki	took	the	concept	of	family	and	

brotherhood,	and	applied	it	to	a	really	difficult	loss	in	his	life	and	the	life	of	his	

team.		He	described	a	situation	where	his	friend	had	committed	suicide,	and	the	

following	day	40	folks	–	including	his	rugby	team	–	gathered	together	for	a	

memorial.		Despite	what	Loki	described	as	“tensions	between	some	of	the	

players	over	things	that	had	been	going	on	inside	their	little	circle,	everybody	

was	there”	for	remembrance	of	their	friend	and	support	of	the	deceased	friend’s	

boyfriend.		“It	was	suddenly,	it’s	like	this	is	a	brotherhood.		It’s	forged	from	trust	

on	the	field	–	are	you	going	to	be	there?		Are	you	going	to	have	your	back?	–	and	

it	carried	over	into	life.		You	needed	to	be	here,	it	didn’t	matter,	your	brothers	

were	hurting	and	we	were	all	there.		And	that	was	the	first	time	I	said…		that’s	

the	first	time	I	said	‘this	really	is	a	community’,	and	everybody	this	is	an	ethos	

that	we	are	here	for	each	other.”	

Thom	talked	about	two	specific	times	while	in	San	Francisco	where	he	

felt	a	part	of	the	Gay	Community,	“and	they	were	on	opposite	ends	of	the	

emotional	spectrum;	both	in	the	Castro	–	after	the	marriage	amendment	passed	I	

went	and	celebrated,	and	it	was	amazing,	and	after	Pulse	last	year	I	went	and	

cried	with	everybody	else,	and	it	was	the	same	…	it	was	the	same	wonderful	

community	feeling.		Obviously	the	second	one	was	a	lot	more	sad.		But	it	was	

really	like	I’m	part	of	something	bigger,	and	that	felt	great”.		On	June	12,	2016,	a	
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shooter	entered	a	gay	(primarily	people	of	color)	nightclub	in	Orlando	called	

Pulse	and	killed	49	people	while	wounding	58	others.		The	shock	of	this	horrific	

event	reverberated	around	the	country	and	the	globe.		As	someone	who	had	

never	been	to	the	club	and	didn’t	know	anyone	who	died,	even	while	writing	this	

section	of	the	paper	I	find	my	chest	tightening	and	my	eyes	watering	thinking	

about	it.	

Alexander	shared	with	me	an	emotional	story	from	that	day.		At	work,	he	

expressed	he	was	the	only	“diversity”	on	his	team	of	straight,	white	females,	and	

feeling	very	alone:	“I	remember	all	of	them	not	caring	–	like	nobody,	I	couldn’t	

relate	to	anyone,	no	one	understood	why	I	was	so	upset	that	day,	everyone	was	

like	‘get	over	it,	it’s	another	shooting’	and	it	was	like	‘no	it’s	not	another	shooting,	

this	one	affects	me	more	than	any	other	[…]	this	one	really	affected	me”.		He	said	

that	his	story	of	community,	“the	[story]	that	resonates	the	most	is	the	shooting	

of	Orlando,	when	that	happened.		Oh	God,	I	think	that	really	resonated	with	a	lot	

of	people,	obviously.		Mainly	because	it	happened	to	queer	people	of	color	and	I	

am	a	queer	person	of	color	and	it	was	a	hate	crime	against	individuals	at	a	gay	

club	which	I	frequent.		That	really	hit	hard.”		After	work	he	was	at	a	work	event	

and	realized,	“I	don’t	want	to	be	with	these	people,	I	want	to	be	with	my	people,	

people	who	understand	the	hurt	and	the	pain	that	has	been	caused	on	this	

community.		And	I	knew	I	just	needed	to	physically	be	in	a	space	with	other	

people	that	were	being,	that	empathized	with	what	was	happening.”		So	

Alexander	left	the	event	and	went	to	the	Castro	for	a	vigil	that	was	organized,	
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and	he	said:	“the	second	I	got	there	I	just	felt	a	relief,	like	‘these	people	

understand	and	they	get	me’.		If	I	were	to	talk	to	them	about	something,	they’re	

like,	‘yes	we’re	here	with	you’.		Sure	enough,	I	met	a	couple	of	people	there,	and	

they	handed	me	a	candle,	and	I	ended	up	walking	with	random	people	that	I	

didn’t	know,	but	I	needed	that.		I	needed	that	space	for	myself	to	feel,	because	

I’m	a	feeler,	I	feel	my	way	through	the	world.”		Earlier,	Alexander	had	expressed	

that	“I	didn’t	realize	how	much	[the	shooting]	would	affect	me	until	I	really	kind	

of	got	into	thinking	about	it	on	my	own	and	kind	of	digesting	all	of	it	and	the	

media	and	just	really	going	to	Castro	for	the	vigil	and	kind	of	seeing	everyone	

come	together	and	realize	what	truly	is	important	in	life	and	that	community	is	

important.		That	visibility	and	unity	and	the	love	kind	of	transcends	all	that	hate.		

I	think	that	was	a	really	big	moment	for	me.”	

I	pointed	out	to	him	the	irony	that	while	being	around	people	he	knew	

well	and	worked	with	on	a	daily	basis,	he	felt	alone,	but	when	he	was	walking	in	

the	public	streets	with	a	bunch	of	strangers	he	suddenly	felt	connected.		As	

Thom	pointed	out,	“People	are	always	like,	‘well	what	do	you	need	a	gay	tennis	

tournament	for,	what	do	you	need	a	gay	volleyball	tournament	for?’,	and	it’s	

just…	it’s	a	shared	experience,	like	I	don’t…	I	don’t	know	if	that	makes	sense,	that	

goes	just	beyond	the	sport.		[…]	It’s	a	lot	easier	to	be	more	comfortable,	I	guess?		

I’ve	wrestled	with	this	question	because	I	wonder	sometimes,	what	do	we	need	

that	for?		And	then	something	like	Pulse	happens,	and	then	you’re	like,	well	

that’s	what	we	need	it	for.”	
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Exclusion	and	Discrimination	

	 Not	everything	was	rainbow	colored	glasses	within	my	interviews.		Along	

with	sharing	their	experiences	of	the	gay	community,	I	specifically	asked	

participants	as	well	to	tell	me	a	story	about	a	time	that	they	felt	excluded	from	

the	community.		While	everyone	had	some	sort	of	individual	experience	to	share,	

some	common	themes	did	emerge.		Some	participants	just	felt	a	general	sense	

that	the	community	was	less	inclusive	than	it	could	have	been.		Regina	felt	that	

San	Francisco	had	changed	in	the	last	10	years,	becoming	less	welcoming	and	

harder	to	make	friends.		While	he	felt	that	the	community	used	to	be	more	

inclusive,	there	were	a	lot	more	subgroups	now	and	the	“gay	community	as	a	

whole	is	just	becoming	less	accepting”.		Hunter	saw	“how	unequal	or	how	cut	

into	certain	segments	the	whole	community	is.		So	I	don’t	see	it	as	a	whole	

community,	because	we	–	I	can	remember	in	the	late	80s,	all	the	labels	[…]	those	

labels	were	just	so,	‘you’re	a	that’,	and	–	the	word	I	was	trying	to	think	of	earlier	

was	segregated.		So	the	community	was	so	segregated.”		Gambit	described	how	

the	community	felt	“gated”,	saying	that	“people	end	up	getting	in	their	own	little	

cliques,	and	then	when	they	get	in	their	cliques	they	do	not	want	to	get	out	of	

their	cliques,	they	don’t	want	to	really…	unless	they	want	to	have	sex	with	you,	

they	don’t	really	want	to	approach	anybody	outside	their	little	clique.”	

Exclusion:	Racism	

A	huge	theme	that	emerged	around	issues	of	exclusion	was	racism	within	

the	gay	community.		Almost	every	single	one	of	my	participants	of	color	
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identified	this	as	a	concern	(and	a	number	of	my	white	participants	mentioned	

their	own	awareness	of	racism	within	the	community).		Hunter	talked	about	how	

the	community	in	the	late	80s	was	segregated	by	gender	and	race:	“all	women,	

only	women,	went	to	parties.		All	men,	only	men,	went	to	their	parties.	[…]	And	

then	if	it	was	a	certain	type	of	men	party,	it	was	like	–	all,	I	don’t	want	to	say	

muscle	boys,	but	that	style	of	look,	or	it	was	all	black,	or	it	was	all	Latin.		There	

was	no	diversity	at	all	within…	being	a	diverse	group.”		In	response,	he	got	

involved	with	throwing	parties	in	the	90s;	“these	parties,	and	the	group	I	was	

promoting	with,	we	promoted	to	everybody,	so	it	was	–	you	could	look	across	

the	party	and	gay	people,	straight	people,	black,	white,	lesbians	–	I	mean	it	was	a	

hodgepodge.”		Ed,	who	identified	as	a	gay	Iraqi	American,	stated	that	he	had	an	

outsider	mentality	and	didn’t	feel	like	he	belonged	anywhere	–	that	he	was	

always	not	enough	of	something.	

Alexander	talked	about	just	not	having	very	many	people	of	color	living	in	

the	city,	and	this	issue	of	scarcity	connected	with	his	views	about	family	and	his	

friends	in	the	gay	community:	“And	we’re	all	queer	people	of	color,	which	there	

aren’t	very	many	of	us	in	San	Francisco,	so	we	have	to	kind	of	find	little	niches	

here	and	there	and	kind	of	hold	on	to	good	solid	people	who	are	going	to	have	

your	back,	people	who	you	can	call	when	an	emergency,	like	–	just	a	family,	kind	

of	a	network	that	I	didn’t	have	here.”		In	contrast,	Alexander	described	how	

“within	the	LGBT	Caucus	(at	his	work),	I	mentioned	that	I	was	one	of	the	token	

Mexicans	in	the	group.		There	was	a	group	of	guys	that	were	in	the	group	that	
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were	a	little	more	cliquey	and	they’d	known	each	other	for	awhile	and	they	were	

really	good	friends	[…]	There	had	been	times	where	they	would	schedule	events,	

and	we	would	see	pictures	on	social	media	and	you	would	see	that	the	only	

people	that	were	invited	to,	or	attending	the	event,	were	like	white	gay	men	and	

no	person	of	color	was	invited.		Or	nobody	else	that	you	knew	could	have	been	

invited	but	they	were	close	enough.		There	were	several	occasions	where	I	feel	

like	that	happened,	and	you	kind	of	just	look	at	it	and	you	see…	and	you	don’t	

think	that	they	did	it	on	purpose,	that	they	wanted	that	to	happen,	but	you	can’t	

help	but	think:	‘oh,	but	did	they	not	invite	me	because	I’m	not	white,	or	I’m	not	

like	them.’”		His	reaction	to	these	situations	were	mixed	–	on	the	one	hand	he	

tried	to	give	his	coworkers	and	friends	the	benefit	of	the	doubt,	asking	“what	if	

they	just	wanted	to	hang	out	with	their	white	friends,	just	like	[I]	sometimes	

want	to	just	hang	out	with	[my]	brown	friends,	you	know?”	or	asking	whether	he	

would	even	want	to	be	at	that	sort	of	party	(the	answer	was	“no”).		But	he	did	

say	that	it	seemed	how	these	people	“did	not	obviously	invite	anyone	that’s	

going	to	challenge	them	in	their	thought	process	at	all.		I	think	it	happens	a	lot	–	I	

think	about	that	a	lot	more	than	I	should”	and	that	this	caused	a	feeling	of	

exclusion	for	him:	“there	are	times	where,	yeah,	I	feel	excluded	in	that	sense	

because	I	don’t	fit	a	certain	stereotype	that	is	mainstream	in	the	gay	community.”	

This	sense	of	exclusion	by	race	was	perhaps	the	most	pronounced	when	it	

came	to	the	experiences	of	my	two	black	participants.		Gambit,	when	asked	to	

describe	the	gay	community,	immediately	had	three	replies:	“jaded,	judgmental,	
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racist.”		He	elaborated,	saying	“all	you	have	to	do	is	turn	on	Grindr	to	see	racism.		

So	it’s	not	like	that	one	really	needs	to	be	explained	that	much.		I	understand	that	

people	have	their	preferences,	but	there’s	a	right	and	a	wrong	way	to	say	it.		If	

you	prefer	white	guys,	just	say	you	prefer	white	guys,	don’t	sit	there	and	say	‘no	

Asians,	no	Latinos,	no	blacks’.		There’s	a	positive	way	of	saying	stuff	and	there’s	a	

negative	way	of	saying	stuff.”		Gambit	had	a	number	of	specific	stories	to	

demonstrate	this	experience,	including	when	there	was	a	guy	he	was	dating	for	a	

little	bit,	and	then	“he	never	really	said	anything	to	me	but	then	I	saw	on	his	

profile	a	week	or	so	ago,	it’s	like	‘only	into	white	and	Latinos’,	and	I’m	like,	‘then	

why	did	we	even	go	out	on	a	date	to	begin	with,	I’m	like	–	why	did	you	lead	me	

on?’”		He	also	talked	about	parties	that	his	friends	would	get	invited	to	but	he	

doesn’t	get	an	invite	even	though	they	know	the	same	people.		“If	you’re	going	to	

make	an	exclusive	party	like	that	–	make	sure	it	stays	exclusive.		[…]	If	I’m	not	

invited,	and	I’m	not	the	type	of	demographic	that	you	want	at	that	party,	don’t	let	

me	find	out	about	the	party.		But	it’s	never	been	over	the	top	and	blatant,	like…	

it’s	more	of	a	subtle	undertone	than	walking	up	and	seeing	a	sign	that’s	like	

‘Whites	Only’	at	a	party.”	

Within	the	rugby	team,	Gambit	described	racism	as	“a	subtle	undertone	in	

pretty	much	everything.”		He	gave	an	example	of	a	black	player	who	is	one	of	the	

players	who	has	been	on	the	team	the	longest;	sometimes	when	the	team	needs	

to	make	a	decision,	they’ll	remind	each	other	of	this	fact,	“and	then	they	turn	

around	and	ask	his	partner	–	the	white	guy	–	what	he	thinks.	[…]	Why	are	we	
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asking	the	rugby	wife	what	you’re	supposed	to	be	asking	him?”		He	also	talked	

about	creating	posters	for	the	team,	where	the	people	on	them	are	always	“white	

or	white	looking,	somewhat…	either	they’re	twinks	or	twink-ish,	or	they’re	

bears.”		Or	when	the	team	is	planning	bar	crawls	for	recruitment,	“but	they	don’t	

want	to	go	to	any	of	the	Latino	clubs	or	black	clubs.”	

Thor	really	pinpointed	this	idea	as	well,	and	came	back	to	mention	it	a	

number	of	times	during	his	interview.		He	told	me,	“it	took	me	awhile	to	realize	–	

a	long	while	to	realize	–	that	the	gay	community	is	not	much	different	than	the	

regular	straight	community	when	it	comes	to	race.		I	could	be	in	bars	for	years	–	I	

went	out	to	bars	and	I	played	pool	and	pinball	and	video	games.		I	played	a	lot	of	

stuff	by	myself.		And	it	took	me	awhile	to	realize	that	no	one	was	talking	to	me.		

What	I	realized	was	that	I	wasn’t	a	cute	white	guy,	and	most	of	San	Francisco,	

what	I’ve	found	out,	I	thought	in	the	gay	communities	–	white	guys	are	into	cute	

white	guys.		And	since	I	wasn’t	a	cute	white	guy,	then	I	wasn’t	going	to	get	talked	

to	a	lot.”		He	shared	a	story	about	being	in	a	gay	bar	in	Boston	with	his	white	

female	friend,	and	realizing	that	everyone	was	watching	them	–	and	probably	

assuming	they	were	a	straight	interracial	couple.		Thor	just	couldn’t	figure	out	

why	they	would	be	so	intrigued	when	they	should	be	there	trying	to	hit	on	other	

guys	rather	than	stare	at	the	“straight	interracial	couple”.		Another	story	was	

specific	to	San	Francisco:	“I	remember	there	was	the	Pendulum,	was	the	bar	in	

the	city	that	–	if	you’re	black,	that’s	where	most	of	the	black	guys	were,	and	if	

white	guys	were	into	black	guys,	that’s	where	the	white	guys	would	go.		
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Otherwise	they’d	go	someplace	else.		I	didn’t	know	there	were	such	specialized	

things	to	the	bars	in	the	city.		White	guys	into	white	guys,	young	guys	into	young	

white	guys,	white	guys	into	black	guys.”		He	circled	back	to	this	idea	later,	saying	

“I’ve	learned	so	much.		The	bar	thing	was	huge	–	the	racial,	the	black/white	thing	

in	the	bars.		I’m	sure	Asians	go	through	the	same	thing.		I	bet	money	Asian	guys,	

gay	Asian	guys,	go	through	the	exact	same	deal.”	

While	Thor	feels	very	accepted	in	his	softball	league,	he	did	see	the	same	

patterns	play	out:	“At	first	I	joined	[softball]	’cause	I	thought	it	was	a	good	way	to	

meet	guys.		Well	that	didn’t	turn	out,	because	remember	since	most	white	guys	

into	white	guys,	and	most	of	the	league	is	white,	that	backfired	completely.		It’s	

like	‘okay,	then	I’ll	just	play	softball.’		And	actually	that’s	good	–	so	I’d	say	that’s	

the	most	comfortable	and	included	I	feel.”		He	would	run	into	other	softball	

players	at	the	bar	a	lot	and	build	a	community,	although	he	admits	to	being	awful	

with	names,	but	that	everyone	would	remember	his	because	there	aren’t	too	

many	black	guys	in	the	league.		In	the	end,	Thor	reflected	that	“it	takes	awhile	to	

realize	that	gay	men	–	probably	gay	women	too,	but	gay	men	are	almost	no	

different	in	their	perceptions	or	prejudices	than	straight	guys	are.		That’s	one	of	

the	biggest	things	to	realize	–	I	didn’t	know	that	happened.		You	think	if	you	

wanted	everybody	else	to	accept	you,	that	if	you’re	gay	then	black	and	white	in	a	

bar	shouldn’t	matter,	but	it	actually	does.”	
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Exclusion:	Age	and	SES	

	 Other	participants	connected	their	exclusion	experiences	to	age,	like	

Jonathan,	who	found	“being	younger	can	be	a	basis	for	being	excluded.		Because	I	

turned	30	last	year,	and	before	then	–	I	would	say	the	majority	of	my	20s	–	was,	

‘oh	you’re	too	young,	you	don’t	know	anything’.”		Hunter	had	a	similar	

experience,	sharing	that	“even	older	gay	men	were	just	very,	‘you	don’t	know	

what	–	you	don’t	know	what	we	went	through’.		Even	though	this	older	man	

might	be	gay,	I’m	gay,	I	would	still	get	shit	for	it,	and	it’s	just	like,	‘well,	I	don’t	

know	what	you	went	through,	you	went	through	it.		But	getting	mad	at	me	isn’t	

going	to	change	anything!’”		He	added	that	while	“there	was	a	lot	of	wonderful	

elderly	gay	men	that	I	met	and	got	really	good	stories	out	of	and	shared	a	lot,	but	

there	was	a	lot	of	bitter	bitchy	ones	that	were	just,	like,	‘uhhhh,	really?		We’re	on	

the	same	team	here’.”		Thom	reflected	how	he	didn’t	feel	included	before	in	the	

community,	so	he	works	hard	now	that	he’s	on	the	“inside”	to	make	others	feel	

included;	“There	was	always	times	when	I	felt	kind	of	excluded.		And	dating	was	

always	just	so	–	particularly	in	my	mid-to-late	20s,	early	30s.		I	still	had	the	

residual…	I	spent	years	trying	to	have	sex	with	women,	and	had	trouble,	so	I	felt	

so	awkward.		There	was	a	lot	of	times	when	I	felt	excluded.”	

Jonathan	expanded	on	his	experience	by	saying,	“a	lot	of	the	events	that	I	

was	not	getting	invited	to	was	groups	in	the	40s.		They	had	an	established	

relationship,	they	had	established	friendships	that	had	been	building	over	a	

decade.		Whereas	I’ve	known	them	from	that	one	party	three	years	ago	and	don’t	
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have	a	super	intimate	relationship.”		Finding	it	hard	to	break	into	established	

groups	was	another	theme	that	appeared.		Regina	talked	about	a	particular	open	

gym	practice	that	was	known	for	“catty	bitches	and	cunts”,	and	not	welcoming	to	

beginners.		Dirk	mused	how	“it’s	not	like	actively	being	excluded,	but	even	at	

volleyball	sometimes	it	gets	a	little	cliquey	and	I’m	like	‘I	don’t	understand	why…	

we’re	playing	volleyball	here,	we’re	not	saving	lives	or	anything,	it	shouldn’t	be	

this	damaging	to	people’.		But	it	just	happens	that	way.”	

	 Socio-economic	status	is	another	factor	that	made	some	participants	feel	

excluded.		Jonathan	explained	that	“I	would	say	money	is	another	point	of	

exclusion.		I	can’t	afford	to	go	out	every	night,	can’t	afford	to	go	to	that	bear	week	

that	everyone	goes	to	or	that	White	Party.		So	I	have	to	work	a	little	bit	

differently	to	be	a	part	of	the	community	that	represents	who	I	am.”		Regina	

talked	about	community	interactions	being	based	around	who’s	better	than	

whom,	or	who’s	on	the	guest	list,	and	working	on	an	Air	Force	base	he	said	“of	

course	I	don’t	make	any	money.”		He	talked	about	the	“A	list”	guys	where	“you	

don’t	have	enough	or	a	house	or	monetary	value	to	be	a	part	of	our	group	or	

hang	out	with	us.”		Wes	had	a	similar	experience	in	terms	of	the	conversations	he	

could	have	with	people,	where	he	felt	disconnected	when	other	guys	would	start	

talking	about	house	ownership	or	wedding	gifts.	

Exclusion:	Size	

Other	experiences	of	exclusion	centered	around	body	shapes	and	sizes.		

Loki	explained	how	“I	didn’t	really	feel	that	I	fit	in.		I	didn’t	have	the	‘look’	that	
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was	prevalent	in	the	80s.		I	guess	I	would	have	been	considered	a	twink	because	

I	was	kind	of	skinny	at	the	time,	but	I	wasn’t	into	older	guys,	so	there	wasn’t	this	

whole	daddy/boy	thing.”		For	others	(perhaps	unsurprising	given	the	sports	that	

my	participants	played),	a	number	of	them	talked	about	their	experiences	with	

the	“bear”	community.		While	like	many	terms	in	the	gay	community,	the	

definition	of	“bear”	may	vary	depending	on	who	you	ask,	in	general	this	term	is	

used	to	describe	a	subset	of	gay	men	who	personally	exhibit	or	are	attracted	to	

people	who	are	larger,	heavier,	and	hairier.	

Mike,	when	describing	the	bear	community,	said	“My	understanding	of	it	

is	that	it	was	formed	back	in	the	90s	as	a	counter-culture	to	the	cattiness	and	the	

exclusivity	of	the	gay	scene	back	then.		And	one	thing	that	I	always	found	really	

interesting	that	is	a	kind	of	just	natural	human	progression,	it	became	that	

[exclusive]	in	itself.		These	days	there’s	all	these	classifications	and	this	co-opting	

of	animals.		Cubs	and	otters	and	wolves	and	what	the	fuck	else…	panda	bears.		

The	bear	community	has	generally	been	kind	of	not	inclusive	with	other	races.”		

He	talked	about	Asian	and	black	people	in	particular	being	excluded	(connecting,	

of	course,	to	the	themes	of	racism	discussed	above).		Thom	described	not	being	

able	to	fit	in	with	the	straight	or	gay	communities	“I	look	the	way	that	I	do	[…]	I	

was	too	gay	to	be	straight,	like	constantly	ragged	on	when	I	was	straight,	and	

then	I’d	go	into	bars	and	people	are	like	‘you	know	this	is	a	gay	bar,	right?’”		He	

added	that	“there’s	a	lot	of	times	that	I	felt	excluded	by	the	gay	community.		I	

mean	obviously	bears	have	been	‘in’	for	about	ten	years	now.		And	I	don’t	know	
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what	a	bear	is	other	than	I	am	apparently	one	and	they’re	big	and	hairy	and	

that’s	it.		So	there	was	a	lot	of	time	where	I	didn’t	feel	included.”	

Gambit	described	the	gay	community	as	being	“super	judgmental”,	

explain	that	“I	used	to	like	the	bear	community,	because	the	bear	community	

was	like:	‘we’re	going	to	accept	you	for	whatever	you	are’,	and	now	it’s	gotten	to	

the	point	where	if	you’re	not	a	muscle	bear,	we	don’t	want	to	talk	to	you.		If	

you’re	not	an	otter,	we	don’t	want	to	talk	to	you.	[…]	you	guys	just	went	back	on	

everything	that	you	founded	yourselves	on.		Good	job.”		Mike,	on	reflecting	about	

the	bear	scene,	described	how	there	was	a	time	when	“I	felt	like	I	wasn’t	big	

enough,	I	wasn’t	hairy	enough,	I	wasn’t	old	enough,	I	wasn’t	something	enough,	

my	beard	wasn’t	this	enough	to	be	invited	[to	parties].”		However,	he	added	that:	

“for	all	I	know	it	could	have	been	for	complete	different	reasons	–	maybe	I	was	a	

total	weirdo	back	then.		That’s	why	nobody	invited	me	to	these	parties.		But	it	

doesn’t	really	matter	–	I	think	I’ve	mentioned	before	that	you	just	have	to	take	

the	good	and	leave	all	the	bullshit	behind,	and	that’s	one	of	the	biggest	lessons	in	

life	that	I’ve	learned.”		Jonathan	had	a	similar	story,	explaining	to	me	how	there	

was	a	group	of	men	amidst	his	friend	group	where	“every	other	Saturday	they	do	

a	movie	night.		And	I	was	like,	‘oh,	how	do	I	get	invited	to	this	movie	night?		

Everyone	goes.		Everyone	who’s	anyone	goes	to	this	movie	night.		How	do	I	do	

this?’		And	I	remember	just	being	so	upset	that	I	never	got	invited	–	‘oh,	what	am	

I	doing	wrong,	am	I	not	cute	enough,	or	hairy	enough,	or	whatever.’		And	then	

one	day	I	just	didn’t	care	any	more.		I	don’t	even	know	what	changed,	it	might	
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have	been	a	couple	weeks	of	this,	or	a	couple	months	maybe,	and	then	I	was	out	

one	day	and	they	were	like	‘oh,	oh	my	god,	why	are	you	not	coming	to	our	movie	

nights?’	and	I	was	like	‘oh,	I	don’t	know,	I’ll	be	at	the	next	one.’”		Jonathan’s	

conclusion	from	this	is	that	sometimes	you	need	to	not	try	so	hard	–	“worrying	

about	it	didn’t	help	the	cause.		Forgetting	about	it	actually	helped.”	

Like	Mike	and	Jonathan,	others	folks	described	their	feelings	of	exclusion	

as	something	they	had	to	grapple	with	internally	and	use	for	personal	growth.		

Aaron	really	explained	this	explicitly	when	he	discussed	how	in	college	he	

deliberately	stayed	away	from	other	out	queers,	especially	those	involved	with	

the	Queer	Alliance	on	campus.		While	he	rationalized	that	it	was	because	they	

were	petty	or	bitchy,	he	now	believes	that	it	was	probably	some	deeply	

embedded	homophobia	on	his	own	part:	“I	had	to	check	my	ego	really	fast	about	

this	idea	of	‘I	don’t	feel	part	of	the	community’.		Because	I	realized	the	

community	is…	there’s	so	many	different	permutations	of	that,	of	–	if	you	don’t	

feel	a	part	of	the	community,	I	had	to	check	why,	what	it	is	it	that	I	didn’t	like	

about	the	community,	and	what	did	that	mean	about	what	I	didn’t	like	about	

myself?”		Aaron	reflected	that	he	was	finding	reasons	not	to	be	a	part	of	the	

community,	and	what	changed	was	when	“I	just	grew	up	a	little	bit	and	just	

having	good	queer	people	to	check	you	on	your	shit	every	once	in	awhile	and	

then	just	being	more	exposed	to	gay	culture	over	time.”	
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Language	Development:	Shared	Experiences	

	 This	concept	of	“gay	culture”	connects	with	the	theory	of	Legitimate	

Peripheral	Participation	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991).		In	order	to	develop	

community	–	and	ultimately	to	develop	shared	language	–	having	a	set	of	shared	

experiences	to	draw	from	is	very	important.		As	Alexander	put	it	so	explicitly,	

“The	gay	community,	I	think	we	share	kind	of	experiences	–	very	common	

shared	experiences	that	we	understand	each	other,	and	there	is	a	level	of	

empathy	and	a	little	of	understanding	that	I	think	maybe	other	communities	

might	not	understand	had	you	not	be	[sic]	a	part	of	it.”	

Shared	Experiences:	Sports	

	 In	fact,	every	single	one	of	my	participants	referenced	this	idea	of	shared	

experiences	in	some	form	or	another.		Given	the	research	sites,	it’s	unsurprising	

that	many	talked	about	the	shared	experience	of	bonding	with	their	teammates	–	

especially	off	the	field.		On	Thor’s	softball	team,	he	described	how	much	he	

enjoyed	hanging	out	with	teammates	at	the	bar	after	games	(and	running	into	

other	teams	as	well),	following	the	tradition	to	go	to	the	winning	team’s	

sponsoring	bar,	and	then	the	losing	team’s	sponsoring	bar.		As	Thor	put	it,	“I	

believe	if	you	hang	out	with	each	other	off	the	field	and	get	to	know	each	other,	

you’re	more	apt	to	be	forgiving	on	the	field	when	that	person	messes	up.”		He	

also	talked	about	taking	his	team	to	play	ping	pong	together,	spending	three	and	

a	half	hours	eating,	drinking,	and	playing	together,	or	another	time	when	they	

rented	two	houses	up	at	the	Russian	River	to	spend	a	weekend	bonding.		Gabriel	
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described	that	he	joined	the	gay	volleyball	league	“to	meet	more	gay	people.		It	

was	to	make	gay	friends,	or	have	gay	friends.”		He	elaborated:	“volleyball	

especially	really	helped	me	gain	a	social	network	in	New	York.		When	I	moved	to	

New	York	in	2005	I	didn’t	know	anyone.	[…]	I	was	picked	up	on	a	team	and	from	

there	just	started	going	every	week	and	playing	and	met	more	and	more	people,	

and	from	there	I	had	a	group	of	friends	I	formed	rather	quickly.		So	that	

definitely	helped	not	only	introduce	me	to	gay	sports	and	a	gay	volleyball	league	

but	also	a	social	network	within	New	York.”	

	 Like	many	of	the	other	participants,	Ed	became	connected	to	community	

through	a	variety	of	sports,	but	emphasized	how	“wrestling	was	really	the	

introduction	to	the	gay	world	for	me.”		Through	that	organization,	they	would	do	

things	together	like	march	in	the	pride	parade,	or	meet	others	via	monthly	

wrestling	events.		For	Grumpy,	he	described	how	he	first	“felt	a	sense	of	

acceptance	when	I	went	to	Chicago	in	2006	with	the	softball	team	for	the	Gay	

Games.		And	we	were	going	out,	hanging	out,	going	to	the	bars	–	even	though	I	

wasn’t	drinking	I	was	hanging	out	with	them.		And	I	was	seeing	other	people	

having	a	good	time	and	being	themselves	and	still	being	who	they	are.”		Loki	

talked	about	his	shared	experiences	with	the	rugby	team,	like	guerilla	queer	bars	

(where	the	group	would	“invade”	a	bar	that	isn’t	seen	as	a	gay	bar),	rugby	

tournaments,	and	team	trips.		But	it	really	hit	home	for	him,	as	described	above,	

when	the	rugby	team	came	together	for	the	memorial	for	one	of	their	players.		

Loki	realized:	“It’s	like	this	really	is	a	shared	–	we	are	there	for	the	good	times,	
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the	drunk	times,	the	let's	pull	our	pants	down	and	moon	people	times,	and	in	the	

sorrowful	times.”		Thom	and	Alexander	both	shared	stories	of	shared	experience	

through	tragedy	after	the	Pulse	nightclub	shooting	(again,	as	described	above).		

Thom	added	that	the	reason	he	was	involved	in	a	gay	sports	league,	rather	than	a	

non-identified	(and	therefore	assumedly	straight)	league,	was	that	“it’s	a	shared	

experience,	like	I	don’t…	I	don’t	know	if	that	makes	sense,	that	goes	just	beyond	

the	sport.		But	you	have	these	friends,	you	see	them	three	or	four	times	a	year,	

you	go…	you	compete,	you	have	fun,	you	go	out,	you	sit	around,	you	joke.”	

Shared	Experiences:	Friendship	

	 Being	able	to	go	out	together,	to	connect	and	communicate	and	joke,	is	an	

important	aspect	of	community	and	shared	experiences.		Many	of	my	

participants	mentioned	that	it	was	easier	to	connect	with	someone	who	was	gay	

than	someone	who	wasn’t.		Keith,	while	in	medical	school,	wanted	to	broaden	

beyond	his	current	romantic	relationship	and	meet	new	people.		He	decided	that	

“the	next	step	was	finding	friends,”	and	“while	it’s	easy	to	meet	people	when	you	

have	a	lot	in	common	with	your	medical	school	classmates,	it’s	also	nice	to	kind	

of	take	that	to	another	level,	and	I	started	to	realize	that	being	gay	was	

something	that	made	it	easy	to	meet	other	people	who	were	gay.	[…]	It	just	made	

it	easier	to	find	those	people,	and	that	be	the	initial	point	of	understanding.”		

Chris	kept	reiterating	throughout	our	interview	that	one	of	the	primary	

differences	between	his	interactions	with	straight	and	gay	people	is	that	there	

was	an	immediate	bond	with	a	gay	person,	that	was	just	not	the	same	with	a	
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straight	person.		He	talked	about	having	shared	experiences,	especially	similar	

experiences	growing	up	–	of	hiding,	issues	with	family	not	accepting	you,	and	of	

finding	a	sense	of	family	with	the	gay	community	instead.		Wes	also	had	this	

sense	of	family,	and	talked	about	setting	up	a	“BroMo”	Facebook	group,	a	place	

where	gay	guys	who	felt	more	like	bros	(that	is,	more	straight	acting,	masculine,	

etc.)	could	connect	to	chat	and	plan	social	gatherings.		Describing	the	group	as	a	

sort	of	brotherhood,	he	said	that	“if	you	took	away	the	crazy	parties	it	looked	a	

lot	like	a	fraternity.”	

Alexander	told	me	about	feeling	so	lonely	in	the	circuit	scene	–	that	there	

was	so	much	drugs	and	sex,	something	he	realized	he	didn’t	identify	with.		After	

moving	out	of	a	toxic	living	situation	(which	was	his	primary	connection	to	that	

scene),	he	was	able	to	find	his	familial	connection	in	a	best	friend.		He	described	

all	their	similarities	–	both	Mexican,	both	gay	men,	both	worked	at	USF,	both	had	

boyfriends	at	the	time	of	their	meeting,	both	the	exact	same	age,	and	both	

danced	Mexican	Folklorico.		Alexander	said	that,	after	moving,	“I	was	able	to	just	

kind	of	be	in	my	own	skin	and	kind	of	just	pick	and	choose	the	communities	I	

wanted	to	be	a	part	of.		I	was	a	part	of	the	Latino	community	at	USF,	the	gay	

community	there,	and	just	kind	of	helping	pick	my	friends	and	really	

understanding	better.		So	I	met	my	best	friend	there,	at	the	LGBT	Caucus,	it’s	the	

person	that	I’m	like	a	sister	with	here	and	I	love	him	to	pieces.”	

	 Finding	shared	experiences	that	connect	with	your	journey	through	life	is	

another	theme	that	emerged.		Regina,	like	many	other	participants,	talked	about	
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valuing	having	places	you	can	go	based	on	identity,	finding	people	to	connect	

with,	finding	support,	and	feeling	comfortable.		Thom	explained	to	me:	“I	mean	

there’s	times	where	I	feel	more	free	because	this	is	people	who	know,	you	know,	

have	been	part	of…	certainly	not	all	gay	men	have	the	same	journey	but	there	are	

certain	aspects	of	it	that	are	the	same.		So	you	can	be	free,	be	comfortable.”		

Jonathan	agreed:	“I	am	more	apt	to	talk	about	personal	things	with	someone	

that’s	gay.	Because	they	have	a	shared	experience	–	they	understand,	you	know,	

like	a	one	night	stand	or	something.		I	mean	straight	people	understand	that	to,	

but…	I	just	get	the	sense	that	they	understand	my	experience	better.		So	I’m	

more	apt	to	share	more	and	be	more	authentic,	maybe.”		He	further	elaborated	

how	“dating	life	in	general,	I	would	say,	is	something	that	I	talk	more	with	gay	

people	about	because	we’ve	all	dated,	we’re	all	dating.		We’ve	all	been	single,	

we’ve	all	been	with	someone,	we’ve	all	gone	through	the	gamut.		And	even	

though	there’s	people	that	are	in	different	places	that	I’m	at,	they	still	have	been	

where	I’ve	been,	and	I’ve	been	where	they’ve	been,	even	though	if	I’m	not	there	

right	now…	I	guess	I	would	say	I	would	talk	more	authentically,	more	freely,	with	

someone	that’s	gay.”	

	 Other	participants	described	more	specific	shared	experiences		which	

drew	them	into	the	community.		Dirk,	growing	up	in	Monroe,	Michigan,	didn’t	

think	there	was	any	community	there	at	all,	and	had	to	find	it	through	TV	or	

secretly	getting	in	Yahoo	chat	rooms.		He	knew	the	gay	community	existed,	but	

just	not	in	his	home	town.		He	saw	his	first	organized	community	–	a	gay	
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fraternity	–	at	college,	but	didn’t	join	it	because	was	still	figuring	out	his	identity,	

so	continued	to	still	just	connect	with	the	gay	online	community.		However,	

when	he	moved	to	Chicago,	“I	had	multiple	gay	co-workers	at	a	summer	job,	and	

they	were	the	ones	to	introduce	me	to	the	gay	bar	scene	and	gay	activities,	like	a	

Pride	parade,	and	a	gay	community	center.		And	it	wasn’t	until	I	moved	to	San	

Francisco	where	I	was	like,	‘oh	my	gosh,	this	is	such	a	huge	part	of	a	town.’”		Dirk	

further	explained	about	a	book	club	he	joined	in	San	Francisco,	where	“there	

were	basically	three…	the	way	I	would	describe	it	is	there	were	kind	of	three	

generations.	There	were	maybe	50/60/70	year	old	gay	men,	a	handful	of	30-40	

at	the	time,	and	then	a	younger	generation	of	20s	going	into	30s.”		While	he	

discovered	that	there	were	generational	differences	with	how	the	men	

responded	to	the	books	they	were	reading,	they	were	still	sharing	the	experience	

of	the	book	and	its	topics,	including	such	heavy	issues	like	the	AIDS	epidemic.		

Hunter	told	me	about	a	time	when	he	was	in	San	Francisco	with	his	boyfriend	

and	at	a	gay	pride	parade	in	1987	or	1988.		He	remembered	that	“it’s	when	

everyone	was	getting	upset	because	the	president	wasn’t	saying	anything	about	

AIDS	and	I	knew	it	was	around…	that	whole	pressure	was	happening,	and	then	it	

was	gay	pride,	and	that’s	the	first	time	we	were	there,	and	we	were	actually	

marching	and	chanting	and	things	like	that,	and	I	was	just	like	‘wow,	we’re	all	in	

this	together’	kind	of	thing.”	
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Shared	Experiences:	Media	

	 Of	course,	part	of	shared	experience	is	sharing	cultural	signifiers,	

especially	through	media.		Gabriel,	speaking	specifically	about	learning	how	to	

communicate	within	the	community,	said	it	was	from	“observing	others,	pop	

culture,	but	also	I	think	it’s	still	within	me,	it’s	still	a	part	of	me.		Your	true	self	

really	comes	out	when	you’re	fully	comfortable,	when	you’re	around	a	safe	

environment,	around	people	that	you	trust	and	know.		There	is	this…	this	

acceptance	within	yourself	and	around	you	that	you	can…	just	be	as	open	and	

honest.”		Alexander,	after	first	coming	out,	described	how	“I	remember	signing	

up	for	every	–	The	Advocate,	Out	magazine	–	signing	up	for	every	gay	blog,	trying	

to	inform	myself	of	every	gay	issue,	to	make	up	for	everything	I	had	been	trained	

to	fight	for	so	long.		And	kind	of	try	to	make	a	shift	and	make	up	for	lost	time.”		

Keith	described	how	he	thought	gay	guys	had	an	interesting	relationship	with	

texting:	“with	gays	and	texting,	I	find	that	I	send	more	–	way	more	media.		

Whether	it’s	gifs	or	pictures	or	links,	it’s	just	like	a	much	more	multi-media	

texting	world.		And	so	I	think	–	but	that’s	also	I	think	because	a	lot	of	these	funny,	

kind	of	niche	cultural	things	that	I	think	are	more	gay	lend	themselves	to	that	

medium	very	well.		So	it’s	very	easy	to	share	that	with	other	people	who	you	

think	will	get	it.”	He	explained	how	“you	can	have	a	whole	conversation	in	gifs,”	

and	while	he	has	“some	straight	girlfriends	who	get	those	things,	and	there	are	

ones	that	are	specific	that	I	would	send	to	them,	it’s	just	not	as	common”	and	

that	“it’s	not	as	easy	to	share	that	way,	or	it’s	not	as	funny	to	everyone.”	
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Many	of	my	participants	talked	about	particular	cultural	monikers	when	

describing	their	shared	experiences.		Aaron	shared	how	“there’s	been	some	very	

seminal	pieces	of	media	that	I’ve	watched	that	have	changed	my	perspective.		

Paris	Is	Burning,	for	sure,	is	one.		Things	like	–	there’s	this	film	called	Weekend	

that	I	watched	that	helped	me	just	kind	of	understand	that	…	masculinity	in	the	

gay	community	and	how	that’s	valued.		It’s	bullshit.		And	then	RuPaul’s	Drag	

Race,	to	be	totally	honest,	has	helped	me	just	understand	a	spectrum	of	feminine,	

masculine,	and	so	many	different	queer	experiences	and	how	they	manifest	

themselves	into	this	beautiful	queer	expression.		That	has	definitely	helped	in	

my	own	ability	to	think	about	sexuality,	gender,	and	the	intersection	of	those	

two.”		Alexander	agreed	when	asked	how	he	learned	to	communicate	within	the	

gay	community:	“How	did	I	learn?		I	think	just	observing	other,	different	

culture…	different	gay	men.		Media,	I	think,	movies	–	like	older	movies,	

especially…	Paris	is	Burning	was	like	a	big	one	for	me,	and	watching	that	early	on	

and	understanding	about	queer	people	of	color	in	New	York	and	the	

underground	ball	scene,	and	how	that	has	pretty	much	surfaced	onto	the	gay	

world	and	a	lot	of	it	comes	from	there.		Drag	–	I	think	drag	has	really	formed	a	lot	

of	the	gender	norms	that	I	shattered,	a	lot	of	the	gender	norm	identities	that	I	

thought	of	and	playing	with	fluidity	that	way.		I	loved	it,	and	I	love	that	it	was	so	

unapologetic	and	it	was	in	your	face.		People	were	praised	for	it,	people	were	

going	on	and	becoming	famous	for	it	on	television.		I	think	that	was	super	eye	

opening	–	look,	you	can	be	yourself,	and	be	out	there	and	unapologetic	about	it	
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and	you	could	still	be	successful	and	be	who	you	are.”		For	Gabriel,	he	told	me	

how	“I	recently	re-watched	Paris	Is	Burning.		It’s	amazing	how	recent,	or	how	full	

circle	that’s	come,	just	in	terms	of	the	language	that’s	used,	in	terms	of	how	

people	act.	[…]	It	may	have	been	in	the	community	the	entire	time,	but	I	don’t	

know	–	it	might	be	a	resurgence	of	that	just	with	the	acceptance	of	LGBTs	in	our	

community,	and	just	being	more	out	there	and	it’s	on	TV	and	more	accepting	

worldwide.		It’s	interesting	to	re-watch	that	documentary	I	watched	10,	15	years	

ago.		It’s	kind	of	come	full	circle.		And	how	pop	culture’s	kind	of	catching	up	to	

where	we	were	back	in	the	70s	and	80s.”	

	 Gabriel	agreed	how	language	use	in	the	gay	community	is	“using	cues	

from	gay	pop	culture.	References	from	RuPaul’s	Drag	Race	or	from	TV	Shows,	

Will	and	Grace,	or…	taking	cues	from	gay	pop	culture	and	music.”		Aaron	talked	

about	the	18	and	over	club	he	would	go	to	that	was	notoriously	known	for	not	

carding,	and	he	described	how	it	was	a	“magnificent	queer	space	when	I	was	16	

because	we	walked	in	and	they’re	playing	Christina	Aguilera,	Britney	Spears,	

Spice	Girls,	and	they’re	just	like	all	of	the	queerest	songs	I	could	imagine	all	in	

one	place.”		Gambit	talked	about	a	gay	country	western	bar	he	would	go	to,	

where	“they	started	switching	the	music	up	a	little	bit.	[…]	There’s	a	whole	

bunch	of	more	pop-y,	upbeat,	more	Taylor	Swift	type	line	dances	and	songs	that	

we	dance	to.		So,	instead	of	them	being	old	school	Shania	Twain	and	Reba	type…	

old	school	country,	they’re	trying	to	bring	it	into	more	modern,	more	melded	
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music	that	more	people	can	get	involved	in	[…]	they’re	actually	engaging	the	

community	a	lot	more.”	

And	the	list	goes	on.		Mike	talked	about	how	“I	used	to	sing	Whitney	

Houston	in	the	shower	when	I	was	8.”		Grumpy	talked	about	the	influence	of	

Queer	as	Folk	on	our	language	practices.		Hunter,	tongue	in	check,	said	“I	think	

Madonna	helped	a	lot	of	queens	be	really	bitchy”	and	referenced	“the	black	

shows	of	the	70s”	like	Winona	on	The	Jeffersons,	or	Good	Times.		Aaron	showed	

me	an	example	of	a	group	text	between	him	and	his	friends,	and	pointed	out	

references	to	Britney	Spears,	Mad	Men,	Internet	media,	and	Toni	Braxton,	

adding:	“I	think	media	is	at	the	center	of	a	lot	of	queer	communication	and	how	

we	understand	the	world	around	us”	and	that	“we	all	care	about	similar	things	

and	share	about	how	we	absorb	mainstream	media	to	one	another…	it’s	a	

wonderful	thing.”		Or	perhaps,	as	Ed	puts	it,	“at	the	end	of	the	day	we	all	want	to	

feel	connected.”	

Language	Development:	Humor	

Drawing	from	the	shared	experiences	of	media	is	very	connected	to	the	

humorous	way	that	my	participants	described	their	communication	within	the	

gay	community.		In	fact,	humor	played	a	large	part	of	the	interview	process	itself.		

Re-listening	to	my	interviews,	I’m	always	struck	by	how	much	I	laughed	with	my	

participants,	bonding	over	experiences	that	we	shared	or	stories	they	were	

telling	or	explanations	they	were	giving	about	language	and	language	use.		
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Humor	and	playfulness	were	characteristics	most	of	them	identified	as	being	

particular	to	their	gay	language	practices.	

Ed,	for	example,	talked	about	a	“Mean	Girls	mentality,”	drawing	on	that	

shared	cultural	experience,	to	describe	how	teammates	would	communicate	

with	tongue	in	cheek	(that	is,	with	a	playful	sarcasm).		He	added	that	while	two	

of	the	guys	on	his	softball	team	were	“the	Mean	Girls”	and	didn’t	intend	to	harm	

anyone	with	their	comments,	feelings	could	still	get	hurt.		Or	perhaps	as	Grumpy	

put	it,	“gay	men	can	be	very	catty	and	opinionated.”		Alexander	described	this	

phenomenon	as	there	being	“a	lot	of	sass,	I	think,	that	comes	with	

[communicating	in	the	gay	community].		I	think	there’s	almost	this	…	kind	of	

tone	to	‘out-gay’	each	other	almost	in	a	group,	to	prove	to	someone	that	you’re	

more	authentically	your	person,	yourself,	than	the	next,	almost.		It’s	really	weird.		

But	I	think	in	conversation	it	could	easily	be	either	super	sassy	and	effeminate	or	

it	could	be	overtly	sexual	and	experiences	that	people	have	had.”		Alexander	

shared	how		a	friend	of	his,	who	has	had	a	number	of	sexual	encounters	in	his	

life,	spouts	off	a	number	every	time	they	enter	the	bar	together,	and	Alexander	

knows	that	this	is	his	announcement	of	how	many	people	currently	in	the	bar	

that	he’s	slept	with.		Alexander	used	the	story	to	reflect	on	how	“there’s	just	this	

–	almost	no	boundary	is	too	far	in	the,	I	feel,	in	my	gay	community.		Like	you	

can’t	take	it	too	far,	and	if	you	take	it	too	far	then	you’re	funny	or	you’re	like	‘oh,	

you’ve	taken	it	there,	okay,	you’re	going	there	honey.’		And	so	there’s	a	lot	of	

banter,	banter,	banter	back	and	forth	that	happens	and	I	love	that	because	it	can	
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also	easily	…	tow	the	line	of,	‘okay,	you’re	taking	it	a	little	too	far.		That	was	a	

little	bit	too	much’	or	you	were	just	funny	or	just	silly.”	

	 Mike	agreed	that	“ripping	on	each	other	is	always	fun	–	not	in	a	bad	way,	

not	hurtful.”		He	especially	talked	about	some	of	the	sexual	elements	involved,	

like	if	“somebody	stayed	out	way	too	late	the	night	before,	or	if	they	stayed	up	

too	late	doing	other	things…		it’s	always	fun	to	give	them	shit	in	the	morning	if	

they	don’t	play	well.		Kind	of	connect	it	back	to	some	kind	of	craziness	that	they	

were	up	to.		Especially	when	you	go	to	tournaments,	because,	I	mean,	one	of	the	

benefits	of	going	to	another	city	is	there’s	a	whole	new	pool	of	guys	to	mingle	

with.”		Mike	further	expanded	on	this	sexual	undertone,	saying	that	while	“at	

times	it	does	seem	like	it	might	be	a	little	bit	run	down,	there’s	only	so	many	

times	you	can	make	a	joke	like	that	[about	playing	with	balls],	but	it’s	still	funny.		

It’s	just	what	people	work	with,	it’s	the	way	that	they	release,	it’s	the	way	they	

have	fun,	it’s	the	way	they	connect,	I	guess.”		Chris,	when	thinking	about	the	way	

he	communicates	in	the	gay	community,	kept	reiterating	that	“the	word	I	always	

think	of	is	playful.”		He	elaborated	that	the	language	is	less	formal,	and	“playful	in	

a	way	that	I	don’t	have	the	same	types	of	conversations	with	my	straight	

friends.”		He	explained	that	“teasing”	and	“ragging”	were	a	part	of	this	language,	

but	in	a	positive	way	–	not	“catty”.		For	example,	he	told	a	story	about	teasing	a	

friend	about	arriving	late	to	the	bar	to	meet	him,	casting	aspersions	on	just	what	

activities	he	was	doing	beforehand,	but	emphasized	that	it	was	“not	negative,	

just	teasing.”	
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Wes	also	explored	this	difference	between	being	“catty”	and	being	

“witty”.		He	talked	about	members	on	his	soccer	team	who	were	“catty	and	

bitchy”,	talking	about	each	other	in	ways	that	were	malicious	and	sarcastic.		On	

the	other	hand,	he	talked	about	the	BroMo	group	that	he	founded,	where	

members	could	out	together	and	“be	witty”	–	something	that	he	saw	as	fun	and	

positive.		Aaron	agreed	that	gay	communication	is	“a	lot	more	expressive.		I	feel	a	

little	bit	more	pressured	to	be	sharp,	witty,	make	connections,	you	know,	play	on	

words,	those	kinds	of	things.”		Connecting	back	to	the	idea	of	shared	cultural	

experiences,	he	added	that	“When	I	speak	to	my	work	colleagues	or	my	college	

friends	it’s	a	much	more	muted	version	of	that	[communication].		Sometimes	

that	queer	expression	will	come	through	[…]	it	doesn’t	feel	jarring,	but	I	don’t	

think	that	we’re	referencing	some	deep	cut	of	queer	thing	that	we’ve	all	seen	on	

YouTube	from	a	Britney	Spears	concert,	and	that	becomes	a	reference	that	we	all	

come	back	to	consistently.”			

Thom	explained	to	me	how	playing	in	tournaments	(especially	gay	tennis	

tournaments)	around	the	country	helped	him	make	some	great	friends	and	

become	part	of	the	community,	including	linguistically.		“I	remember	being	at	a	

tournament	and	I	was	finally	in	on	the	joke.		There’s	a	banquet	and	there’s	an	

emcee	and	he’s	making	jokes	and	some	of	the	jokes	are	about	me	and	I’m,	you	

know,	uncomfortable.”		While	at	first	embarrassed	that	the	former	drag	queen	at	

the	microphone	was	picking	on	him,	he	reflects	back	that	he	actually	appreciated	

how	“she”	was	quick	witted	and	that	“it	was	cool	because	I	was	like	‘fuck,	I’m	
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getting	made	fun	of’,	and	then	I	was,	‘no,	it’s	a	joke.		You	joke	about	people	as	

well.’		It	was	neat	to	be	a	part	of	that.”		Thor	also	talked	about	this	shared	social	

experience	through	humor	and	communication,	especially	on	the	field.		He	said	

that	while	he	couldn’t	think	of	that	many	differences	between	straight	and	gay	

teams,	straight	teams	were	not	going	to	joke	with	the	other	team.		While	they	

were	more	serious	and	kept	everything	in	check,	he	saw	his	gay	teammates	slide	

into	base,	get	helped	up	by	the	other	guy,	and	then	they	started	talking.		Thor	

was	initially	amazed	by	this,	but	has	come	to	realize	gay	teams	“joke	and	talk	to	

each	other	more.		I’m	almost	positive	if	I	was	reffing	[…]	two	straight	teams	

playing	each	other	outside	of	San	Francisco	that	they	would	not	be	talking	with	a	

guy	on	the	other	team.”	

When	trying	to	think	about	why	people	would	communicate	this	way,	

Dirk	proposed	that	it’s	possible	people	who	have	had	a	traumatic	experience	

growing	up	or	coming	out	were	finding	coping	mechanisms	through	language:	

“Narrating	their	life	with	a	little	bit	of	sarcasm,	or	what	not,	which	would	

encourage	them	to	talk	in	that	way,	or	be	a	little	more	irreverent	in	their	speech	

pattern	because	of	it.		That’s	a	very	specific	example	but	I	feel	like	I’ve	seen	that	

where	I’m	like,	‘they	did	that	for	almost	comedic	effect	because	they	didn’t	want	

to	get	to	the	root	of	what	they’re	actually	thinking	right	now,	or	just	keeping	it	

light.’”		Dirk	saw	the	use	of	comedy	as	a	way	to	avoid	tragedy	or	sadness.		Aaron	

shared	a	personal	story	that	connected	with	this	and	the	use	of	wit	in	

communication:	“It’s	a	little	bit	more	performative.		I	think	it’s	such	a	beautiful	
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aspect	of	queer	culture,	of	like…	For	me,	I	know	that	where	that	came	from	is	I	

was	bullied	relentlessly	in	middle	school,	so	I	had	to	develop	a	really	sharp	

tongue	as	a	defense	mechanism.		But	that	has	carried	me	through	me	high	

school,	college,	and	so	much	of	my	experiences.		And	that’s	what	people	love	

about	me	now.		I	think	that	for	a	lot	of	gay	people	they	did	have	to	develop	this	

sharp	intellect	to	throw	that	shit	right	back	at	anyone	that	gave	it	to	’em.”	

Aaron	further	elaborated	that	he	thought	this	language	use	was	partially	

“a	form	of	linguistic	escapism.		There’s	a	world	that	does	not	understand	us,	so	

we	develop	a,	and	codified	our	own	set	of	words,	languages,	experiences	that	we	

just	use	to	develop	a	familiarity	with	one	another.		I	also	just	think	it’s	just	funny,	

it	makes	us	just…	happy	to	be	able	to	express	ourselves	and	really…	sometimes	

joyous,	sometimes	really	cunty,	just	very	unique	ways.”		He	added,	“Sometimes	

it’s	rooted	in	a	very	dark	place,	obviously,	for	a	lot	of	gay	boys,	and	it	definitely	

can	go	to	a	dark	place,	but	I	think	that	more	than	anything,	for	me	anyways,	it’s	a	

means	of	staying	connected.”		Ultimately,	Jonathan	reflected	that	“I	like	to	

connect	through	humor,	that’s	one	way	I	connect	with	people.”		Mike	perhaps	

summed	it	up	best	when	he	said:	“it’s	just	fun,	I	don’t	know,	it’s	just	fun.		It	makes	

me	laugh,	it	makes	other	people	laugh.		Laughing	is	the	point,	having	fun	is	the	

point.		I	don’t	know	if	I	can	answer	it	beyond	that.”	

Language	Development:	Gender	Play	

	 When	asked	whether	the	communicated	differently	within	the	gay	

community	than	outside	of	it,	almost	every	participant	immediately	centered	
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around	what	I	describe	as	playing	with	gender	in	language.		Pronouns	in	

particular	–	that	is,	using	female	pronouns	to	describe	male	and/or	male-bodied	

people	–	was	often	brought	up.		There	were	also	other	female-specific	slang	

terms	participants	applied	to	either	themselves	or	others	–	sister,	girl,	girlfriend,	

or	more	misogynistic	ones	like	bitch	or	“my	pussy”.		Mannerisms	and	tone	were	

sometimes	identified	as	being	more	effeminate	in	nature,	or	the	hard-to-

specifically-define	feature	of	being	“flamboyant”	in	speech	pattern	or	body	

animation.		Sometimes	drag	was	invoked	directly,	or	indirectly	via	the	shared	

media	experience	of	shows	like	RuPaul’s	Drag	Race.		Many,	like	Aaron,	openly	

demonstrated	their	own	use	of	gendered	language	during	their	interviews.		In	

one	instance,	Aaron	was	snapping	his	fingers	and	saying	“giiiiirl”	to	me.		He	later	

reflected	how	“the	first	time	someone	calls	you	girl,	it	can	be	a	little	bit	jarring,	

but	then	all	of	a	sudden	you’re	referring	to	that	person	as	‘girl’.		The	first	time	

that	someone	calls	you	a	bitch,	and	it’s	like,	‘oh,	it’s	a	term	of	endearment.’”	

Gender	Play:	Sounding	Gay	

Dirk,	who	DJs	on	the	side	and	so	is	used	to	analyzing	audio,	said	that	

“there’s	definitely	a	sing-song	quality	and/or,	just	like	intonations	that	gay	men	

will	do	with	one	another	that	they	may	not	do	within,	you	know,	at	their	job	for	

example,	especially	if	they’re	not	out	at	their	job.		I	know	this	from	experience	in	

other	ways	that	I’ve	tightened	up	my	voice	or	other	gay	coworkers	that	I’ve	had	

who	may	or	may	not	been	out	at	work,	and	kind	of	how	they	engage.		And	you	

know	jobs	are	tough	because	anybody	can	do	that,	like	you	sound	more	
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professional	on	a	call,	but	they	wouldn’t	sass	it	up	or	whatever	you	want.		The	

explanation	to	be	that	they	would	with	a	friend	when	they’re	out	in	public	or	

whatnot.”		Dirk	specifically	described	a	story	about	a	friend	who	came	out	not	

only	as	gay,	but	as	a	drag	queen,	and	how	those	combined	identities	were	

important	to	how	he	expressed	himself:	“there’s	a	feminine	nature	to	it.		So	it’s	a	

lot	of	the	qualities	that	I	mentioned,	I	think	could	be	considered	inherently	

female	or	like	more	so.		The	sing-song	voice	like	a	mother	would	do	to	their	baby	

or	something.		And	kind	of	like	the	expressive	nature	of	showing	a	lot	of	

affection,	I	feel	like	those	could	be	considered	feminine	qualities	in	America.”	

Thom	agreed	with	this	idea,	when	asked	what	does	it	mean	to	“sound	

gay”:	“Tone	of	voice,	the	pattern,	the	cadence,	the	gay	things	you	might	talk	

about	like	dolls	or	tennis.		I’m	a	huge	baseball	and	football	fan	now,	but	growing	

up	I	wasn’t,	so	not	talking	about	those	things	with	other	guys	and	not	being	able	

to	even	have	any	frame	of	reference.”		For	his	own	language	use,	and	whether	it’s	

different	within	the	gay	community,	Thom	asked,	“I	mean,	have	we	just	watched	

a	Drag	Race	marathon?		Because	then,	yes.		But…	I	mean,	yeah,	I	think	there’s…	

even	for	me,	I	think	there’s	times	where	I	feel	more	free,	throw	around	the	‘hey	

girl’,	you	know	that	kind	of	stuff.		But	I	never	really	thought	of	it	as	its	own	

language	kind	of	thing.”	

Gender	Play:	Drag	and	Being	Feminine	

	 Many	of	my	participants	were	initially	thrown	by	this	idea	of	their	being	a	

unique	gay	language	or	way	of	communicating,	but	to	some	degree	almost	all	of	
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them	identified	some	sort	of	speech	act	that	either	they	did,	or	they	recognized	

in	others.		Gabriel	wasn’t	sure	at	first	how	to	describe	it:	“It’s	more	relaxed,	it’s…	

I	might	be	a	little	more	flamboyant	with	my	gay	friends	than	with	my	straight	

friends,	maybe	that	is	a	good	way	to	describe	it.		Especially	after	a	few	drinks.”		

When	pushed	to	describe	what	he	meant	by	“flamboyant”,	he	said,	“it’s	being	

more	loud,	it’s	being	overtly,	maybe	overtly	sexually,	it’s	just	being	really	out	

there	and	it’s	very	different	than	my	demeanor	day-to-day.		Like	my	

professional,	walking	down	the	street	mannerisms.		I	don’t	feel	as	though	I’m	

over-the-top	or	just	very	loud	and	out	there.	[…]	I	would	classify	flamboyant	as	

just	being	a	little	more	out	there,	just	a	little	more…	sometimes	a	little	more	

feminine.”		Pushed	again	to	really	describe	what	he	meant	by	“feminine”,	he	

added,	“being	more	stereotypically	effeminate	in	terms	of	being	gay.	[…]	

Physically	on	me	it	happens	where	I	talk	a	lot	with	my	hands.		I	don’t	know	if	

that’s	the	Italian	in	me,	or	it’s	the	gay	in	me.		Talking	with	my	hands,	

exaggerating	with	a	lot	of	words	and	sentences,	using	a	lot	of	catch	phrases	or	

terms	that	are	usually	used	in	the	gay	community.		Like	the	word	‘yas’	or	‘fierce’	

–	using	cues	from	gay	pop	culture,	or	references	from	RuPaul’s	Drag	Race,	or	

from	TV	shows,	I	don’t	know,	Will	and	Grace.”		This	connects	with	other	parts	of	

his	interview,	as	described	above,	with	shared	media	experiences.		He	

specifically	listed	out	the	movie	Paris	is	Burning	and	how	“full	circle	it’s	come”	in	

terms	of	language	use	within	the	community,	drawing	from	many	of	the	

linguistic	forms	portrayed	in	that	movie.	
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	 Keith	talked	about	communicating	with	his	friends	in	a	“gay	way”,	which	

when	pushed	to	describe	it	he	gave	the	example	of	“the	usual	drag	queeny	‘yas	

queen’.”		He	also	discussed	a	video	he	had	watched	with	his	friends,	which	

portrays	three	guys	on	a	group	call,	where	they	spend	the	whole	time	using	“gay	

and	drag	sayings.”		He	related	how	these	were	fun	to	share	with	his	gay	friends,	

and	“it	wouldn’t	be	as	fun	with	people	–	even	though	they	would	kind	of	get	the	

humor,	it’s	like	there’s	no	point,	it’s	not	for	them.”		He	further	reflected	that	he	

may	have	learned	to	speak	this	way	because	“I	had	mostly	female	friends	until	I	

started	having	gay	friends	…	I	think	a	lot	of	my	communication	skills	and	the	way	

I	communicate	comes	from	a	lifetime	of	female	friends	and	groups	of	friends.”		

For	Alexander,	as	described	in	the	section	above,	communication	within	the	gay	

community	has	“a	lot	of	sass	that	comes	with	it.		I	think	there’s	almost	this	kind	

of	tone	to	out-gay	each	other,	almost,	in	a	group.		To	prove	to	someone	that	

you’re	more	authentically	yourself.”		He	elaborated	on	this	to	say,	“In	

conversation	it	could	easily	be	either	super	sassy	and	effeminate,	or	it	could	be	

overtly	sexually	and	experiences	that	people	have	had.	[…]	I	think	there’s	this	

banter	that	happens	between	people,	and	I	think	–	I	feel	a	lot	more	comfortable	

with	my	gay	friends	to	be	effeminate,	as	effeminate	as	I	want	to	without	having	

[them]	raise	an	eyebrow.		Like	speaking	with	my	hands	or	elongating	a	word	or	

adding…	I	don’t	know,	whatever	it	is	to	it	that	makes	it	different	than…	straight	

words?		I	don’t	know,	straight	verbiage.”	
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Gender	Play:	“Ooo	Girl”	and	Pronoun	Flipping	

Loki	discussed	the	way	that	all	language	plays	a	role	in	conveying	

complex	ideas	via	shorthand.		He	specifically	compared	gay	language	to	slang	he	

had	observed	in	American	Sign	Language,	and	gave	an	example:	“That	whole	

‘ooo	girl’,	it’s	like	–	you	know	when	you	hear	that	elongated	‘ooo	girl’	that	that’s	a	

messy	messy	person.		They’re	in	a	messy	situation	and	you’re	passing	judgment	

on	them.		It’s	like,	‘[lip	smacking]	no,	mmmmm’.		It’s	like	‘we’re	going	to	pull	your	

hair	back	while	you	throw	up	‘cause	it’s	a	mess	and	we	know	you’re	a	mess.’		And	

all	you	have	to	do	is	‘oh	girl’	and	you’ve	said	it	all.		You	can	go	into	the	details	

later,	but	when	they’re	like	‘well	what	happened?’	you’re	like	‘oooh	giiiirl.’		And	

that	long…	mmmmm,	I	can	not	wait	to	have	coffee	with	you	because	this	is	going	

to	be	a	good	story.”		Loki,	like	some	of	my	participants	(but	not	as	many	as	I	

thought),	recognized	the	racial	history	of	communication	this	way:	“That	came	

from	the	black	community	first	’cause	the	urban	black	women	who	have	buku	

shit	dumped	on	them	are	like	‘girl!’”		He	was	hesitant	to	describe	it	as	“the	

language	of	the	dispossessed”	since	he	recognized	that	not	all	gay	people	were	

“dispossessed”	per	se,	but	some	are.	

Mike	said	that	gay	people	“definitely	we	talk	to	each	other	in	a	very	

unique	way,	and	that’s	definitely	fun.”		He	explicitly	connected	this	language	

practice	to	his	sports	team,	saying	that	“it’s	kind	of	like	a	joke,	my	mom	asks	me	

‘what’s	it	like	playing	gay	softball’,		I’m	like	‘girl,	we	don’t	really	play,	we	just	

drink	a	lot	and	call	each	other	girl	all	the	time.		Make	jokes	about	balls	and	rip	on	
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each	other.’		And	it’s	true,	that’s	what	we	do.		I	love	playing,	and	I	always	will.”		

Mike,	who	used	to	play	in	a	league	in	Phoenix,	said	that	the	communication	was	

“a	little	bit	more	of	a	masculinity	type,	masculine	mood	there.”		He	also	

contrasted	this	way	of	speaking	with	a	straight	softball	league:	“Say	I	were	to	go	

play	in	a	straight	baseball	league	right	now,	you	can	imagine	I	probably	wouldn’t	

want	to	go	out	there	and	be	like	‘oh	girl,	you	better	get	that	ball’	to	all	these	bros	

out	there.		I’ve	always	considered	myself	somebody	that	can	code	switch.		It’s	not	

that	I	don’t…	it’s	that	I	don’t	have	any	pride	in	who	I	am	or	any,	or	try	to	act	

differently,	it’s	just	different.		I	think	there’s	a	line,	I	think	there’s	a	middle	

ground	there.		You	just	know	how	to	kind	of	behave	in	a	certain	situation	to	just	

maximum	flow	and	maximum	comfort	for	everybody.”	

	 The	“maximum	comfort”	does	seem	to	play	out	along	lines	of	sexuality	

rather	than	lines	of	gender	performance,	or	at	least	Jonathan	would	suggest	so.		

As	a	part	of	the	leather	community,	he	reflected	how	“some	of	the	biggest,	

scariest	guys	I’ve	ever	seen	are	the	girliest	people	I’ve	ever	met.		And	I	really	

enjoy	that	because	it’s	not,	it’s	however	the	individual	wants	to	make	it,	it’s	not,	

you	know,	they	don’t	have	to	proscribe	to	any	one	way	of	being	because	they	

have	a	certain	look	or	a	certain	persona	or	they	do	certain	things.”		He	especially	

likes	being	able	to	mentor	new	folks	who	may	be	nervous	about	getting	involved	

with	the	leather	community,	and	talked	about	a	time	when	he	pointed	out	a	

leather	guy	who	used	a	“really	girly	voice”,	drawing	on	that	juxtaposition	to	
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make	his	mentee	more	comfortable	and	to	show	how	you	can	challenge	“their	

cultural	norm,	their	community	norm.”	

	 Hunter	was	one	participant	who	didn’t	feel	like	he	personally	changed	his	

speech	practices	much	between	communities,	but	who	was	very	aware	of	how	

other	people	did.		He	confessed	that	when	around	friends	who	were	“queeny”	or	

“super	effeminate”	type	guys,	he	may	pull	out	a	“hey	girl,	hey	girl”.		But	he	

definitely	noticed	when	friends	were	with	different	groups	and	would	act	–	and	

talk	–	differently.		He	described	one	buddy	who	had	a	“macho	button”	that	would	

turn	on.		“When	we’re	with	a	group	of	friends	and	we’re	drinking,	‘hey	girls’	

comes	out	and	he	just…	he	turns	into	a	black	woman	–	a	funny	black	woman.		

Then	I’ve	seen	him	in	his	work	environment,	and	he’s	back	to	that	macho.”	

	 Some	participants	also	mentioned	that	there	was	already	a	difference	

between	how	they	talk	at	work	and	would	talk	with	their	friends.		For	Loki,	he	

related	how	“I’m	not	going	to	sit	in	a	meeting	looking	at	our	President,	our	VP,	

when	he’s	going	‘well,	you	know,	we’re	having	some	issues	with	this	product	

line,’	and	I’m	going	to	go	‘girl,	you	don’t	even…’	no,	I’m	not	going	to	do	that!”		But	

there	was	still	a	connection	between	being	“out”	at	work	or	not,	but	still	having	a	

specific	type	of	communication	method	when	just	with	your	gay	friends.		For	

Hunter,	he	noticed	his	friend	was	getting	“extra	bitchy”	at	work	because	he	was	

worried	about	what	people	thought	about	him	and	was	feeling	closeted.		Hunter	

pointed	out	how	everyone	already	knew	he	was	gay	and	encouraged	him	to	just	

relax.		“He’s	kind	of	broke	that	barrier.		He	doesn’t	really	‘queen	out’	at	work	but	
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he’s	more	relaxed.		The	same	happened,	I’ve	seen	it	involved	with	his	family.	[…]	

every	now	and	then	I’ll	call	him	out,	I’m	all	‘girl!’,	he’s	all	‘shhhhh!’,	I’m	like	‘why	

are	you	shushing	me?		They	know	we’re	gay!’,	he’s	all	‘so?’		To	be	that	close	to	

somebody	and	see	that	struggle.		That’s	all	gone	now.”		Interestingly,	while	

Hunter	doesn’t	feel	he	communicates	like	that,	he	does	see	that	style	of	

communication	as	“natural”	for	his	friend,	and	the	macho	communication	as	the	

act	–	as	something	he	imitated	for	years	to	be	someone	he	wasn’t.	

Hunter	was	another	of	my	participants	who	explicitly	linked	this	idea	to	

both	racial	and	shared	media	experiences.		He	said	that	black	shows	in	the	70s	

would	always	say	“girl”,	“they	were	just	always	like	‘giiiirl’.		I	feel	like	–	I	don’t	

want	to	say	we	were	saying	it	before	people	were,	I	mean	everybody	was	saying,	

but	I	think	that	got	caught	up	in	our	joking	around.	[…]	We	had	a	friend,	and	he’s	

like,	he	would	–	this	little	Japanese	guy,	he	was	so	funny,	and	he	would	turn	into	

one	of	those	black	characters,	and	just	really	queen	out	and	just…	I	remember	

him	always	walking	in,	and	he’s	just	like	‘giiiirl,	I’m	here’.		So,	being	around	all	

that	fun	and	drugs	and	friends	and	partying	all	the	time,	you	get	some	influence	

of	that.		I	do	remember	some	of	our	friends	just	being	extra	effeminate	–	they	

were	just	way	over	the	top.”		When	asked	why	he	thought	they	acted	this	way,	he	

said,	“Back	then	I	didn’t	understand	–	I	thought	it	was	an	act.		It’s	just	like,	‘wait,	I	

remember	you	as	a	kid,	and	you	didn’t	act	that	–	I	mean,	you	were	a	little,	maybe,	

soft	but	you	weren’t	like	acting	a	big	old	girl’.	[…]	it	was	just	like	‘are	you	guys	

girls,	or	do	you	want	to	be	girls,	or	what’s	going	on?’		But	their	joking	around	and	
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hanging	out	with	us	influenced	our	joking	around	and	…	I	can	remember	‘girl’	

and	‘shake	your	beads’	–	they	just	had	a	lot	of	funny	comments	like	that.”	

Gender	Play:	Resistance	

Not	everyone	is	a	fan	of	this	language	use	or	the	implied	gender	

swapping,	even	if	they	identified	it	as	a	signifier	of	gay	language.		Grumpy	shared	

that	“I	don’t,	and	I	will	not,	call	a	guy	a	girl.		When	I	talk	to	them,	I	call	–	I	either,	

‘dude’	or	by	their	name.		I	never	use	the	term	‘hey	girl’.		I	just	don’t.”		He	added,	

“First	time	somebody	called	me	that	I	got	offended	by	it.		I	was	like	‘huh?		I’m	not	

a	girl,	dude.’		I’m	just	more	–	I’m	rough	around	the	edges.”		Grumpy	certainly	

proved	this	idea,	explaining	how	friends,	including	the	guys	on	his	team,	say	that	

he’s	so	butch,	has	a	manly	voice,	that	others	are	scared	or	threatened	when	he	

yells,	and	that	he	always	looks	mad	(what	I	described	to	him	as	“resting	angry	

face”).		When	asked	why	he	thinks	other	people	may	swap	pronouns,	he	said	he	

had	no	idea,	but	emphasized	his	own	personal	distaste:	“If	you	want	to	call	each	

other	[girl]	that’s	fine,	but	don’t	call	me	that.	[…]	My	partner	does	it	around	other	

friends	he	has.		I	don’t.	[…]	I	told	him	I	don’t	want	him	[to	do	that	with	him].”	

	 Thor	had	a	similar	experience,	although	with	a	different	outcome.		“I	

wasn’t	used	to	people	calling	me	girl.		I	was	like,	‘I’m	not	a	girl,	I’m	a	guy.’		But	

they	did	that	to	everyone.		I	didn’t	like	it	–	at	all.		It	wasn’t	’til	probably	two	or	

three	years	playing	the	league	that	I	was	like,	‘you’re	really	letting	this	stupid	

little	things	bother	you.		Who	cares?’		I	just	let	it	go.”		He	later	emphasized,	“it	

took	me	awhile	to	get	past	that.		And	then	I	realized	it’s	not	that	big	of	a	deal.		I	
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know	I’m	not	a	girl.		So	who	cares?”		Thor	saw	the	humor	and	connection	when	

people	used	that	sort	of	language:	“They’re	more	joking,	they’re	almost	like	what	

I	imagine	girlfriends	would	be	like	in	the	straight	community.		Young	girlfriends.	

[…]	I	guess	all	the	names	that	makes	everything	light	and	it	breaks	down	the	

barriers	somewhat.”		He	later	conjectured	that	maybe	people	learned	to	talk	this	

way	from	hanging	out	with	girls	a	lot	when	they	were	younger	(like	Keith	

described	in	his	story),	perhaps	from	being	shunned	by	the	straight	guys	or	

uncomfortable	hanging	around	with	them.	

	 Thor	related	that	while	he	isn’t	bothered	any	more	by	being	called	a	girl,	

that	he	doesn’t	“know	any	masculine	gay	guy	that	does	it.		I	have	masculine	gay	

friends	that	hate	when	someone	calls	them	–	I	have	one	friend	that	was	just	like,	

‘I’m	not	a	girl!’.		He	just	takes	it	that	offensively.		[…]	I	think	the	other	masculine	

straight	guys	don’t	like	it	because	they	take	offense	to	it.	[…]	they	don’t	want	to	

be	thought	of	as	a	girl,	but	they	don’t	realize	that	the	gay	guy	that’s	calling	them	a	

girl	is	not	thinking	of	them	of	being	a	girl.		To	them	it’s	just	a	term.”	

Thor	may	not	have	any	masculine	gay	friends	who	use	this	language,	but	

many	of	my	masculine-presenting	participants,	including	Regina,	certainly	do.		

Regina	presents	as	very	masculine	and	butch,	and	works	in	a	very	straight-acting	

industry	(the	military).		When	asked	if	he	communicates	differently	within	the	

gay	community,	he	said	that	he	absolutely	does.		He	identified	his	mannerisms	as	

well	as	pronouns,	such	as	using	“she”,	“her”,	or	“girl”.		He	talked	about	the	

flexibility	of	the	word	girl	–	which	could	mean	a	lot	depending	on	the	tone	–	and	
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added	he	wouldn’t	go	to	work	and	say	“giiirrrl”	because	some	at	his	co-workers	

weren’t	gay	friendly.		Regina	agreed	that	the	gendered	language	use	used	to	

bother	him,	because	he	saw	it	as	reflecting	the	stereotypical	super-feminine	guy,	

but	now	seems	much	more	comfortable	using	it	himself.		I	note	that	he	was	also	

the	only	participant,	when	giving	the	option	of	choosing	their	own	pseudonym,	

to	pick	one	that	seemed	clearly	female	identified.		

	 Thor	kept	emphasizing,	in	his	reflection	of	this	language	practice	–	one	

that	he	stayed	fairly	focused	on	throughout	the	interview	–	that	“it’s	just	a	word.		

It’s	not	that,	it’s	really	not	that	big	of	a	deal	considering	all	the	other	things	you	

could	really	be	worried	about.	[…]	It	doesn’t	bother	me	because	I’m	so	used	to	it,	

that	I	don’t	have	the	time	or	the	energy	to	be	worried	about	a	pronoun.		I	just	

don’t.		I	know	I’m	not	a	girl	and	it’s	just	a	word	to	me.		It’s	the	same	as	saying	[my	

name].”		Thor	did	reflect,	at	the	very	end	of	his	interview,	that	there	were	a	lot	of	

things	the	community	still	has	to	reconcile	with.		He	had	talked	very	frankly	and	

openly	about	racism,	but	also	added	that	“effeminate	gay	guys	used	to	bother	

me.		Used	to	drive	me	crazy	how	effeminate	gay	guys	talk.		I	used	to	wonder,	

‘what	makes	them	talk	with	that	high	pitch	gay	–	where	there’s	no	doubt	they’re	

gay?’,	and	it	used	to	rub	like	a	cord	me	[sic].		It	took	me	awhile	to	realize	just	

’cause	they	talk	like	that,	they’re	just	gay,	they’re	just	humans,	and	I	don’t	even	

care	any	more	why	the	talk	like	that.		It’s	probably	environmental	–	I’m	going	to	

guess	environmental.		But	it	doesn’t	bother	me.		I	notice	it,	but	it’s	like	

whatever.”	
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Language	and	Outness	–	A	Connection?	

Especially	as	evidenced	by	the	varying	reactions	to	this	“mis-gendering”	

language	practices,	but	showing	up	in	other	parts	of	my	interviews	as	well,	a	

theme	seemed	to	develop	of	someone’s	comfort	level	with	“gay	language”	being	

directly	correlated	to	their	comfort	level	being	out.		Some	participants,	like	Keith,	

Thom,	Regina,	and	Thor,	talked	about	initially	resisting	the	language	practices	

but	getting	over	it	in	time	as	they	became	more	embedded	in	the	community.		

Some,	like	Thor	or	Mike,	seemed	very	well	versed	in	what	they	viewed	as	“gay	

language”	practices,	and	while	they	didn’t	personally	engage	a	lot	in	them,	they	

didn’t	see	any	harm	(or	had	come	to	that	realization	eventually).		Both	had	

slightly	tumultuous	relationships	with	the	“gay	community”	but	overall	seemed	

happy	with	the	places	they	had	carved	out	for	themselves.		Some,	like	Gambit	

and	Grumpy,	seemed	to	have	little	to	no	connection	to	any	“gay	language”	

practices	–	in	Grumpy’s	case,	vehemently	rejecting	them.		Both	of	these	

participants	(I	would	argue,	not	coincidentally)	also	told	me	that	they	didn’t	feel	

a	part	of	the	“gay	community”.			

Chris,	when	describing	the	gay	community,	said	it’s	"feeling	like	I	can	be	

myself	and	not	feeling	like	I	have	to	put	on	a	show	or	act	a	different	way"	–	like	

that	feeling	when	“you’ve	put	on	your	comfy	pajamas	for	the	night.”		Chris	said	

that	his	barriers	were	down	with	gay	people,	compared	to	“being	closeted	

growing	up	and	always	feeling	guarded.”		Dirk	reflected	that	perhaps	it’s	this	

comfort	level	–	and	the	difference	between	that	and	growing	up	–	that’s	the	
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determining	factor	for	language	use.		For	himself,	he	explained,	“I	had	a	relatively	

easy	coming	out	story	and	progression,	and	kind	of	step	into	the	gay	chapter	of	

my	life	that	not	everybody	else	has,	and	for	that	reason,	because	none	of	the	

external	changed,	none	of	the	way	that	I	needed	to	engage	with	it	or	my	internal	

expression	of	it	also	changed,	because	I	didn’t	have	to	come	out	into	my	new	life	

in	this	fabulous	manner.”		He	compares	this	to	a	conversation	with	a	friend	of	his	

who	is	a	drag	queen,	who	posted	on	Facebook,	saying:	“‘a	few	years	ago	I	met	

this	person	who	had	such	profound	effect	on	me	because	they	were	living	the	

way	that	they	wanted	to	live	and	it	was	at	that	moment	where	I	fully	embraced	

that	I	was	gay,	I	decided	to	come	out	to	my	family,	and	even	though	I	still	don’t	

have	relationships	with	them,	this	is	the	new	reborn	me.’		And	it	was	a	picture	of	

them	in	full	drag	being	like,	‘and	here	it	is.’	[…]	They	said,	‘I	made	a	conscious	

decision	not	to	hold	in	the	person	that	I	wanted	to	be,	which	is	this	very	new,	

expressive	person	that	I’m	displaying	now.’		I	was	like	–	wow,	that’s	a	total	

decision,	that’s	a	good	one.”		Dirk	compares	this	to	himself,	where	while	he	can	

identify	the	“feminine	nature”	to	gay	communication,	has	never	felt	like	he	

personally	has	had	to	change	his	voice	(and	in	our	interview	did	indeed	speak	in	

a	fairly	masculine	presenting	manner).	

Regina	also	described	“being	comfortable”	as	a	reason	for	engaging	with	

gay	language.		While	the	stereotypical	super	feminine	guy	used	to	bother	him,	he	

now	is	fine	talking	that	way.		Regina	also	described	a	friend	who,	two	years	ago,	

hated	when	people	said	“she”	to	refer	to	other	men	because	they	didn’t	know	
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what	they	meant	with	it	and	“couldn’t	keep	up,”	but	now	he’s	using	it	fluently	

himself.		Alexander	also	talked	about	a	friend’s	boyfriend	who	“lives	a	very	

straight	life	for	a	gay	man.		Not	that	that’s	a	bad	thing,	but	it’s	–	he	like	frowns	

down,	I	think,	on	us,	because	we	do	kind	of	buy	into	the	whole	sass	and	banter	

and	we	don’t	care	about	belonging	in	the	straight	world.	[…]	I	think	he’s	

refrained	himself	from	hanging	out	with	us,	which	is	fine,	’cause	he’s	just,	he	

doesn’t	love	anyone	who	challenges	his	train	of	thoughts,	or	he	loves	to	keep	to	

his	friends.		And	if	you	look	at	his	friends,	there	isn’t	any	diversity	in	his	friends,	

and	there	isn’t	any	diversity	of	thoughts,	not	even	diversity	in	ethnicity.”		The	

both	of	them	don’t	spend	a	lot	of	time	any	more	with	Alexander’s	group,	to	which	

he	sagely	reflects,	“to	each	their	own	–	he	has	his	friends,	and	that’s	great,	and	he	

doesn’t	have	to	be	a	part	of	ours.”	

For	Alexander,	when	asked	why	he	communicates	the	way	he	does,	

replied,	“I	think	it’s	just	a	way	to	connect	and	really	kind	of	live	a	truth	that	we	

were	not	allowed	to	live	for	so	long.		That	could	be	true	–	I	think	for	me,	that’s	

true.		I	wasn’t	able	to	express	myself	this	way	for	25	years,	so	I	feel	like	I’m	

almost	making	up	for	lost	time.		Or	just…	not	even	that,	I’m	just	

overcompensating	for	time	that	I	felt	super	marginalized	or	siloed	in	my	own	

communities	because	of	who	I	was	and	almost	like	a	pride	flag	…	I’m	so	prideful	

of	being	gay	that	I’m	going	to	flaunt	it	in	your	face,	and	unapologetic	about	it.”		

This	really	connected	to	other	comments	he	had	made	(quoted	above)	where	he	
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described	people	trying	to	“out-gay”	each	other	and	be	“more	their	authentic	

selves”	than	someone	else	with	their	language	and	mannerisms.	

Loki	also	expressed	similar	sentiments	about	being	comfortable	with	

yourself,	and	that	also	being	something	that	takes	time.		“I	don’t	care	about	

closeted,	or,	‘ooo,	they’ll	know	you’re	gay	if	you	use	[girl]’.		It’s	like,	so?”		He	said	

he	picked	up	these	language	practices	after	gaining	“comfort	with	myself.		It’s	

like,	I	really	am	–	I’m	inhabiting	this	body	and	this	being	and	I’m	okay	with	this.	

[…]	yeah,	this	is	actually	who	I	truly	am.”		He	added,	“as	you	go	through	the	years	

and	get	more	comfortable	with	yourself,	it’s	like	–	this	is…	you	might	have	visual	

shorthand	or	visual	communication.		And	you	can	get	into	semiotics	and	sign	and	

signifier	here	–	you	see	somebody	in	a	neoprene	jock	strap	and	a	harness	and	a	

puppy	butt	plug,	you	can	pretty	much	figure	out	what	they’re	doing	in	the	

bedroom.	[…]	as	you	moved	forward	and	were	able	to	go	‘this	is	an	identity	that	

I’m	comfortable	with’,	including	sexual	exploration	and	moving	out	of	

heteronormativity.”	

Aaron,	who	of	my	participants	perhaps	demonstrated	and	took	the	most	

joy	in	gay	communication,	talked	a	lot	about	just	needing	to	“get	over	himself”	

when	it	came	to	his	internalized	homophobia	and	his	dislike	for	other	gay	guys	

when	he	was	younger.		Gabriel	described	how	“part	of	it	for	me,	for	so	long	

you’re	taught	or	you	hide	who	you	are.		To	act	a	certain	way	when	you’re	in	

public	or	when	–	going	back	to	when	I	wasn’t	out,	there	was	a	time	when	you	put	

up	this	front.		And	now	that	it’s	socially	accepted	[to	be	out]	and	[I’m]	fully	
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comfortable	with	myself,	there	is	that	mentality	that’s	like	‘alright	then,	I	care	a	

lot	less	what	others	think,	and	I	can	just	be	free	and	be	a	little	extra	flamboyant	

once	in	awhile	and	let	it	come	out.’		Not	to	say	that	my	daily	mannerisms	or	the	

way	I	act,	I’m	not	being	untruthful	with	myself,	or	masking	anything,	but	there’s	

definitely	this	other	side	that	likes	to	let	lose	and	be	overtly	stereotypical	gay.”		

Thom	talked	about	how	communication,	“I	don’t	know,	it’s	easier	when	

you’re	around	other	gay	people,	because	you	can	be	yourself,	you	don’t	have	to	

feel	like	–	[…]	it	was	just	easier	with	other	gays.”		He	also	described	how	“there	

was	a	time	when	I	was	very	concerned	with	everything	that	I	was	saying	and	

how	I	was	saying	it.		Does	that	sound	gay,	or	are	you	saying	things	that	are	so	–	

for	lack	of	a	better	word,	and	I’m	not…	I	don’t	want	to	say	I’m	not	proud	of	this,	

but	I’m	not,	it’s	not	how	I	am	now	–	not	wanting	to	be	identified	as	one	of	‘those	

gays’	that’s	super	gay.		That	stuff	just	doesn’t	matter	to	me	anymore.		I	don’t	care.		

I	don’t	care	if	someone	thinks	that	I’m	gay	–	I	am	gay!		And	it’s	not	a	bad	thing.”		

For	Thom,	what	changed	was	“I	think	being	on	the	‘inside’	with	some	of	the	stuff	

and	then	just	kind	of	gaining	some	confidence	and	…	of	course,	getting	older,	

some	of	the	things	just	don’t	matter.		And	since	moving	out	here	[…]	being	gay	is	

just	a	part	of	who	you	are	out	here,	as	opposed	to	an	identifier,	like	I	felt	like	I	

was	when	I	was	younger.”	

	 Keith	really	spent	a	lot	of	time	reflection	on	his	“gay	language”	use,	

revealing	that	“I	think	that’s	interesting	cause	that’s	something	that	I’ve,	I	think,	

only	come	to	much	later,	as	I’ve	been	more	open	to	explore	different	parts	of	the	
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gay	world.		For	instance,	I	was	late	to	RuPaul’s	Drag	Race	and	drag	culture.		So	I	

think	there’s	a	lot	of	communication	and	slang	and	pop	culture	references	and	a	

huge	cultural	touchstone	of	that	that	I	communicate	and	use	now,	but	very	

recently.		This	is	not	something	that	I	felt	comfortable	with.		I	think	that	there	

was	maybe	an	internalized	homophobia	about	saying	really	gay	things,	acting	

gay	or	flamboyant,	and	so	I	think	I	kind	of	resisted	that.	I	also	didn’t	like	the	gay	

voice,	and	I	know	there’s	a	whole	documentary	about	this,	which	I	haven’t	seen	

yet.		But	I	think	that’s	an	interesting	concept	too	because	I	think	that	there’s	

certain	people,	it’s	very	obvious	that	they’re	gay	just	by	the	way	that	they	talk,	let	

alone	how	they	act	in	terms	of	their	gestures	or	specific	communication.		And	

that	was	something	that	I	felt	against,	I	would	say,	until	maybe	my	last	year	or	so	

in	New	York,	and	then	in	recently	moving	here.”		Asked	what	changed,	what	was	

different	between	San	Francisco	and	New	York,	he	said,	“I	think	it’s	honestly	

buying	into	that	whole	stupid	‘masc	for	masc’	thing.		Like	you	have	this	idea	that	

you	want	to	be	this	uber-guy,	and	you	don’t	like	talking	gay	or	acting	gay	or	

being	flamboyant	and	joking	and	kidding.		I	don’t	think	I	really	enjoyed	that	

[talking	or	acting	gay]	until	the	last	few	years.		I	think	that	was	really	hard	for	me	

to	get	on	board	with.”		He	specifically	connected	this	new	era	of	communication	

practices	with	his	team	sport,	rugby,	saying	he	was	attracted	to	it	because	it	was	

“a	very	fun,	masculine	sport,	but	you	don’t	have	to	act	that	way,	and	that	there’s	

no	pressure	to	act	that	way	in	any	kind	of	interaction,	whether	it’s	on	the	field	or	

at	a	bar.		I	think	it’s	a	nice	balance	of	that	–	you	can	do	something	that	I	think	
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would	it	make	it	more	difficult	to	be	funny	gay,	but	it’s	not,	it’s	actually	easier.”		

On	why	he	uses	that	communication	now,	he	described	his	total	perspective	

change:	“I	think	I	take	pride	in	it	now,	actually,	seeing	the	cultural	impact	that	it	

has.	That	I	can	say	it’s	part	of,	it’s	like	I’m	part	of	a	community	that	has	a	large	

individual	and	kind	of	unique	impact.		As	that	trickles	in	to	other	forms	of	pop	

culture.		And	I	also	think	it’s	just	getting	older	and	being	more	comfortable	with	

myself.		And	so	it’s	unfortunate	that	it	couldn’t	happen	when	I	was	younger.”	

Where	Does	It	All	Come	From?	Indirect	and	Direct	Mentoring	

	 After	exploring	the	elements	that	my	participants	identified	as	being	part	

of	gay	language	practices,	I	asked	each	of	them	how	they	–	or	how	people	they	

know,	if	they	weren’t	sure	they	engaged	in	all	these	practices	themselves	–	

learned	how	to	talk	this	way.		To	varying	degrees,	every	participant	except	for	

Grumpy	was	able	to	give	some	response.		Many	of	my	participants	talked	about	

just	“picking	up”	their	language	practices	as	part	of	their	involvement	in	the	

community	–	that	through	their	interactions,	observations,	and	experimentation,	

these	language	skills	were	transferred	to	them	from	the	people	they	were	

surrounded	by.		While	few	participants	explicitly	identified	individuals	who	

were	a	part	of	this	process,	through	other	stories	and	experiences	they	shared	

there	was	a	distinct	theme	of	“mentorship”	which	also	emerged.		This	connects	

back	to	ideas	raised	in	Chapter	2,	including	Brandt’s	(1998)	concept	of	literacy	

sponsorship,	Leap’s	(1995)	work	on	Gay	Discourses,	and,	of	course,	Lave	&	
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Wenger’s	(1991)	concept	of	Legitimate	Peripheral	Participation	and	the	

“relations	between	newcomers	and	old-timers”	(p.	29).	

Aaron,	being	very	perceptive	about	the	link	between	language	and	

identity,	when	asked	how	he	learned	to	communicate	within	the	culture	threw	

back	at	me:	“How	do	you	learn	to	be	gay?		You	pick	it	up.		I	think	that	the	more	

types	of	gay	people	you’re	exposed	to,	the	way	people	talk	to	you	then	becomes	

the	way	you	start	talking	to	other	people.		Gay	language	is	so	coded,	it	started	so	

early,	where	you’re	sneaking	off	to	an	AOL	chat	room,	and	someone’s	like	‘ASL?’,	

like	‘what	the	fuck	does	that	mean?’,	all	of	sudden	you	know	what	ASL	means	

and	that’s	how	you’re	interacting	and	starting	conversation	on	an	AOL	chat	

room.		So	as	that	kind	of	developed	outside	of	just	the	secret	life	of	your	gayness	

into	your	adult	life.		You	know,	the	first	time	someone	calls	you	‘girl’	it	can	be	a	

little	bit	jarring,	but	all	of	a	sudden	you’re	referring	to	that	person	as	‘girl’.		The	

first	time	that	someone	calls	you	a	bitch,	and	it’s	like	‘oh,	it’s	a	term	of	

endearment’.		Those	kind	of	patterns	you’ll	pick	up	over	time	as	you	realize	‘oh,	

there	is	a	distinct	way	to	communicate	with	my	friend	group’,	you	know?”	

	 Mike	said	he	learned	his	communication	practices	by	“just	picking	up	on	

it	from	other	people.		Seeing	that	kind	of	back	and	forth.”		Regina	agreed	that	you	

“picked	it	up”	from	the	people	around	you.		Gabriel	learned	from	“observing	

others,	pop	culture,	but	also	I	think	it’s	still	within	me,	it’s	still	a	part	of	me.		Your	

true	self	really	comes	out	when	you’re	fully	comfortable,	when	you’re	around	a	

safe	environment,	around	people	that	you	trust	and	know.		There	is	this	
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acceptance	within	yourself	and	around	you	that	you	can	just	be	as	open	and	

honest.”		Chris	said	he	learned	from	observing	other	people’s	interactions,	

“seeing	how	playful	and	freely	everyone	I	would	be	around	would	interact,”	

leading	to	him	“bouncing	off	the	vibes	I'm	getting	from	other	people	I'm	

interacting	with.”	

	 Dirk,	before	I	had	asked	specifically	about	language,	told	me	that	“there’s	

almost	a	gay	language	that	I	come	across	that	I	can’t	keep	up	on	the	terms	that	

are	coming	out.		I	feel	like	when	a	phrase	or	a	way	of	speaking	drops	in	certain	

settings	in	can	be	picked	up	very	quickly	and	utilized.		I	don’t	know	that	we’re	on	

the	frontier	that	way,	but	there	are	often	times	where	I’ll	say	something	to	

someone	else,	you	know	like	a	straight	friend	or	family	member	or	whatever,	

and	they’re	like	‘what	is	it	that	you	just	said’	and	to	me	it’s	just	a	common	term	

and	I	have	to	think,	‘oh,	that’s	only	used	amongst	my	gay	friends.’”		Examples	he	

gave	were	calling	something	fierce,	or	using	“totes”	as	shorthand	for	“totally”.		

Dirk	felt	that	“you	learn	through	exposure	–	just	kind	of	repetition	or	trying	it	

out	yourself	and	seeing	if	it	works	or	not.”		Loki	agreed	that	he	learned	through	

“habituation.		Other	people	used	it.		I’d	see	examples.		And	proximity,	familiarity,	

all	the	old	‘-arities’,	where	you	become	comfortable	in	a	situation	or	means	of	

communication	because	you	are,	you’re	already	in	there.		It’s	easy	and	you	don’t	

really	have	a	need	to	not	do	that.”	

	 Thom	said	he	learned	“from	being	out	in	bars.		I	came	out	in	the	mid-90s	

[…]	this	was	before	the	Internet	and	phones	and	being	able	to	order	someone	up	
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on	your	phone	to	come	over.		Like	you	had	to	actually	go	out	and	talk	to	people	

and	be	sociable.		So	I	did	that	a	lot.”		Alexander	thinks	he	learned	“just	observing	

others,	different	culture,	different	gay	men,	media,	I	think	movies,	like	older	

movies,	especially	I	think	a	big	influence	was	Paris	is	Burning	was	a	big	one	for	

me	and	watching	that	early	on	and	understanding	about	queer	people	of	color	in	

New	York	and	the	underground	ball	scene	and	how	that	has	pretty	much	

surfaced	onto	the	gay	world	and	a	lot	of	it	comes	from	there.”	

Origins:	Mentorship	and	Legitimate	Queer	Participation	

	 On	the	surface,	these	responses	may	paint	a	rather	passive	picture	of	

language	acquisition	–	my	participants	just	happened	to	“pick	it	up”.		But	what’s	

embedded	beneath	all	of	this	is	an	intensely	active	community,	filled	with	

people,	events,	media,	and	connections	to	be	observed	and	overheard.		

Furthermore,	whether	they	always	connected	the	two	topics	together	or	not,	my	

participants	also	had	a	number	of	stories	of	community	which	involved	people	

serving	as	what	I	coded	as	“mentorship”	–	drawing	on	my	model	of	Legitimate	

Queer	Participation.		Loki	connected	with	an	old	high	school	friend	of	his,	who	

also	came	out	as	gay,	and	they	started	going	to	gay	bars	together.		Regina	had	

two	friends	at	work	in	the	military	–	a	younger	gay	guy	and	a	lesbian	in	his	

squadron	who	he	was	really	close	to.		Aaron,	while	in	high	school,	was	invited	to	

a	gay	club	by	a	guy	on	MySpace	he	had	met	who	played	volleyball	at	a	

neighboring	High	School.		Chris	talked	about	a	good	friend,	“like	a	brother”,	who	

would	take	him	out	to	the	gay	bars	when	he	first	moved	to	San	Francisco	–	
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someone	who	“could	go	up	to	anyone	and	say	hi”	and	would	immediately	strike	

up	a	conversation	with	random	people.	

Gambit	had	a	childhood	friend	who	he	reconnected	with,	and	who	

dragged	him	out	–	to	bathhouses,	to	the	country	western	dance	clubs,	to	his	first	

gay	pride.		He	lived	in	the	city,	so	Gambit	would	drive	and	park	at	his	house.		“He	

was	the	one	who	kind	of	just	got	me	into	the	whole	nightlife	and	this	is	pride,	

this	is	Folsom,	this	is	Dore,	this	is	blah	blah	blah.		Without	him	I’d	probably	still	

be	looking	at	everything	on	the	phone	instead	of	actually	doing	stuff	because	

that’s	kind	of	me.”		Hunter	talked	about	“some	positive	role	models”	he	found	in	

older	lesbians	and	gay	men	he	met	in	San	Francisco,	explaining	to	him	how	they	

would	meet	(often	in	secret)	before	gay	bars	were	allowed,	or	what	terms	like	

“friend	of	Dorothy”	meant.	

Dirk	told	me	that	growing	up,	his	only	exposure	to	the	“gay	community”	

was	through	TV	or	a	Yahoo	chatroom.		Even	after	he	went	to	college	and	

discovered	a	gay	fraternity,	he	deliberately	didn’t	join	it	because	he	was	still	

“figuring	out	his	stuff”	so	still	only	engaged	with	a	gay	online	community.		While	

he	identified	as	gay	and	had	his	first	sexual	encounter	at	college,	he	didn’t	find	

community	until	he	moved	to	Chicago.		“When	I	moved	to	Chicago	I	had	multiple	

gay	coworkers	at	a	summer	job,	and	they	were	the	ones	that	introduced	me	to	

the	gay	bar	scene	and	gay	activities	like	a	pride	parade	and…	like	a	gay	

community	center.”		One	of	his	coworkers	in	particular	was	a	few	years	older,	

“out	and	proud”	at	work,	and	eventually	became	Dirk’s	boyfriend.	
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Alexander	described	a	similar	experience,	where	“it	took	me	awhile	[to	

find	community],	actually.		It	took	me	two	or	three	years	into	moving	to	San	

Francisco	to	really	kind	of	find	network	or	community	of	people	that	I	really	

identified	with.”		Alexander	got	involved	with	a	large	Pride	Caucus	at	his	

workplace,	which	got	him	connected	with	planning	their	contingency	for	the	

pride	march,	“I	helped	with	monthly	meetings	for	the	caucus,	I	started	

organizing	happy	hours	and	volunteer	events,	I	started	volunteering	a	little	more	

in	the	community.”		But	perhaps	more	importantly	he	met	someone	who	would	

become	his	best	friend,	who	plugged	him	into	a	whole	new	network	friends.		

“That’s	what	I	was	kind	of	looking	for,	my	gay	family	here,	and	I	found	it	after	

two	to	three	years.”	

Sometimes	the	models	were	based	around	the	sports	that	they	played.		

Gabriel	told	me	how	gay	sports	led	to	a	social	network	for	him.		It	“not	only	

introduced	me	to	gay	sports	and	a	gay	volleyball	league,	but	also	a	social	

network	within	New	York.”		Thom	talked	about	how	in	Charlotte	he	used	sports	

as	his	“entry	in”	–	“I	realized	in	retrospect	that,	yeah,	I	had	a	great	time	going	out	

[to	the	bars],	but	I	don’t	know	that	I	had	a	lot	of	friend	friends,	people	that	I	saw	

or	did	anything	with	outside	of	the	bar.”		Chris	talked	about	how	his	team	

immediately	“took	me	into	their	softball	family.”		Thor	talked	about	his	softball	

team,	everyone	hanging	out	at	the	bar	after	games,	“they	showed	me	all	the	

places	to	go	to	–	that	might	have	been	a	mistake.”		Wes	was	one	of	the	few	

participants	to	consider	the	flip	side	of	the	mentorship	coin	–	that	the	quiet	guys	
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on	the	rugby	team	leave	“because	they	don't	feel	attached	to	anything”	–	or	

perhaps,	like	the	youth	in	Blackburn’s	(2005)	research,	they	don’t	learn	the	

language.	

	 Gabriel	was	one	of	my	participants	who	explicitly	made	connections	to	

the	mentorship	model,	when	he	described	for	me	becoming	friends	with	an	older	

group	of	friends	in	their	early	twenties	while	he	was	in	high	school.		“It	was	

never	overtly	talked	about,	but	in	a	way	they	were	sort	of	mentoring	me	and	

they	exposed	me	to	a	lot,	just	about	their	experiences.		They	would	talk	about	

their	high	school	experiences,	their	coming	out	process	[…]	they	were	really	

mentors	to	me	in	high	school.”		They	helped	“opened	his	eyes”,	but	it	was	

another	group	of	friends	in	college	that	really	helped	him	come	to	accept	himself	

and	his	sexuality,	even	joining	the	Pride	group	at	his	conservative	college.		“So	

that	process	[of	becoming	a	part	of	the	community]	took	some	time	to	actually	

determine	a)	not	only	that	I	was	gay,	but	b)	belonged	within	this	community.		So	

that	was	interesting.		It	took,	obviously,	years	to,	not	only	self-discovery	but	

discovering	that	there	was	this	larger	community	that	we	are	all	kind	of,	are	in	

this	together.		I	think	it	was	really	when	I	met	my	friends	that	I	realized	that	it	

was	okay	to	be	gay	and	okay	to	have	this	sense	of	camaraderie	between	us.”	

Jonathan	didn’t	speak	about	being	mentored,	but	instead	explicitly	

discussed	the	fact	that	he	was	mentoring	others:	“In	the	leather	community,	

there	are	some	younger	members	that	are	trying	to	figure	out	what	they	want,	or	

how	to	show	up	in	community	to	where	they’re	comfortable	but	still	being	seen.”		
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Jonathan	enjoys	showing	the	many	ways	to	express	yourself	in	the	community	–	

even	if	it’s	seen	as	“girly”	or	for	folks	who	don’t	physically	fit	the	standard	

leatherman	mold:	“They	don’t	have	to	proscribe	to	any	one	way	of	being	because	

they	have	a	certain	look	or	a	certain	persona	or	they	do	certain	things.		This	is	

what	I	am	trying	to	mentor	or	help	some	of	the	younger	people	in	the	

community	with	because	it’s	really	hard	for	them	to	see	that.”	

Thom	also	talked	about	this	idea,	although	not	quite	as	explicitly.		He	

described	times	where	he	didn’t	feel	totally	ingrained	within	the	community,	and	

his	transition	into	the	community,	and	how	that’s	affected	his	approach	to	

newcomers:	“there	were	times	when	I	went	to	these	tournaments	where	I	didn’t	

feel	included,	and	making	sure	that,	okay,	if	you’re	on	the	inside,	make	sure	

you’re	bringing	people	inside	with	you.		I	feel	a	little	bit	of	a	responsibility	to	do	

that.		I	try	to	do	it	at	volleyball	as	well	–	when	people	are	new	and	not	sure.”		He	

later	emphasized	that	he	felt	connected	to	“this	kind	of	idea	of	trying	to	bring	

people	along.		I	really	do	try,	like	there’s	times	where	we’ve	felt	excluded	for	

whatever	reasons,	maybe	related	to	being	gay,	so	I	try	to	hopefully	make	people	

feel	comfortable	in	gay	scene	–	whatever	that	means.”	

Wes	described	a	mentorship	relationship	when	he	was	an	intern	in	

college,	where	a	coworker	set	himself	up	as	a	role	model	and	“taught	me	

different	things.”		He	then	talked	about	how	he	served	a	similar	function	now	in	

his	BroMo	group,	including	sharing	a	story	about	a	friend	from	the	group	who	

had	never	been	to	a	gay	bar	because	it	freaked	him	out.		One	day	he	said	“we’re	
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just	going	to	go	to	the	Castro”	and	made	him	walk	around	one	day,	have	dinner	

another	day,	and	then	go	to	a	local	bar	–	“someone	had	to	hold	him	by	the	hand	

and	take	him	around.”	

Ed	was	perhaps	the	most	direct	in	explicitly	describing	a	mentorship	

relationship	–	even	using	those	exact	words	(unprompted	from	me).		He	talked	

about	his	best	friend	that	he	met	through	a	gay	wrestling	group,	describing	it	

almost	as	serendipity:	“Mother	Theresa	came	and	he	was	my	gay	best	friend.”		

They	marched	in	the	gay	pride	parade	together,	went	to	other	gay	sporting	

events,	and	“he	took	me	under	his	wing	in	a	lot	of	ways.”		This	friend	was	older	

(53	at	the	time)	and	had	lived	in	San	Francisco	for	30	years,	and	Ed	described	

him	as	the	“equivalent	of…	not	a	gay	parent	but	a	gay	role	model,	a	mentor.”	
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Chapter	5:	Discussion	

Introduction	
	

	 This	chapter	reflects	on	the	data	presented	in	Chapter	4	and	presents	

some	discussion	and	analysis.		In	my	discussion,	I	analyze	the	process	of	finding	

and	inhabiting	community	for	my	participants,	especially	the	role	of	shared	

experiences	(including	tragedy	and	celebration).		From	there	I	analyze	some	of	

the	themes	that	arose	regarding	language	use,	specifically	the	use	of	humor	and	

what	I	describe	as	“gender	play”.		I	try	to	place	this	within	the	context	of	my	

research	sites	–	organized	gay	sports	teams.		Finally,	I	revisit	the	theory	of	

Legitimate	Queer	Participation	(building	off	of	Lave	and	Wenger’s	Legitimate	

Peripheral	Participation),	showing	how	these	sports	teams	–	as	well	as	other	gay	

communities	my	participants	belonged	to	–	served	as	sites	for	situated	learning	

and	therefore	socialization	into	these	concepts	of	“gay	community”	and	“gay	

identity”.	

A	reminder	that	my	research	question,	“how	do	gay	men	in	the	United	

States	experience	becoming	socialized	into	gay	communities,	and	what	is	the	

role	of	language	in	that	experience,”	contained	a	number	of	embedded	questions	

that	I	tried	to	explore	in	my	research:	

• how	gay	men	in	the	United	States	describe	the	“gay	community”	and	
their	experiences	within	that	community	

• how	these	men	experienced	becoming	a	part	of	the	community	
• how	these	men	reflect	on	their	language	use	within	their	community	

interactions	(that	is,	their	use	of	Gay	Discourses)	
• what	role	learning	or	mastering	these	language	practices	played	into	

their	experience	of	becoming	a	part	of	the	community	
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Finding	and	Inhabiting	Community	

In	order	to	be	socialized	into	something	(like	a	sports	team,	an	

organization,	a	community),	it	needs	to	have	some	sort	of	phenomenological	

manifestation.		An	overall	assumption	leading	into	my	research	was	that	this	

concept	called	the	“gay	community”	existed	–	or	at	least	some	plurality	of	that	

concept	existed	for	my	participants.		I	deliberately	worded	my	research	question	

to	move	away	from	the	construction	of	some	sort	of	singular,	monolithic	“gay	

community”	and	instead	consider	the	existence	of	multiple,	overlapping	

communities.		Many	of	my	participants	(like	Mike,	Alexander,	Hunter,	Gabriel,	

Aaron,	Dirk,	Loki,	Gambit,	Wes,	Thom,	and	Ed)	were	very	cognizant	of	the	

different	communities	they	traversed	through.		Others	(like	Regina,	Grumpy,	

Chris,	and	Jonathan)	reflected	on	a	singular	concept	of	the	“gay	community”	but	

had	differing	descriptions	and	versions	which	revealed	different	lived	

experiences.		Through	the	stories	and	experiences	of	my	participants,	it	is	clear	

that	they	inhabit	many	community	spaces	that	are	diverse,	and	that	their	

experiences	are	multiple	and	sometimes	contradictory.		Participants	may	feel	

part	of	some	gay	communities	but	excluded	from	others	–	especially	when	it	

broke	down	around	racial-ethnic	lines.		However,	regardless	of	their	interactions	

with	that/those	community/communities,	all	of	my	participants	reified	the	

existence	of	such	an	entity	or	idea.		As	part	of	this,	they	also	agreed	with	the	

assumption	that	“something	called	‘gay	culture’	(as	distinct	from	gay	‘lifestyle’	or	
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erotic	interests)	really	exists”	(Leap,	2007,	p.	95).		The	parts	of	“gay	culture”	that	

they	valued	or	interacted	with	varied,	but	they	all	had	some	concept	or	definition	

of	what	“gay	community”	meant	to	them.	

However,	an	important	aspect	that	I	want	to	highlight	is	that	almost	none	

of	my	participants	talked	about	finding	community	as	part	of	their	coming	out	

process.		Often,	it	wasn’t	until	much	later	–	years,	in	some	cases	–	when	they	felt	

a	“part	of	the	community”.		For	example,	Gabriel	discussed	how	he	never	got	a	

sense	of	the	“gay	community”	until	after	he	had	come	out	and	“inserted	[himself]	

within	it.”		Mike,	despite	coming	out	at	age	13,	said	he	didn’t	feel	a	part	of	the	gay	

community	until	he	moved	to	San	Francisco	ten	years	later.		Thom	had	to	move	

(figuratively	and	literally)	beyond	the	bar	scene	in	New	York	into	the	gay	sports	

scene	in	Charlotte	before	he	really	felt	like	he	connected	with	people	and	formed	

community.		So	while	research	exists	out	there	regarding	the	coming	out	process	

(for	example:	Weeks,	1977;	Coleman,	1982;	Plummer,	1995;	McKenna	&	Bargh,	

1998;	Harris	&	Bliss,	1998;	Harbeck,	2014),	my	research	suggests	that	this	act	of	

finding	and	inhabiting	community	may	be	a	separate	process	–	one	which	

therefore	deserves	separate	research	and	focus.	

Of	the	many	themes	that	emerged	surrounding	community,	I	would	like	

to	highlight	the	role	of	gay	communities	in	responding	to	celebration	and	

tragedy.		Loki	spoke	at	great	length	about	his	sense	of	community	really	

coalescing	when	his	teammates	gathered	together	at	the	funeral	for	a	former	

player.		Thom	talked	about	gathering	in	the	Castro	for	celebration	after	the	
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Supreme	Court	made	gay	marriage	the	law	nationwide.		And	both	Thom	and	

Alexander	spoke	about	the	vigils	and	marches	that	occurred	following	the	Pulse	

nightclub	shooting.		This	event,	occurring	on	June	12,	2016,	happened	in	the	

midst	of	my	data	collection;	I	had	already	finalized	interviews	at	one	research	

site	but	hadn’t	started	yet	at	my	other	two.		While	only	two	of	my	remaining	

participants	described	this	as	part	of	their	experience	of	community,	their	

reflections	were	particularly	poignant.		Alexander	especially	moved	me	in	his	

paradoxical	description	–	how	he	felt	so	alone	and	isolated	when	surrounded	by	

his	co-workers,	the	people	who	he	saw	every	day	and	knew	very	well;	but	that	

he	finally	felt	connected	that	evening	when	he	was	able	to	join	the	vigil	and	be	

surrounded	by	gay	strangers.		As	he	put	it,	“I	don’t	want	to	be	with	these	people	

[his	co-workers],	I	want	to	be	with	my	people,	people	who	understand	the	hurt	

and	the	pain	that	has	been	caused	on	this	community.”		His	use	of	the	personal	

pronoun	–	my	people	–	speaks	volumes.		In	the	Castro,	he	related	how	“sure	

enough,	I	met	a	couple	of	people	there,	and	they	handed	me	a	candle,	and	I	ended	

up	walking	with	random	people	that	I	didn’t	know,	but	I	needed	that.”	

This	sort	of	connection	is	hardly	new.		Stories	of	the	candlelight	vigil	after	

the	assassination	of	Harvey	Milk	and	Mayor	George	Moscone	still	resonate	

deeply	in	San	Francisco,	regardless	of	whether	you	attended	yourself	or	not.		

This	was	the	event	that	also	marked	the	first	appearance	of	the	San	Francisco	

Gay	Men’s	Chorus,	a	cultural	icon	in	the	area.		More	recently,	gay	and	queer	

people	have	gathered	together	(inevitably,	always	in	the	Castro)	to	express	
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anger	after	the	passage	of	Proposition	8,	California’s	anti-gay	marriage	

amendment;	to	express	solidarity	when	neo-Nazis	came	to	town;	to	protest	

Trump	and	his	election.		There	is	something	about	uniting	with	strangers	who	

have	that	shared	experience,	that	shared	bond	of	sexuality	that	signifies	so	much	

more	than	your	preference	for	sex	or	partners.		Loki	described	it	as	an	“ethos”,	a	

“brotherhood	…	forged	from	trust”	where	you	showed	up	and	had	each	others’	

back.		Thom	talked	about	having	“the	same	wonderful	community	feeling”	when	

attending	gatherings	for	when	the	gay	marriage	amendment	passed,	as	well	as	

when	the	tragedy	at	Pulse	nightclub	occurred.	

By	establishing	these	ideas	of	culture	and	community,	we	can	consider	

the	theory	of	Gay	Discourses	as	“‘distinctive	‘ways	of	talking’	within	its	inventory	

of	symbolics	and	semiotics,”	and	that	“these	‘ways	of	talking’	are	sufficiently	rich	

and	complex	to	justify	being	termed	gay	language,	rather	than	an	argot,	‘secret	

code,’	or	rhetorical	style”	(Leap,	2007,	p.	95).		

Humor,	Masculinity,	and	Gender	Play	

So	what	were	the	aspects	of	Gay	Discourse(s),	these	“distinctive	ways	of	

talking”?		As	was	to	be	expected,	my	participants	weren’t	often	asked	to	be	self-

reflexive	about	something	so	basic,	so	everyday,	as	communication.		And	while	

they	were	sometimes	baffled	by	my	question	of	whether	they	communicate	

differently	inside	their	gay	community	as	opposed	to	outside	of	it,	they	(almost)	

all	had	characteristics	they	were	able	to	list;	and	a	surprising	number	of	them	
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were	extremely	well	versed	in	their	thought	process	regarding	their	

communication	habits.	

In	her	research,	Blackburn	(2005)	discovered	that	her	participants	used	

Gay	Discourses	“for	pleasure,	subversion,	and	retaliation”	(p.	108),	specifically	

“to	elicit	pleasure	and	subvert	oppression”	(p.	89).		Leap	also	address	the	idea	of	

personal	pleasure	by	declaring	that	“the	creative	metaphor,	the	clever	turn	

taking,	the	strategics	[sic]	of	pausing	and	silence,	the	exaggeration	–	all	of	these	

characteristics	make	speaking	and	listening	to	Gay	English	enjoyable	activities,	

even	for	persons	who	are	not	familiar	with	this	language	or	as	fluent	in	its	

grammar	and	rules	of	discourse	as	they	might	prefer”	(Leap,	1996,	p.	162).		

While	my	participants	didn’t	really	discuss	issues	of	subversion	or	retaliation,	

the	theme	of	humor	–	of	language	as	a	way	to	elicit	pleasure	–	was	very	

prevalent.		This	was	also	very	connected	to	their	shared	media	experiences	–	

exemplified	by	Ed	talking	about	the	“Mean	Girls	mentality”	of	his	teammates,	

with	their	playful	sarcasm,	or	Chris	reiterating	that	“the	word	I	always	think	of	

[to	describe	his	communication]	is	playful.”		Mike	talked	about	how	if	“somebody	

stayed	out	way	too	late	the	night	before,	or	if	they	stayed	up	too	late	doing	other	

things…		it’s	always	fun	to	give	them	shit	in	the	morning	if	they	don’t	play	well.		

Kind	of	connect	it	back	to	some	kind	of	craziness	that	they	were	up	to.”		Thom	

related	how	he	remembered	“being	at	a	tournament	and	I	was	finally	in	on	the	

joke.		There’s	a	banquet	and	there’s	an	emcee	and	he’s	making	jokes	and	some	of	

the	jokes	are	about	me	and	I’m,	you	know,	uncomfortable,”	but	then	“it	was	cool	
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because	I	was	like	‘fuck,	I’m	getting	made	fun	of’,	and	then	I	was,	‘no,	it’s	a	joke.		

You	joke	about	people	as	well.’		It	was	neat	to	be	a	part	of	that.”	

What	was	perhaps	more	surprising,	especially	given	my	research	sites,	

was	the	theme	I	have	described	as	“gender	play”	–	where	femininity	was	

expressed	through	behaviors,	tone,	and	word	choice	(pronouns	in	particular).		

This	is	surprising	because	sports	(or	at	least	certain	ones)	are	constructed	as	

very	masculine	pastimes.		Messner	(1990),	for	example,	studied	organized	

sports	as	a	“gendered	institution”	as	well	as	a	“gendering	institution”	that	is	both	

reflective	of	gender	relations	and	values	and	also	constructive	of	the	current	

gender	order,	specifically	“through	the	‘masculinizing’	of	male	bodies	and	minds”	

(p.	438).		He	proposes	that	“the	interaction	between	the	young	male’s	

preexisting	internalized	ambivalence	toward	intimacy	with	the	competitive,	

hierarchical	institution	of	sport	has	resulted	in	the	construction	of	a	masculine	

personality	that	is	characterized	by	instrumental	rationality,	goal-orientation,	

and	difficulties	with	intimate	connection	and	expression”	(Messner,	1987,	qtd.	in	

Messner	1990,	p.	439).		Sports,	in	other	words,	appear	like	they	would	be	an	

ideal	location	for	men	to	develop	community,	with	participants	working	together	

for	a	common	goal.		However,	Messner	(1990)	discovered	that	the	heterosexual,	

hyper-masculine	“competitive”	and	“hierarchical”	environment	actually	had	the	

opposite	effect	–	causing	“difficulties	with	intimate	connection	and	expression”	

(p.	439).		Indeed,	many	of	my	participants	related	how	one	of	the	differences	

between	a	gay	and	a	straight	sports	team	is	that	they	wouldn’t	hang	out	with	
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their	teammates	from	a	straight	team	off	the	field6,	or	talk	much	with	them	on	or	

off	the	field.		Pascoe	(2005)	describes	the	construction	of	masculinity	for	teenage	

boys	as	the	embodiment	of	homophobia	–	as	the	rejection	of	the	“abject	specter”	

of	the	“fag”.		“A	boy	could	get	called	a	fag	for	exhibiting	any	sort	of	behavior	

defined	as	non-masculine”	(Pascoe,	2005,	p.	337),	and	if	being	good	at	sports	is	

by	definition	masculine,	then	exhibit	feminine	characteristics	with	a	sports	

context	would	seem	anathema.	

Despite	this,	gay	sports	teams	seem	to	subvert	this	construction	of	the	

institution	of	“sports”,	both	by	the	community	connection	as	well	as	the	

inclusion	of	characteristics	and	language	that	may	be	deemed	feminine.		Almost	

all	of	my	participants,	when	considering	their	varied	communication	acts,	

immediately	went	to	a	(mis?)gendered	language.		Pronouns	in	particular	–	that	is,	

using	female	pronouns	to	describe	male	and/or	male-bodied	people	–	but	there	

were	also	other	female-specific	slang	terms	participants	applied	to	either	

themselves	or	others	–	sister,	girl,	girlfriend,	or	more	misogynistic	ones	like	bitch	

or	“my	pussy”.		Some	participants	still	maintained	their	own	identity	of	

masculinity	–	like	Hunter,	who	didn’t	feel	like	he	personally	changed	his	speech	

practices	much	between	communities,	or	Thor,	who	initially	was	thrown	by	

people	calling	him	a	“girl”.		Both,	however,	recognized	the	practice	in	others,	and	

tolerated	it	now.		Meanwhile	others,	like	Aaron	or	Keith	or	Jonathan	(or,	in	fact,	

																																																								
6	I	use	the	term	“field”	here	to	generically	describe	the	location	of	the	sporting	
practice	or	event,	recognizing	that	not	every	sport	is	played	on	an	actual	field.		
(The	volleyball	league,	for	example,	plays	almost	exclusively	inside	gyms).	
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the	majority	of	my	participants),	reveled	in	it.		Connecting	it	again	to	the	shared	

experiences	of	media	–	RuPaul’s	Drag	Race,	Paris	Is	Burning,	Will	&	Grace	–	they	

found	such	joy	and	pleasure	from	this	practice,	and	from	sharing	it	with	their	

friends	and	teammates.	

So	why	the	disconnect?		I	speculate	that	it	has	something	to	do	with	the	

fact	that	these	sports	teams	are	sites	for	gay	community	development.		My	

participants	sometimes	had	to	be	pressed	to	explain	why	they	were	playing	on	a	

gay	team	rather	than	just	a	general	non-identity-specific	(and	therefore,	thanks	

to	heterosexism,	“straight”)	team.		Most	of	them	reflected	that	there	was	a	

comfort	level,	that	there	was	an	increased	amount	of	fun	and	humor,	that	there	

was	an	instant	shared	connection	with	teammates	–	which	extended	beyond	the	

field.			For	Keith,	rugby	was	“a	sport	it	also	lends	itself	to	a	level	of	intimacy”	and	

has	“a	great	combination	of	closeness	that	you	can	get	for	people	who	aren’t…	

that	the	gayness	doesn’t	matter,	but	then	it	makes	it	even	easier.”			On	Thor’s	

softball	team,	he	described	how	much	he	enjoyed	hanging	out	with	teammates	at	

the	bar	after	games	(and	running	into	other	teams	as	well),	following	the	

tradition	to	go	to	the	winning	team’s	sponsoring	bar,	and	then	the	losing	team’s	

sponsoring	bar.		Thom	said	that	the	reason	he	was	involved	in	a	gay	sports	

league,	rather	than	a	non-identified	(and	therefore	assumedly	straight)	league,	

was	that	“it’s	a	shared	experience,	like	I	don’t…	I	don’t	know	if	that	makes	sense,	

that	goes	just	beyond	the	sport.	But	you	have	these	friends,	you	see	them	three	
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or	four	times	a	year,	you	go…	you	compete,	you	have	fun,	you	go	out,	you	sit	

around,	you	joke.”	

However,	some	of	my	participants	also	shared	experiences	about	coming	

to	sports	later	in	life.		Some	of	my	participants	had	played	when	they	were	

younger,	but	given	the	inherent	homophobia	and	hyper-masculinity	involved	in	

the	construction	of	sports,	is	it	any	surprise	that	gay	men	would	reject	those	

spaces	as	ones,	at	best,	to	be	avoided,	or	as	ones,	at	worst,	of	violence	and	

trauma?		Or	that	once	they	were	inhabiting	these	spaces,	they	rejected	the	

cultural	norms	about	how	people	should	communicate	and	instead	brought	their	

own	Gay	Discourses	to	bear?		Instead	of	having	their	sports	community	

inoculating	my	participants	from	the	influence	of	Gay	Discourse,	it	instead	

provided	another	site	for	situated	learning	of	the	Discourses	the	oldtimers	were	

already	speaking	elsewhere	–	and	therefore,	in	a	truly	complicated,	cyclical,	

reciprocal	nature,	provided	opportunities	for	newcomers	to	continue	the	

perpetuating	of	these	Discourses,	including	the	elements	like	gender	play	that	

would	initially	seem	incongruous	with	masculine	sport	spaces.		Perhaps	Mike	

said	it	best,	that	“it’s	kind	of	like	a	joke,	my	mom	asks	me	‘what’s	it	like	playing	

gay	softball’,		I’m	like	‘girl,	we	don’t	really	play,	we	just	drink	a	lot	and	call	each	

other	girl	all	the	time.		Make	jokes	about	balls	and	rip	on	each	other.’		And	it’s	

true,	that’s	what	we	do.		I	love	playing,	and	I	always	will.”	
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Legitimate	Queer	Participation	

By	voluntarily	participating	in	explicitly	gay	sports	teams,	my	hope	was	

that	my	participants	were	all	engaged	with	the	concept	of	community	in	some	

form	–	be	that	via	their	sport	or	elsewhere.		I	was	specifically	looking	for	

participants	who	could	reflect	on	their	socialization	into	community,	and	their	

language	practices	within	that/those	community/ies,	and	could	therefore	reveal	

whether	the	theories	of	socialization	I	have	outlined	in	my	Literature	Review	

(see	Chapter	2)	applied	to	their	own	lived	experiences.		By	and	large,	my	

participants	all	shared	experiences	that	reflected	the	concept	I	have	constructed	

of	Legitimate	Queer	Participation	(building	off	the	theories	of	situated	learning	

from	Lave	and	Wenger),	supporting	the	idea	that	a	gay	community	serves	as	a	

situated	location	for	learning.		For	Lave	and	Wenger	(1991),	situated	learning	

indicated	that	learning	was	not	located	“in	the	acquisition	of	structure,	but	in	the	

increased	access	of	learners	to	participating	roles	in	expert	performances”	(Lave	

and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	17)	–	that	is,	as	applied	to	my	research,	that	gay	men	new	

to	a	community	could	develop	“expert	performances”	of	how	to	behave	within	

that	community	through	participation.		Newcomers,	entering	the	community	

from	the	periphery,	are	given	legitimacy	to	participate	with	old-timers	through	a	

variety	of	means,	and	specifically	in	their	own	individual	development	and	use	of	

Gay	Discourses.		While	rarely	a	case	of	formal	teaching	–	although	in	some	cases	

the	intentionality	of	instruction	could	very	well	lead	towards	a	more	formal	

structure	–	more	importantly,	“what	the	effective	learner	learns	is	how	to	
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actually	do	practices”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	20).		In	this	way,	my	research	

supported	the	shift	of	my	theoretical	lens	away	from	sponsorship	(à	la	Brandt)	

towards	mentorship	(à	la	Lave	and	Wenger).		While	sponsors	“enable,	support,	

teach,	model,	as	well	as	recruit,	regulate,	suppress,	or	withhold	literacy	–	and	

gain	advantage	by	it	in	some	way”	(Brandt,	1998,	p.	556)	and	“lend	their	

resources	or	credibility	to	the	sponsored	but	also	stand	to	gain	benefits	from	

their	success”	(Brandt,	1998,	p.	556),	a	different	process	appeared	to	be	

operating	within	my	research.		While	the	relationships	developed	do	seem	

reciprocal	in	many	fashions	–	both	newcomer	and	old-timer	seem	to	derive	joy	

and	pleasure	from	their	interactions	and	shared	experiences,	and	stand	to	

benefit	from	the	continued	existence	and	expansion	of	their	“gay	community”	–	

the	transfer	of	identity	and	language	practices	was	precluded	on	the	giving	of	

legitimacy	for	participation	and	seemed	less	about	“gaining	benefit”	and	more	

about	sharing	knowledge	and	experiences.	

The	process	of	Legitimate	Queer	Participation,	as	my	participants	

experienced	it,	seemed	to	often	follow	rather	indirect	(or	at	least	less	explicitly	

articulated)	pathways.		Many	of	my	participants	spoke	of	just	“picking	up”	their	

community	language	practices.		Aaron,	being	very	perceptive	about	the	link	

between	language	and	identity,	when	asked	how	he	learned	to	communicate	

within	the	culture	threw	back	at	me:	“How	do	you	learn	to	be	gay?		You	pick	it	up.		

I	think	that	the	more	types	of	gay	people	you’re	exposed	to,	the	way	people	talk	

to	you	then	becomes	the	way	you	start	talking	to	other	people.	…	Those	kind	of	
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patterns	you’ll	pick	up	over	time	as	you	realize	‘oh,	there	is	a	distinct	way	to	

communicate	with	my	friend	group’,	you	know?”		Mike	learned	his	

communication	practices	by	“just	picking	up	on	it	from	other	people.		Seeing	that	

kind	of	back	and	forth.”		Regina	agreed	that	you	“picked	it	up”	from	the	people	

around	you.		Gabriel	learned	from	“observing	others”	and	Chris	said	he	learned	

from	observing	other	people’s	interactions,	“seeing	how	playful	and	freely	

everyone	I	would	be	around	would	interact,”	leading	to	him	“bouncing	off	the	

vibes	I'm	getting	from	other	people	I'm	interacting	with.”		These	participants,	

however,	also	had	stories	of	locations	and	groups	and	opportunities	to	“pick	up”	

these	practices	among	other	gay	men	–	that	is,	while	being	situated	within	the	

community.	

Legitimate	Queer	Participation	continues	that	by	engaging	with	old-

timers	and	therefore	being	drawn	further	into	the	community	from	the	

periphery.		This	process	is	highly	interactive	“in	which	the	apprentice	engages	by	

simultaneously	performing	in	several	roles	–	status	subordinate,	learning	

practitioner,	sole	responsible	agent	in	minor	parts	of	the	performance,	aspiring	

expert,	and	so	forth”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	23).		Given	on	the	opportunity	

to	“try	on”	the	Discourse	–	to	experiment	with	what	it	means	to	“be	gay”	or	“be	in	

a	gay	community”	–	“apprentices	gradually	assemble	a	general	idea	of	what	

constitutes	the	practice	of	the	community	…	how	masters	talk,	walk,	work,	and	

generally	conduct	their	lives”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	95).		While	the	idea	of	

an	apprentice	and	a	sponsee,	mentorship	and	sponsorship,	may	sometimes	be	
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conflated,	in	my	research	they	were	distinctly	different	experiences.		While	my	

participants	didn’t	use	terminology	like	“mentorship”	to	describe	their	

experiences,	and	their	responses	may	have	painted	a	picture	of	“just	picking	it	

up”,	they	definitely	shared	stories	of	interacting	with	others,	of	being	brought	

into	community	through	observation	and	play	and	conversations.		Chris	talked	

about	a	good	friend,	“like	a	brother”,	who	would	take	him	out	to	the	gay	bars	

when	he	first	moved	to	San	Francisco.		Gambit	had	a	childhood	friend	who	he	

reconnected	with,	and	who	dragged	him	out	–	to	bathhouses,	to	the	country	

western	dance	clubs,	to	his	first	gay	pride;	“Without	him	I’d	probably	still	be	

looking	at	everything	on	the	phone	instead	of	actually	doing	stuff	because	that’s	

kind	of	me.”		Hunter	talked	about	“some	positive	role	models”	he	found	in	older	

lesbians	and	gay	men	he	met	in	San	Francisco,	explaining	to	him	how	they	would	

meet	(often	in	secret)	before	gay	bars	were	allowed,	or	what	terms	like	“friend	of	

Dorothy”	meant.		Dirk	told	me	he	didn’t	find	community	until	he	moved	to	

Chicago,	where	he	“had	multiple	gay	coworkers	at	a	summer	job,	and	they	were	

the	ones	that	introduced	me	to	the	gay	bar	scene	and	gay	activities	like	a	pride	

parade	and…	like	a	gay	community	center.”	

As	can	be	seen,	within	these	experiences,	many	participants	talked	about	

gay	communication	being	about	shared	experiences	(especially	in	social	

locations	like	bars	or	community	centers,	or	via	media	touchstones).		This	

process	of	sharing	“gay	culture”	is	particularly	useful	in	creating	an	identity	with	

the	community,	as	“it	includes	an	increasing	understanding	of	how,	when,	and	
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about	what	old-timers	collaborate,	collude,	and	collide,	and	what	they	enjoy,	

dislike,	respect,	and	admire”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	95).		

Legitimate	peripheral	participation	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991)	occurs	

when	newcomers	connect	and	identify	with	an	old-timer	–	described	perhaps	as	

a	sponsor,	or	mentor,	or	simply	a	friend.		Not	all	of	my	participants	shared	

stories	of	direct	mentor	relationships,	and	fewer	explicitly	connected	that	

experience	to	their	acquisition	of	Gay	Discourses	or	their	socialization	into	gay	

communities.		But	there	were	some	examples;	Gabriel	discussed	being	in	high	

school	and	having	some	older	friends	in	their	twenties	who	“were	sort	of	

mentoring	me	and	they	exposed	me	to	a	lot,	just	about	their	experiences.”		Wes	

described	a	mentorship	relationship	when	he	was	an	intern	in	college,	where	a	

coworker	set	himself	up	as	a	role	model	and	“taught	me	different	things.”		Ed	

was	perhaps	the	most	direct	in	explicitly	describing	a	mentorship	relationship	–	

even	using	those	exact	words	(unprompted	from	me).		He	talked	about	his	best	

friend	that	he	met	through	a	gay	wrestling	group;	they	marched	in	the	gay	pride	

parade	together,	went	to	other	gay	sporting	events,	and	“he	took	me	under	his	

wing	in	a	lot	of	ways.”		This	friend	was	older	(53	at	the	time)	and	had	lived	in	San	

Francisco	for	30	years,	and	Ed	described	him	as	the	“equivalent	of…	not	a	gay	

parent	but	a	gay	role	model,	a	mentor.”	

I	believe	that	especially	when	it	comes	to	issues	of	language,	participants	

are	rarely	asked	to	self-reflect	or	show	any	self-awareness	of	their	socialization	

practices.		While	some	participants	were	surprisingly	aware	of	these	issues	–	like	
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Thom	who	revealed	that	he	had	been	thinking	about	the	idea	of	“sounding	gay”,	

or	Dirk	the	DJ	who	had	been	informally	studying	cadence	use	amongst	his	

friends,	or	Ed	who	described	his	friend	as	“a	gay	role	model,	a	mentor”	–	many	of	

my	participants	initially	struggled	to	answer	both	my	question	about	whether	

they	communicate	differently	within	the	gay	community,	as	well	as	why	they	

think	they	did	so.			Still,	an	analysis	of	their	answers	does	show	that	mentorship	

models	were	at	work	with	my	participants	–	with	one	notable	exception.	

Legitimate	Queer	Non-Participation	

Perhaps	the	most	telling	of	my	results	that	supports	this	concept	of	

Legitimate	Queer	Participation	were	my	participants	who	expressed	that	they	

didn’t	feel	a	part	of	the	community.		Blackburn	(2005),	in	her	research	on	the	

language	spoken	at	her	queer	urban	youth	center,	proposed	that	“being	taught	

Gaybonics	[made	the	youth]	feel	more	a	part	of	the	community”	(p.	98).		At	the	

same	time,	“those	who	do	not	know	the	discourse	[were]	excluded	from	the	

community”	(Blackburn,	2005,	p.	98).		Three	of	my	participants	expressed	some	

degree	of	concern	that	they	didn’t	feel	a	part	of	the	gay	community	(despite,	I	

should	note,	having	been	recruited	for	this	study	because	of	their	participation	

on	an	explicitly	gay-identified	sports	team).		What	do	these	cases	reveal	about	

the	role	of	shared	discourse	(a	la	Blackburn)	or	mentorship	through	legitimate	

peripheral	participation	(a	la	Lave	and	Wenger)?	

Gambit	was	perhaps	a	mixed	result	–	while	he	initially	proclaimed	that	he	

didn’t	feel	a	part	of	the	community,	primarily	due	to	experiences	with	racism	
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(Gambit	is	black),	he	later	seemed	to	express	inclusion	with	a	particular	

community	–	the	gay	country	western	dancing	community.		Within	this	context,	

he	explicitly	shared	a	story	about	a	direct	mentorship	relationship	–	his	friend	

who	“dragged”	him	to	the	country	western	bar	“until	it	stuck”,	as	well	as	the	

general	community	at	that	bar	where	if	someone	was	new,	everyone	would	

come	up	and	say	hello.			The	culture	was	one	where	you	could	ask	anyone	to	

dance,	with	no	hidden	(sexual)	agendas,	and	Gambit	reported	that	to	some	

degree	the	bar	“integrated	him	into	it”	rather	than	the	other	way	around.		For	

example,	he	says	that	if	someone	is	new	at	the	bar,	everyone	will	go	up	and	say	

hello	and	make	you	feel	welcome.		He	also	personally	had	a	situation	where,	

while	potentially	tokenizing,	he	was	valued	for	his	race:	at	the	annual	party	they	

were	taking	pictures	of	dancers	to	use	in	their	promotions	for	the	next	year,	and	

they	explicitly	asked	him	to	be	a	part	of	the	photo	shoot	to	show	the	diversity	of	

the	country	western	dancers.		Ultimately,	while	his	experiences	of	racism	had	

left	him	leery	of	full	participation	in	certain	gay	communities,	his	experience	of	

mentorship	and	legitimate	peripheral	participation	had	given	him	a	sense	of	

community	at	his	home	gay	country	western	bar.	

Mike	also	had	responses	that	seemed	mixed	and	conflicting.		He	had	some	

recent	life	circumstances	that	had	removed	him,	both	physically	and	emotionally,	

from	the	community.		Although	he	had	continually	still	identified	very	strongly	

as	gay,	it	was	something	he	said	was	“part	of	me	but	not	all	of	me”.		While	he	

stated	that	“most	of	my	friends	are	gay,	and	I	play	in	the	gay	softball	league,	
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obviously,	I’ve	never	had	any	issues	with	the	fact	that	I	am	gay”,	he	was	just	re-

entering	the	space	and	expressed	some	doubt	in	his	interview	whether	he	was	

part	of	the	gay	community	or	not.		He	also	was	one	of	only	two	participants	to	

not	have	anything	in	his	interview	that	I	coded	as	following	a	mentorship	model.		

However,	Mike	was	extremely	adept	at	discussing	his	experiences	with	gay	

communities	while	younger,	as	well	as	a	surprisingly	self-aware	assessment	of	

Gay	Discourse	practices	(although	he	said	he	personally	didn’t	engage	in	them	

very	much).		For	example,	he	spoke	at	length	about	the	use	of	gay	language	for	

humor	and	teasing,	about	the	sexual	undertones,	and	about	how	him	and	his	

teammates	“just	drink	a	lot	and	call	each	other	girl	all	the	time.		Make	jokes	

about	balls	and	rip	on	each	other.”		This	knowledge	seemed	to	be	sufficient	to	

allow	participation	within	the	community	if	and	when	Mike	decided	he	wanted	

to	do	so	–	perhaps	indicative	of	his	ability	to	use	his	recognition	of	gay	

discourses	in	order	to	spot	potential	allies	or	friends	in	the	activities	he	was	

engaged	with	(like	softball).		

Grumpy,	however,	was	perhaps	the	exception	that	reinforced	the	rule	–	

someone	who	couldn’t	really	describe	the	gay	community,	who	couldn’t	describe	

how	he	communicated	differently	within	the	community	as	opposed	to	outside	

of	it,	and	who	also	didn’t	feel	a	part	of	the	community.		Grumpy	seemed	to	have	a	

general	idea	of	some	of	the	stereotypical	answers	to	these	questions	–	that	

people	thought	the	gay	community	was	“flocks	of	guys	running	around”	in	heels	

and	being	flamboyant.		While	disagreeing	with	this	assessment,	his	descriptions	
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of	what	the	community	was	were	fairly	generic	–	the	gay	community	was	about	

“acceptance”	and	“safety”	–	but	again,	he	wasn’t	really	able	to	articulate	clearly	

what	the	community	meant	for	him.		He	talked	about	not	connecting	with	the	bar	

culture,	not	having	things	in	common	with	other	gay	men,	and	really	only	feeling	

community	through	his	softball	team.		He	stated	that	outside	of	that	interaction	

he	didn’t	really	have	any	gay	friends	(other	than	his	husband),	that	he	could	be	

stand-offish	with	his	softball	teammates,	and	that	he	vehemently	rejected	certain	

aspects	of	Gay	Discourse	(like	gender	play):	“If	you	want	to	call	each	other	[girl]	

that’s	fine,	but	don’t	call	me	that.	[…]	My	partner	does	it	around	other	friends	he	

has.		I	don’t.	[…]	I	told	him	I	don’t	want	him	[to	do	that	with	me].”		Grumpy	also	

had	absolutely	nothing	in	his	interview	that	would	indicate	a	mentorship	

relationship	or	any	experiences	where	he	engaged	with	legitimate	peripheral	

participation.		Perhaps	Grumpy,	despite	rejecting	the	stereotypical	images	of	the	

“gay	community”,	had	still	internalized	certain	ideas	about	masculinity	and	

heteronormativity;	one	which	demanded,	despite	being	out	as	a	gay	men,	a	

certain	form	of	“normal”	masculinity	(including	a	rejection	of	the	feminine):	

“First	time	somebody	called	me	[a	girl]	I	got	offended	by	it.		I	was	like	‘huh?		I’m	

not	a	girl,	dude.’		I’m	just	more	–	I’m	rough	around	the	edges.”		Regardless	of	the	

reasons	for	it,	Grumpy’s	self-identified	non-community	connection	only	

emphasized	the	role	that	Legitimate	Queer	Participation	played	in	the	

socialization	for	all	my	other	participants.	
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Chapter	6:	Conclusion	

Summary	of	Findings	
	

	 How	do	gay	men	in	the	United	States	experience	becoming	socialized	into	

gay	communities,	and	what	is	the	role	of	language	in	that	experience?		This	

research	question	was	one	that	has	intrigued	me,	in	some	form	or	another,	since	

my	first	graduate	level	course	in	Rhetoric,	over	a	decade	ago.		Through	two	

Masters	degrees	and	as	Doctorate	program,	I	continued	to	reflect,	refine,	and	

interrogate	this	idea,	ultimately	leading	to	my	dissertation	research.		To	

approach	this	inquiry,	I	situated	my	research	on	the	intersection	of	educational	

theory	and	linguistic	interrogation.		I	also	approached	this	research	using	a	

phenomenological	lens,	given	the	intangibility	and	yet	extremely	important	and	

concrete	concepts	being	approached	–	that	of	gay	communities	and	gay	

languages.		I	very	much	wanted	to	situate	myself,	as	a	nascent	researcher,	and	

my	experiences	within	my	work.		Drawing	specifically	on	the	methodology	and	

methods	of	Heuristic	Inquiry	(Douglass	and	Moustakas,	1985;	Moustakas,	1990;	

Patton,	2002),	I	conducted	semi-structured	in-depth	interviews,	supplemented	

by	participatory	and	non-participatory	observations.	

Educational	theorists	Lave	and	Wenger	(1991)	formed	the	core	of	my	

lens,	and	their	theory	of	Legitimate	Peripheral	Participation.		Conceptualizing	

the	“gay	community”	as	a	site	for	informal	education	and	situated	learning,	I	

position	socialization	into	the	community	as	the	development	of	identity,	

including	increased	competency	and	comfortableness	with	shared	language	
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practices.		Spaces	were	identified	where	“newcomers”	and	“old-timers”	could	

meet	and	interact,	providing	opportunities	for	Legitimate	Queer	Participation.		

Newcomers,	entering	the	community	from	the	periphery,	were	given	legitimacy	

to	participate	with	old-timers	through	a	variety	of	means,	and	specifically	in	

their	own	individual	development	and	use	of	Gay	Discourses.		While	rarely	a	

case	of	formal	teaching,	“what	the	effective	learner	learns	is	how	to	actually	do	

practices”	(Lave	and	Wenger,	1991,	p.	20);	that	is,	how	to	“be	gay”	–	at	least	

amongst	a	group	of	other	gay	men.		Many	of	my	participants	spoke	of	just	

“picking	up”	their	community	language	practices	–	but	they	also	all	had	stories	of	

locations	and	groups	and	opportunities	to	“pick	up”	these	practices	among	other	

gay	men	–	that	is,	while	being	situated	within	the	community.		Some	participants	

were	really	explicit	about	having	a	mentorship	model	for	their	engagement	with	

the	community,	while	others	talked	more	generally	about	their	socialization	

process.		Some	participants	were	explicit	about	the	language	practices	they	used	

within	(rather	than	outside)	of	their	communities,	while	others	struggled	to	

articulate	what	those	differences	were.		But	to	some	degree	or	another,	all	my	

participants	validated	this	theoretical	lens	of	Legitimate	Queer	Participation	–	

including,	in	Grumpy’s	case,	by	showing	a	lack	of	community	connection	

combined	with	a	lack	of	language	acceptance	and	practices.	

A	key	component	of	Legitimate	Queer	Participation	is	shared	experiences	

–	events,	language	acts,	and	cultural	touchstones	that	can	help	instantly	unite	

people	within	a	community.		Some	of	these	experiences	were	positive,	some	
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were	negative,	but	they	all	provided	the	basis	for	connection.		Many	participants	

talked	about	media	–	a	theme	I	discovered	in	my	earlier	exploratory	work	

(Green,	2013).		While	the	specifics	changed	over	time	–	Steel	Magnolias	and	Paris	

Is	Burning	replaced	by	Mean	Girls	and	RuPaul’s	Drag	Race	–	the	effects	this	media	

had	on	my	participants	and	the	ways	they	used	it	to	interact	with	each	other	

remained	consistent.		Participants	also	talked	a	lot	about	the	concept	of	“family”,	

and	how	their	gay	communities	redefined	that	for	them	–	the	idea	of	“chosen	

family”.		Loki	in	particular	shared	about	how	his	gay	family	coalesced	around	a	

source	of	tragedy	–	the	suicide	of	a	fellow	teammate.		Thom	and	Alexander	spoke	

specifically	about	the	Pulse	Nightclub	tragedy,	where	a	shooter	entered	a	gay	

(primarily	people	of	color)	nightclub	in	Orlando	and	killed	49	people	while	

wounding	58	others.		Alexander	in	particular	described	how	he	felt	alone	and	

disconnected	amongst	his	coworkers	–	people	he	knew	intimately	and	saw	daily	

–	but	suddenly	felt	solace	and	connection	amongst	a	group	of	(gay)	strangers	

participating	in	a	vigil	and	march	from	the	Castro.	

This	theme	of	family	and	connection	is	perhaps	the	flip	side	of	the	shared	

experience	of	being	rejected	and	disconnected	by	other	communities	–	blood	

family,	school	peers,	and	a	heterosexist,	homophobic	society.		Part	of	the	shared	

experiences	may	include	a	history	of	being	bullied	and	excluded,	much	like	

Aaron	was	in	middle	school,	or	how	Loki	talked	about	Gay	Discourse	as	“the	

language	of	the	dispossessed.”		Being	able	to	have	the	assumption	of	a	shared	

background	–	similar	stories	of	pain	and	perseverance,	questioning	and	coming	
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out	–	may	make	it	easier	to	break	the	ice	and	connect	socially,	providing	

opportunities	for	positive	shared	experiences.		Thom	and	Alexander,	among	

others,	talked	about	just	feeling	“more	comfortable”	with	other	gay	men	when	it	

came	to	socializing	and	using	their	gay	language	practices.	

	 An	important	sub-question	for	my	research	was	to	try	and	discover	how	

my	participants	had	learned	their	gay	languages	and	Queer	Discourses,	and	why	

they	used	them	in	a	world	that	is	still	homophobic	and	sexist.		While	the	field	of	

Linguistics	is	filled	with	research	establishing	the	concept	of	Queer	Discourses	

(for	example:	Barrett,	1997;	Barrett,	2002;	Leap,	1996;	Liang,	1997;	Livia,	2002;	

Lucas,	1997;	McElhinny,	2002;	Moonwomon-Baird,	1997;	Motshcenbacher,	

2010;	Plummer,	1995;	Podseva,	et	al,	2002;	Rodrigeuz,	2003;	Watney,	1995;	

Wong,	et	all,	2002),	it	was	very	difficult	to	find	anyone	who	had	asked	how	or	

why	these	language	practices	appeared	and	were	adopted.		Leap	(1996,	2007)	

and	Blackburn	(2005)	had	done	some	research	into	the	“why”	question,	with	

Blackburn	proposing	that	these	language	practices	were	used	“to	elicit	pleasure	

and	subvert	oppression”	(p.	89).		While	my	participants	didn’t	reveal	many	

themes	of	oppression	subversion,	they	did	indeed	relate	that	pleasure	and	

humor	featured	prominently	in	their	gay	language	practices,	especially	when	

combined	with	practices	of	teasing,	sexualized	content,	and	what	I	describe	as	

“gender	play”	(especially	the	flipping	of	gender	pronouns	and	slang).	

As	for	the	question	of	“how”,	the	lens	of	Legitimate	Queer	Participation	

gave	me	an	entryway	into	that	line	of	inquiry,	and	indeed	my	research	seemed	to	
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support	the	hypothesis	that	through	legitimate	participation,	newcomers	to	a	

community	learned	how	to	speak	and	interact	with	others.		Various	forms	of	a	

mentorship	model	emerged	–	some	very	explicitly,	like	Gambit’s	friend	who	

forced	him	out	of	the	house,	or	Wes’	BroMo	Facebook	group,	or	Gabriel’s	“sort	of	

mentors”,	or	Jonathan	talking	about	mentoring	others,	or	Ed	using	the	term	

explicitly,	others	more	general	and	indirectly	describing	their	observations	and	

interactions	with	others.		This	process	seemed	to	happen	not	just	despite	of	their	

participation	in	sports	–	a	“gendered	institution”	as	well	as	a	“gendering	

institution”	which	“masculinize[ed]’	male	bodies	and	minds”		(Messner,	1990,	p.	

438)	–	but	because	of	that	participation.		The	heterosexual,	hyper-masculine	

“competitive”	and	“hierarchical”	environment	of	sports,	rather	than	causing	

“difficulties	with	intimate	connection	and	expression”	(Messner,	1990,	p.	429)	

and	inoculating	my	participants	from	the	influence	of	Gay	Discourse,	instead	

provided	another	site	for	situated	learning	of	the	Discourses,	including	elements	

like	gender	play	that	would	initially	seem	incongruous	with	masculine	sport	

spaces.	

I	also	had	some	insight	into	the	effects	of	not	learning	Queer	Discourses	

and	that	effect	on	community	and	socialization.		Blackburn	(2005)	described	

that	while	“being	taught	Gaybonics	[made	the	youth]	feel	more	a	part	of	the	

community[,	…]	those	who	do	not	know	the	discourse	[were]	excluded	from	the	

community”	(p.	98).		Themes	of	exclusion	definitely	emerged	from	my	research	–	

dealing	with	a	range	of	identity	issues	from	race	to	age	to	size	to	social-
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economics.		But	my	participants,	by	and	large,	seemed	to	overcome	these	

experiences	by	finding	a	different	gay	community	which	welcomed	their	identity	

–	and	integrating	into	that	set	of	shared	experiences	and	language	practices.		

When	it	came	to	being	excluded	from	discourse	entirely,	however,	some	

interesting	results	emerged	which	actually	reinforced	this	idea	of	Legitimate	

Queer	Participation.		Thor	didn’t	initially	understand	the	discourse	he	was	

exposed	to,	especially	gender	play,	but	eventually	grew	to	accept	and	embrace	

this	–	not	necessarily	as	something	he	engages	in,	but	something	that	brings	

others	pleasure	and	that	he	sees	as	building	connections.		Some	other	

participants,	like	Dirk	and	Mike,	echoed	versions	of	this	idea,	but	in	general	

seemed	very	open	and	accepting	to	being	embedded	within	communities	that	

used	those	discourses.		Grumpy,	however,	was	adamant	in	his	rejection	of	

gender	play	–	and	was	also	the	only	participant	who,	despite	being	surrounded	

by	gay	men	on	a	gay	softball	team,	said	that	he	didn’t	really	have	any	gay	friends.		

Despite	the	close	proximity	through	sports	that	had	drawn	so	many	of	my	other	

participants	together	into	community,	Grumpy’s	refusal	to	engage	with	Gay	

Discourses	–	and	perhaps	his	lack	of	integration	through	Legitimate	Queer	

Participation	–	seems	to	have	kept	his	community	interaction	relegated	only	to	

the	field.	

Overall,	these	findings	combined	emphasize	my	proposal	that	coming	out	

does	not	equal	community	development.		Grumpy	was	clearly	out	and	proud,	but	

had	very	minimal	community	engagement	and	identity.		Other	participants	
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didn’t	identify	their	sense	of	community	as	developing	until	years	after	they	

came	out,	often	coinciding	with	a	move	to	another	city	or	a	shift	to	another	

group	that	they	could	participate	with	(like	a	sports	team	instead	of	bar	buddies).	

Recommendations	for	Application	and	Future	Research	

We	live	in	an	age	where	some	claim	we	are	“post-sexuality”	–	we’ve	

achieved	marriage	equality,	discrimination	is	on	the	decline,	more	and	more	

young	people	are	refusing	to	identify	as	any	sexuality,	the	demise	of	

heterosexuality	as	a	concept	is	on	the	horizon	(Ambrosino).		Yet	despite	these	

predictions	(and	much	like	claims	that	we	had	somehow	moved	to	a	“post-racial”	

society	after	the	election	of	a	black	President),	discrimination	still	exists	

(especially	for	non-white,	non-male	queers),	especially	in	this	new	area	of	

Trump	politics	where	there’s	been	a	resurgence	of	hate	crimes	(Potok)	and	an	

increase	in	the	number	of	hate	groups	(“FBI”).		While	the	lives	of	some	may	have	

improved	substantially	(especially	white,	gay	men),	many	are	still	struggling	

with	issues	of	discrimination	–	as	evidenced	by	my	own	research	in	San	

Francisco,	gayest	of	all	liberal	meccas.	

Furthermore,	regardless	of	the	positivity	of	the	environment,	my	research	

implies	that	when	it	comes	to	issues	of	community,	we	will	start	to	lose	our	

sense	of	the	gay	community	if	we	don’t	engage	in	practices	which	encourage	and	

build	it.		Again,	some	may	argue	this	is	a	good	thing	–	that	we	should	get	rid	of	

labels,	stop	sectioning	ourselves	off	from	others,	integrate	fully	into	“normal”	

society.		I	vehemently	disagree.		I	believe	that	there	is	still	a	need	for	the	gay	bar,	
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the	gay	sports	league,	the	gay	fill-in-the-blank	–	even	in	San	Francisco.		As	

evidenced	by	my	participants,	this	type	of	connection	is	important	to	them	–	it	

elicits	humor,	it	allows	them	to	relax	or	“be	themselves”,	it	creates	bonding	over	

shared	experiences.		As	Chris	said,	“I	don’t	have	the	same	types	of	conversations	

with	my	straight	friends,”	or	participants	like	Ed	who	joke	in	ways	that	their	

straight	friends	just	don’t	understand.		I	would	love	for	future	research	to	

explore	the	connection	between	this	and	Loki’s	concept	of	“the	language	of	the	

dispossessed”	–	to	investigate	the	implications	of	that	idea	and	to	see	if,	and	in	

what	way,	dispossession	connects	to	the	experiences	of	Gay	Discourse(s)	

speakers.	

I	would	also	encourage	the	creation	of	shared	spaces	for	newcomers	to	a	

gay	community	to	meet	oldtimers	(to	use	the	language	of	Lave	and	Wenger).		

This	should	be	distinct	and	separate	from	the	concept	of	the	“coming	out”	

support	group.		While	some	researchers,	such	as	Coleman	(1982)7	and	Plummer	

(1995)8	have	distinctly	separated	the	“identity	integration”	step	of	their	process	

as	separate	from	“coming	out”,	this	information	doesn’t	seem	to	have	

proliferated	to	LGBT	Community	Centers	or	Gay	Straight	Alliances.		These	

community	programs	do	not	necessarily	have	to	be	based	upon	a	generational	

																																																								
7	Stages	include	“pre-coming	out,	coming	out,	exploration,	first	relationship,	and	
identity	integration”	
8	Stages	move	linearly	from	a	general	sense	of	difference,	to	a	crucial	moment	of	
crisis,	to	a	resolution	of	those	problems,	to	a	final	sense	of	identity	and	
community	(p.	83),	also	described	as	going	from	“sensitisation”	to	“signification”	
to	“sub-culturalisation”	to	“stabilization”	(p.	88).	
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divide	–	although	groups	and	experiences	that	are	built	around	that	concept	

certainly	are	not	bad,	like	Dirk’s	intergenerational	book	club.		However,	many	of	

my	participants	had	mentorship	experiences	with	people	who	were	near	their	

own	age,	but	were	simply	more	involved	and	embedded	within	their	gay	

communities,	had	been	out	for	longer,	or	who	were	in	leadership	roles	or	

positions	in	relation	to	the	newcomers.		Especially	in	today’s	environment	where	

young	people	living	in	progressive,	often	urban,	areas	are	coming	out	earlier	and	

earlier,	these	share	spaces	may	actually	see	older,	but	newly	out,	gay	men	

sharing	connections	and	being	mentored	into	the	community	by	their	younger	

counterparts.	

These	shared	spaces	are	important	because	they	will	allow	for	

experimentation,	especially	in	regards	to	language	practices.		Many	who	spoke	of	

just	“picking	up”	their	community	language	practices	also	shared	stories	of	

direct	mentor	relationships,	but	didn’t	always	explicitly	connect	the	two	topics.		I	

believe	that	especially	when	it	comes	to	issues	of	language,	participants	are	

rarely	asked	to	self-reflect	or	show	any	self-awareness	of	their	socialization	

practices.		While	some	were	surprisingly	aware	–	like	Thom	who	revealed	that	

he	had	been	thinking	about	the	idea	of	“sounding	gay”,	or	Dirk	the	DJ	who	had	

been	informally	studying	cadence	use	amongst	his	friends	–	many	of	my	

participants	initially	struggled	to	answer	both	my	question	about	whether	they	

communicate	differently	within	the	gay	community,	as	well	as	why	they	think	

they	did	so.		
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I	think	that	this	research	builds	upon	my	previous	exploratory	research	

(Green,	2013)	to	show	that	elements	of	Legitimate	Queer	Participation	spans	

across	multiple	categories.		Variance	in	age,	social-economic	status,	race,	and	

community	interest	has	still	resulted	in	similar	findings.		However,	this	research	

is	still	very	specific	to	gay	male	able-bodied	populations.		It	would	be	interesting	

to	see	if	there	are	similar	results	amongst	other	populations,	especially	when	

considering	international	audiences,	disability	communities	(such	as	the	Deaf	

and	Hard	of	Hearing	community),	and	different	gender	communities	(such	as	

Lesbians	or	transgender	or	gender-fluid	communities).		It	is	my	belief	that	the	

overall	theory	of	Legitimate	Queer	Participation	may	still	hold,	but	the	details	of	

the	language	acts	and	shared	experiences	may	differ;	however,	this	has	yet	to	be	

proven,	and	I	am	hopefully	that	future	research	continues	this	socio-linguistic	

approach	to	not	just	ask	how	people	are	communicating	within	community,	but	

questioning	why	they	do	it	and	how	they	learn	it.	
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Appendix	A	
Erik	Green,	PhD	Candidate,	UC	Santa	Cruz,	Department	of	Education	

	
This	interview	will	be	recorded	just	for	transcription	purposes,	but	just	
ignore	the	recorder	and	speak	as	you	normally	would.		The	purpose	here	is	
to	capture	your	voice	as	we	explore	your	experiences	within	the	gay	
community.	
	
All	names	will	be	changed	into	pseudonyms	for	this	research,	which	I’ll	ask	
you	about	at	the	end,	but	in	case	there	are	any	follow-up	questions	I	might	
have,	could	you	please	state	your	name.	
I	also	have	a	few	demographic	questions:	
Your	race	or	ethnicity.		General	age.	
Where	did	you	grow	up?	
How	would	you	describe	your	SES	growing	up?		Today?	
	
Part	1:	Life	History	
First	I’d	like	to	get	a	brief	sense	of	your	life	history.		Where	and	when	did	
you	grow	up?	
	
And	what	was	your	experience	with	your	sexuality,	or	with	coming	out?	
	
Part	2:	Lived	Experience	
Describe	to	me	what	comes	to	mind	when	you	think	about	the	“gay	
community”.	
	
Recall	your	experiences	with	the	“gay	community”	–	think	especially	of	the	
people	that	were	involved.		Tell	me	a	story	about	when	you	felt	a	part	of	the	
community.	
	
Tell	me	a	story	about	when	you	felt	excluded	from	the	community.	
	
Some	researchers	have	suggested	that	gay	men	have	their	own	unique	way	
of	communication.	Describe	to	me	how	you	communicate	when	within	the	
“gay	community”.	
	
How	is	that	different	from	the	ways	you	communicated	outside	the	“gay	
community”?	
	
Part	3:	Reflect	on	Meaning	
Why	do	you	think	you	communicate	in	that	way?	
(Possible	follow-up:	Why	do	you	think	you	communicate	differently	with	gay	
men	than	with	others?)	
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How	do	you	think	you	learned	to	speak	or	act	that	way?	
See	if	there	are	any	stories	about	people	“policing”	you	for	using	gay	language.	
(Follow-up:	Tell	me	a	story	where	you	taught	this	to	someone	else)	
	
What	pseudonym	would	you	prefer	that	I	use?	
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Appendix	B	
Erik	Green,	PhD	Candidate,	UC	Santa	Cruz,	Department	of	Education	

Participant	Overview	
	
Aaron		
Age:	29	
Race/Ethnicity:	Latino/Hispanic	
Hometown:	Little	Rock,	Southern	California,	“in	a	very	rural	town	in	the	desert	

between	Los	Angeles	and	Las	Vegas”	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	“Very	poor	–	my	dad	owned	his	own	business	that	was	

not	very	successful	so	it	kept	us,	I	think,	in	just	abject	poverty.		My	mama	
was	a	–	she	worked	in	factories	but	for	the	most,	but	did	not	have	a	lot	of	
luxuries.		Some	of	my	most	distinct	childhood	memories	are	of	being	
evicted	from	houses.”	

SES	Status	Today:	“Very	…	wealthy.		It’s	a	very	different	economic	state	and	I	
think	that	one	generation	of	education	has	changed	my	life	significantly.		
Now	I	live	like	in	the	center	of	the	most	expensive	city	in	America	and	I’m	
living	very	comfortably.”	

	
Alexander		
Age:	32	
Race/Ethnicity:	White	Mexican	
Hometown:	Oxnard,	California	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	Lower	middle	class	
SES	Status	Today:	Lower	middle	class	
	
Chris		
Age:	39	
Race/Ethnicity:	White	
Hometown:	New	Jersey,	outside	of	Philadelphia	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	Lower	middle	class,	“definitely	not	wealthy	but	any	

means	but	not	living	on	the	street”	
SES	Status	Today:	“Fairly	well	…	I’m	comfortable”	
	
Dirk		
Age:	31	
Race/Ethnicity:	Caucasian	
Hometown:	Monroe,	Michigan	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	Middle	class	
SES	Status	Today:	“For	San	Francisco	terms,	maybe	middle	class”	
	
Ed		
Age:	39	
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Race/Ethnicity:	Middle	Eastern	
Hometown:	“Bagh-daddy”,	Iraq	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	Middle	class	
SES	Status	Today:	Middle	class	
	
Gabriel		
Age:	mid-30s	
Race/Ethnicity:	Caucasian	
Hometown:	Connecticut	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	Middle	class	
SES	Status	Today:	Middle	class	
	
Gambit		
Age:	35	
Race/Ethnicity:	Black	
Hometown:	Fairfield,	California	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	“I	guess	it	would	be	middle	class?		I	guess,	I	was	a	

military	brat,	so…”	
SES	Status	Today:	“I	would	probably	say	…	that’s	kind	of	hard,	because	I	don’t	

have	that	much	money,	but	then	I	have	a	house,	and	I	don’t	live	in	San	
Francisco.		Financially,	I	wouldn’t	say	I	was	middle	class,	but	I	feel	like	I’m	
middle	class.”	

	
Grumpy		
Age:	48	
Race/Ethnicity:	Hispanic	
Hometown:	Corona,	California	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	“Middle	class,	bordered	on	poverty”	
SES	Status	Today:	Middle	class	
	
Hunter		
Age:	51	
Race/Ethnicity:	Mixed	–	Mexican,	Italian,	and	Pilipino	
Hometown:	Stockton,	CA	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	Middle	class	
SES	Status	Today:	Middle	class	
	
Jonathan		
Age:	30	
Race/Ethnicity:	Mixed	race	
Hometown:	In	the	country	on	a	farm	in	Colorado	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	Low-income	
SES	Status	Today:	“Low-income	because	I	live	in	San	Francisco”	
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Keith		
Age:	33	
Race/Ethnicity:	Caucasian	
Hometown:	“Born	in	Massachusetts,	but	grew	up	mostly	in	Missouri	and	

Pennsylvania”	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	Middle/upper	class	
SES	Status	Today:	Middle/upper	class	
	
Loki		
Age:	Approaching	50	
Race/Ethnicity:	Caucasian	
Hometown:	“My	father	was	an	officer	in	the	military	so	I	grew	up	on	military	

bases	in	Germany	and	the	southern	U.S.”	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	“The	military,	it’s	interesting,	as	an	officer’s	child	you	

have	an	upper	class	experience	because	you’re	in	the	Officer	Class,	so	you	
have	a	lot	of	amenities	that	are	provided	–	the	Officer’s	Club	and	activities.		
Middle	class.		When	my	mother	married	my	stepfather	I	would	say	…	
upper	…	middle	class?		Yeah.		But	it’s	resolutely	middle	class.”	

SES	Status	Today:	“Based	on	my	income,	but	the	fact	I	live	in	San	Francisco,	I’m	
still	middle	class.		In	most	of	the	country	I	would	be	upper	middle	class.		
I’m	not	a	1	percenter	but	I’m	not	the	struggling	half	either,	so	I	guess	that	
puts	me	as	the	vanishing	middle	class.”	

	
Mike		
Age:	32	
Race/Ethnicity:	White	
Hometown:	“Born	in	a	small	town	in	western	Tennessee	but	luckily	moved	to	

metro	Memphis	at	the	age	of	9,	so	I	got	to	come	to	be	in	a	decent	sized	
city.”	

SES	Status	Growing	Up:	Middle	class,	upper	middle	class	
SES	Status	Today:	“Struggling”	
	
Regina		
Age:	30	
Race/Ethnicity:	White	
Hometown:	Outside	of	Colorado	Springs,	Colorado	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	Poor	–	very	poor	
SES	Status	Today:	Struggling	but	does	okay	as	a	student	
	
Thom		
Age:	45	
Race/Ethnicity:	White	
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Hometown:	Syracuse,	New	York,	upstate	New	York	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	Poor	
SES	Status	Today:	“Not	poor.		I’m	doing	pretty	well	for	here.		I’m	not	rich	but	I	

don’t	want	for	anything	here.”	
	
Thor		
Age:	62	
Race/Ethnicity:	Black	
Hometown:	Boston	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	“I’d	say	lower	end,	so	approaching	middle	class	but	not	

really”	
SES	Status	Today:	Middle	
	
Wes		
Age:	32	
Race/Ethnicity:	Latin	
Hometown:	Bay	Area	
SES	Status	Growing	Up:	Poor	
SES	Status	Today:	“Better	than	poor.		Attempting	to	be	middle	class.”	
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RE: The Socialization of Gay Men Into Gay Communities Through Discourse
UCSC IRB Protocol # 2499
UCSC Principal Investigator: Green, Erik
Approval Date: 12/10/2015

Dear Investigator:

The Human Subjects review committee has reviewed the proposed use of Human Subjects in the project
referenced above and has determined that the project is approved for a period of three years.

This approval will expire on 7/1/2017. You should reapply for review at least one month prior to the expiration
date in order to continue conducting your research beyond that date.

Please remember that modifications to the protocol must be reviewed and approved by the IRB prior to being
initiated.

Additionally, it is your responsibility to promptly notify the IRB of any unanticipated problem that occurs during
the research, including any breach in confidentiality or data security that places participants or others at a greater
risk of harm.

The UCSC Institutional Review Board operates under a Federalwide Assurance approved by the DHHS Office for
Human Research Protections, FWA00002797. Our DHHS IRB Registration Number is IRB00000266.

Sincerely,

Caitlin Deck, Director
Office of Research Compliance Administration
(831) 459-1473
orca@ucsc.edu
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 UCSC IRB 
PROTOCOL FOR RESEARCH INVOLVING THE USE OF HUMAN SUBJECTS 

 
Project Title: The Experience of Gay Men Being Socialized Into Gay Communities 

Funding Agency: N/A 

Project Start Date: 10/1/15 Project End Date: 7/1/17 
 
 
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: 
Investigators who do not meet Principal Investigator criteria need a Faculty Sponsor. For criteria, see 
http://www.ucop.edu/research-policy-analysis-coordination/resources-tools/ucop-contracts-and-grants-
team/ucop-contracts-and-grants-handbook.html#part1. 
 

Name: Erik Green  Dept: Education 

E-mail address: errgreen@ucsc.edu Phone #: 510-520-1560 

Mail Address (student only): 415 N. 2nd St., Unit 142, San Jose, CA, 95112 
 
CHECK ONE:

 UCSC Faculty  
 UCSC Staff 

 

 UCSC Post doc 
 UCSC Undergraduate     

     Student  

 UCSC Graduate Student 
 Other: 

     

 

 
 
FACULTY SPONSOR:   
Faculty Sponsors must satisfy the UC policy for eligibility to be Principal Investigators. For criteria, see 
above link. 
 

Name: Cindy Cruz  Dept: Education  

E-mail address: ccruz3@ucsc.edu Phone #: 831-459-1843 

 
 
SIGNATURES: 
The undersigned accept(s) responsibility for the study, including adherence to federal, state and 
UCSC policies regarding the rights and welfare of human participants participating in this study.  In 
the case of student protocols, the faculty sponsor and the student share responsibility for adherence 
to policies. 
 
 

                9/7/15 
Principal Investigator’s Signature          Date 
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        October 1, 2015   
      
Faculty Sponsor’s Signature           Date 
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Instructions:  Please complete each of the items below and send this form with necessary 
attachments and consent forms to the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at orca@ucsc.edu.  

For questions contact ORCA at (831) 459-4114 or orca@ucsc.edu. 

 
1. Please provide the names, phone numbers and email addresses of the investigators, 

other than yourself (if any), who will also be involved with the project.  
 
N/A 
 

2. Will any research personnel be undergraduate students? 
 No 
 Yes.  If yes, please describe how these undergraduate students will be trained.  Also, 

if these undergraduates will be interacting with human subjects, please provide a written 
script detailing exactly what undergraduate research personnel will be saying to human 
subjects.  

 
 
 

3. Please state the monetary support for this project.  If a sponsored project proposal 
has been submitted, please include a complete copy of the proposal and the OSP 
SC number.  Each grant proposal should have a separate protocol, unless you have 
obtained permission from the grantor for multiple submissions. 

 
N/A.  Possible dissertation grants and fellowships in the future. 
 

4. Are you receiving NIH funds for this project? 
 No 
 Yes.  If yes, the PI and all key personnel are required to complete an online training 

and submit a copy of the certificate of completion to Office of Research Compliance 
Administration. You may choose between the following two courses to satisfy the NIH 
human subjects training requirement: (1) www.citiprogram.org; or  
(2) http://cme.cancer.gov/clinicaltrials/learning/humanparticipant-protections.asp. 

 
5. Related Projects: If the research is related to a project or other program that has already 

been reviewed by the UCSC IRB, please indicate the title and UCSC IRB identifying 
number. 

 
Queer Discourse: How gay men become socialized into Gay Discourse 
HS1201803 
 

6. General Project Overview: Please give a brief summary of the nature and purpose of the 
proposed research. Include the research hypothesis or question and methodology. 

 
This research explores how gay men in the United States become socialized into gay 
communities, and what is the role of language in that process. In order to explore this question, I 
root my research in both language and educational theory.  Making connections between a 
variety of disciplines, I ultimately center my work around the theories of educational researchers 
Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger (1991), who have constructed a theory around situated learning 
and legitimate peripheral participation.  To conduct my research, I plan to utilize a 
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phenomenological methodology as my framework.  Specifically, I will be focusing on the 
concept of Heuristic Inquiry (Douglass and Moustakas, 1985; Moustakas, 1990; Patton, 2002), 
where the researcher asks “what is my experience of this phenomenon and the essential 
experience of others who also experience this phenomenon intensely?” (Patton, 2002, p. 107). 

 
7. Procedures: Describe how human subjects will be involved in the research.  If there is to 

be an intervention or interaction with the subjects, describe what researcher and 
subjects will do, who will conduct the procedures, where and when the procedures will 
take place, how frequently, and for how long.  If identifiable private information about the 
subjects will be sought, such as personal records, describe the information and how it 
will be obtained.  Be sure to describe any photographing or video or audio tape 
recording of subjects and others. 

 
Within my phenomenological methodology, I intend to use qualitative methods.  Specifically, I 
will be focusing on conducting semi-structured depth interviews, supplemented by participatory 
and non-participatory observations.  The interviews will be semi-structured depth interviews, as 
defined by Wengraff (2001), Patton (1987), and Seidman (2006).  The Interview Guide is 
outlined in Appendix A, and will encourage the participants to reflect first on their own life 
history.  This will lead into their lived experience in connecting with and joining the “gay 
community” – including their description of what that means to them, and the language practices 
they engage in within the community.  Finally, they will be asked to reflect on the meaning of 
that experience, including interrogation of their language use within the community. 
 
Before and after interviewing the participants, I will engage in observations, in order to yield 
“detailed descriptions of people’s activities, behaviors, actions, and the full range of 
interpersonal interactions and organizational process that are part of observable human 
experience” (Patton, 2002, p. 4).  Field notes will be taken, and – where permissible and feasible 
– video taken as well.  These observations will help me observe directly the way participants 
interact within a gay environment, including their actions and speech, and will help provide 
context and support for their own self-reflections within the interviews.  Specifically, I will 
attend and watch team practices, games (ideally from the team bench), and then participate in 
social activities following these events. 
 
For all the interviews, participation will be voluntary and signed consent forms will be collected 
from all participants.  Participants will be allowed to choose their own pseudonyms for the 
research, and also allowed to remove themselves at any time for any reason from the research. 
 
Observations will all be made of public spaces, and therefore would follow the same ethical 
standards as ethnographic research (Cohen, et al, 2007; LeCompte & Schensul, 2010; etc.)  
While the teams will be aware of my presence and my purpose for being there, I am requesting a 
waiver of consent because the risks are minimal: observations can be conducted in these 
locations by any member of the public. 

 
8. Please provide a general description of subjects and recruitment of subjects. Include any 

materials that will be used for recruitment (e.g. advertisements, posters, email).  
 
Participants will be solicited from local gay sports groups on a self-selecting, voluntary basis, 
with their names changed to self-selected pseudonyms.  I will specifically target the SF Fog 
rugby team, the SF Goaldiggers hockey team, and the Silicon Valley Softball League.  
Individuals will be recruited using nonproportional quota sampling to get 5-10 participants from 
each site, aiming to get men who represent a variety of ages, race/ethnicities, education levels, 
and social-economic statuses. 
 

9. Do you intend to include minors (persons under 18 years of age) in the project? 
 Yes    No  
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10. Do you intend to include pregnant women in the project? 

 Yes    No  
 

11. Do you intend to include prisoners in the project? 
 Yes    No  

 
12. If adults are to be use as subjects, are they competent to give informed consent? 

 Yes    No  
 

13. Approximately how many human subjects do you plan to include in your research? 
 

15-30 directly involved; around 70-100 people via public observation 
 

14. Please describe any human subjects research experience you have that is relevant to 
this project.  

 
Exploratory research on this topic was conducted in 2012 (see IRB approval above). 

 
15. Screening Procedures:  If subjects will be screened prior to entry into the research, 

please address the criteria for exclusion and inclusion in the research. Please also 
provide a statement regarding what will happen to the information collected about the 
individual should they not enter into the study. 

 
Screening will not occur.  Basic targeting will occur in recruitment in order to provide a diverse 
pool of participants, as described in #8 above.  The targeting will occur in my requests to the 
team at large (for example, after getting a few participants I may contact the team and 
specifically mention that more volunteers from a particular group would be helpful for my 
research).  At the start of each interview, this basic demographic information will be asked and 
recorded – no information will be gathered from anybody who chooses not to participate in 
interviews.  However, no participants will be excluded based on their answers to these questions. 
 

16. Risks: Provide your evaluation of the possible risks and/or discomforts to the subjects 
(e.g., injury, stress, discomfort, accidental disclosure, invasion of privacy) in terms of 
probability and magnitude of potential harm.  Where appropriate, discuss measures that 
will be taken to minimize risks. 

 
Risks should be minimal to non-existent for participants.  It is possible discomfort could be 
caused from having to reflect on their past experiences, and participants will be allowed to 
terminate the interview at any point, but the probability and magnitude seems rather low.  All 
interview participants will be voluntary, so it can be safely assumed that those who have any 
potential risk at all will not self-select for the interviews. 
 
Furthermore, San Francisco, San Jose, and California at large have strong protections from those 
who identify as LGBT when it comes to employment, reputation, etc.  Finally, the likelihood of 
the participants sexuality being revealed beyond the gay sports arena location is much more 
likely from their participation on the team than it would be from my research. 
 

17. Benefits: Describe the benefits, if any, to the subjects or to society that will be realized 
as a result of this project.  Discuss the benefits that may accrue directly to the subjects 
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as well as to society.  If there is no direct benefit anticipated for the subjects, please 
state such.  Do not include compensation in this section. 

 
Benefits should be minimal to middling for participants.  Participants may derive joy or pleasure 
from reflecting on past experiences and involvement within their communities.  In general, 
interview participants seem to enjoy getting to share aspects of their life for the sake of research.  
Participants will also have the final publication shared with them, which they may find 
interesting or enjoyable. 
 

18. Explain why study risks are reasonable in relation to the potential benefits to subjects 
and to society. 

 
There are very few (if any) risks, with some general benefits possible for participants.  If there is 

any risk involved, those who are participating in a public gay sports team have already put 
themselves at much greater risk (where their real name is listed on a team roster, for example, 
or their photo posted to a team website or FaceBook page) than my research would do (where 
pseudonyms will be published in an academic journal). 

 
19. Describe any provisions you intend to make to protect the rights and welfare of the 

subjects. 
 
Interview subjects will be allowed to create their own pseudonym for the project.  Direct 

observation methods will utilize either those pseudonyms or generic descriptions, rather than 
any actual names.  Organizations will also be described generically rather than by name. 

 
20. Will data be collected anonymously? 

NOTE: Anonymously means that no identifying information such as name, address, 
phone number, etc will be collected that can be linked to the study data. Data is not 
collected anonymously if there is a code linking it to personally identifiable information, 
or if subjects will be photographed, audio, or video recorded. 

 Yes    No 
 
21. If identifying information will be retained, describe how confidentiality will be protected. 
 

Participants will be allowed to create their own pseudonyms for the project. 
 
22. If the data is coded, explain where the key will be stored, how the key will be protected, 

and who will have access to the key. 
 
Data will not be coded. 

 
23. Indicate whether research data or specimens will be destroyed at the end of the study.  If 

data will not be destroyed, explain where, in what format, and for how long it will be 
retained. 

 
Transcripts of interviews, field notes, and memos will be stored in a password protected folder 

and kept for up to 5 years following the completion of the project, then destroyed. 
 
24. Explain how data collection instruments, audiotapes, videotapes, photographs, etc. will 

be stored and who will have access to them.  Indicate at what point they will be 
transcribed and/or destroyed (if ever). 
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Data collection instruments (one video recorders, one audio recorders, and one USB storage 

device) will be stored in a secured drawer at my private residence.  They will be kept up to a 
year after completion of the project, and then the data on them will be destroyed. 
 
NOTE: Whenever appropriate, researchers may retain study data for future use/ other research 
purposes as long as they make provision in the protocol and consent documents for such use.  
Researchers must spell out in the protocol how confidentiality will be maintained vis-à-vis long-term 
storage of data and/or granting of access to other researchers, and the consent forms must clearly 
ask subjects for permissions in this regard. 
 
25. Medical Supervision: If medical supervision is deemed necessary, describe the 

provisions for medical supervision. 
 
N/A 

 
26. Informed Consent: Unless a waiver is granted, informed consent needs to be 

documented by the use of a written consent form signed by the research subject or the 
subject's legally authorized representative. A copy of the consent must be given to the 
person signing the form.  Please indicate which type of form you intend to use to obtain 
the subjects’ consent to participate in your project: 

 
  A long form written consent document that includes all the required elements of 

informed consent –- please attach your consent form. 
 

  A short form written consent document that states that the required elements of 
informed consent have been presented to the participant orally – please attach the 
short form and a written summary of the information that will be presented to the 
participants.  A copy of the summary should be signed by the PI and given to the 
participant at the time that consent is obtained. 
 

  You are requesting a waiver of the requirement for a signed consent form. 
  A waiver of documented consent is permitted only when: 

 The consent document would be the only record linking the subject to the research 
and the principal risk to the subject is the potential harm resulting from a breach of 
confidentiality. OR 

 The research presents no more than minimal risk and involves no procedures for 
which written consent is normally required outside the research context. 

 
Please note that participants still must be fully informed about the study.  Please 
attach a written summary of the information that will be presented to the participants. 
 

  You are requesting an alteration or waiver of some or all of the elements of 
informed consent.  
  A waiver informed consent is permitted only when: 

 The research presents no more than minimal risk; it is not practicable to conduct the 
research without the waiver or alteration; waiving or altering the consent will not adversely 
affect the subjects’ rights and welfare; and pertinent information be provided to subjects 
later, if appropriate. OR 

 The research will be conducted by or subject to the approval of state or local 
government officials; the project designed to examine (i) public benefit of service 
programs; it is not practicable to conduct the research without the waiver or alteration. 
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Please describe and justify your request for a waiver or alteration of informed 
consent: Observations will be of a public sports team participating in public venues that can 
be observed by any member of the public. 
 
 

27. Financial Aspects: Describe any remuneration or costs to the subjects that may result 
from participation in the research.  If the subjects will receive a payment, please include 
a justification of why the amount is reasonable and will not unduly influence the subject’s 
decision to participate. Describe when and how payments will be made. 

 
There will be no remuneration or costs to the participants.  If funding is available, a giftcard of up to $20 

may be offered as a thanks following completion of the interviews, but will not be advertised as 
part of the research study so will therefore not influence the subject’s decision to participate. 

 
28. If tests or questionnaires are to be administered to the subjects as part of this project, 

the tests must be either attached or explained in detail and are subject to approval by 
the Institutional Review Board. 

 
   No tests or questionnaires will be administered. 
    Tests and/or questionnaires are attached. 

 
29. If interviews or surveys will be conducted, a copy of the interview or survey questions 

must be attached or explained in detail and are subject to approval by the Human 
Subjects Institutional Review Board. 

 
   No interviews or surveys will be conducted. 
    Interviews or survey questions are attached. 

 
HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996) Questions: 
 

1.  Will health information be obtained from a covered entity (a health care provider who bills 
health insurers, e.g., Santa Cruz Medical Clinic)? 

 Yes    No  
 
2.  Will the study involve the provision of healthcare in a covered entity, such as the Student 
Health Center? 

 Yes    No  
 
3. If the study involves the provision of healthcare, will a health insurer or billing agency be 
contacted for billing or eligibility? 

 Yes    No  
 
If you answered “YES” to any of the questions above, you are subject to HIPAA and must 
complete a HIPAA training and include a HIPAA authorization or waiver request with your 
protocol. 
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DISCLOSURE OF INVESTIGATORS’ FINANCIAL INTERESTS 
 
In order to inform research subjects of all circumstances that may affect their decision about 
whether to participate, all researchers are required to disclose any financial interests they may 
have related to this study. Each positive disclosure (i.e., each affirmative response below) will 
be reviewed by the Independent Substantive Review Committee (ISRC) and approved by the 
Vice Chancellor for Research.  
 
To complete this form, the Principal Investigator must ask all UCSC personnel who are 
involved in designing or conducting the research the following question:  
 
“Do you, your spouse, or dependent children have any significant* financial interests 
related** to the work to be conducted as part of the above-referenced project?” 
 
*Significant Financial Interests: With respect to any single entity external to the 
University of California whose business interests are related to the results of this study, 
researchers are deemed to have significant financial interests if they, their spouses, or 
their dependent children have any of the following interests: 
 
• Outside income exceeding $10,000 over the preceding twelve months or 

anticipated during the forthcoming twelve months.  Income includes salary, 
consultant payments, honoraria, royalty payments, dividends, loan, or any other 
payments or consideration with value, including payments made to the 
University Health Sciences Compensation Plan. 

• Equity in the form of stock, stock options, real estate, loan to, or any other 
investment or ownership interest exceeding $10,000 (current market value) or a 
5% or greater ownership interest. 

• A management position (e.g., director, officer, partner, or trustee) with the 
interested entity. 

• An intellectual property interest, e.g., a patent (actual, planned, or applied for) or 
a copyright for software assigned or to be assigned to a party other than the 
Regents. 

 
**Related Financial Interests: Related interest occurs when the investigator has 
Significant Financial Interests that would reasonably appear to be affected by the research 
or in entities whose financial interests would reasonably appear to be affected by the 
research.  Examples include situations where the investigator:  
 
• Is conducting a project where the results could be relevant to the development, 

manufacturing or improvement of the products or services of the entity in which the 
investigator has a financial interest; or  

• has a financial interest in an entity that might manufacture or commercialize a drug, 
device, procedure, or any other product used in the project or that will predictably 
result from the project; or  

• has consulting income in his/her professional field where the financial interest of the 
entity or the investigator would reasonably appear to be affected by the project; or  

• has a financial interest in an entity and the project proposes to subcontract a portion 
of the work, or lease property, or make referral of participants to, or make purchases 
from the entity, or the entity is part of a consortium or will otherwise participate in the 
project.  
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Any member of the study team who answers in the affirmative must be listed in the 
box below.  A staff person will contact any researcher listed below to obtain additional 
information regarding the specific financial interest(s). 
 
Name(s) of UCSC Personnel on Study Team who have Significant Financial 
Interests (Include Principal Investigator, Co-Investigators, Research Personnel and, if 
applicable, Faculty Sponsor) 

 

N/A 

 

 
SIGNATURE (Please sign even if no individuals have disclosed a financial interest) 
 
I certify that all members of the study team have answered the financial interests question and 
only those individuals listed in the box above have disclosed any financial interest related to this 
study. 
 

 
9/7/15 

Signature of Principal Investigator Date 
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Informed Consent Checklists 
These checklists do not need to be submitted with your protocol.  They are included to help you prepare 

informed consent documents.  Sample consent documents can be found at 
http://officeofresearch.ucsc.edu/orca/irb/irb-forms/index.html 

 
Met Required Element 

 Written on UCSC letterhead. 

 Written in layman’s language understandable to the people being asked to participate. 

 A statement that the study involves research. 

 An explanation of the purpose of the research. 

 An explanation of the expected duration of the subject’s participation. 

 A description of the procedures to be followed. 

 A description of any reasonably foreseeable risks or discomforts – including psychological -- to the 
subject. When there is no expected risk to the subject, the subject should be made aware of this. 

 
A description of any benefits to the subject or to others that may reasonably be expected from the 
research.  When there is no expected benefit to the subject, the subject should be made aware of 
this. 

 A statement describing the extent, if any, to which confidentiality of records identifying the subject 
will be maintained. 

 An explanation of whom to contact for answers to pertinent questions about the research, 
including concerns or complaints. 

 An explanation of whom to contact for answers to questions about research subjects’ rights. 

 An explanation of whom to contact in the event of a research-related injury to the subject. 

 A statement that participation is voluntary, 

 A statement that refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which the 
subject is otherwise entitled. 

 A statement that the subject may discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of 
benefits to which the subject is otherwise entitled. 

 

No informed consent, whether oral or written, may include any exculpatory language through 
which the subject or the representative is made to waive or appear to waive any of the subjects 
legal rights, or releases or appears to release the investigator, the sponsor, the institution, or its 
agents from liability for negligence. 

Met N/A The following items generally apply only to biomedical research: 

  A disclosure of appropriate alternative procedures or courses of treatments, if any, that 
may be advantageous to the subject. 

  Identification of any procedures that are experimental. 

  

For research involving more than minimal risk, an explanation as to whether any 
compensation is available if injury occurs, an explanation as to whether any medical 
treatments are available if injury occurs, and if so, what they consist of, OR where further 
information may be obtained. 

 
*The IRB may waive some or all elements of informed consent if (a) the research involves no more than minimal risk to the 
subjects; (b) the waiver or alteration will not adversely affect the rights and welfare of the subjects; (c) the research could not 
practicably be carried out without the waiver or alteration; and (d) whenever appropriate, the subjects will be provided with 
additional pertinent information after participation 
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Additional Elements, as Appropriate 

  
Met N/A Additional Item 

  If the study involves video or audio recording, does the consent include a statement as to what will 
become of recordings after use, e.g., shown at scientific meetings, erased. 

  Place for subject to indicate explicit consent to be recorded. 

  Place for subject to indicate explicit consent for recordings to be used. 

  Place for subject to indicate explicit consent for identity to be made known from the audio or video 
recording. 

  Description of payment/reimbursement for participation. 

  Statement that subject has the right to refuse to answer individual questions. 

  Statements regarding reporting requirements for drug, child abuse and suicide. 

  If PHI is used, are appropriate HIPAA elements included? (e.g. HIPAA Authorization, Limited 
Waiver of Authorization, HIPAA Waiver of Individual Authorization) 

  For blood, tissues, or other specimens, has the final disposition been stated in the consent? 

  If samples of tissues, cells, blood, or body fluids (hereafter referred to as tissues) will be taken or 
banked for use in research, is the appropriate language included in consent? 

 
Documentation of Informed Consent Checklist  

 
Unless a waiver is granted, informed consent shall be documented by the use of a written consent form signed by the 
subject or the subject's legally authorized representative. A copy shall be given to the person signing the form. The 
consent form may be either of the following: 

LONG FORM 
 

1. A written consent document that embodies the elements of informed consent. This form may be 
read to the subject or the subject's legally authorized representative, but in any event, the investigator 
should give either the subject or the representative adequate opportunity to read it before it is signed. 

SHORT 
FORM 

 

2. A short form written consent document, stating that the elements of informed consent have been 
presented orally to the subject or the subject's legally authorized representative.  
The IRB shall approve a written summary of what is to be said to the subject or the representative. 
Only the short form itself is to be signed by the subject or the representative. However, a witness shall 
sign both the short form and a copy of the summary, and the person actually obtaining consent shall 
sign a copy of the summary. A copy of the summary shall be given to the subject or the 
representative, in addition to a copy of the short form. 

 
WAIVER of 

req't for 
signed form 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

An IRB may waive the requirement for the investigator to obtain a signed consent form for some or all 
subjects, if it finds either: 

1. That the only record linking the subject and the research would be the consent document, and the 
principal risk would be potential harm resulting from a breach of confidentiality. Each subject will be 
asked whether the subject wants documentation linking the subject with the research, and the 
subject's wishes will govern; or 

2. That the research presents no more than minimal risk of harm to subjects, and involves no 
procedures, for which written consent is normally required outside of the research context. 

In cases in which the documentation requirement is waived, the IRB may require the investigator to 
provide subjects with a written statement regarding the research 
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1 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ 

 

Name: Erik Green 
Department of Education 
Address: 1156 High Street, Santa Cruz, CA 95064 
Title of Research Project: The Experience of Gay Men Being Socialized Into Gay Communities 
IRB Approval: ### 

 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH 

 
Introductory section: You are invited to take part in a research study conducted by Erik Green from the 
Department of Education at the University of California, Santa Cruz.  Before you decide whether or not 
to participate in the study, you should read this form and ask questions if there is anything that you do 
not understand.  
 
Description of the project: The purpose of the study is to talk with gay men in the United States (you!) 
about your experiences with the gay community.  This includes things like your idea of what the “gay 
community” is, your process of joining the community (“becoming socialized”), and what the role of 
language is in your experiences. 
 
What you will do in the study: If you decide to take part in this study, you will be interviewed about 
your experiences.  Follow-up interviews may be requested at a later date, to be scheduled at your 
discretion.  Interviews will be audio recorded and portions will be transcribed, but all names will be 
removed from the transcription and replaced with pseudonyms.  You will be allowed, at the end of the 
interview, to pick your own pseudonym. 
 
Time required: Participation will take approximately 45-60 minutes. 
 
Risks or discomfort: There are minimal anticipated risks in this study.  Your name will initially be 
connected to the collected data, but all published information will be under a pseudonym.  There may be 
risk involved if you feel that any disclosure (including accidental disclosure) of your responses outside 
of the research (specifically your sexual identification) may place you at risk of criminal or civil liability 
or be damaging to your financial standing, employability, or reputation. 
 
Benefits of this study: Although there will be no direct benefit to you for taking part in this study, the 
researcher may learn more about the process of community socialization and language use. It has been 
observed that laughter is an occasional side affect during the interview process. 
 
Confidentiality: The information that you give in the study will be handled confidentially.  Your name 
will not be used in any report. With your permission, I would like to tape this interview so that I can 
make an accurate transcript.  The recording and transcripts will be kept in secured, password protected 
folders on my personal computer.  In the transcription your name will be replaced by the pseudonym you 
have chosen. 
 
Your data will be kept for 5 years following the completion of the project, and then destroyed. 
 
Decision to quit at any time: The decision to take part in this study is completely voluntary.  You do not 
have to participate. Even if you decide at first to take part, you are free to change your mind at any time 
and quit the study. Whatever you decide will in no way penalize you. 
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2 

Rights and Complaints: If you have questions about this research, please contact Erik Green, Doctoral 
Candidate, errgreen@ucsc.edu.  You may also contact the faculty member supervising this work: Cindy 
Cruz, Associate Professor, ccruz3@ucsc.edu.  If you have any questions regarding your rights as a 
research participant,  please contact the Office of Research Compliance Administration at the University 
of California at Santa Cruz at 831-459-1473 or orca@ucsc.edu. 
 
Signature: 
Signing this document means that you understand the information given to you in this form and that you 
voluntarily agree to participate in the research described above. 

___ I agree to be interviewed. 
 
___ I agree to have my interview recorded. 
 
 
! 
___________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Participant       Date 
 
 
_____________________________  
Typed/printed Name 
 
 
_____________________________  
Chosen Pseudonym 
 
 
Please sign both consent forms, keeping one for yourself. 
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